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In our paper, ‘Revisiting The 1963 Aristarchus Events’
1
, Anthony Cook and I relied heavily on documents in the 

Lowell Observatory Archive. We wish to thank Lowell Observatory Director Jeffrey Hall for granting us permission 

to post the following documents on our web site and in particular, we extend a heartfelt “Thank You” to Lowell 

Observatory Librarian/Archivist Lauren Amundson for her diligence in supplying us with the 305 pages of material in 

this document as they were being catalogued. 

This document contains all correspondence and related material concerning ‘The 1963 Aristarchus Events’
2
 

identified in the Lowell Observatory Archives catalogued as of late 2012. This PDF file was constructed with PDF 

Converter Professional 7 and should also be readable with standard PDF software packages. Original scanned 

Lowell images were converted to PDF format and then MRC compression with text search option was applied 

allowing full search capabilities. For example, a PDF search of “Greenacre” should return 98 results including those 

on this page. 

This document is organized by grouping together all letters and documents sent between correspondents ordered 

chronologically within each grouping. For example, the first grouping of correspondence contains all letters in the 

Lowell Archive sent between Dr. John S. Hall and William D. Cannell starting with the earliest exchange on 

November 14, 1960 and continuing chronologically to the last relevant document on July 5, 1967, which was a Hall 

reference letter for Cannell. 

Some sections are simply newspaper articles or other documents placed in chronological order between 

correspondence groupings. There are no section headings as all documents are in a continuous flow. We hope this 

material is useful to fellow researchers. 

Kind Regards, 

 

Bob O’Connell, Keystone Heights, Florida 

August 6, 2013 

 

Note: All material courtesy of the Lowell Observatory Archives. 

Any public use of the material requires written permission of Lowell Observatory. 
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   presented this paper at the conference entitled Geological Problems in Lunar Research held by The New York Academy of Sciences on 1964  

   May 16-19. 
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November 14, 1960 

Mr. William Cannell 
Headquarters 
Aeronautical Chart and Information Center 
United States Air Force 
Second and Arsenal 
St. Louis 18, Missouri 

Dear Bill: 

Just a note to say that we forwarded a proposal and also an 
answer to the questionnaire on November -. I hope that both are 
satisfactory from your point of view. 

The visual tailpiece of the 24-inch telescope is now in the shop. 
Several minor improvements are being nade on this and on your plot-
ting board. I am also having my 16 mm magazine-type motion picture 
camera arranged so that it may be swivelled into position in place 
of the eye piece. This camera has film speeds of 16, 24, 32, and 
64 frames per second. At the moment I have a magazine of Koda-
chrome to try. I do not, however, think that it is sufficiently 
fast to do much good. Also, according to E. C. Slipher, Kodachrome 
is inherently grainey. 

An investigation of available sheet film indicates that Ortho X, 
Ortho press, and Verichrome with daylight speeds of 125, 100, and 
64 might be useful for getting large amounts of information in 
a short time. A special emulsion designed for spectroscopic work 
type II-G appears to be ideal. All of these emulsions lose their 
sensitivity at the red end before out of focus troubles are en-
countered. Of course the blue light would be eliminated by a fil-
ter. I wonder if you would want to see if there is not an emulsion 
similar to these which would be available in 16 mm sizes for your 
work? 

The work is progressing at the old shcp, and it looks as if it 
will be habitable soon after your arrival on the 25th. The old 
driving mechanism has been removed from the 24-inch done and 
several groups are fabricating the necessary steel and woodwork 
required to remount the dome. If any seriaus hitch occurs, we 
will let you know at once. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

jetlipat 
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HEADQUARTERS 

AERONAUTICAL CHART AND INFORMATION CENTER 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

SECOND AND ARSENAL 
ST. LOUIS 18, MISSOURI 

REPLY TO 
ATTN OF:  ACDCS 12 January 1961 

SUBJECT:  TDY to Lowell Observatory 

TO: Dr. John Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Hall, 

It seems a long time since we last communicated but I wanted to 
have something concrete to report in this letter. I will be 
coming to Flagstaff on the 22nd of January and staying until 
the 2nd of February. I expect to be coming alone on this trip. 
We are planning a similar trip for the last two weeks in 
February, with perhaps one or two more people. 

Travel and program monies are still a bit unstable which is the 
reason for limiting the number of people on the trips and the 
length of stay. We expect the lunar program to stabilize by 
the first of the coming fiscal year and therefore must operate 
on a limited basis until that time. Evenso we will be seeking 
a 4 month contract with you to extend our observation time from 
1 March thru 30 June. Money for contracting is in a separate 
funding category, and there appears to be no problem in that 
area. 

Many things have happened here during the last two months regarding 
our lunar work. Welve had heartbreaking difficulties as well 
as joyous successes. 

To begin, we had bad luck printing the Kepler Chart just before 
Bob Carder was to take it to Lenningrad for the big show. Half 
the relief did not print, and the color was nauseating. This 
was a setback for all of us particularly for Bob because he had 
hoped to advertize our work by passing out quantities of the 
chart. His trip was successful however, even without the 
printed chart because he had made good lantern slides. 

In the meantime we corrected the printing errors on the Kepler 
Chart and obtained the quality print that we originally expected. 
The colors are excellent and all of the relief printed. You 
will find a copy enclosed. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



On 30 December 1960 I gave a 15 "minute paper on "USAF Lunar 
Cartography" at the AAAS Meeting in New York City. Fortunately 
I was able to pass out over 100 copies of the Kepler chart which 
the selenologists seemed to appreciate. 

We have been receiving considerable publicity from all of this 
activity. Bob Carder was interviewed on a television news cast 
about his paper delivered in Lenningrad. Following this, Bob 
Carder, Jim Picariello (our model maker) and myself were inter-
viewed on another television news program about our lunar charts 
and models. I told the public that we relied on telescopic 
observations at Lowell Observatory for making these lunar charts 
the best possible. In addition to this, we have been receiving 
write-ups in newspapers and magazines all over the country. 

So much for what has happened here. I suppose things have been 
buzzing at Lowell also. You probably have very cold weather 
there by now and I intend to bring some cold-weather clothing 
with me this time. I am still planning to bring 8 magazines 
(50 ft. per mag) of 16mm movie film. That is 4 magazines of 
plus-X and 4 magazines of Tri-X. Also I will bring about 24 
3 1/4 x 4 1/4 glass plates with Royal Pan X emulsion. That is 
the best I can do on film at this time. Perhaps I can do 
better after I talk with you again. 

I should be arriving in Flagstaff on Sunday night, 22 Jan., by 
government vehicle as I did before. Don't worry about a hotel 
reservation for me because I plan to try a motel this time in 
an effort to get a cheaper rate. I won't plan to see you that 
Sunday night. If it is convenient for you, I would like to see 
you at 9:00 AM the next morning. Should anything happen to my 
plans, I will let you know at once. 

Sincerely, 

6:et 
William D. Cannell 
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HEADQUARTERS 

AERONAUTICAL CHART AND INFORMATION CENTER 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

SECOND AND ARSENAL 
ST. LOUIS 18, MISSOURI 

REPLY TO 
ATTN OF:  ACDCS 

SUBJECT: 

18 January 1961 

TO:  Dr. John Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Hall 

Just a line to let you know of a slight change in previous plans. 
Bob Carder told me about your call to ACIC and your offer to 
help in our bind on funds was well received. However, things 
had begun to relax already which Bob may have mentioned to you. 

There will be two of us making the trip this time. Mr. Kenneth 
Walter will be with me to help make observations. This will 
be his first experience at the telescope. He has had a very 
active part in direct supervision of the lunar chart production 
and is therefore very anxious to make observations. 

We will be arriving Monday night instead of Sunday night. We 
could not get reservations on the plane for Sunday. If it is 
still convenient for you, we will be at Lowell by 9:00 AM 
Tuesday morning, 21i. January 1961. 

Sincerely, 

Bill Cannell 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



June 12, 1961 

United  States Air Force 
Aeronautical Chart and Information  Center 
Lecond  and Arsenal 
t. Louis 18, Missouri 

-ENTli Ns AC5C3 

Dear Mr. Cannell: 

I was sorry to have missed seeing you upon my return from 
the east. 

The series of lunar photographs which you kindly left Air 
my perusal was of considerable interest. It has occurred to me 
that, if you continue to use Plus-x film, it might be wise to 
buy a wide-band intrference filter which has good trnnemission 
from about 5100 A to 6200A. Enclosed is  a plot showirij the 
color curves of two Clark refractors. Plus-x is still quite 
sensitive at p400 --this region may cause a slight blurr in 
your images. Bausch-Lomb can, I am sure, furnish a set of 
filters (all slightly different) for you to try. 

I want to take tLis oprort nity to compliment you on 
the results already obtained. I am confident that you will do 
still better with a little more experiwentption. 

"sincerely, 

John S.  Hall, Director 

LCwiELL CB3ELT,TORY 

cc. obert "arder 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS AERONAUTICAL CHART AND INFORMATION CENTER 

SECOND AND ARSENAL, ST LOUIS, MISSOURI 63118 

REPLY TO 
ATTN OF:  MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 
	

22 November 1966 

SUBJECT: 

TO:  Dr. John Hall 

1. Lockheed Aircraft owns a moon camera which they designed and 
built for lunar photography on the Stony Ridge Telescope. The lunar 
photography and the camera were made possible through a contract 
with ACIC. 

2. The contract with Lockheed lasted one year because the quality 
of the photography was never very good. The man who designed the 
camera - Don Carson - says that seeing conditions were terrible 
during that year. He claims the camera worked and still works perfectly. 

3. Lockheed is willing to loan the camera to ACIC here at Lowell. 
Mr. Carson is willing to bring it to Flagstaff over Thanksgiving if 
we will pay him the usual 10 cents a mile for travel. As part of this 
arrangement, he will set up the camera, brief everyone concerned 
on its operating characteristics and explain the electronic controls 
which only he presently knows about. 

4. If Lowell Observatory can see its way clear to help us acquire 
this camera by reimbursing Mr. Carson for his trip, it would be greatly 
appreciated. 

WILLIAM D. CANNELL 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



July 5, 1967 

Office of the Dean of the Graduate 
School of Arts and Sciences 

438 Cabell Hall 
University of Virginia 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901 

Dear Sir: 

It is a pleasure to recommend Mt. William D. Cannell as a candidate 
for graduate work at  the University of Virginia. 

I have known Mt. Cannell since 1960, when he established a lunar 
observing facility at the Lowell Observatory. This unit is a branch of 
the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center at St. Louis. 

During the last seven years he has supervised the lunar cartographic 
program of  ACIC. In addition, he has made careful lunar observations  at 
the telescope. The entire project has been highly successful and will 
continue for  at least one more year. 

In carrying out  his assignment here, Cannell has shown  initiative, 
intelligence, and good judgment. Although I have not any direct knowledge 
of his academic ability, I am firmly convinced  that he is capable of  carry-
ing on work at  the graduate level. 

I sincerely hope that you will see fit to act  favorably on his appli-
cation to carry on graduate work at the University of Virginia. 

Sincerely, 

JSH:hsh 
	

John S. Hall 
Director 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



S May, 1963 

Mr. Edward M. Barr, 
6903 56th Avenue N.E., 
Seattle 15, 
Washington 

Dear Mr. Barr: 

Mr. Cannell has referred your letter to him of May 4th, to 
me for reply. 

The reason for this is because the Lowell Observatory will 
have the full responsibility of hiring two more cartographers for work 
on the lunar charts being published by ACIC. 

It appears that your background includes the type of preparation 
which is essential for the program. You do not, however, indicate anything 
about your eyesight. It is essential that this be good, either with or 
without glasses, that you have stereoscopic vision. It is probably desirable 
for you to be free of effects due to color blindness. 

Would you kindly send us the names'of rkl4;-.1duals whom we may 
ask to furnish references regarding both .th4work, and character. 

We are looking forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall, Director 

JSH:Jbc 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



May 11, 1963 

Mr John S. Hall. 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Mr Hall, 

In reference to your letter of May 8, 1963, the following information 
is submitted to your office for consideration: 

My vision is 20/200, corrected to 20/20, and I have never been troubled 
with any type of visual defect. While taking classes in geomorphology, 
I developed the ability to visualize stereo pairs of aerial photographs, 
but 1 have had little occasion to do so for the past two years. 

Work References 

Dr. John C. Sherman 
	

Dr. Willis R. Heath 
Dept. of Geography, 	 Dept. of Geography 
University of Washington 
	

University of Washington 
Seattle 5, Washington 
	

Seattle 5, Washington 

Character References 

James G. Robertson 
4230 12th Ave N.E., Apt 204 
Seattle 5, Washington 

Mrs Marguerite Fraser 
7914 Densmore N. 
Seattle 3, Washington 

Dr. Harold F. Niven 
National Associabion of Broadcasters 
1771 "N" St N.W. 
Washington 6, D.C. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Edward M. L-arr 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



4 June, 1963 

Mr. Edward M. Barr, 
6903 56th Avenue, N.E., 
Seattle 15, Washington 

Dear Mr. Barr: 

It is a pleasure to offer you a conditional appointment to the 
staff of the Lowell Observatory for a period of one year. Your salary 
for the first year would be at the rate of $6750 per annum. 

I regret that I must add the word "conditional" in the above 
paragraph. This arises from the fact that we do not yet have a signed 
Air Force contract to cover your salary. We have just received, however, 
an official request from the Air Force to submit a proposal before June 
10th. (It is our understanding that the necessary funds are presently 
available). If our proposal is satisfactory - and there should be little 
question about this - we should have a signed contract prior to July 1st. 
If there should be an unexpected delay, I will let you know. 

According to our Air Force request it would be necessary for you 
to begin work here not later than August 10, 1963. We would, however, 
be pleased if you could begin as soon as possible after the contract is 
signed. 

As you may know this project is considered to be of basic importance 
by NASA to their project Apollo. The nine Apollo astronauts (three of 
whom go to the Moon) visited the ACIC office and looked through the 
telescope at the Moon when they were here in January. 

Although the appointment would be for one year, the project is 
expected to run for at least three years. If your work proves as 
satisfactory as we have reason to expect, we would, of course, hope 
that you would stay for the duration of the project. 

Kindly let us know if you will accept this appointment at your 
earliest convenience. We look forward to a favorable reply. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall, Director 

JSH:jbc 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



14 June, 1963 

Mr. Edward M. Barr, 
6903 56th Avenue, N.F., 
Seattle 15, Washington 

Dear Mr. Barr: 

We were delighted to receive your letter of acceptance 
dated June 6th. On June llth I talked by telephone with the 
business office of ACIC, and they informed me that we should 
receive a signed contract by the 22nd of June. 

I expect to be writing you again soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall, Director 

JSH:jbc 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



May 8, 1964 

Dr. John S. Hall 
Director 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Hall; 

The purpose of this letter is to tender my resignation from 
my present position effective July 1, 1964. 

The primary reason for this action is that I feel I lack the 
proper enthusiasm and motivation for the type of work I have been 
doing. To continue on the job past the end of the contract year 
would not only prove unsatisfactory for me, but would hinder that 
part of the project on which I have been working. 

A second, but equally important factor involved in this de—
cision is the health of my wife and children, which has not been 
the best here in Flagstaff. A move to a warmer climate would be 
most beneficial to them. 

There is no personal antagonism involved in this decision, nor 
is there any ill will. This was a personal decision, arrived at 
after a realization of the facts as they exist, and has the concurrence 
of my wife and Bill Carmen. 

Your confidence in this matter would be greatly appreciated, at 
least until such time as I feel a public announcement is appropriate. 

Sin e .1y, 

.r te 2  
dward 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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. 

Ilio 1-'• RI'111;trel's "11 ''''i.'•):'iLe "'°''' ."‘.T.';f131.:Y ;  "fi . Pen 11  coinion..• Fa..,gyre.v's:: •observailan, for  _ as', nuch • ;..;,.3  $:',„0,0,10:V:. 	1 .. said he 'W:.ia •• qUot3"ai . a  .$.;:vd.,.00 Ca,,,icai 2.:', il'aVea'S 1-• ; ivia!'4ao ] 3 CnieF,!,):.••re7s0, 1i5 31-  niaile in ' the ' fail of' 	1.959, in- .• Statel la.W ;iiillit 2: flu:" 	 •YitirKi ber figupo but • rejechid it; • ' anci? " 	a: is head-1 i ma ly h...To "?.\..ai hng ca'n p lc tion 	. 
of• trociling peciaiis .that eili.,iy '.1if.,.. (.11301.11.ion Iola hla....aairla  .tha . 
Issue& nd • rates ;ire set' to pro- paaa'at •syshaa.  o, Max ...1'rtrobara 

	

tact :.'tic. 	e holdall% 	. 	Mau  of. Plloolli•gc;•  •;.1,110 si-a..kS. ' a • 
. 'Jack' 	u z a,r. d, • commission household.' goOdS....bauling . -pa.r.init. 

of 3i,s 	 jar m_ volvcal the  Alphriasus . region, 

that 	,:ta!ialli 	. 	. 	 . 	• Wili('11  is 11181 Nelsen 	d c"terc 
of the full Moon's face, and ,is 

	

.iaav 20-inch When a finally ,.-0+2S AO opera- 	• 
considered valid • by sonie riplei.ed and fir a t liOn, Lou't'h will lease A for an 

Foul; astroacirners while 'being ques- nterior c?fatlie circa - indefinite period to :he 
will ,Aart 'within the tor use by the ACIC's unar 0b-'ti m̀led by others 

Sel Vatter! Off 	setae A-raphers 
rice 27 feet in their moon-mapping' ctivities. 

of Mars Hill, just The retracting telesco , with 
Avell's main build- three rather than the u ual two 
Ionic of the 20-inch lens elements,. is pa icularly 
.rise 17 feet above adaptable to detailed hotoge-
- a total of 44 feet aphis ObServations of 
level. 

•••,•:;..•;.; 	 , 	- 	iN • 	- 	a 	 ; 	• g 	' 	1.;• 	,•-• 

• , • 
1 

fst. .r:)3. 3 • " 	3 	 • • "3_,3'x 	.?" • 
tf-se 	 „, 

	

.• 	_, 	, 	,...., • 	Fat •-"'•a 	 F 	) • 	 . 

aliairma , 	declined. • comment . His recent'rearing before the' 
Buzard said he plans Corporation a Commia-aon s 2,:•1:4,, 

s • the" situation in a his application . .j-ejected w a can 
the:American Motors five lawyers for the i3 'Phoenix 
AssOdatiaa!s annual permit holders3bjected. 

1. Nov. 8. 	 _ ------ ..., . _ . 	
• 

Or' 'license ,' problem 
vinated* in 1961 . when 
legislative session in- 
vailability of liquor 

rims on trucking per-
y in Arizona reported- 

, 
Lrmit to move household 

s plus purchase price of the 
sines, $25,000. 
For hauling construction ma- 

terial, $10,000, 	. 	. 
For moving of house trailers, 

$2,500.. ' 
The problem is compounded 

with the state's rapid growth. 
In some cases no ne woermits L SWEITZER 	ert Young as observer, both from calving a total of 10 planes 	- 	 - 
are issued, thus increasing 

LA MARTINO 	Winslow. 	• . 	• • 	from the Northern Arizona corn- yearly the value of those 	C per- 
The bodies of two The two dead men had taken munities of Winslow. Flagstaff, mits in existence. 	 • 

. 	, 

lad men were found off at 4  pan. from Winslow 
Air-  Williams and Holbrook. A total Newcomers wishing to enter wreckage of their port .on what they said was to be  

ttered on the rain- a routine hop to check some po- of 15 sorties and 30 flying hours 
tom of a dry lake tential hunting areas. Their plane were put in on the air search 
ar Flat, six miles only had about five gallons of thiS morning before the wreck- 

Winslow, 	gasoline — enough for about an ed. plane was spotted. Ground 
victims were Icir hour and 15 minutes of flying:  parties had difficulty in actual- 

1 brakeman for th 	CAP officials, after seeing the ly reaching the wreckage. be- 
way and the father wreckage, said that Clark, -  who cause of the mud.  

1, and Kenneth W. as the pilot,. was , apparently Clark a native of WinglOw, 
c 

William Carmen is 
unusual in that grapher-in-chargc •of the; 

ar can be raised or her AOC unit that has':: 
aulically so. that 'oh- working at Lowell here 

the refractor can past two years. 
• • 

II  

	

71 	-rA 

t4 	43i 	tkia; WSI 

Moon. were engaged in visual observe-} 
calla_ tions in connection . with' the 
-mein-ACC's continuing` 	, here 
) e e n.to make highly detailed maps 'o 

e the moon for' 	eventual use by 
• (Continued on Page Two) 

''.Children • .,....... 	_ r, ,., 

!an 

Thursda_ 
Greenacre and Barr sighted to disc. 

the, apparent eruptions at 6:50 speech 
Pm. Tuesday (MST) and kept Transpoi 
them under observation until conVentii. 
7:10 p.m. when 'the disturbances The 
subsided, At the aime, the pair was ell. 

a specia_ 
creased '. 
permits. 

Going 
mits • 
ly aye 
Ay 

in 

f 9a'ear 

	

o_ 	4, 

reltind at Payson 

pAYSON (AP).— The body .ht 
a Mesa deer hunter was found 

	

Wednesday in 	water t nk 
about 18 miles south of- Payson. 
On the •Beeline.  Highway. 

Authorities : said William W. 
Turner, 72. had. apparently gone 
to the tank, a few yards from 
the highWay, to.  ;_;at water. for 
his car's radiatar, slipped into 
the pend and &Owned. 

Turner'a car hood was raised 
and a deer was in the trunk. 

The body was found by Dave 
McCrey and Dave Grannis, both 

	

of Phoenix. • 	. 
An autopsy will be performed. 

Community 	 etant1666.1611.C31.1VMSS., 

CALENDAR 
gramemeemvontwananw.e.,mamiamne 

i anda brakeman for flying 'low and "stalled, out," had been with the Santa Fe 
also the father spinning into the dry 'lake bed since 1955, starting first as a 

children." ,' 	and burying parts of the plane fireman. He is surviVed, among 
...e of their yellow- in the deep mud there. 	others, by his wife, Dolores, 
ngle-engined plane The finding of the wreckage and two children, barmy, 8, and 
t 10:10 a.m. today climaxed an intensive air Monica, 9, and his mother Mrs. 
Patrol Search team search, directed by CAP Col. Edith Clark who is Navajo 

TODAY 
Museum of Northern Arizona — "Mapping of the Moon" 

photos. Through Nov.;30. Open Monday thi•augh Saturday, 9-12 
and 1-5; Sunday, 1:30 to 5. 

Lowell Observatory -- Open Monday through Friday, 1:30 
to 2:30. 

Arizona State college Applied Arts Center — Exhibit of 
as pilot Old Rob- Robert Luger of Tucson and in- 	(Continued on Page Two) 	Oriental Art, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. daily through Nov 8. 

SEE SPECIAL :;•1-,4'.1-103v7  

fling, Thriving East Flagstait 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



ta-riCAGO (AP:)---Rain,(AP:)---Ra(AP:)---Rain, snowIta and northern Nebraska 

os bie Volcano 
	 A 

Moon 'Eruptions' Observe 
By Lowell Lunar Mappers 

i serving: the Moon .eontinuously 
and intensively for three years 
now, 'Ito suet) :previous ."erup-
tions' have ,been sighted: 

Greenacre and Barr have been 
studying the' Aristarchus region 
for several months t and conse-
queutly were familiar with, the 
aiva. Neither observer was look!  

In commenting Om the. sight- 

that Greenacm and. Barr ob 
served the-phenomena for a full 
20 minutes and that, aus the lu- 

F  

or '1 

(Continued front Page One) 
itheir planned atternpt to land a 

.America's Apollo astronauts in 
Man on ,,the Moon • 

The extreme rarity of obser-
vations  of such ,Susfiected vol-
canie activity is indicated by 
the fact that while the Air Force , selenogra.phiers "have been'ob- 

e 

nera wara 
is no way of keying ho long 
they had been going on before, 
the two selenographers .noticed 

sant afternoon, had begbnito ex-1"it/7,* 	ee 1.1 - 	33,/Iv 	
4 Conn 	r 	-Urrik,Sen 	the 

• 
,. 

}I 44:14574,4 

vek  N 

%iv 
(Continued: /mom.. X' .g 9ne) 

o I 	 or   _ 

- 1- 

.• • 
• 

• 

• : 
- • • • 

'4 " 	 • 	 •. 

• 4-4! 

•i 

:4.. • IV  

• 4' 0- 

'1J 2-• 	 • 
• • 

f1M6AT- TIME .Y.POR UNICEF ,Mem- 

rev °nibs 
, 

am t 	. Pictured  going ' over final plans tor to j 

ing for any evidence of volcanic 
activity at the time of the sight - 
trigs, .nor, as Dr. Hall pointed 
out,, has either held the opinion 
that such activity had ever been If 
seen before 'on the lunar ,  stir,  
face. 

"This is the first tinic we've e 
seen anything , at all like this .',1rt 
on the ;Moon," William Cannell,;  

Friends Seek 
4 

e.sted scientists everYvvbere. 
to .astronomeraAnd other interr 	3-; 

roel.q, and Deltei 	national social irater,  
-nib,' Fat Arizona State College, :will "trick or 
treaty ,for the United Nations international 

tear disturbances were  in  pro_Clilltiren's Emereenev Fund on _Halloween Ide,nt; arid .Ro' 
mss when first _ 'sighted, there to..1#0111; In  Flagstaff—They '011 not  he  h  cos' Delta,  Chi co- 

cartographer-in-charge of the 
Lunar Observation Office here,. ,41  
told the SUN. 

Lowell Observatory -today dis 
patched .all data on the unique 
sightings "rto: the Harvard Unie 
versity Observatory,  hich niazti 
tains a world-wide information 
service to :distribute such data 	" ,  

ight's- 
ing.,  Lowers  •,• Dr, }tall. -noted beirs 4.11Delte • Delta Delta, - national 	se- 	Ray ..rrettynIs 

Tuci# 
rat sutitvan, 
-preAldent ; :Bet 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



ASC Students 
o Aid UNICE 
Delta Delta Delta nation 

(nal sorority 'and Delta Ch 
tional social fraternity at 
4.nut State College will eon 
their efforts • Halloween 
,lativassing the Flagstaff ar 
eolleet funds for the United 
ttons International Childr 
' lertlergencY Fund. 

j 

	

	The college students will 
passing out UNICEF fo 

,They will not be costumed. 
Chairmen for the drive 

Bob Thompson, Flagstaff, 

Copper 
and Jan Barcelo, 481 

Copper St., Tucson, Tri I 
;Publicity chairman for Tri 
tas is Nanny Calvin, 5810 
BOO 

Sant afternoon had be 
perirnent with a 
glass. They were using
to concentrate the still's 
burn holes in. tree-lea 
Weraps of Paper. It .oce 
one of them that somethi 

...., 
 

eel in gasoline might 
more dramatic results. -11 
ry proved correct, , 

A member of the, grottp dip-
ped. a shoestring in, the Ilinuid. 
The boy holding the can cow 
ered 'that- it was leaden 
threw' it away. As it sa 

. . the grelind its Contents 
some of it, chancing to .rea 

I

Shirt of the Yanzie boy. 
' The experiment with th 

; proceeded. Suddenly the 
; shoestring .:burst into fla 
:' too hot for the owner t 
and he hurled it away, 

- 
 

to ,give it aim... It struck t 
etc boy, and immediate 

1

6  

''' gas-soaked shirt burst 
',ilarnes. In panic, he ran. 
'juniped into his path, 
. him, threw him down, 
g'iiished the flames, H 

, hands were slightly burn 
• Tsosie, a son of Mn. an 

, leterson Tsosie of Mexic 
! 	tem,  a sixth grade pupil 

'Elden school, explained 
that Boy Scout training ' td;, re-
deived last year while in hcool 
at Shiprock, N. M., gavl him 
the :knowledge of what to 	in 
the emergency. Yazzie is 	son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Oren Yap  
Xiabeto. 

4 

, (Continued from Fag 'tne) the two selenographers noticed Wfh;T ri Th:re ra Months . 	them. 
rot° ex- Col.. John G. Erikson, the n 741 ;out . gnifying 	. ACIC s new commanding offi- the lens 	 l'iC. '. no, to  cer who arrived in,  Flagstaff, 	 _ 

es .i arid yesterday afternoon from his 
neen . to  headquarters in St.',Louis, Won  . 	, 

tonnee  turbances were, intense :enough 

. 	 then wav • nom,- Winilia two 	' 	..- ? 	'  tine of their delicate moan-map- 	: n  . • .- 	2- 	."because there ‘Nli be. :,00ratlie 
pine. morn, 	• . 	, 	. 	. morips. 	• . 	. 	. 	incidents . for a:. long time, to 

pie s .oa nn-  ., no, 	-) , 	• 	• "These things  are usually  dif,, 	.t  .. tat it.. .. hi, . uni. 1 anl come. Ent I can $4.dely: say !that 
fieult to see unless you happen, D. 1I,arkins, :made, :in :  6(agOn t -0  the end-  of the inor is in sight."' 
to nbe • deliberateIY looking for a trfrespOndent of :the Stars 

and 
ed to 

the 

lens 
baked 
:s  • ,....- 

failing 
e:Ya- 
•,'. his 
into 

sosie 
asped 
eXtin-
;Own 

Mrs. 
.Wa- 

trMt. 
later 

. 	; 
ins' ' perSonnel chief told . him 

in Flagstaff currently . making in,' 68'; "low - 28 
-e of  "geologic" .maps .,of /the- Moon 	I `ORMAI.'.S :FOR DATE 	detailed ,plans for . reduntion of 

. 	, for the' MS: Geological Slirvey'S . 11-i' h. 56;' low, '25; precip„ .04 U.S. troops in' Viet. Nam have; 
;.. L'CORD. FOR DATE 	beendraWn up and .brat approv-l. 

so-
ntt-

Ari-
bine 
ight 

to 

	

tunately, visual and not. photo!  Cm wood n' 76 	52 . 	I ,..4innarom."-ssogrartAmpaosstio 
Na- graphic, 	 ems Station 55 	• 26 
n's However, Dr. Hall points„Out. 	 Ti'. ,1 

these new observations are 
be nonetheless well:- documented 
E's. and will tend to focus at- 

tention of Many .astronOmers in 
are  the world* 	in a newly-intensified 
eta search for similar ;phenomena, 

hen 
el- 

narent 	 union, 	ranee Depot 55 	4S, 
The.ACIC sightings of the. 'ao-,Bui 'Os Ranch 	61, 	-15 	Tr  

• 0 , • 	airaa125,16-11Brinti gaiaL:- 

appear, through' telescopes' 	NOrrnal to 'date, in,41 
least, very similar to lava for- 	T.EnIRERA.TURI..:nS 	1: 41.0 N.  sew Francine° 774.68016.,4 
mations here on earth. 	 Ti 	Lo 	Pr. t; 

of the lunar craters Find fissures 	date la n year, 15.03 

(Communist guerrillas routed 
them 7.- unless you know what and Stripes, was in nine with a a 120-man company of crack Whit6 I-lotion announcement ear- so'..1 of thine to.expect and look , 	 South Vietnamesoo Sp niai for  inon n. 	.. for,' Dr, .ffall agreed, , 	'el n 

Astronomers 'generally I feel 	hen:Vino?. HouSe said after an 

that 'most of the. craters so fa- 111''il!''''''''n trip. bY '1)efene Sec-
the  retan2„.4. Robert S. '.‘lontamara to miller• on, the 'surface of 

Moon .'were created by.  the..im.r Sputtql  Viet  
. 'Nam that 1,000 

who aye been °raining :Vietna- 
nact of huge 'meteorites , Crash- 
ing. into - its sur,face' at various mese troops pnibably could he 
times,  during ' the Moon's esti- w.,,,,,it„ awn h'Y 1:fie el."4. of this  
mated five billion years of ex- ."..-" Hal-knis :oln Vie Stars and 
istence. 	. . 	 unnnn-n•nnnnnma""""'"'"*"`"!, of the U.S. Joint Chiefs :of Staff. 
' However, the .renfiguratien of n  . ,,n 	, 	 1 reported 'after a visit to Viet 

some of: the craters has led i °iv' cY 5. 	 g Nam last Month they believed 
some .scientists, to believe ''thal-L' 	V 	e 	oi,„,..,. rtt  0 I 	l the need for major American,  
volcanoes have existed ,onnthe 	' 	4011 i eit".. 
Moon,,at•.one :time: or other and. 
that instead of being a '.cold, S-  oset today, 5:34: sunnose to- 

core as has the earth. , 	PR 'C?. 24 HRS. (Ending 1 a.m.) 'Stars and Stripes; .dorresporid 
Astrogeologists .---, and. there . IIigh. 57: low. 31: oreeip., ,Tr. emit Steve 'Stibbens said 'flack • . 

area number of „them-Working : 	̀YEAR. AGO TODAY 

ketrogeology 13ranch here — al-
so postulate vulcanism 'on the 
Moon, pointing •out that .'flow 
like; rock formations from some 

Evening Lroris 	Irj' AngeleS 	'2  57  
/'"ag° 	59 	2 FREE Grandstand 

,Ctreb:VA 	 " 

ad satel ite t , has 	molten o 	n 6:  I 	I 	" a 	'nor 	43 	• 

Gra d 'Canyon 61 . 37 
I-rho 	". 	67.  
Pie,  eon: 	 43 
Sho* Low 	.67 . :48 

oan 	 54.1- 
Tu" on 	• ,sn 

Wi slow 	.• 74 	.4S 
Yr.71 	85 	$0 

pre p., 1.09, 1957 	 Sales CI Service Oiecip. totals to date, '12,7 t 

also ,  pointed out that the clis- 	 Stripes "victory ..gr,  toe sense it 
inZsoak- 	 - 	. , 	, 	 would Amoy to tins kind of war" 

7.,tbeo. to. distract . Greenacre's and 	 is just months ko.N. ay. 	. 

Barr's. attention, despite the con- , 	 ''There v, on't ne „any .victory 1 
nentration reqiiired` by the: roc u 	 parades as-.  such "'Harkins' said;  

TkiNYO: (AP)n--America's top 
ins tart' :corninander in South 
Vi 	Nam 	• today at least 

Gi nine .:15;090 Arnerican 
'Is in nnicinn'ain 	tie on 

, 

ktei)  Intissi 

" 	 • 	 ...... _ i fnh, 70, 1139: low, 7, 1935; wspitaMdmigingwgildt, 

PADEN TV - 

would be ended by December b, 
1965. 	 ' 

es 140 .miles southwunof Sal!.. 
gon 'Tuesday.. .The • guerrillas 
killed. 20 . of the: n;overnment 
troops, wounded 30 and were 
believed to have taken In men 
prisoner, including . all three 
with the company.) ,. • 
Secretary. McNamara.and Gen. 

Maxwell ; D. Taylor, chairman 

involvement in the war there 

tat 	ve,ititoitte 

'Motorola 

• 16 	el 
• 1. 

"AT 
rotes  

w..ste 	n 4:444 

n 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



• ' .nf. 
,/n.‘Jrjr.3 	11.c::!1::i:i•i; 	 V 

by the Navajos. 	0014 
trtImf,s of the s:',IttInvfist 

-for it. e. 	 et,.?ri.71?)n 
-Of. • ,T.SICEr 
ti.t;.,ve been 	 ei- 

fered any promise. 
For years Yerba. de M...175 

a plant that grows in profusoo 
along irrigation ditch bank,—
has been. described in •',Vhisp,rs 
as a. certain cure for cancel:I. 

Letters have come into 
Arizona laboratory froni 'tut pe 
and other parts of the world 
begging for the magie extrg,cts 
from Yerba del Manza. 	I 

Possibly the.  Firm F n diqns 
know what they are cloh•!g v;hen 
they.  use. the plant to trez:t.t • 'hit-
dren's colic, but it is us.cles 

t 

, • 

tTAISILKS 

of sand on the flames until they 
were extinguished.  

Nelson O. Yazzie, -13, 'arkuther 
dormitory resident, V.ras the 

liOspitaliZed at the Tuba. City 
hospital, 'where he, is reported 
in good condition. 
. The incident occurred at 2:45 

p.m. Sunday after 'a group of 
the boys living in the dormitory, 
somewhere off the dormitory 
grounds, found a tin can con-
taining a small quantity of gaso-
line in which paint brushes had 
been left to soak. The can of 
liquid turned up after another 
group, whiling away the plea- 

(Continued  on Page Two) 

Cosa Nostra Figura 

Federal Jury Indicts Ni 
For 'Tough' Collection 

e. cf 	4:!! rt. 	r 
tiveoul.] r:tr 	 triplet" I.!,  

';f..,ICSC(1)t- 	 it! 
1 ft  

f;; Lcovirli:,i Nett 2..)-(nch wrier 
''',...14P.1,1.4,155.4.-, 

s, 
V 

y itleALLIS.'tER GREENBAUM being installed, 
69-inch Perkins: 

Coi. .1-c.rin G, P.rikSerl, the pe,,v 	• 	- spope, rriamtaint 
coinmand t.-,r of.  i 	U.S. Air LoWell and ,Ohid 
Force's A:eronauti-,:al Chart arid Wesleyan LTnivett , 

son Mesa southe; Informati..:,n Center which is cur- 
an+.1 the Muset.trHi rently mapping the moon at 
Arizona and the, I 

Lowell 0-3servatory here, made the 'U.S.  Geeka6 
trogeology Branch 
quartered._ there. 

Col. Eisen, 
hoitsing 	tLowe'.  -for- Lo 
is almost comple 
work on , the interi 
lar structure will 
next two week.S. 

The housing wi 
from -the top of 
southwest of LOwe 
big, and the dorm 

tent is in operation sometime after the 
Dr. first of the year, will be the from ground leVe 

telescope will rise 
the housing — a 

) 	major instrument in the ACIC's The housing is 
moon Mapping program. 	the entire floor ca 

Col. Eriksen was greeted , at lowered hydraulie 
Lowell by the observatory's sole servers using the 
trustee, Roger L. Putnam, here 

. for two ,days also to inspect pro-

. gress oil -the housing and installa-
tion of the,new telescope, and by 
Lowell's director and secretary 
respectively, Dr. John Hall and 
Henry Giclas. 

During Col. Eriksen's brief stay 
in Flagstaff, he also visited the ''. 
U.S. Naval Observatory's Flag- 	1 PAUL SI , 
staff Branch west of the city 	

ni DORILA where a new 61-inch astrometri 
refelethig telescope is currently W; SLOW—The 

149islow railroad a 

tICS011 ite 	
----roday in the wre 

lightplane scatter 

Sna 	rom Cat dampened Tunedbcoktetrom
bed 	

F  

Hall decided he had been pretty 
lucky. 

An expert who exmined the of two young child 
tracks outside Hall's house said] The wreckage of 
it was either a cougar or a bob- and-maroon single. 
cat. He also said the tracks was spotted at 10: 
showed two adults and two cubs by a Civil Aft Patn 

Tax Deadline 
Looms Monday 

Monday, Nov. 4, is the dead-
line to -pay the first half of your 
1963 taxes, said Mrs. Rosy Stacy 
county treasurer. 

People should check their 1962 
receipts to see if they have 
paid their 	1962 taxes, other- 
wise they will ,be advertised for 
sale within the next two or 
three weeks. In some instances 
people pay their first half and 
fail to pay the second half, Mrs. 

he 

WASHINGTON (AP) — A fed- fled by informer Joe Va 
eral grand jury today indicted. the  chief of the Cosa 
nine men, including one idenft- crime organization in 

phia, on charges of a 
collection- operations for 
sharks. 

Angelo Bruno, identified by 
Valachi as an organized crime 
leader in the Philadelphia area, 
and four other defendents ha 
been named in a 'preliminary 
complaint filed Oct. 19, 

The indictment by a grand 
jury in Philadelphia today was  
based or. alleged violations of a 
new anti-racketeering law for-
bidding interstate travel for 
racketeering purposes — in this 
case, extortion, in violation of 
New JerSey and Pennsylvania 

boy saved by Tsosie. He receiv- the battle against cancer. 
ed .seVere but not critical burns. "It is not' even among the 
Given first aid at the`dormitory per cent of the plants that 
and 	emergency treatment ..' at eated further study is justified," brier. :tv 0-day inspection of the 
Flagstaff hospital, he Was later Dr. Brewer said. "The unfolind- ACIC fat.::::ties and other scien-

ed . rumors about the p1 
magical qualities are .dist 
'Mg. There is no such Cure. 

Dr. Cardwell is a slight,' 
haired woman who came' 
retirement to sprearhead 
plant research in 1956. Her 
band, who had beaded the 
zona zoology department, 
died from lung cancer a 
time before. 

While head of the depart 
of bacteriology at Arizona, 

(Continued on Page Tw4 

laws. 	 had been near the Hall home. I —Paul Adams as'  

ess- 

ray-,  
t of 
the 

hus-
Ari-
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hort 
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northwest of Wins] 
TUCSON (AP)—A resident di The crash victit 

northwest. TucSon found himself L. Clark, 32, a brd 
face to face with a hissing, Santa Fe Railway 
snarling cat. Later, George W. of two children, az 

Boles, 26, also a 
the Santa Fe and 

yesterday . and today. • 

A prime stop for the new 
ACICchief, who flew in Wednes-
day afternoon 'from his head-
quarters in St. Louis, Mo., was 
the.housing for LoWell Observa-
tory's 'new 20-inch t'triplet" re-
fractor teleScope which, when it 

title inst ailations in Flagstaff 

• whimmi 
BOth YiA1177 

114 c Bust 
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TELEGRAM 

DAY LETTER 

Ns,  NIGHT LETTER 

:1114 11-33 

TE LE GRAM 

ri DOMESTIC SERVICE 

Click chi_ 	ot >cry!, 

Otherwise thi, message ,c 	be 

sent as a fist telegram WESTERN UNION 
W P MARSHALL, PRESIDENT 

E 

INTERNAT'ONAL SERVICE 

ill he 

LET:ER 

SHORE" 	s 

' 

NO. WDS 'CL 	01 SvLi. • ' COIL CASH ND. R. ,',f_ 	5J 	- 	1 	, ',. T 	r); 

31 October 1963 
Send the fonotoing message, subitst w the terms on back hereof, uhsch are hereby agreed to 

LOIN= OBSERVATORY REPORTS THAT AIR FORCE LUNAR MAPPERS JAMES GREENACRE AND EDWARD BARR 

HAVE OBSERVED UNUSUAL COLORS RANGING FROM REDDISH-ORANGE TO A LIGHT RUBY RED AT 

FOLLOWING SELENOGRAPHIC POSITIONS IN THE VALLIS SCHROTERI AND ARISTARCHUS AREAS. U.T. 

IS GIVEN FOR START AND STOP TIME OF OBSERVED PHENOMENA: 

1. COBRA HEAD OF VALLIS SCHROTERI 	U.T. 01:50 - 02:10 
30 October 1963 

	

+ .412 	FI'A 

	

- .692 	XI 

2. HILL ON wIsr SIDE OF VALLIS SCHROTTRI P.T. 01:50 - 02:10 
30 October 1963 

	

+ .416 	FTA 

	

- .685 	XI 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



MEST1C SERVICE 

urea rw se ,hi, message will be 
as a fast icteg7am 

Its 

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE  \.1  N, WESTERN U N 	 	 'It s 

	, " 

• 7' 

UPPRAM E 
W. P. MARSHALL. PRESIDENT 

• 

a 

SCIA 11C fo`lowIng message, sui,k,:z a, the 11170J on .%-,ack b,rcoi. tc•117,11 are hereby 

PAGE TWO  

3, 	SE RIM OF ARISTARCHUS 	U.T. 01:55 - 02:15 
30 October 1963 

+ .392 ETA 10 +.396 ETA 

- .682 XI 10 -.684 XI 

COLOR ALONG RIM OF ARISTARCHUS WAS OF MEDIUM PINK MOW. (ALL POSITIONS WERE; SCALED 

FROM GRIDDED KUIPER ATLAS SHEET E3-a.) 

JOHN S. HALL 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



3  December, 1963 

Harvard College Observatory, 
Cambridge 38, 
fla33a2husetts 

Lowell Observatory reports that pink colors have again been 

observed on the southwest rim  of the lunar crater Aristarchus. 

Observations were made by four people with the 24-inch Lowell 
-30 

refractor. Event lasted from U.T.60-to 0345, 28  November,  1963. 

Coordinates of event were Xi = -.682 to -.685, Eta = +.391tto +.398 

scaled from gridded sheet F3-A of the orthographic lunar atlas. 

John S. Hall, Director 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



A RECENT OBSERVATION OF LUNAR COLOR PHENOMENA 

by 

James C. Greenacre 

Early in the evening of October 29, 1963, Mr. -n,dward 

Barr and I had started our regular lunar observations for 

the U. S. Ai: Force Lunar Eapping Program at Lowell Obser-

vatory. Our equipment consisted of the Lowell 24-inch 

visual refractor equipped with a zoom lens that has a 

power range from 400 to 1100. We were also using a No. 

15 12jratten filter which is inserted at the base of the 

tube just ahead of a prism system that reflects the image 

to the eyepiece. 

1e were observing the western edge of the ACIC Lunar 

Chart LI,C 39 (Aristarchus). In particular, we were to 

observe the areas in which the craters Aristarchus, Herodo-

tus and Schroter's Valley are found. 

We were using special drawings that had been prepared 

of Herodotus and Schroter's Valley, and also a proof copy 

of LAC 39 which portrayed our final drawing for Aristarchus. 

When I started to observe at 1830 MST (U.T.-01:30, October 

30, 1963), I concentrated on the Cobra Head of Schroter's 

Valley, We had hoped to refine this area on our chart by 

additional observation. The morning terminator was at 590  

54 West which gave us a high sun over the area, but with 

a favorable libration it permitted us to look into the 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



interiors of the features which we were especially inter-

ested in observing. 

The seeing at first was rated about 2 on a scale of 

10. In the next few minutes it i-iproved somewhat with 

moments of 3 and 4 seeing at which time I zoomed the eye-

piece to about 500 power. At 1850 MST I noticed a reddish-

orange color over the dome-like structure on the southwest 

side of the Cobra Head. Almost simultaneously I observed 

a small spot of the same color on a hilltop across the 

valley. Within about two minutes these colors had become 

quite brilliant and had considerable sparkle. 

I immediately called Mr. Barr to share this observa-

tion with me. His first impression of the color was a 

dark orange. Our next step was removal of the No. 15 

Wratten filter. Without the filter the color remained the 

same but was brighter and had more sparkle. We both agreed 

that at this time the color without the filter, was reddish-

orange. 

Just prior to removing the filter on the first observed 

areas, I realized the urgent need to capture these phenomena 

on film; yet I was not satisfied that phenomena were occur-

ring. I felt that removal of the filter would indicate to 

me whether or not it was causing some unusual effect. The 

observations without the filter began to confirm in my mind 

the fact that changes were taking place and I thought it 

necessary to scan the entire plateau area. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



No other color spots were noted until 1855 MST when 

I observed an elongated streaked pink color along the 

southwest interior rim of Aristarchus. No other color 

could be seen on the interior or exterior of Aristarchus. 

Again we observed with and without a filter, and the only 

change seemed to be a somewhat brighter color without the 

filter. The color along the rim of Aristarchus did not 

sparkle like the other two observed spots. 

Our field of view was large enough to have all three 

of these areas in sight at the same time. At approximately 

1900 MST I noticed the spots of color at the Cobra Head 

and on the hill across the valley had changed to a light 

ruby red, yet their density and sparkle was still suffi—

cient to block out the surface underneath. I had the 

impression that I was looking into a large polished gem 

ruby but could not see through it. Mr. Darr's impression 

of the color at this time was that it was a little more 

dense than I had described it, and it still retained some 

of the reddish-orange but not as prominent as earlier. 

By 1905 MST it was apparent that the color was fading. 

We immediately took our drawing of LAC 39 and outlined the 

areas these colors covered. I was able to observe the 

color at the Cobra Head and on the hilltop across the 

valley gradually fade until 1910 I,:ST when no color could 

be detected, and everything seemed to appear the same as 

before these observations were noted. The elongated 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



streaks of pinkish color on the southwest rim of Aristar-

chus were still evident although fading. I observed these 

streaks without a filter until they disappeared at 1915 NST 

and the full brightness of the rim was restored: 

The color near the Cols.ra Head appeared to be oval in 

shape and covered an area approximately 1.5 x 5 miles. It 

was oriented northwest to southeast. On the gridded Kuiper 

Atlas sheet, E3-a, the center of this colored area was 

scaled at +.412 Eta and -.692 Xi. 

The smaller observed color (about 1.5 miles in diameter 

on the hilltop on the other side of Schroter's Valley scaled 

at +.426 Eta and -4681 Xi. 

The elongated pink streaks on the southwest inner rim 

of Aristarchus extended al- out 11 miles by 1.5 miles which 

scaled from +.392 Eta to +.396 Eta and from -.682 Xi to 

-.684 Xi. (Cardinal directions referred to are astronaut-

ical as used on the U. S. Air Force Lunar Charts). 

Although the telescope is ecuipped with a 70mm camera, 

it was completely out of focus having been left that way 

from the previous night. Since several minutes are usually 

required to focus for a sharp image with 5 to 6 seeing, I 

was extremely reluctant to cease my visual observations 

and try to focus on the unsteady image. Having never 

observed such phenomena before, I was disap-oointed to see 

them fade away before I could use all of the facilities at 

our disposal. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



All of the lunar observers here at Lowell Observatory 

are now convinced that a phenomenon does occur from time 

to time and may be of short duration. To insure that 

future phenomena with unusual color is recorded on film we 

will have negativeA ilm handy to the camera for ciuick load. 

The policy now is to shoot first and worry about its reality 

later. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



SUPPLEMENTALY RT3FORT  

By John S. Hall 

Lowell Observatory 

The Aeronautical Chart and Information Center (ACIC) 

of the United States Air Force began mapping the lunar sur-

face using the 24-inch Lowell refractor more than three 

years ago. The group at Flagstaff, under the direction 

of 1illiam Cannell, is a part of the Lunar and Planetary 

Branch headed at ACIC by Howard Holmes. The overall 

responsibility for all lunar and planetary work being car-

ried on under ACIC auspices is under the direction of 

Robert Carder. 

The charter members of the Flagstaff group are 

Cannell, James Greenacre, and Patricia Bridges. rLecently 

this unit has been enlarged to include eight members, one 

of whom is Edward Barr, who joined the group in July of 

1963. 

The visible surface of the Loon has been divided into 

72 areas, one of these, which includes i.ristarchus, is 

being mapped at the telescope by Greenacre and Barr. 

Greenacre began his detailed study of the region in 

January 1963, and consequently, was very familiar with it 

on October 29th when he first ol- served areas of unusual 

color. 

Lost of the observing during the exciting span of 

twenty five minutes was carried out by Greenacre. Barr, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



however, did readily confirm the presence of the brightest 

of the three colored areas. In making this confirmation 

he was troubled by the extreme brightness of the area. 

Because of this, and also because of his great familiar-

ity with the region, Greenacre thought it wise that he 

alone should explore the neighboring areas. Immediately 

following the observations he made a tape recording of 

what he had done, and what he had seen. 

In assessing the reliability of visual observations 

one can safely say that the attitude and Qualifications of 

the observer are most important. It would be difficult to 

classify Greenacre as other than a very cautious observer. 

He had long been skeptical of the few reports of changes 

on the lunar surface, and consequently at first found it 

difficult to believe what he was seeing. His record of 

reliability is such, that Cannell has stated that he could 

not recall that Greenacre had ever plotted a lunar feature 

which was not later confirmed by another observer. 

As for the equipment used, and the possibility that 

some unusual change may have influenced the observations, I 

think that it would be difficult to imagine a more stable 

telescopic setup. No changes in observational technique 

had been introduced during the entire period that this 

area has been under study. 

Greenacre estimates that he has spent at least 50 hours 

in studying this area under conditions where he would have 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



noticed the recently observed changes. Since he was unable 

to see these colored areas in the 6-inch finder, it appears, 

unfortunately, that similar phenomena may be beyond the 

reach of most amateur telescopes. 

November 4, 1963 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



12 NoveMber„ 1963 

Professor Harold C. Urey, 
University of California, 
La Jolla, 
California 

Dear Professor Urey: 

You will be pleased to see the enclosed copy of what "Sky  and 
Telescope' expects to say about Kozyrev's article which they located 
in "Nature". I received proofs of what they plan to publish this 
morning. You will be particularly interested in the last sentence. 

You will be interested to learn that we expect to begin 
construction of a building to house a Planetary Research Center 
here next spring. This structure has resulted from a request by 
the I.A.U. (not initiated by the Lowell Observatory) with the purpose 
of storing and making readily available to  all  qualified people a 
rather complete series of planetary photographs obtained throughout 
the world. The building will embody about 7500 square feet, and 
contain several dark rooms, offices, two vaults, a library and small 
lecture hall. The filing system will be based on modern IBM techniques 
so that visiting scientists may rather quickly have access to 
photographic copies showing features of particular interest. 

I am anxious to find a highly qualified person to be in charge 
of this unit which can be made rather independent of the Lowell 
Observatory. If you have suggestions regarding such a person or persons 
I would be very interested in having them when I sdd you later this 
month in Pasadena. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

Jalejbc 

• 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Harold C. Urey 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO 
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

December 4, 1963 

Dr. John S. Hall, Director 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Hall: 

I am enclosing a reprint of an article by John 
Isaacs and John Tyler which I think might interest you 
people at Lowell, and you might be able to do something 
about this. I am sure that it belongs much more in 
your field than in mine, and I am sending it on to you 
for whatever action you may see fit. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

encl 

cc: Prof. Isaacs 

<-4 

ct-K.i,J 2  

(NOTE: suspected referenced paper is: Isaacs, J. D. &. T., J. E. 1960, 'On the Observation of 
Unresolved Surface Features of a Planet', Publications of the Astronomical Society of the 
Pacific, vol. 72, no. 426, pp. 159-166. -- B. E. O'Connell 2011-02-23 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



V 	 

6 December, 1963 

Professor Harold C. Urey, 
University of California, 
La Jolla, 
California 

Dear Professor Urey: 

Thank you for your note of 4 December, and for enclosing a 
reprint of the article by Isaacs and Tyler. 

As you know, we hope to find someone who would run our 
Planetary Center, but whose main duties would be concerned with 
research work on the moon or planets. This sort of thing which 
you have mentioned would be the type of work I would like to see 
carried on here in addition to that now being done by Sinton. 

I will convey your congratulations to Greenacre and Barr. 
A detailed account of their latest sighting is enclosdd in the 
clippings from the local newspaper. We may now be witnessing a 
certain pattern in these peculiar color effects. If so, it may 
be possible to learn much more near the beginning of the next 
lunar sunrise in the Aristarchus region. In fact we missed only 
by about three hours on this last occasion. Boyce was preparing 
the photoelectric scanner for observations at the 69-inch when 
we telephoned him from the 24-inch dome about twenty minutes prior 
to the end of this last observation. He knew he was several hours 
away from being ready to make photoelectric scans so he and Kent 
Ford examined the Aristarchus region and set the area which they 
thought was colored on the slit of the scanner. (We had not 
previously given them more information than that there was 
coloration again in the Artistarchus area.) A later comparison 
indicated that they had set the slit on the rim of Aristarchus 
right where the red color was seen at the 24-inch. The scanner 
was in operation about four hours later. 

The film showed nothing unusual to the eye. It was Panatomic X 
and therefore, its sensitivity drops rather rapidly at H Alpha. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Professor H.C. Urey 	 6 December, 1963 

Cannell made some micro-densitometer tracings of the region but did 
not have anywhere near the proper gain setting for the sensitive area. 
More are being planned after linear fiducial lines have been scratched 
on the films. The seeing was excellent for most of the period involved 
in these comparisons. 

When the phenomenon was most pronounced Greenacre made several 
attempts to see it in the 12-inch refractor, but failed to do so. 
This may explain why such features have not been previously observed 
more often. A much more intensive effort will be made to get better 
data at the next lunation. We hope something happens. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:jbc 

Encls 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



The Pulkovo Observatory, 
Leningrad M-140, USSR. 

December 28, 1963 

Dr. J. S. Hall, 
Director of the Lowell Observatory, 
Flagstaff, Arizona, U.S.A. 

Dear Dr. Hall, 

Allow me to congratulate you and your collaborators Mr.James 

A. Greenacre and Mr. Edward Barr on the occasion of the succes—

sful observations of Aristarchus. 

I has no doubts that the observed phenomena was the out—

break of gas which can be identified, most probably, with mole—

cular hydrogen,as its spectrum has many bright bands in the red 

and orange region. 

-I have not observed Aristarchus since 1961. 

I wish you a happy New Year. 

Yours sincerely, 

N. Kozyrev. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO 

  

BERKELEY • DAVIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO 

 

SANTA BARBARA • SANTA CRUZ 

   

SCHOOL OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 	 P. 0. BOX 109 
LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92038 

January 3, 1964 

Dr. John S. Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Hall: 

In connection with the red spots on the moon, I wonder if 
it is possible that they are due to atomic oxygen. Looking at 
Bacher and Goudsmit's "Atomic Energy States", page 333, you will 
find that 

1
D
2 -P 1,2 

there are two transitions= which would give wave lengths according 
to my calculations of 6365.5 and 6302.1 A. If water were coming 
from the interior of the moon, it should be dissociated into hydrogen 
and oxygen atoms in the sunlight and we would hence get atomic 
oxygen atoms. Possibly there would be a very substantial excitation 
because a considerable continuous band of solar energy should be 
available for the dissociation of the water to OH and on to atomic 
oxygen. 

The region of Aristarchus has the highest albedo of any part 
of the moon and if it should turn out that the dark surface of the 
moon is due to the escape of C2  from the interior which would 
produce graphite and a very black surface, then atomic oxygen 
should react with the graphite and remove it as carbon monoxide 
and gas in the neighborhood of Aristarchus, a region of the moon 
with a high albedo. It would thus explain your red color and the 
light region of the moon where it is observed. 

Probably you have thought of these possibilities but I just 
pass them on anyway. 

Very sincerely, 

,74,7Harold C. Urey 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



7 January, 1964 

Professor Harold C. Urey, 
University of California, 
La Jolla, 
California 

Dear Professor Urey: 

Thank you for your interesting letter of January 3rd, regarding 
a possible explanation of the red spots observed on the moon. 

As you doubtless are aware, my association with this project has 
been a chance occurrence and is far removed from the work on the 
polarization of extragalactic objects which I have been carrying on 
for the past two or three years. This circumstance does not mean that 
I am not extremely interested in what is apparently going on on the 
lunar surface, but it does mean that I have very little time to devote 
to this subject. 

I did strongly encourage the Air Force group to make micro-
densitometer scans of the black and white negatives obtained during 
the occurrence of the colored area observed on November 27th. They 
had little experience in this field and consequently, did not get 
significant scans until about two weeks ago. The results, unfortunately, 
were entirely negative. Had a change as great as 20% been recorded 
on the films in this area it should have been detected. The emulsion 
used was ?anatomic X, its sensitivity decreases quite rapidly in the 
H Alpha region and this fart combined with the loss of focus due to 
the color curve of the lens may have had something to do with this 
negative result. 

I regret that my name has been mentioned in the press regarding 
these color phenomena because I have not been directly concerned and 
have not made any suggestions regarding the origin of these colored 
areas. You are far better qualified to do this than anyone else. 

Today I received a letter from Kozyrev, a copy of which is enclosed. 
Also enclosed is a copy of a letter from someone named Forsythe whom 
I know very little about. His letter, however, seems to make sense, and 
his observation might be related to what was seen here. You are probably 
fully aware of William Herschelts observation made on May 4, 1783. 
Enclosed also is a copy of a description of this observation given in 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Professor Harold C. Urey 	 7 January, 1964 

J.B. Sidgwick's book on William Herschel. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:jbc 

Fhcls. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Other fields of observation were not neglected. The variable star 
Mira was still kept under observation, as were the planets and the Moon. 
On 4th May 1783 Herschel noticed a bright point of light, which had tthe 
appearance of a red star of about the 4th magnitude', on the dark side of 
the Moon. Dr. Lind and his wife, friends of the Herschels who happened 
to be present, both saw it without prompting from William. Herschel 
believed that they had witnessed a volcano in eruption, and when that 
region of the Moon was again sunlit he examined it carefully to see if 
any traces of the supposed eruption were still visible. On May 23rd he 
recorded, tI  saw two small conical mountains, which I suppose to have been 
thrown up in the last eruption of the volcano. They are situated just by 
a third much larger which I have often seen before and remarked, thot 
the two small ones were never before perceived in that place nor expressed 
in a drawing I had made of the spot.' We know now enough about the physical 
conditions prevailing on the Moon to be sure that no trace of active volcanism 
lingers on there. Similar observations of bright spots on the dark side 
of the terminator have been made from time to time (among others, by Herschel 
himself in 1787), and they are probably to be explained as light-toned 
patches of the lunar surface appearing deceptively bright under earthshine, 
or as the summit of a mountain near the terminator catching the sun while 
its lower slopes and the terrain around are still in darkness; those of 
short duration may even be the impacts of large meteorites - events to 
which the Moon, having no appreciable atmosphere, must be very much more 
frequently subjected than the Farth. 

Excerpt from J.B. Sidgwickts book "William Herschel 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



. 111Mill 11111111111.11117  January, 1964 

Dr. N. Kozyrev, 
The Pulkova Observatory, 
Leningrad 1471400  
USSR 

Dear Dr. Kozyrev: 

Thank you very much for your kind letter of December 28th, 
regarding the observations made here of Aristarchus. 

Just in case you have not seen an account of the more recent 
observation, I enclose a copy of a description of it given in the 
January 1964 issue of "Sky and Telescope". 

We were disappointed to learn that you had not contirued 
your observations of Aristarchus but presumably, have observed 
other areas since your last interesting report given in the JulY.y 
issue of "MATLETP in 1963. 

I hope that we may have an opportunity to meet and discuss 
these phenomena during the forthcoming meeting of the 	in 
Hamburg. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:jbc 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



17 April, 1964 

Dr. Harold C. Urey, 
University of California, 
La Jolla, 
wifornia 

Dear Harold: 

Yesterday Miss Middlehurst called um from Tucson and gave 
me a detailed description of Sir William Herschel's observation 
of a red spot on the moon on May 4th, 1783. I think that you 
may be interested in this information and I therefore enclose a 
copy of what she said as transcribed here. 

I think his letter to Sir Joseph Banks is also interesting. 
First, because he thought it was of sufficient interest to write 
on the following day and secondly, because he observed the same 
phenomenon during successive months. 

I look forward to seeing you in Washington on! 
2nd. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:jbc 

Encls. 

cc. - Mr. R.L. Putnam. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



INFORMATION GIVEN TO J.S. liALL BY BARBARA MIDDLEHURST VIA TELEPHONE 
APRIL 16, 1964. 

An extract of a letter from Sir William Herschel to a Mr. Magellen 
describing observations of the moon in 1783. 

May  4, 1783.  "I  perceived in the dark part  of the Iloon a luminous 
spot 	 appearance of a red star ........... 4th magnitude 
	 in the place of Hevelii Mons Porthyrites"(ikristarchus) 

He had an independent confirmation 	 
Sir Joseph Banks : "Last night I 	 
which I saw the eruption last month, 
He then gives details, rather vague 
location at hand. 

In April 1787 he writes to 
found that the volcano of 

was still considerably luminous." 
and I do not have the exact 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 	 POST OFFICE BOX 109 

REVELLE COLLEGE 
	 LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92038 

July 28, 1965 

Dr. J. S. Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Hall: 

I have asked the National Academy of Sciences to invite Dr. N. A. 
Kozyrev of Pulkovo Observatory, Leningrad, to attend the meeting -6?(..r, 
of the National Academy of Sciences in Seattle, Washington, and 
I"m hoping that he will be invited to come to other universities 
in the United States, and would hope that he might be offered 
honoraria to give seminars at these universities. I have suggested 
that the Lowell Observatory would be one place he might wish to 
visit. If you could offer him an honorarium for such a lecture, 
it might help his travel arrangements substantially. If you can 
do so, I wonder if you might let me know. 

Very sincerely, 

11(  1,44, 
Harold C. Urey 

HCU:dp 

0 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



August 7, 1965 

Dr. Harold C. Urey 
University of California, San Diego 
Department of Chemistry 
Revelle College 
Post Office Box 109 
La Jolla, California 92038 

Dear Dr. Urey: 

We would, of course, be delighted if Dr. Kozyrey would visit the 
Lowell Observatory and present a lecture regarding his lunar observations. 
We might offer him an honorarium of $100 for such a lecture. If there 
is any other way that we could help with regard to encouraging his visit, 
please let me know. 

Apparently there is now quite a bit of activity in the lunar astronet, 
and a number of observers have claimed to have obtained positive results. 
However, the most recent observation of this type was not confirmed by 
observers here. On the chance that you are not familiar with these reports 
copies are enclosed with this letter. 

Sincerely yours, 

JSH:hsh 	 John S. Hall 

Enc. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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Prof. H. C. Urey, 
University of California, 
Revelle College, 
Department of Chemistry, 
La Jolla, California 92o58 

Dear Professor Urey, 

Thank you very much for your kind invitation to take 

part in the meeting of the National Academy of Sciences on 

October 13, 1965. 

The program of the meeting and the further travels is 

of great interest for me. l am thankful for your attention 

to my scientific interests. 

At present i intend to apply to our Academy of Sciences 

for the permission to participate in this meeting according 

to your invitation. 

Very sincerely yours, 

N. A. Kozyrev. 

rmu. 5A1-1, 3 890, T. 20 000 30-X-62 r. 6, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 	 POST OFFICE BOX 109 
REVELLE COLLEGE 	 LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92038 

September 15, 1965 

I am enclosing copy of letter which I received from 
Kozyrev and I know nothing more about the matter than what 
is contained in the letter. Whether he will receive 
permission from the Russians to come or not, I do not know. 
I am asking Harrison Brown to try to help in expediting a - 
visa for him. 

If I receive additional information I will let you 
know immediately. However, I think it is safe to say that 
Kozyrev will not be available for seminars until after the 
Seattle meeting in any case, since the time is so short. 

Sincerely yours, 

Harold C. Urey 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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POST OFFICE BOX 109 

REVEL LE COLLEGE 
	 LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92038 

September 29, 1965 

Dr. N. A. Kozyrev 
Pulkovo Observatory 
Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 

Dear Dr. Kozyrev: 

I have been informed by the State Department that 
you will be permitted to visit the following places 
when you are in this country to attend the National 
Academy of Sciences meeting in Seattle, Washington, on 
October 13, 1965: 

University of California, Los Angeles, Calif. 
University of Calirornia, Berkeley, California 
California InstituLe of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, Cambridge, Mass. 
Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Arizona 

However, as of today, Tucson, Arizona, La Jolla, 
California, and the Cambridge Air Force Research Labora-
tories, Bedford, Mass., are off grounds. I do not know 
the reasons for this and am exceedingly puzzled, as a 
matter of fact. But possibly from your own experience 
in the Soviet Union you have had similar things happen. 

Quite a number of people have said they would like 
to have you give a seminar on your work. I am telling 
them that you probably cannot do this until after the 
Seattle meeting. I am still awaiting word that you will 
definitely be with us in Seattle. 

With best regards, 

Very sincerely, 

7( 

Harold C. Urey 

P.S. Prof. G. Herzberg of Ottawa, Canada, has also 
indicated that he would like to have you give 
a seminar there. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



October 18, 1966 

Dr, Harold C. Urey 
University of California 
La Jolla, California 

Dear Harold: 

Just a note to remind you to send me the pulverized meteoritic 
material about which we talked on Saturday in Houston. 

We would soon like to make laboratory polarization measurements 
in ultraviolet and visual light over a wide range of Phase angles. 
These data will be compared with high-resolution measures at the 
same wavelengths to be made at the telescope beginning about mid-
December. The Orbiter, Ranger and Surveyor pictures may greatly 
assist in the comparison of the data. 

If you have any notes regarding the laboratory history of this 
material, a copy would be appreciated. Also, if you have any 
special requirements regarding the return of this material, please 
let me know. 

Thanks very much. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:bh 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92038 

December 8, 1966 

Dr. John Hall, Director 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear John: 

I cleaned up my desk this morning and found your letter. 
We have now packed up the samples and are sending them to you 
with our apologies. There are three meteorites enclosed. 

Richardton is a veined spherical bronzite chondrite belong-
ing to the high iron group chondrites. It fell in North Dakota 
in 1918. The second meteorite is Holbrook which is a crystalline 
spherical hypersthene chondrite. It belong to the low iron 
group. It fell in 1912 in Arizona. The high iron group 
chondrites contain about 28% of iron total and the low iron 
group about 22%. Both have some metal in them, some iron 
oxide, and some iron sulfide. In both cases the composition 
of the silicates is much the same. The third meteorite is the 
Norton County which is an enstatite chondrite. It fell in 
Kansas in 1948. It mostly consists of MgSiO3. It has only a 
small amount of iron-nickel inclusions and very little oxidized 
iron. This meteorite should give you an indication of the 
difference in optical properties between meteorites that have 
large amounts of iron and those that have practically none. 

I hope these are satisfactory for you. If not, come back 
again, and I promise'cross my heart and hope to die'that I will 
do better next time. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Harold C. Urey 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



December 12, 1966 

Dr. Harold C. Urey 
Department of Chemistry 
Revelle College 
University of California 
P. 0. Box 109 
La Jolla, California 92038 

Dear Harold: 

I was delighted to receive the samples of three meteorites and 
your kind letter of December 8th regarding them. 

Although it can easily be argued that these samples do not rep-
resent typical grains on the lunar surface, I am very anxious to 
make laboratory polarization measurements of them very soon and 
compare with what we get on several areas of the lunar surface. 
Although we have equipment all set up for making such laboratory 
tests, our samples must be held in an upright position in this 
equipment. Consequently, I am looking into the possibility of 
holding the sample in a fixed horizontal position and using gravity 
only to keep the sample in place. This will rewire a substantial 
change in the mechanical layout but seems absolutely necessary 
under the circumstances. 

I hope to have some data to show you when we meet in San Diego in 
mid-January. 

Thanks again for making this material available to us. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:bh 

  

- 

 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92037 

May 5, 1970 

Dr. John S. Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 

Dear John: 

I have been absent from my office so long that an 
answer to your invitation to attend the International 
Astronomical Union meeting has been dreadfully de-
layed. I should certainly like to be there and dis-
cuss the constitution of the planets. I am afraid I 
will disagree with Levin to some extent. 

Best regards. 

N(IX,1004(  

Sincerely, 

( 	
I 

Harold C. Urey 

HCU/mil 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 	 POST OFFICE BOX 109 

REVELLE COLLEGE 	 LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92037 

July 24, 1970 

Dr. John S. Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 

Dear John: 

Mrs. Urey and I had planned to attend the 14th 
General Assembly of the I. A. U. in England, but 
travel arrangements have become a little involved. 
Since I have already made two trips to Europe this 
year, I believe that they will have to suffice. 

Thanks for informing me of the meeting and asking 
me to attend. I do hope it is a big success. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

Harold C. Urey 

HCU/mil 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Geologic Division 
Branch of Astrogeology 
345 Middlefield Road 
Menlo Park, California 

94025 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

November 25, 1963 

Mr. James C. Greenacre 
ACIC Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

Thank you very much for your manuscript, it is both needed 
and appreciated. 

I also enjoyed our profitable discussion of your excellent 
map of the Aristarchus region. 

I am looking forward to seeing you, Bill, Pat, and the rest 
of the ACIC crew in the future. 

Sincerely, 

Henry John Moore II 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Geologic Division 

Branch. of Astrogeology 
345 Middlefield Road 

Menlo Park, California 

IN REPLY REFER TO: 

January 10, 1964 

Mr. James A. Greenacre 
Aeronautical Chart and 

Information Center 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

Greetings. Thank you very much for the reprint of your paper which 
appeared in Sky and Telescope, vol. XXVI, no. 6, December 1963. 
Because you sent me one of yours, I am enclosing one of mine. 

An annotated ozalid copy of the Delisle-Diophantus region is enclosed. 
The annotations point to an area on the west flank of D:lisle which 
is hard to see. In this area there may be considerable roughness 
which can only be seen at high angles of illumination with the sun 
to the west. The roughness on the west flank of Delisle is weakly 
suggested in Kuiper's Euler E3-a. You might take another look at 
the area and see what you think. 

Give my best to Bill, Pat, and your other colleague. 

Sincerely, 

Henry John Moore II 

Enclosures 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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EXPERIMENTAL IMPACT CRATERS IN BASALT 

by N.J. Moore, D. E. Gault and R. V. Lugn 

Impact of small projectiles with velocities between 
0.9 and 7.3 km per sec on basalt produce craters 
chiefly by the ejection of fragments. Weight-size 
distributions of the ejecta are linear for part of the 
size range of the fragments. Cumulative weight-size 
distributions of the ejecta from different craters vary 
because of erratic formation of large fragments and a 
large percentage of ejecta below 0.1 mm. In the range 
of velocities studied, the crater depth is approxi-
mately proportional to the 0.75 power of velocity of 
the projectile. This relationship may represent a 
transition regime between the fluid impact regime and 
the undeformed projectile impact regime. The volumes 
per unit of projectile energy of the craters produced 
are comparable to those reported for lower speed 
projectile impact and drill bits. 

An experimental investigation of projectile impact 
on rock is being conducted jointly by the Ames 

Research Center of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration and the U.S. Geological Survey. 
Projectiles are launched with light-gas guns at the 
Ballistics Range of the Ames Research Center. The 
craters and ejecta produced in these experiments are 
being studied by the U.S. Geological Survey. 

Steel, aluminum and polyethylene projectiles weigh-
ing from 0.25 to 0.015 g were accelerated to veloci-
ties of 0.88 km per sec (2,900 fps) to 7.3 km per sec 
(24,000 fps) with a light-gas gun, using hydrogen as 
the propellant medium. 3  Projectiles impacted the 
targets normal to plane rock surfaces in an atmos-
phere of air with a nominal pressure of 25 to 50 mm 
of mercury. The metal projectiles were mounted in 
supporting four-piece nylon sabots, which guided the 
projectiles down the launching tube. After launch, 
aerodynamic drag acted to separate the sabots from 
the projectiles. Impact velocities were determined 
with time measurements and spark photographs of the 
projectiles in flight. Ejecta were collected in lucite 
and aluminum containers placed around the target 
block. A small hole in the containers permitted 
projectile entry. 

H. J. MOORE and R. V. LUGN are with U.S. Geological 
Survey, Menlo Park, Calif., and D. E. GAULT is with 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Ames 
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif. TP 63A0215. Manu-
script, April 4, 1963. Discussion of this paper, submitted 
in duplicate prior to Dec. 1, 1963, will appear in SME 
Transactions, June 1964, and AIME Transactions, 1964, 
vol. 229. 

Impact of projectiles of the size employed produced 
craters in the rock targets chiefly by ejection of 
fragments. The craters are small, roughly conical 
depressions with crushed and intensely fractured 
rock at the bottoms of the depressions. The ejecta 
are composed of pieces of the projectile and rock 
fragments ranging in size from a few tenths of a 
micron or less to several centimeters in maximum 
dimension. In this paper, the structural features of 
the craters, the weight-size distributions of the 
recovered ejecta, and crater depth and crater volume 
relationships are described. 

DESCRIPTION OF CRATERS 

Typical craters (Fig. 1) produced by experimental 
projectile impact in basalt are shallow, wide base 
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Crushed basalt 
	

Basalt 	 Fracture 	Contact, gradational 

Fig. I—Topographic and structural map of hypervelocity 
impact crater in basalt. Crater formed in block of basalt 
from basalt flow in Pleasants Valley, Solano County, 
Calif., by impact of 0.232-diam polyethylene sphere at a 

velocity of 17,700 fps. 
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case, is baghouses and for the dust emitting equip-
ment such as feeders, conveyors, rotary car dumper, 
etc. 

The system used is containment and collection, not 
suppression. At the car dumping building, we have 
designed to take a suction at the level of the top of 
the hoppers under the rotary car dumper and bottom 
dump tracks. Since normally these two types of dump-
ing will not be utilized simultaneously with dusty 
material, the size of baghouse required is minimized 
by providing valving in the ducts to isolate one or 
the other of the hopper suctions. Even with this 
valving and isolation, a total of 140,000-cfm suction 
is taken at the level of the top of hoppers. In addi-
tion, suction is taken at the various transfer points 
from feeders to belts and between belts. The total 
capacity of the baghouse, located on the west side of 
the car dumping building, is 156,000 cfm. The dust 
collected is discharged back onto conveyor 4 by a 
series of screw conveyors, seal valves and power-
operated valves. 

Some of the materials being handled, such as 
potash, are hygroscopic. These materials, shipped 
from southern Utah and similar points, may arrive at 
Long Beach considerably colder than the ambient 
temperature there, due to being loaded at temperature:  
well below freezing. In order to eliminate buildup ..,' 
moisture inside the ducts, plenum chamber and b 
house, sufficient heat is added at the plenum cOnber 
immediately ahead of the baghouse by a gas-[ d 
heater to raise the temperature of the entirei Wolume cio  
of air collected (156,000 cfm) above the ' point. 

The traveling shiploader has three du emitting 
points. The first one at the transfer f 	conveyor 	5 
to 5A has a 2000-cfm reverse jet ty collector. The 
material collected is discharged 	o belt 5A and 
heat is added to the cleaning a or this collector to 
counteract the hygroscopic a 	tash. The 
other dust emitting points are at the transfer from 
conveyor 5A to 6, discharge of conveyor 6, and the 
ship's hatch. To handle these dust sources, two 
14,000-cfm reverse jet collectors are used, for a total 
of 28,000 cfm. Heat is added to the cleaning air for 
these collectors and material collected is discharged 
onto conveyor 6. 

A large, tent-like shroud is provided to cover the 
ship's hatches, preventing the escape of dust. Suc-
tion is taken on this enclosed space using flexible 
pipe which can be hoisted clear when the shuttle is 
retracted. 
Construction Problems: The extreme bottom of the 
pit for the car unloading building is 26 ft below sea 
level at low tide and the center line of the pit is 
approximately 300 ft from the face of the wharf. The 
pier is a rock dike filled with fine dredged sand and 
clay which created a dewatering problem for the 
contractor. He chose well points as his major means 
of dewatering and would have been quite successful, 

except an old dike which had been used during the 	\ 
construction of Pier A runs through one side of the 
excavation for the car unloading building. This pro-
vided a fine natural channel for the infiltration of 
water from the bay. 

The contractor tried several methods of sealing off 
the flow of water through this dike, including driving 
an L-shaped section of sheet piles having an overall 
length of approximately 100 ft at the = heast corner 
of the excavation for the car unlo 	building. He 
was finally successful in redu 	the flow of water 
to quantities which could 	died by sinking a 
well into the old rock di 	pproximately 150 ft from 
the excavation. By pu, 	g a high-capacity pump into 
this well, it was 	le to minimize the flow of 
water through th.  .nannel. Following this action, 
the well point 	ere sufficient to handle the de- 
watering. 

Approxii iely half of the multi-plate tunnel for 
convey 	is below sea level and is permanently 
surrt ded by water. Special gasketing material in 
thy.; .lted joints and a heavy bitumastic coating on 
t 	outside of the fabricated pipe were used. Even 

ith these precautions, the joints leaked consider-
ably following installation of the pipe and removal of 
the well-point system. Retightening of the bolts in 
the joints eliminated a great number of the leaks, but 
still did not reduce the total infiltration to an 
acceptable level. 

As a remedy, the use of chemical grout (AM-9) as 
manufactured by American Cyanamid Co., was 
chosen. This chemical has a two-part formula uti-
lizing a catalyst and solidifies into a jelly-like 
material within a few seconds after introduction of 
the catalyst. Grouting was performed, using 3/8-in. 
nipples at approximately 4-ft centers through the 
walls of the tunnel. By varying the type and amount 
of catalyst, the most satisfactory setting time was 
obtained. At the time of completion of the chemical 
grouting, water infiltration into the tunnel had been 
completely stopped. Later on, due to deflections 
caused by other construction nearby, a few small 
leaks developed. It is anticipated that a second 
grouting, using AM-9, will stop these. 
Initial Operation: In mid-October, 1962, the Okitsu 
Maru, a 46,500-ton ship built in Japan specifically 
for this iron ore haul, arrived in Long Beach on her 
maiden voyage. The stockpile reclaim feeders were 
not yet completed so a full shipload of iron ore was 
dumped from railroad cars (bottom dump and rotary) 
and loaded directly into the ship. Although the con-
veyors were first run under load only the day before 
the ship arrived, it was loaded in less than six 
shifts. A ship of this size will be loaded in less than 
three shifts when the equipment is de-bugged and the 
crews become familiar with it. In fact, the same ship 
returned in late November and was loaded in 27 
working hours. 
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,nes with irregular plan views. CrateTdiameters 
ange between 1.5 to 7.5 cm, crater depths between 

0.24 and 1.3 cm, and depth to diameter ratios between 
0.16 and 0.19 cm. 

The morphology of the craters is similar to drill bit 
craters. 5  Gently sloping crater walls, which are rough 
and hummocky in detail, join smoothly with the crater 
floor. In some cases, the crater floors are smooth 
spherical segments concave upward and, in other 
cases, the floors are irregular and rough. In some 
craters, a concentric circular ridge is present on the 
crater floor. 

Crushed rock occurs on the floors of the craters. 
Unbroken polyhedra are formed which are enclosed in 
a matrix of crushed rock in craters produced by im-
pacts of the highest velocities; with impacts studied 
at lower velocities, sparse shear fractures are formed 
with crushed rock adjacent to the fracture surfaces. 

Fractures which have formed in response to several 
different conditions of stress may be recognized: 
1) shear fractures, 2) radial fractures, 3) spall frac-
tures and 4) concentric fractures. Shear fractures in 
basalt are most commonly marked by intensely pulver-
ized rock and rarely, by weakly developed grooves 
and striae. Shear fractures and fracture surfaces 
occur adjacent to and on the crater floors. Radial 
fractures occur in the crater walls and around the 
crater. Most radial fractures are nearly perpendicular 
to the surface of impact of the target block, but may 
occur in any orientation around the crater. Spall frac-
ture surfaces form the rough, hummocky walls of the 
craters. Partially formed spall fractures and spall 
fragments are commonly found around the crater 
margins. Concentric fractures are nearly perpendicu-
lar to the planed surfaces of the target blocks and 
extend a fraction of a millimeter below the target 
block surface. The fractures are short and discontin-
uous and occur at the margins of the craters. 

A detailed description of impact craters in other 
rock types and a description of the cratering process 
are given in the literature.8  

Many of the features observed in craters produced 
by hypervelocity impact in rock, such as the crushed 
rock, shear fractures, radial fractures, spall fractures 
and concentric fractures are also present in craters 
produced by high explosives in rock and soil." 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF EJECTA 

The ejecta are composed of pieces of the projectile 
and rock fragments ranging in size from a few tenths 
of a micron or less to several centimeters in maximum 
dimension (Fig. 2). In general, large fragments are 
platy to tabular; intermediate size fragments are 
weakly tabular, weakly elongate or equidimensional; 
and the small fragments are irregular, sliver-shaped, 
elongate, tabular or equidimensional. 

The largest fragments, which are derived from the 

Fig. 2—Photograph of ejecta from hypervelocity impact 
crater in basalt. Ejecta fragments have been classified in 
logarithmic size intervals. 

peripheral parts of the crater, are bounded by parts of 
the initial target surface and a combination of radial, 
spall and concentric fracture surfaces. The resulting 
fragments are wedge shaped. A similar, but smaller, 
set of fragments are derived from a zone concentric-
ally within the outer set of fragments. 

Fragments of intermediate size (1.0 to 0.2 mm) are 
weakly tabular, weakly elongate or equidimensional. 
The percentage of equidimensional grains increases 
with the decrease in size. 

The small fragments (below 0.2 mm) are small 
polyhedra of rock, compressed aggregates, mineral 
grains, and crushed mineral grains. The shapes of 
the fragments are varied and irregular. Polyhedra of 
rock tend to be equidimensional. Compressed aggre-
gates are irregular in shape. Breakage along grain 
boundaries produces single grains of feldspar and 
other minerals. Crushed mineral grains have a variety 
of shapes which are somewhat controlled by their 
mineral properties. 

SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF EJECTA 

Size distributions have been measured on the ejecta 
recovered from lucite and aluminum containers. The 
complete size distributions are not known because a 
portion of the ejecta is lost during projectile impact 
through the projectile entry hole in the collection 
tanks. A recovery near 90% is indicated by a com-
parison between ejected mass and ejected mass 
calculated from crater volumes and target density. 

Weight-size distributions of crater ejecta (Figs. 3, 
4, and 5) resemble weight-size distributions of 
crushed products of homogeneous material from ball 
and rod mills. 4' 12  Weight-percent size histograms 
tend to be linear between 0.246 and 3.96 mm. The 
weight-percent size histogram becomes erratic above 
3.96 mm for small size intervals because of the 
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Fig. 3-Cumulative 
weight-size and weight-
size distributions of e 
ejecta from hyper-
velocity impact craters 
in basalt. 
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paucity of large fragments anTerratic spalling. In 	the slope of the-Cumulative  curve is less than It .  
order to correct for this erratic behavior, the weight 

	
slope of the weight-percent-retained plot betweetk 

of the fragments in the size range between 3.96 and 
	

0.246 and 3.96 mm sizes. The decrease in slope is 
the size interval including the largest fragment was 	produced by a large percentage of fine fragments 
allotted equally to each interval and plotted on the 

	
below 0.1 mm. 

histograms. Even with this procedure, the contribu- 	The deviations from linearity can be ascribed to 
tion is irregular. A general flattening of the curves, 	erratic spalling. Cumulative curves which are convex 
which may be related to the grain size of the basalt, 	downward (Fig. 3, L-349) have an exceptionally large 
occurs between 0.246 and 0.043 mm. In contrast with 

	
percentage of the weight in large spall fragments 

the basalt weight-size distributions, ejecta from 	while flat curves (Fig. 5, L-354) have smaller per- 
poorly consolidated rocks, such as sandstone, show 	centage of the weight in large spall fragments. In 
a marked increase in the size range near the grain 	rocks, such as poorly consolidated sandstone (Fig. 
size of the sandstone (Fig. 5, L-226). 	 5, L-226), the cumulative curve is flat above the 

Cumulative weight-percent-finer plots for basalts 	grain size of the sandstone and steep over the grain 
tend to be linear but show minor deviations. In con- 	size range of the sandstone. 
trast with crushed products in ball and rod mills, 12 

	
Significant amounts of energy may be expended in 
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fragmentation. No estimates are made here because 
	

CRATER DEPTH AND VOLUME 

of uncertainties in the collection of very fine frag- 
ments; however, 30 to 40% of the projectile energy 

	
A precise relationship between the ratio of crater 

has been estimated to have been expended in pro- 	depth to projectile diameter and the product of the 
ducing new surface in granular targets by low speed 

	
ratio of projectile density to the square root of the 

impacts." 
	

target density and the ratio of projectile velocity to 

Society of Mining Engineers 
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the square root of the target'near strength, measured 
at normal confining pressures, (Fig. 6) has not been 
determined because of scatter data which is typical 
of impact experiments using rock targets and the 
need for more experimental data. The use of these 
parameters are justified at least to an approxima-
tion. 9'1°  The average slope of the curve (see Fig. 6), 
which is near 0.75, is less than a slope of one pre-
dicted from undeformed projectile impact crater 
experiments in rocks, 7  but greater than a slope of 
two thirds predicted from experiments in the fluid 
impact regime in metals. 2'13  The data probably 
represents, in part, the transition regime between an 
undeformed projectile impact regime and a fluid 
impact regime. 

The volume-energy relationship (Fig. 7) is charac-
terized by a large scatter of data which is typical for 
impact experiments using rock targets. 5  In Fig. 7, 
the line is not a fit to the data; such a fit must await 
more data. The crater volumes per unit of projectile 
energy for these experiments is the same order of 
magnitude as those reported for lower speed projec-
tiles into granite 7  and those for synthetic rock with 
hemispherical drill bits. 5  

CONCLUSIONS 

Weight-size distributions of the ejecta are linear for 
part of the size range of the fragments. Cumulative 
weight-size distributions of the ejecta from different 
craters vary because of erratic formation of large 
fragments and a large percentage of ejecta below 
0.1 mm. 

In the range of velocities studied, the crater depth 
is approximately proportional to the 0.75 power of the 
velocity of the projectile. 

The volumes per unit of projectile energy of the 
craters produced are comparable to those reported for 
lower speed projectile impact and drill bits. 
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5 December, 1963 

Mr. Phil Bury, 
Societe d'Astronomie Populaire, 
9 Rue Ozenne 
Toulouse (Haute-Garonne) 
FRANCE 

Dear Mr. Bury: 

Thank you very much for your letter of 25 November, and for 
sending me a copy of the Bulletin of the Societe d'Astronomie 
Populaire. 

We enclose a copy of the description of the observations 
made here and published in the December issue of ?'Sky and 
Telescope". It is apparent that the lady who observed the moon 
on 29 October made her observations several hours prior to those 
made here. Also, the telescope she used is apparently too small 
to detect these phenomena. 

A reoccurence of the same phenomena was recently observed 
here again on the evening of the 27th November, between 5:30 and 
6:45 p.m. MST. This observation made by the same observers, and 
several others, was made with both the 24-inch refractor and the 
69-inch reflector of the Perkins Observatory. The recent 
disturbance was again in the immediate area of the crater 
Aristarchus on its southwest rim. Previously the color noted 
in Aristarchus was somewhat below the rim on the crater's inner 
wall. When the coloration was most pronounced Greenacre on 
several occasions attempted to observe the same phenomena with 
the 12-inch refractor attached to the 24-inch. He had no success. 

We do not know the nature of this phenomenon. It of course 
could be caused by gases being emitted through cracks in the 
surface, or by fluorescence of materials produced by unusual 
solar bombardment. Contention made here is that this coloration 
is not produced in the optics of the telescope or by the earth's 
atmosphere. 

With best wishes. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 
JSH:jbc 
Fncls. 
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co'.1) 	 CCICAt 

TN 	 RV1-1:11 

ACE Lunar oly7.rvre on the evenin,. of 27 November ]963 ar!ain 

Obiert& unusual reddish color near the crater ilristarchw_:. 

The cater war-  fir t seen coming in by Ward Barr at 17:30 04.3 

Barr deterained thi color was not reeultinz from atmosttheric dispersion 

comerinE the area with other bright spotn. Also he observed the color 

,4is gradually zrowine in intensity. hf)rr immediately started calling 

other ACE observers. The first to arrive was Fred Dungan one of our 

scientific illustrstors. Dungan °. ho ha:; had a zood many hours of tele- 

sc 	obeeming was ble to see the eam color •%s Barr. tabout 

17:45 they observed the color to be quite intense and reddish orance at 

the southern extremity. This spot is a high point on the rim of Aria-

tarc:Av.,. The root of thi.k colons more pinkish wad extended saw 12 

miles northwest just alonr, the outside of the rin of Aristarchus. 

James Greenacre arrivo,i at 17:50 and wan there in time f_.o ',on the 

color p.t the s4se intensity. '3reenacre called Dr. John Hall, Diroctor of 

1.ow,D1I 'Observatory, AO canie igrnedi4tely. Dr. Hall had no trouble in 

seeing and verifyint,  the color, although he does but little Lunar observ- 

ing.;-'.43a furth;3r check on his observing, i)r. 	pirTointeri the area 

on a rhotorx-ti anl on cony Qf the LAC 39 eh%rt. al of us prez3ont 

agreed on tLe position. 

lera: 	nt-~_rt+Al taking black and wnite 70un pictures uAng 

X film. :40 used rt slow tine speed of five framel,  per second 
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and short tlme ezeoeurea of ono hell to elle second. Our first two 

uurata we malQ when the color seemed to be et peak intensity. After 

tbe eecc:M 'ourst made at 18;09, vieual obeervatione were continued. .4.. 

Hall and Fred aungan detected. a mall reddish-orange spot on a hili on 

the east rile of Sihrotere Val y. James Greenacre and Edward Barr were 

unable to see this epet when their turn came to use the telescope. Mr. 

Grrenacre kept continual observations going  on the 12-inch refractor when 

not using the 24". A no tine was he able to detect color with the 

ler aperture, 	none of the others ere; ent were able to do  so. 

By 1B:15 the color  WA noticeably diminishing in Intensity. At 

18:23 another burst of eine and time ehotography  W48  taken. Color was 

still evident but had perhaps drepped from 30 to 50 per cent in. intensity. 

Visual oheervatione ..ere continued  unt,13. V:39.  It was evident to 

all four observer e that the color wee diminishing. The reddieh-orenge 

nret at the southern end had changed to pink and the remainder W3 much 

fainter. Another burst of rhotograp..y was taken at IF :39 at Atoll tiA) 

it was felt there was little or no color remaininf. 

All four observers Agreed that at 18:45 there was no trace of color 

left. rhotograe)sy was taken at this tine and intermittenly until 21s10 

hours. 

A careful study was made of the leeeloped film and from prints. No 

vistull evidence Of the 'elor could. bo determined. Amrdtorneter traces 

made t the Geological atrveyie Aetrogeological Laboretory also failed to 

produce any conclunive evidence of the phenomena. 
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Box 714, University, Ala., 35486 10 Dec. 
1963 

Dear Dr. Hall: 

Relative to the note in missiles and rockets, 9 December, 
about your observation of volcanic eruptions on the morn, you 
may be interested in the fact that Sir William Herschel and 
friends observed an eruption on the moon on 4 May 1783 (X. B. 
Sidgwick, William Herschel, Faber and Faber Ltd., London, pp. 
96-97). Sidgwick adds, "Similar observations of bright spots 
on the dark side of the terminator have been made from time 
to time (among others, by Herschel himself in 1787)..." 

sincerely yours, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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Dr. E. Scott 	EP,,,,-, 
Box '714 	t 	7 il 	1 
University, Ala. 35486/ 

6' 	/ 

'NZ/. i l\-.  

Dr. John S. Hall, Director 

Lowell Observatory 

FLAa.-.-rAFF, A RIZ. 

Av  air arr Air 
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13 December, 1963 

Dr. T. Scott Barr, 
Department of Physics, 
University of Alabama, 
Box 714, 
University, Alabama 35486 

Dear Dr. Barr: 

Thank you very much for your kindness in sending us word 
regarding Herschel's observations of lunar eruptions. Until we 
get spectrophotometric data we would be very hesitant to say that 
what was observed were indeed eruptions. 

I would be very much interested in seeing a copy of the 
page or paragraph to which you refer in J.B. Sidgwick's book. If 
you can conveniently manage to send me this I would appreciate it 
very much. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall  

JSH:ibc 

Encls. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

UNIVERSITY, ALABAMA 

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 	 FREIGHT, EXPRESS AND TELEGRAPH 

P.O. BOX 1921 	 ADDRESS: TUSCALOOSA, ALABA MA 

Box 714, University, Ala. 35486 
16 December 1963 

Dr. John S. Hall 

Lowell Observatory 

Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Hall: 

I thought that the simplest thing to do would be to loan my copy of 

the book to you. The passage I mentioned is indicated. 

You may like to read the whole book, which I found quite interesting 

and which provided a good bit of the information I used in my sketch on 

Herschel for INFRARED PHYSICS in 1961. While there is no real hurry 

about returning it, I will want it available for some of my students in 

my history of physics course next semester. 

Sincerely yours, 

E. Scott Barr 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



20 January, 1964 

Professor F. Scott Barr, 
Box 714, 
University, 
Alabama 35486 

Dear Professor Barr: 

Thank you very much for your kindness in sending us 
a copy of William Herschel by J.B. Sidgwick. We were most 
interested in reading about his observations of the moon 
and find them fully as difficult to interpret as those made 
here. 

The book is being returned to you today under 
separate cover and I hope that your kindness in lending it 
to us has caused you no inconvenience. 

I am also sending to you today under separate cover 
a copy of Dr. Slipherts book "MARS - The Photographic Story" 
which I hope 3ou will enjoy. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:jbc 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

UNIVERSITY, ALABAMA 

	

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 	 FREIGHT, EXPRESS AND TELEGRAPH 

P.O. BOX 1921 
	

ADDRESS TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA 

Box 714, University, Ala. 35486 
31 January 1964 

Dr. John S. Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Hall: 

Both my copy of Sidgwickis Herschel and the copy of Dr. Slipher's 
most inviting "TAPIRS -- The Photographic Story" reached me safely. I look 
forward to reading it with much interest, and I know that some of my col-
leagues who have a particular interest in astronomy will want to read it 
also. We all thank you: 

Sincerely yours, 

ex_-1)\  

E.Scott Barr 

	

LSE:S 	 Professor of 2hysics 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



C. minowELimr FICIPIELSCICTIK 1E 

4878 mErrl--IEL, 

HOUSTON 18, TEXAS 

December 20, 1963 

fir. John S. Hall, Director 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear hr. Hall: 

Having recently read, in one of our local newspapers, about your current 
observations of the disturbances in the vicinity of the crater Aristarchus, 
emphasizing the observations of Wednesday, November 27th, I have felt somewhat 
obliged to disclose the observations which I made, quite by accident, on the 
night before that date, although I had intended to withhold my information 
until other observations under similar conditions an the night of this coming 
DeceMber 26th night afford suitable confirmation. However, in reconsidering 
the matter, knowing that your facilities for observation are more adequate 
by far than those which I have et my disposal, I feel sure that an intensive 
survey of the area in question on December 26th, map-  bring forth some inter-
esting results if conditions are similar to those of last month. 

To be as brief as possible in this disclosure, since the government's announce-
ment of its interest in the vicinity of Oceanus Procellarum, I have been making 
Periodic and detailed observations telescopically of this area, minutely check-
ing my observations against the LAC Series of Lunar Charts. Somewhat casually, 
the the evening of November 26th at approxAmately 11:20 P.h. C.S.T.,  I was 
observing the crater Kepler and surrounding areas under a fairly low power. 
Beyond the terminator an unilluminated area was also in the field. Diagonally 
beneath. (toward the north) Kepler in the darkened area I was attracted by the 
sudden appearance and disappearance of a point of light resembling a faint star. 
In estimating its position visually I came to the conclusion that the phenomenon 
was in the vicinity of the crater Aristarchus which was, at that time, approx-
imately 7P of lunar longitude from the terminator, rendering solar illumination 
of the area impossible. Immediately I changed to a higher magnification and 
concentrated my observations to the area in Question within the darkness, still 
keeping the terminator on the edge of the field for orientation purposes. At 
approximately,11:40 P.M. C.S.T. I was somewhat amazed to witness three more 
A. nute flashes pinpointed in the same vicinity of the darkness as previously 
witnessed, occurring at even intervals several seconds apart. I watched the 
area intently for the next ten minutes or so, but witnessed no reoccurrence. 
However, at exactly  11:54 an extremely faint and hazy ashen White blur, not 
more then )0 of lunar  longitude in diameter, appeared at precisJYTThe same 
spot and disappeared within about 45 seconds. Taking all observations into 
consideration, naturally I arrived at a conclusion in regard to the ucloudu, 
its height, illumination, etc., and the lapse of time between the original 
flashes and its eventual appearance. Observations until around 2 A.11. there-
after revealed no further reoccurrence of the phenomenon. Cloudy skies in our 
vicinity on the next evening, November 27th, prevented my observation of Aris-
tarchus near the terminator, but obviously, according to the newspaper report, 
your observations revealed activity. This has prompted me to disclose my 
observations before satisfactorily confirming them personally in the case of 
a reoccurrence under similar conditions on the 26th. I sincerely hope that 
an effort will be made, weather permitting, to closely observe this area while 
still in darkness on the date mentioned. Obviously the incandescence which 
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I observed is not without explanation under the circumstances inasmuch as your 
announcement, several days after my somewhat startling observatIons, confirmed 
my assumptions satisfactorily. 

Please do not hesitate to write to me in this regard if there is any additional 
information desired. 1 shall be quite willing to cooperate ifI can be of service 
to you.. 

Verytruly yours, 

Zi-J0'79, 
 4405 OV% 

C. Edward Forsythe, Ph.D. 
Astrophysicist 

Teacher of astronomy, astrophysics and 
selcnora,,ahy, 	Adult Educati.on 
Division. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



W. D. Cannell 	 7 January 1964 

Observation on 2? November 

S. Mr. Patric* Moore, F. R. A. ' 0 
Glencathara 
Worsted Lane 
East Grinstead 
Sussex, England 

Dear Mr. Moore, 

Dr. Hall is presently in Chile, and therefore your letter has been 
given to me for an answer. I am surely a stranger to you more than you 
are to me, but perhaps we will become better acquainted when you visit 
New York next May. Mr. Greenacre has been invited to report on his 
recent observation of Lunar Color Phenomena at the Congress on Lunar 
Vulcanism, and I may go with him. 

I am enclosing a short description of the November 27 observations, 
which I think will give you the information you desire. 

The confirmatory observation with a large reflector was made on 
November 27 by Dr. Boyce and Dr. Ford with the 69-inch Perkins telescope. 
They were in the process of setting up a photo-electric spectro-scanner 
but were not able to put it into operation in time. However, they did 
observe visually with the guiding eyepiece at 900X with no filter. They 
observed a reddish glow in the shadow just outside the southern rim of 
Ariatarchus. This was at approximately 6:45 p.m. (MST) near the end of 
the activity but exactly in the same place that the other four observers 
on the 24-inch refractor had seen it. 

We do not know what the phenomenon is, and at this time we are not 
venturing to guess. It is hoped that it will happen again when spectro-
scopic observations can be made. The area has been kept under close 
observation since November 27, but nothing has occurred. 

Sincerely yours, 

/1/ 

WILLIAM D. CANNELL, Chief 	 Attchs 2 reports 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

11  P.S. A reprint from "Sky and T 	cope" on the first observation  
enclosed. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



7/01/1 

All correspondence to be 
addressed to 

DIRECTOR 

CARTER OBSERVATORY 
WELLINGTON, W.1 

NEW ZEALAND 

1964 January 14 
POSTAL ADDRESS: 

P.O. BOX 2909 

WELLINGTON, C.1 

NEW ZEALAND 

Air 

Dr. John ii. Hail, 
Director 
Lowell Observatory 
Plagstaff, Arizona 
U 

Dear Dr. Hall, 
Apart from the general interest which will 

have been created by the recent lunar colour phenomena obser-
ved by John A. Greenacre and Edward Barr, I am wondering if 
this might be the explanation of the appearance of Aristarchus 
noted by me on the occasion of the eclipse of 1935 July 16. 

I enclose a copy of my printed report, and 
although the relevant remark is contained in only one short 
sentence, the appearance of Aristarchus on this occasion has 
always been a vivid memory to me. 	On subsequent eclipses I 
have Laken special care to see if the same thin,  could be seen, 
but never was there any approach whatever to the appearance of 
1935. 	Our last eclipse onDecember 30 last was blotted out by 
clouds. 

A few years ago, one of our local nuclear 
scientists hearing of this observation, thought of seeing if 
there was some fluorescent phenomenon related to solar activity, 
but I remember being able to produce enough information quickly 
to show the L , Ily such attempted correlation would be pretty hope-
less. 

Over the years, this observation has intrigued 
ffle, andpne cannot help wondering if the Greenacre-Barr phenom- 
enon was in action at the time of the eclipse. 	If so, it must 
have been fairly extensive, because the whole region seemed to 
be aglow, and at the time, thinking this was probably a normal 
effect, did not try to make any detailed study of the region. 

Unfortunately, the plates I used were blue 
sensitive, and there is nothing obvious showing on them. 

I cannot recollect searching the literature 
co see i observers in other countries noted the sane ef.fect. 
There should have been plenty of observations from U.S;.A. 

May I also take this of.portanity of thanking 
you once aain for the most be 	and valuable book 011 Kars 

aEr 
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by Dr. Slipher. 	Nob only iFz i a wonderful record of the 
planet, but to me i t ;s highly.  instructional for the clear 
think in jhiCh Dr. Slipher uses in coming to his various 
conclusions.. It 	surely be a classic and 2 very pleasing 
result to h-fti for his long great ii-c)r.k. 

Yours sincerely, 

1.L. Thomsen 
DiT-ector 

1,4144A-€11A- 

• 

•  

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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\vas unsettled, eight days being overcast. Two further groups 
were seen, both of S. latitude. The first, at Lat. 16, last A. from 
the 18th to the 26th and showed little activity. The last r. i.otip 
of the month appeared at lat. 21 on he 23rd, and was Un-
doubtedly the outstanding group of the period. This group 
formed the substance of an article by the Director ill "South 
Stars" 1935 September. 

TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE OF 1935 July 16d. 
By 1. L. Thomsen. 

Although it was not a very favourable location, it is strange 
that none of the astronomical almanacs mentioned the visibility 
from New Zealand_ of the total eclipse of the moon on 1.935 
July 16d. The phenomena of interest eainputed for Wellington 
were as follows :—Middle of eclipse, 5h 0m ;  moonrise., 5h. 4m; 
sunset. 511 11m; twilight ended 511 torn ; end of totality 511 50in ; 
moon leaves umbra 6h 47m. It is obvious that with the moon 
rising totally eclipsed and totality ending only 10m after the 
end of twilight, the conditions were not favourable for exact 
observations of the colour of the eclipsed moon. Also the large 
zenith distance and the twilight combined to make observations 
of occultations impossible,. When the MOWn was first seen its 
zenith distance was 85 deg. and at the time of leaving the umbra 
73' deg. American observers w-ho were in the most favJurable 
location, saw many faint stars occulted d.urin:-; totality. 

However the best that \vas possible was done in Welling-
ton. The writer made visual and photographiiit observations at 
the Wellington City Observatory. Observations were also made 
at the Wellington College Observatory and by Mr. 13. E., Stone-
house. 

Weather conditions \vere perfect, and th;. first indication 
of the moon was at 511 39ni. when it had the appearance of 
being a condensation in the pink haze of the low eastern, sky. 
This eclipse promised to be. interesting for colour observations, 
since at mid eclipse the centre of the lunar disc was only 0.07 
away from the axis of the umbra] cone, taking the diameter of 
the shadow in the section considered as unity. The best part 
of the eclipse was therefore missed,but when examined with the 
2-hi. and 5-in. telescopes at. 5h 43m the greater part of the moon 
was so dark that. no details whatever on its surface could be 
seen. The part of the limb which was nearest the centre of the 
shadow was invisible, while on the opposite limb only a narrow 
hand was reasonably bright. Aristaichus was the only feature 
visible and had the appearance of a ruby. The Wellington. 
College observers gave the colours of the shadow as black, 
copper and grey ; the grey colour forming the edge of the 
umbra. This is confirmed by the writer and Mr. Stonehouse. 
The latter writes, "At 611 4m 1 noticed for the first time a band. 
some 250 to 300 miles in extent, in appearance of a dark grey 

188 
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colour, bordering the shadow." Mr. Eiby reported that at 
6h 33m there Vas a band of reddish colour visible near the edge 
of the .umbra. It would seem that there was a definite zone of 
great darkness in the shadow. As soon as this zone passed off 
the moon, the principal surface features were visible in the 
remaining copper coloured shadow. 

At 5h 48m the writer made observations of the general 
colour by means. of coloured glasses. It was found that the 
dominating colour of the eclipsed moon was confined to a band 
between 7600 A .and 6600 A. Colours of shorter wave lengths, 
although present, were extremely feeble. 

Nine photographs were secured at the principal focus of 
the 9-inch telescope. The images of the moon were 1.45 inches 
in diameter, corresponding to a scale value of approximately 
0.01 inch equals 13.6 seconds of are. The details and exposures 
are. as follows: 

No. G-.M.T. 
m. 

Ex. 
s. 

Shadow position. 

1 6 2 30 Kepler. 
2 6 4.5 30 Shickard 	(bisected). 
3 6 10 10 Copernicus. 
4 6 15.5 20 E. edge Petatus, 
3 6 21 10 Maginus. 
6 6 25 5 Edymion. 

6 26 5 Mt. Haemus.  
8 6 29.8 5 E. edge Mate Serenitijtis. 
9 6 33 6.5 

Partial phase at 6h 1.5m G.M.T. 
Oriented for naked. eye view. 

Details have been lost in reproduction. 
As it may be helpful to other• investigators in determining 

the - brightness of the shadow, the following details of features 
189 
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visible on the plates within the shadow are given. In No. 1 the 
two rays from Copernicus pointing east were clearly 
Copernicus was 136 see. (arc) from shadow edge. That part of 
the ray system of Kepler in the shadow was also visible. Plato, 
216 sec. from shadow edge, and the eastern edge of Mare 
Numiuni were visible. In No. 3, Tycho, 258 see. from shadow 
edge, can be seen easily. Also on this plate are the Appenines 
and the western edge of Mare Imbrium (288 sec. from shadow). 
lag No. 4 the western edge of Mare Serenitatis (557 see. from 
shadow) was visible. Whole extensions of the limb of the 
eclipsed portion or the moon can be seen in Nos. 3, 8 and 9. 

When the negatives were examined in a suitable light, it was 
noticed that each image showed.  a slight faintness of the lunar 
country immediately following what was taken to be the edge of 
the shadow. This faint region showed on the moon as a band 
about 68see. in width. The plates used were Imperial Special 
Rapid, 	D. 250, developed in metol quinnol. 

The writer had little time for the observation visually of 
the shadow across the moon. The positions of the shadow given 
in the above table, however,are perhaps just as good. 
Phenomena which were observed are as follows:- 
511 5Im—End of totality. Brightness appeared a little north 

of Otto Struve. 

511 57m 20s—Shadow on eastern edge of Aristarchns. 
511 58m 15s—Shadow on western edge of Aristarebus. 
6h 46m 50s—Moon left umbra. 

The last observation was made very carefully and it was 
decided that the moon had left the umbra when the limb as seen 
in the telescope appeared to be equally bright all round. As 
the shadow left in the vicinity of Mare Foecunditatis the 
observation was made much  more difficult. After this, however. 
there still appeared to be a slight darkening of the moon where 
the shadow had left it, and this was well recorded on a photo-
graph taken by Mr. R. J. Cowan at the 'Wellington College 
Observatory. 

MY. Stonehouse, at the Lower Hutt; with a 3-inch telescope. 
made observations of phenomena willed). are given here. The 
objects were bisected by the shadow edge in each case. 61i 4m, 
Gassendi; 6h 111n. Tiniocharis; 6h 16m Aristoteles and Tycho: 
611 24m, Hipparehus; 611.  31m, Cyrillus: 6h 38m Furnerins. 

"At approximately 6h 1.6m," writes kr. Stonehouse.. the 
twilight had passed sufficiently to allow fairly faint stars to 
appear and the hay patches in the Milky Way between Crux 
and Argo could be distinguished, alSo the Coal Sack and the 
dark rift from Crux to Scorpio with the bordering light patches 
were faintly seen." 

All the times in this paper are Greenwich Mean Time 
190 
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20 January, 1964 

Mr. I.L. Thomse , Director, 
Carter Observatory, 
Wellington, W.1. 
NEW ZEALAND 

Dear Mr. Thomsen: 

Thank you very much for your interesting letter of January 14th, 
regarding your observations of Aristarchus during the total lunar eclipse 
of July 16th, 1935. 

We wonder if the color which you saw together with the brilliance 
was simply the red light transmitted by the earth's atmosphere at that 
time. This would be greatly enhanced in brightness in the Artistarchus 
region because of its known high reflectivity. Ever since this color 
phenomenon has been observed here I have been trying to think of some 
optical effect which involves reflection or transmission of red light by 
the earth's atmosphere and which might produce such effects on selected 
areas of the moon. One of the areas observed in October was not an area 
of low albedo and, in fact, the sun was only striking it at grazing 
incidence at the time the red color was observed there. 

I hope I have the pleasure of meeting you again during the forthcoming 
meeting of the I.A.U. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:jbc 
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All correspondence to be 
addressed to 

DIRECTOR 

CARTER OBSERVATORY 
WELLINGTON, W.1 

NEW ZEALAND 

1964 January 28 

7/01/1  

POSTAL ADDRESS: 

P.O. BOX 2909 

WELLINGTON, C.1 

NEW ZEALAND 

Air Mail 

Dr. John S. Hall, 
Director, 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 
U.j.A. 

Dear Dr. Hail, 

Thank you for your interest in my observation 
for what i t is worth. 	I would just like to stress and 
reiterate these two points for consideration: 

(1 ) At that eclipse, only Aristarchus was prominent 
- so prominent it did not have to be looked for. 
Hould there be no other regions at all on the 
moon giving the same, if not so high an effect? 

(2) The effect has not been seen-at subsequent eclipses; 
although deliberate searches made. 

Irritating factors are that at the 1935 eclipse I thought this 
must be a normal happening and did nothing further than note it; 
and that o ne did not have apparatus with which to evaluate the 
light. 

I feel that your attempt to explain it by some 
terrestrial atmospheric phenomenon is very important, but it is 
beyond me to help with even a vague suggestions. 

I have just received the report of Kopal that 
phenomena around. Kepler may be due to solar corpuscular radiation. 
I find this difficult to accept since there are only Class 1 flares 
involved, and one might have expected someone to have seen lunar 
effects when Plenty of Class 3 flares -tere present at solar maximum. 
Of course people might not have been looking at the moon so care-
fully then as they are now. 

So far I do not think I will be bale to go to 
Hamburg, but F.M. Bateson intends to. After a long time we have 
now formed a Tjational Committee for Astronomy in New Zealand, of 
which I am secretary, and we will be applying for membership of 
the I.A.U. 	7Ie are hoping this will stimulate interest here. 

Yours sincerely, 

I.L.Thomsen 
Director 
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300 Worth Euta- Street, 
Baltimore (1),Maryland, 

March lbth,1964 

4r.  James G.Greenacre, 
Lunar Observin Section, 
Le-ell Observatory, 
Ilagstaff,Arizona 

Dear 1.7r.G-r-)enacre: 

Thank you for your kind letter of 1,'rch 9th, in 
accordance 	 I send hero-ith the first of a series 
of data on active areas -•"i t1_ 	nd around 'IrisiPrcnus as they 
ao no-til to me. A le- -orris of explanation _lay be in order. 

lirst,tne data are based on 	rather intensive 
10-year stuGy of the crauer during 	it became -11.))aront 
that certain features regularly exhibited non-systematic 
variations in relative intensities,visibility,site,and form; 
Which variations appeared to be quite ineepondent of cOlongitude. 

Secondly,the features most effected -ere the -ell 
bands, the dark _nimbus surrnnding the dehtral peak, the South 'len 
Bright Spot, the :ast -all Bright Spot, and the several "lost -Fall 
Bright Spots. In addition,from time to time,very anomalous appearances 
-ere noticed; including the brief and temporary top-nce of a 
large,brillient spot en the N.. 

The subject of the violet glare is,I kno-,,very con-
troversial. Nevertheless it )lays an important oart in these notes, 
and I can only say that -non-ver it -*as manifested I -*es careful 
to maim comparison to the bright limb end to the nearest bright 
objects in order to test for secondary spectrum ellects,none being 
observed. I can only add that I am completely satisfied that it is 
on objeclilre onenonenon associated -ith this crater; and, as you kna-, 
it is really no novelty, being mentioned in the literature . 

For practical purposes it has seemed best to prepare 
SE30A2a60 series of notes on the various affected features,the first 
of -rnich,here-ith,-i-1 1 deal -ith the _,_sat "/ 11 Bright Spot (1.-F3S). 
east and "Test are used in the ne-or IAJ sense, so this feature is 
theja- liliar "rest 	Bight Snot of former usage. 

The data are organized in the order of donsecattire 
colongitudes rather that consecutive dates, so that rapid an; easy 
comparison ray be made. They represent,not the complete record,but 
a selection of comparison colongitudes -hick 100,61etra krill sho- 

diiferently the TI",BS may appear at or near to the sowe colonpitudss. 

(over) 
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At sunrIse,as ynu kno-,the eastern glacis of Arista:echus 
is very dull,dark gryy,and appers to be laminated. Near the 
rim of the crater runs a ravine of sone sort -hi_ch apcears to 
run the -thole length of the east,-outer -••a11; and above this ravine, 
and very nearly on the crest,at about the E.Point of the ,a11, is 
a small craterlet -rhich is the focus of the 70-TES phenomena. 

-rith increasin6 coI/ongitude a brilliant ..hite area develops 
around this craterlot and generally -tough not al-ays -a curving 

streak (the "tail") runsAdo-n the glacis from it. This tail 
sho-s very marked v-riatcions in visibility for the same a,-»roxinate 
lighting, often being absent. The ,hite area around the or, teJact, 
-,'lice lorms the E-TBS,also eyLlbits very narked variations in area 
aria bric;htness,sonetires covering a ltrbe area of the glacis and 
ex bending to its loot and at other times renaining quite 
Frequently a kind of hallation 'ap,o.rs around the crateriet,,hich 
breaks the outline oJ the -all c,-est;and at such times optical 
confusion is made -ith a broad -hite area on the)/ floor of Aristarchus 
in the form of a band,-hich wives rise to the illusion o2 a bright 
band conn-cting the E-r35 to the central peak. ,4o-rover,there is reason 
to believe that this floor band is really proloned to the glacis 
(see col. 208:05),i.e. passes up the inner 	and do •e the outer, 
-here,hp-ever,it does not exhibit consistent development. 	believe 
that variations in nigh-sun development oJ this part of the band 
(on the g1& cis) is part of the apparent variations in e-tent of 
the -hite area constituting the17,",L3S. 

that 
It is hay dly necessary to add/the intensity estimates,expressed 

in degrees,-ith 10° as brightest,are necessarily to a degree subjcct je;  
but they do serve to ostablish relative diJlerences in observed in-
tonsluies. Dates are the UT dates co/responding to the UT of obsor-
vation,and ,here more than one po-,er is specified for th,1 tloscope 
used all po-,ors Liven have been used. Several t, perures have berm 
used because 1 J-vo found thnb,d,2pendinb  on local conditions, one may 
function wetter than another fora iven occasion. 

she data here-ith,ns previously noted,roprosent a -4,, melin; 
and in ny pernn(nt reco,d 0nr-  oi)s,mvttion as its correspo-lein,, 
aelot8Lod dra-in,. 1 rit 7,ot that I ar 	to tu hish era-ings 
-,ith the notes, since the labor involved ,ould be too great tor ny 
.,,vailable time. 'these notes must serve nerely as indices to the 
phenomena to be expected. 

I shall have to be a little slollr in ,etting all. o1 the data 
to you,since the selection and transcription, as you can see,is 
formidable tvsk;but I shall be as )rompt vs possible. 

'incerely 

dil  

c.4.4-44' C.  -..i \-J.J3Artlet, 

Cc Prof.!laas,ALF0 
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EAST -"ALL BRIGNT .:POT 

COL. 46?85. 

JuL. 4o 36 

COL. 47?90 

COL. 47:50 

COL. 50c:36 

COL. 50(:62 

COL. 5072 

(IA'J orientation) 

July 12,1954;lh 45n TY2; T3, S4 to 1 (variable); 
5-in.ref1ector x150. 

No trace of spot;no -.bite areas on eastern glacis. 

August 7,1957; 3h lim OT; T 5, 85; 5-in.refl,x110-180x 

Small craberle.t,.vtsible in position of "T 3S at crest 
of Gost -all (state-,n in -,111:ins 1  Yiap); slight -*hitenin6 

N. side of cl,aterlet;invisible at col. 46;)85 -1,n 1 54. 

July 25,1950; 2h b2m UT; T4,86; 3.5 in.t'efl.x 60x. 

IBS 1.1n..s not ybt developed_ 

July 28,1958; 3h 56m UT; T4,84; 5-in.refl. x 110-130 

E-TBS craterlet visible saro nded by oroad ',fejt° area 
oxteooLh, 1,en 	of craterlet 	cis to the 
de p ravine - rich runs along H. &,lacis. At col. 46(236 
in '57 this -rhite area -as much srlaller,and et col. 
46?85 In 1 54 and again at col. 47290 in 1 50 nei,q)r it 
nor craterlet -as visible. 

June 23,1956; 3h 39m UT; 83 to '6, T 5; h-in.ref1,110-180x. 

No trace of E'1BS,though -rell developed at col. 47?50 
in 1 58. 

Oct. 16,1956; 2h 34n UT; T5, S6; 3.5 in.refl. x100x. 

E"TE4/ visible as dull -hite, 4" bright spot; short tail 
also developed;but completely invisible to 5 ins  at 
col. 50?36 in June. Visible as early as col. 47:5 in 
5(). 

March 13,1957; lh 36m 172; T5,86; 3.5 in.refl. x100x. 

E-113S estimated 50  briL,4it;but tail is absent though 
present at col. 50:62 in Oct.,156. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



E-7)33 -contld 

COL. 5`471. Soot. 6,1957; 3h 10m UT; T5, Sl-S5; 5-in.ref1,110x-180x. 

Small,5°  "bite spot. 

COL. 52293 	May 30,1958; 3h 36m UT; T5,56; 5-in.refl.,110-180x. 

Feebly developed as 0  bright spot;cortainly not as 
bright as at col. 52.71 in '57. 

COL. 53918 	June 27,1950; 2h 	UT; T3, 34; 3.5 in.rea l. x100 

dad not yet developed, though visible as early as col. 
46936 in 1 57. 

COL. 54?64 	July 2,1955; 2h 40m UT; T3,54; 5-in.refl. x110-1804 

COmplotely invitible. 

COL. 55°27 	Nov. 15,1956; lh 17m UT; T5, 57; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

31B5 visible as 50  -hite spot complete -ith tail; 
invisible to 5 '11. at col. 54264 in '55. Tail developed 
as early as col. 50'262 in Oct. '56. 

COL. 56908 	August 30,1955; 3h 40 UT; T2-1, 56-1; 5-in.retl.,110x-180x 

'!: -7135 completely invisible. 

COL. 57';37 	4ov. 3,1949; lh 06m UT; T-? 	 in.-efl. x100 

E-T3 hid not vet developed,;but visible to same telescope 
as early as col. 50262 in Oct. '56. 

May 
COL. 58c:49 	KKAAX 1,1958; 3h 00m UT; T1-3, 51-5; 5-in.refl.,x110-180 

Fully developed,complete -Ith tail;both 5° bright. 

COL. 59:02 	July 13,1954; lh 43m U2; '1!, 54-2; 3.5 	x60 i  100 

Sad not yet developed. 

COL. 60:23 	Nov. 27,1955; 2h 48m UT; T3,56; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Had not yet developed. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



-1;:"B3 -cont Id 

COL. 60c.)39 April 5,1955; 3h 20m. UT; m4, 31-4; 3.5 in.rel. x100 

6°  Bright spot observed at foot of Elacis. This is 
part of area coverdd by -,,Thlte nimbus around the "r-.85 
rproper which has not yet appeared. 

COL. 60256 	jaly 27,1950; 51-1 56n UT; Tb, 37; 9.5 in.-efl. x60 

dad not yet developed. 

COL. 61277 	Sept. 29,1955; 2h 58n UT; T5,35; 5-in.refl. x110-189 

;'fad not yet developed.. 

;UL. 6,213 	August 1,1955; 4h 14n UT; T4,36; b-In.reflector x180 

bright 	-Jot;no tail. 

CJL. 65?15 	Nay ?,1,1938: 3h 40mm UT; T3,37; 5-1n.reI1. x110-180 

Lsr9e, 5°  brie,ht -alto seat 	5°  -thite tail. 

COL. 65246 	Oct. 9,1954; lh :Jon: t'4,35; 3.5 in.reJl. xl).) 

Snal',ineonspcuous -h1 ,,,o spot et loot o[ glecis 
as al, col. 60259 in l5b;but 	)r per (e 1, crest) 
Lies no,, yet developeo,Lhont,n large and conspLcubus 
at col. 05215 1J May lbg. 

COL. 65.B6June 28,1950; 3h 27m. UT; X.:Z. T5,31; 3,5 in.efl.x100 

1-2.-11.3S had not yot developed. 

COL. 6 245 	may 5,1955; 3h `OniUT; 93, 31-5; 5-in.refl x150 

:Puny developed ',nd complete ,ith tail. 

COL. 67,(;68 	January 7,1955; Oh 00m UT; 95, 31-4; 5-in.refl. x150 

Complete -ith tail;estinated 7°  bright. 

COL. 68248 	Nov.16,1956; 3h `2"6rn UT; T5, 38; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Complete -ith tail; certainly not as o ight as at 
col. 67268 in January '55. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



'4'735 <:. o 	1 d 

COL. 72.) 73 	July 14,1954; 4h 39m UT; T3, 34; b-in. -fen. xlbe 

sbo-s extraordinary dow3loplent;soot itself 
is lost in the orilliant -nite area of large , -Ktent 
-nich br-?,aks the outline of the orator on -L,P.slde. 
2-Lis area is .fully as brilliant -s the inner -iest 
,a11;i-, (this arse) is sno-P -bite,but ringed ,-pith 
a deiinJte violet Llare,00ssibly P reflocuion 'ror 
the vJolet-tin,ed dark nimbus around the crat-r. 

COL. 7J273 	June 30,1958; 5h 33m UT; T4, 34-5; 	 x110-18u 

Sm,111,-hite, 5°  bright spot -ith characteristic tail; 
this is "no-nitl" P),c,  ranee and alto, ether dilrterent 
as to size,conlioul,ation,brilliance,and area covered 
-hen compared to ap )e,  ranee at same col. in 1 54. One 
must suppose the 1 54 a70,-,crance to have repro ntbd 
a veer abnormal development. 

COL. 73,T23 Aril 6,1955; 4h 40m UT; T5-1, 34-5; 3 5 in.rell. x100 

IPTS has disop)ofed after iniyatial development (see 
above, Cot. 6039,o. 3);an event absolutely unique in 
am records of Aristarcus. The initial development itAaf 
-',as abnormal,in that il, beg bn ,ith 	develop! ,nt of a 
bright spot near the foot of the L,lacis rather GI )n Lt 
the crest of the -all -Lich is the usual order of events. 
this rfty be compares to the errabrcin,,ry uo-velo,)ment 
oLY rved cu col. 72.7 in 154 . 

COL. 74940 
	

August 2,1955; 4h r!3m UT; T4, S5; 	 x180 

Normal aspect;but small 	only .)° briZnt; tail even 
duller and about 

COL. 74%1 	Sept. 30,1955; 3h 40n UT; 23, S7; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Conformable to appearance at col. 74 40 inAuust;but 
tail is as bright 	spot,both estimated 5°. 

0 
COL. 75.15 	June 22,1956; 4h 26m UT; T3, S6; b-in.refl, x110-180x. 

oenoraily conformable to aooearances at col. 74,c240 
and 74'231 in 1 b5;but the spot is certLinly brighter 
(estimated 60) and the tail only 5°. Another dIfie-r>ohce 
is that tonight the -4hite area around the spot breaks 
the outline of the crost,-hen&s It did not at the t-o 
r :vious clIonL,itudes. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



-conv:1 d. 

COL. 77°59 

COL. 77260 

COL. 79942 

COL. 79?79 

COL. 7961 

-5- 

Oct. 11,1954; lh 22m UT; T3, 33-5; 	in.refl. x100 

Normal aspect complete -ith tail;both estimated (P 
bright but inferior to central :)eak ostimpted at 8°. 

July llth,1957; 5h 40m UT; Y3, S6; 5-jn.refl. x110-1804 

iformal ,soect but 1,rger f•nd much brighter than in 1 54. 
hellation around crest-top craterlet larger and 

breaks outline o rim,,bich it did not in '54. Es ,imatd 
10°  bright and equal to centrkl pe k ,21so 10°  orignt. 

Oct. 11,1954; 4h 57m UT; Tb, 37; 3.5 in.rafl. x60-161.). 

Same aspect s at lh 22m,col. 77959 (see above );but 
central peak has brig htend slightlystffilited no- 9°  

July 4,1955; 4h 04m UT; T3, S5; b-in.refl. x110-180 

Normal aspect but dull -bite (estimated 5°) and only 
half as e:'ight as central pek (c)sti-f4ated 10');but 
equal to central peak at col. 7796 in 1 57. 

July 30,1958; 601 05m UT; T4,35; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Very large development of -hite area, embracing; a 
large secAon of the eatorn c1 cis and at least 9P 
bright;tail only 5°. At col. 79979 in 1 55 spot -ras 
much smaller and much duller. Tonight's appearance 
is more nt.rly coliJormable to that at col. 72973 
in '54 (vicar' p.4) except that in 1 54 a tail had not 
yet developed. Also,in '54,the -rhite area -,as tinged 
-ith violot;completely absent tonight. Tonight a broad, 
9° bright -hite band ,as observed to connect the E"1BS 
to the central peak (10°) crossing the floor estimated 
at 8°  bright. 

0h 46m 	S1-3 
COL. 80°19 	January A,195t; XXXIAA UT; T5, 5X; 5-in.refl. xx12-150 

Large ann brililant;estimated 9° bright;complete -rith 
tail;rnuch larger and bighter than at col. 79:79 in '55. 

GOL. 81(213 January 27,1956; lh 18m UT; T5, S4; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Generally conformable to appearance at col. 80°19 in 1 55; 
but lacking the tail -hich has not developed. Estimated 
9°  bright. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"BS -conL'd 	 -6- 

COL. 84(;)40 March 24,1959; 2h 33m UT; T5, 33; 	in. r. 	x50-120x 

Very large and estimated 10°  briatt (equal to central 
peak);but lacking tail. Spot is surrounded by fi strong 
blue-viblet glere,end rather more blue than violet. 

COL. (35:04 July ?,1958; bh bOm UT; T3, 53; 5-in.rel1. x110-100 

Large,brilliant,and estimated 9°  bright and equal to 
central peak also estimated 9°. 	developed tail, 
50  bright,-fhich -es P sent at col. c84?4 in tb9. loni,ht, 
spot is brilliant 	 completelyoiree ot the -tropg 
blue-vithlet boraer. 	observed at col. 	Connected to 
central peak by a broad, 9°  bright -fhite band as at col. 
79.61,but lacking this feature Pt col. 84.4. 

COL. 85?,83 July 'r20,1950; bh 42m UT; T1,85; 	in.rell. x100 

Larbe,brilliant -Mte,and equal to central peak;but 
lacking tail. Ad_ arance caner al lea confo,mlable to col. 
84 04;but no trace of olue-violot glare so prominent 

COL. 86?,83 August 3,1955; 4h 50rn U2; Tb, S4; 5-in. refl. x110/-180 

Small  but brilliant -.;-"35 estimated 9°  bright -ith -011 
developed 5°  bright a.il Ab)a'rJuice compl-tr,lv oLierent 
rom that at col. d4.4 throw _h 85:83. In all three oi 

those colon6Ituees the  halLation around the spot broke 
the outline of the crest of the eastern -all. Tonight 
the outline of the crest -fas unbroken and the soot Itself 
very much smaller.. Also absent bnli4gtat --fas the oroad,bl'ight 
band co lz ,.ecting it to the central peak,.,  )rominanu featur?, 
at col. 85'0'04. 

COL. 86'211 March -.4,1959; 4h 55m UT; T5, 53-5; 4 in.refL x50-120 

Aspeat sane as at 2h Z3m (col. 84.4), -hich see above; 
except that in the interval a --fen-develop: id tail has 
apopred equal in bribhtne s to the spot itself (estimated 
9  ). This le)iture definitely -frs absent at col. 5:4.4. 
Also,there is a difference in the blue-violet borde-r around 
the spot --,hich no- is seen only on the West Fide,or border, 
o' the spot but -hich surrounoed it et; 2h 33m. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



ETBS -conttd 	 -7- 

COL. b9:83 	Oct.12,1954; lh 32m U12; T5, S5; 3.5 in.refl. x60-100 

Small out brilliant;estimated 10°  bright and ecival 
to central pe-k. 	developed,8°  bright tail. 

COL. 90'246 	Oct. 31,1955; Oh 40m UT; T4,31-3; 0-in.refl. x110-18) 

e brilliant -rhite spot estimated 0 and not suite 
equal to central pe rk. 	 around snot breaks 
outline of tall crest. -rell developed tail is much 
du]ler,estinated only 5°. (xeneFal appearance very 
different from that at col. 59.83. 

COL. 90(222 	April 4,1958; bh 20m UT; T4, S1-4; 5-in.rr,f1. x110 

L rLe,briLliant -*bite spot estimated 9?5 bright, 
not quite e,taal to central oeak. Generally conformable 
to appearance at col. 90:46;but lacking tail —hich 
a prominrrni, feature then. 

`COL. 91:16 	Oct. 12,1954; 4h 09n UT; Tb,S6; 3.5 in.refl. 	-100 

Spot is (,eiinItely larger than at col. 89'293, lh 52m, 
(vide above) and hPllation P-ound spot no'- breaks 

o, 	crost --hick it did not at the earlier 
ous rvation;otrie—ise c act is the ane 

COL. 91.63 	august 28,1950; 4h 25m UT; T5,38; 	in.ral 1. x100 

Lard e,brilliant snot o ual to c ntral peak;but lacking 
tail —Li b 	s 	d'r.(.1oped at col. 1'216 1 	754. 
Spot is bordered all around by a 5.1L,ht 
_lare,completely absent at col. 91?16 in '54 but 
nroriinent at col. Fib c; in 7 59. 

COL. 9433 	July 31,1958; 7h Obn UT; T4,66; 	 x110-180 

Large,orilLirnt,9°  spot ---ith 5°  briLAit tail;not 
c,)n-oi- labia to n')e'irance at col. 91.63 —hen tail 
--as lacking. No trace of blue-violet glare around 
01ohnry,p,-orlinont at col. 91?63. Tonight spot is 
connected to central peak by 	9°  bright band;also 
not seen at col. 89.83 through '1.63,1)11, -provin-nt 
at col. 85:04 (-rnich see,b.6). 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



E-113S-contia 

COL. 93?87 

COL. 97'..)57 

COL. 97'259 

COL. 98'201 

COL. 98(231 

COL. 98:77 

January 28,1956; 2h 33m UT; T§,31-3; 5-in.refl., x110-1a0 

Large,brillint,9°  bri,ht soot -ith -ell develoeed,9°  
bright tail. 

July 2,1958; 6h 29m UT; T3, S2-5; 	 x110-180 

LarLe,brilliant 10°  bright spot equal in brightness 
to central pork and connected to in for by a 10°  brint 
band; floor estina#ed 8' . Tail is only b°  and broken 
by a dark band,a unique ardpi4earance in these records. 
A strong violet c ,lare 	ops ,rved all .,round 1 -13S 
and in the dark ninbus surrounding the crater. 

July 16,1954; 5h 35m UT; T5,S6; 5-in.reflI x150 

Large, 9°  bright spot (central peak 10°) ;but lacking 
tail and band connecting it to central peak as at col. 
97'4;57 in tb8;appearance altogether different. '.1onight 
the -hole truer ”Tas bathed in a strong violet radiance 
including the E-"BS. 

March 25,1959; 5h 24m UT; T5,37; 4i in.refl. x50-1P0-240 

Normal apoearance;large 	-ell devolo ed tail, *•hich 
-*as lacking 24h previously (vide col. 84.40.6 ). Estimated 
10°  bright and equal to central peak. noes not con,_orm 
to appearance at col. 97(:59 in '54. 'onight tre -7,135; 
-as bathed in a no P ,ately 
differing in hue fi,or that observed at col. 07.5g 

UP T4 S4 
Oct. 20,1956; Oh 46mMUMAX ; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Large 10' bright spot --pith 10°  bright tail;both oual 
to central peak. Strong blue-violet glare on the N. 
side of the 'i!;-733;does not coliorm to a 3-)al-ance at 
col. 98'201 -*hen entire spot -as involved in blue-violet 
light. 

July 30,1950; 7h 10m UT; Tj>,S8; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Large,brilliant -*bite spot eu,ual in intensity to 
central peck;but lacking tail -rhich -*as prominent at 
col. 98°31. No trace of blue-violet o:r violet .;fare, 

/so colrlpicuous at col. 98'201 and 98'231. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



E1-38-conttd 

COL. 99,67 

00,. 100'27 

COL. 101'291 

COL. 102(223 

Oct..2,1955; 5h 42m UT; T5,87; :).5 	4100 

Lar,_,e,brilliant spot -ith )ro, linmt tail;both 10°  
bright and dual t8 c:mtrul peak. Tail -Ps col,pletely 
lacking at col. 98.77 in '50. Tonight both soot and 
tail 	Lnvolieed in/ an a)BarPnt violet haze;but 
no color ons.rued at col. 08.77 in '50. 

Docembor 12,1954; 2h 44m UT; Tb, S1-85; 5-in.of1. x15)-1)0 

La 	100  spot 	in bri,atne- ;() c_mtu] 
peak;but 	oil -hie! -as ronin)nt a, col. 99.67 
2tronL vlolet blare obs ,2.od on 	side 01 7];TBS --Ciich 
later changed to a bro-nish tone (for details see section 
on Violet Crlare). 

March 17,1957; 6h s4rn UT; T5, S4; 5-in.refl. x110-130 

Large and Brilliant sot;estimPted 10°  bright, and 0,,ual 
to central peak. "Tell developed tail (ebsent at col. 
100:72 in '54),but tail only 5°  bright. ', "TBS covered 
by a strong violet glare (absent in tail). Through 
,-/latien blue filter (Ao.80A) sp9t a .)epred bright blue 
and distinc ly hazy. At col. 90.67 in tb5,both spot and 
tail -Pre of sale intensity and ootn -c-re involved in 
violet light. 

Oct. 13,1954; 2h 00m UT; T5, 83-5; b,5 in.refl. x60-100 

Large ,brilliant spot -,ith -rell-developed tail. Soot 
estimated 100  bright and equal in intensity to central 
pea.k;but tail estimated only 8°. both s)nt and tail 
bright -nite,thouLh a strong blue-inolet ,;.lare -as 
oo served all along the east rim of Aristarchus. This 
is to be compared to co1„101°91 in '57 -rnen the spot 
itself --,as covered by a violet glare,-hile the tail 
remained -hite;and to co1.9')?67 -*hen both spot and tail 
-,ere violet-tinted. 

COL. 103Y26 	April 5,1958; 7h 03m UT; T4, S1-3; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Large,brilliant spot estimated 9° bright connected to 
central peck by a 9°  bright band;floor estimated 8°. 
Lacks tail -thich --ras y'oninont at col. 102',:23 in '54. 
Completely free of color. 

COL. 103(288 	Oct. 13,1954; 5h 15m UT; T5,87; 	in.refl. x60-100 

Brilliant -kite spot,9°  bright hut much smaller than 
at col. 103°26 in tb8. Also has 8°  bright tail -hick 
-ras absent at col, 103?26 in '58. No trace of connecting b  
bright band rAcrcyls floor of Aristarchus. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



ETBS -cont'd 	 -10- 

COL. 103°96 	Nov. 1,1955; Sh 10n. UT; T5,35; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Large,brilliant spot esti.nated 10-  bright -ith 
5 bright tail. Generally conk'ormable to appearance 
at co1.103288 in '54,but larger and brighter. 

COL. 1062b9 	Oct.10,1957; lh 58m UT; T5,36; 5-in.refl. 4110-180 

Large brilliant spot,but much duller than central 
peak and estimated only 8°  bright -ith 5°  bright 
tail. 

cOL. 107990 	Nov. 1,1954; 2h 42m UT; T3-4,35-6; 3.5in.refl. x60-100 

Very  large,hrilliant spot -with prominent tail;estintdd 
100  bright and equal in intensity to central peak. 
Bordered on N.,V.,and S. by bright bluvi8let 
Not conforriable to appearance at col. 10669 in 1 57 

00L. 109277 July 31,1950; 4h 50m UT; T5,34; 3.5 in.rerl. x100 

Large,brilliant spot but -without a tail. istimated 
brighter than centr:-)1 peak. No color observed in snot, 
1-iough N.E. rim of Aristarchus --Rs involved in a brigt 
violet glare. 

COL. 110°55 	July 17,1954; 74 05m IT; T5-1, S5; b-in.refl. x150 

Oenerally conformable to aooearance at co1.109977, 
but no brighter than though equal to central )ek. 

COL. 110207 	July 4 1950; 7h 06m UT; T3,35; 5-in.refl. x110-180x. 

Large and brilliant -rhite;estimated 10°  bright and 
equal to central peak. Connected to central peak by 
a broad 10°  bright band (floor estimated 8°).2rolminant 
tai; only 5° bright;this feature -as absent at col. 
110.55 in '54. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



-conyd. 	 -11- 

	

OL. 114:06 	March 18,1957; 6h 43n UT; T4,S1-5; .)-in.re. 1. x110 

Largo,erIlliant soot en iiiated 10' bri,ht fnd e.7111 1 
to central _leak; but certainly oraller than at col. 
109.77 tl, ro.,,h 110.07 (vide p.1J).Toil is tbsont, 
tnouLh tn.is /eture 	 L'rch 17 (vide 
col. 101.91,o.9). :oni6ht 4s-r33 -as covered by a 
bright violbt blare. 

	

COL. 114:79 	Oct. 14,1954; 2h 49m UT; T3-4, S15; :"..5-in.ref1. x60-100 

Large, 10°  bright spot ,ith )roninent, B0  brigrt tail; 
connected to central peak by 10°  bright band. No color 
obsved. 17,oes not co. fora to a,.erance at .:()1. 114(20 
in '57. 

COL. 131:25 July 26,1956; 5h 43n IT T4-2,3 • 7).5 in.refl. x100 

Lf7tre,10° bright spot -,7-ith )rominniat tail;coec ted • e to central peak 137 10-  bri,ht band (floor (1stiNaLed 

COL. 13137 	Oct. 12,1057; 2h 40m 
IT;  T5, S1-3; b-in.refl. x110-1q0x 

Generally conl:omable to appearance at col, 131,?25 in 
1 56;but band connecting '1:-rBS to dentral peak is missing. 
Spot is also covered by bright blue-violet glare,absent 
at col, 131:25. 

COL. l54(213 	Sept. 7,1955; 4h 52n IT; 123,S5; 5-in.rell. x110-180 

Large, 9°  bri,ht spot -7Ith 6°  bright tail;cohlected 
to central oeak by brod LO°  bright band. 

60L. 15647 	July 28,1956; 7h 20m UT; TO,Sb; 3.5 in.rofl. x100 

Generally confor !Pble 1to a, earance 't col. 14:13 
In tb5;but both spot and tail are 10O  bright < nd equal 
to central .t-ak. 

CCL. 157:28 	po#31 14,1957; bh 45m/ UT; T5,36; 5-1n.refl. x110x-100 

\J 	lard e,bright spot;certainly larger than at aol, 
156.47 but much loss brilliant. Tonight,estinated no 
greater than 8°  -Ith 5°  tail, Spot is strongly tinged 
on *est edge by a bright blue-vlolet glare,conpletely 
absent a col, 156:47. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



E''TBS cont/d -12- 

COL. 165',;34 

COL. 165046 

COL. 166°18 

COL. 208'284 

Aug. 6,1958; 6h 45m; T3,35; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Very large 9° bright spot merging -kith 9° bright 
band connecting it to antral paElk also noT, 9°. 
No tail observed. 

Oct. 18,1954; 6h 47m; T5, 31-5; 3.5 in.refl. x60-110. 

Generally conformable to appearance at col. 165°34 
in /58;but definitely much smaller though brighter 
(estimated 10o) and equal to cent al peak (also 10° ). 
Strongly bordered on east by bright blue-violet glare; 
not present et col. 165°34. 

Sept. 8,1955; 4h 3qm UT; T5, S1-4; 5-in.refl. x110-180 
Co,aorI able in size to col. 165;)34 but not to col. 
165.46. Estimated. 10°  bright connected by 10°  b'ight 
band to contras peek also 10°. Vonint,a melt-de7eloped 
tail (8°) is present. The spot itself and the N. and 
S edges of the coHnectjng bend are 	ronLLy tinted in 
blue lilolet:but no clor observed at col. 165(:34;,, lso 
differs in distribution from col. 165°46. 

Aug. 8,1950; 7h 35m UT; T5,S5; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Broad,billiant -thita hand obs rved crossing floor 
of 6c-interc us from central peak to foot of inner 
east -rail. ibis is the bend occsionally seen connecting 
the :g-'133 -itn thecentral peak. Tonight the F.:-,13S itself 
-as seen as a brilliant -nite spot at the crest of the 
outer east -all. 

COL. 20Ei(294 	July :,5,1954; 8h 18m UT; '15, S4-l; 5-in.refl. x150 

All a )0arancs confo' able to col. ,08°8'r in /50; 
except that tonight the bright floor band -,qs observed 
o nave cross •:d the crest of the cent -*all and ,o pa-s 

do-rn the glacis to its root. This outer exteoon is 
involvid in the , rihtening of the E-/T33. Tarj Oc_inqoly 
did not cross the crest 	the east 	1 at col. f.-,0 
in '50,pince the glacis -as observed to be dark gray 
and unbroken save for t'ae small _;'113S. :he soot tpelf 
-Tas not obs riled toni,ht;ao5arently becuse merged -ith 
the -Thite 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



300 North Euta-,  Stret, 
Baltimore (1) ,Maryland, 

March 22nd,1964 

Mr:James U.Greenacre, 
Lunar Observing Section, 
Le-,ell Observatory, 
Flagstaff,Arizona 

Dear Mr, Greenacre: 

Hare-lth are 'notes on the -Tall bands of Aristarchus 
-Thich,like those on the E''T3S,represent a sampling of comparison 
colongitudes. East and "Test are used in the ne-er IAU sense. 

The designation by Creek letters is my o,n;but as 
compared to the chart by hobinson in Vol.13, Moss 1 &: 2, p. 33, 
of Strs.As. my Beta end Alpha corre )ond to his A and Bl-B? respectively. 
lobinson's 33 is probably my Iota; D is certainly Theta and C is Eta. 
E is probably Zeta. G is uncertain. F1-1-0 -F3 nay be the root of my 
kappa. H and J1 are probably Delta and CrEmmavand I nay be Lambda. 

Here-pith also are four schematic, rough sketches 
intended to indicate the relative positions of the bands. They in 
no .q.1y represent the actual appearance at any given colongitude. 

The follo-ing general notes nay be of interest,though 
it must be emphasized that they represent only my o-,*n findins in a 
ten-year study of this crater. They mgy not al-ays agree -ith the 
findings of other observers and -ill have to be evaluated accordingly. 

Alpha, Beta and Iota or Theta are usually the first to 
develop. It is generally supposed that the bands begin their development 
at 'points -ithin'the dark nimbus round the central peak,-hen this is 
brought into sunlight,continue to develop across the floor and so up 
the -rails." -:do-ever,at'coi. 52:71,Sept. 6,1957 (UT date),Alpha'and Beta 
-ere observed to be already developed on the inner -rest 	7hile the 
floor lay in shado-T. Again,at col. 52.93,May 30,1958 (UT ;late ),alpha, 
Beta,and Theta -ere so observed ---ith the floor in shadov. 

Beta is the most consistently visible of all the bands 
and at early colongitudes is usually the darkest. Alpha is much more 
variable. Epsilon is perhaps the lo-st frequent o1 the ordinary brands, 

Iollo-ed by Zeta. As to the Delta-kappa-Sigma phenorienon,no very 
relicble conclusions can be reached. Lambda and “u are the most 
merely seen of all. 

(over) 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



The failure of given bands to develop at given colon(Litudes, 
or through t- given range of colon,;itudes,and their occasional 
disao.e.orances after developnentynust be understood —ithin the 
context of the ape,ures employed, it mey be that to very large 
apertures all of the bands are al-rays present —ithin -their proper 
range of colon_itudes. Nevertnele-s,unLiues6ionably:they are not 
al-'rays present to small nporture;and since t4,11 	than gave boon 
s'en ,ith such aperture this can only -, can rinrked changes in their 
intensitios, 

orover,no permanent changes in intensity or visihiflity 
nave been recorded in this con-yet-Ar study;—hance it folio-7s that 
the bands must represent permanent features -rhich are subject tb 
unexplained and non--systematic variations in visibility and in-
tensity. 

A hood many of the recorded variations and disappenm noes 
are ,robably tscribable to local lunar atmospheric distuopances; 
but not - all."Something more sees necessary to explain the so.e—hat 
r re ar'pearances of bands like --Psilon end Zeta,or the sudden in-
tensification of a given band ,chile adjcent bands are not aflected. 

The random inconsistencies observed in filter reactions —ith 
the sane filters —ould seem to be an established factytnou h not easy 
to explain. As to the -ppprentyslihc -,lifts in position' of certain 
eands,e.,. 13sta,Garama,Deltayand Kappa,' man only say that certain 
oes(,rvations -vould seen to leave no nite_-nntive explanation;thou6h 
the.possibility of observation-1 erroryesescially —it' 9etaycvnnot 
be --oily ruled out. I —ould think,ho—ever,that 	case for Gamma 
and 1,appa is preuuy stron_. 

In an excellent article by L.J.Ilobi-ason, Vol. 16, No's 1 , 2, 
p.31, Str.s.ythe --..„-t-3-enr, is made that only the bands A 4XX4HKX 
(3eta) and J2 ever 	b,eond the —alls. i believe that this fltatenenty 
—Lile no doubt true for Roliinson's period of nosefvattonyis subject 
to cor._-)ction. fly o ,n experience,sor.)e—hat longer though —ith inferior 
nleansysu josts that all of the bands,oecesionally and at one time or 
anotherypas',  over the crest of the ,all to continue on the eterior 
surlace;chough here a_ain these occurrences appear to be random and 
to sho ,  no fixed relation to colonLitude. Those extramural excursions 
may occur -rell before noonyes,, ecinlly -rltn beta. The 7,estern bends 
she— this projection more lreoently and to 	per extent than do 
the eastern. 

The controversial subject of the violet 	-7ill±form the 

next and concluding section of these notes. 

Sincerely 

..yriles ;.3artiett /Jr.__„/ 

Cc Prof.Haas,A.L.J.C. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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Se-lori'tie sketches of -all 
wilds o Aristareus,sho-ing 

-elative positions. 
Not intended to represent actual 
a)parance at an7 617en eolonitude. 
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—ALL 34 :PBS 

(IAU ORIETAION) 

COL, 47';00 	June 23,1956; 3h 36n UT; T4,34; ,in.refli x110-180 

Inner -rest 	0r1l1-ant 	 trave.'sin 
this —all blainly seen;but 	bends absent. 

COL. 17?90 
	

July 26,1950; 2h 52m UT; T4 36; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

'rrall bands ebsent;comforable to apoearance at co1.A7?50 

COL. 50',:36 	June 20,1956; 3h 39m UT; T5,S3-5; 5-tn.refl. x110-180 

Beta and iota visible;both dark„iray;neutral to -1 a,ten 
b1ue,6ree;,or red filters. 

COL. b0';)62 	Oct. 16,1956; 2h 34m UT; T5,36; 3.6 in.refl. x100 

Alpha,Beta,nd Theta visible;a11 very faint. 

COL. 58(272 	Wrch 13,1957; lh 36m UT; T5,36; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Alpha tnd __seta alone - ;.sible. Neutral to -rraLten 
reen <and:clue iilters;bit definitely fide in red. 
Not con 0-,  able to filter roacolons at col. 50:3u 
in June. Alpha- 	3 -ta 	 darker t)nit„ht 
than at col. 03(262. Also, ,Beta is the aaluDr of the 
t-ro;bat a t col. e0:62 Alpna nd ,eta 	e of eci,lal 

COL. 62971 Sept. o,1957; 3h 10mUT; 25, 31-5; 5-in.refl. x110-180x 

Ilpha and ibeta alone 	 is the 
drkel,  a, 	Beta iluch fainter (e Tiyurr,  col. 5J.72); 
f-lso,tonic„ht Aloha -eac,le o  oil: ,o the inner —:11 
ravine --Iereas 	col. b0.7,2 it had cros-led the ravine 
to reach the crest of the -ran. 

June 27,1950; 2h 30m UT; T3, 34; :t-, iner-ri. x100' 

No -Tall bands at all visible;but note that at col. 
bcfi62 sane telescope —as competeht to sho-? three of 
the bands —hon very faint. 

COL. 153l8 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



77ALL 7:Ajir)3-oontld. 

100L. 54°64 

Ct0L. 55927 

COL. 56908 

COL. 57937  

dOL. 5849 

COL. 59902 

t3OL. 59977  

July 2,1956; 2h 40n UT; T3,34; 5-inerefl. ;m110-180 

Alpna,Beta,and Iota vlsible. Beta aarkest,lolla-ed 
o-T Alpha and Iota in that order. 3et-em 2h 20m and 
3h0On JT,all three bands possibly dt- rkened -hile 
se vinL, teir relative intensities:but P 4, col. 107-109 , 
Seta,-hich 	 Lark and colsicnous at 2h 42m,had 
faded to a 'pale tray by 5h 07m (1954). 

_Nov. 	,1956; lh 17n UT; 75,57; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Aloha and Beta alone visible:both medium gray -ith 
Beta darker of t;:le t-o. 

30,1955; 3h 40m UT; T2-1, 35-1; 5-in.refl. x110 

Alpha,3eta,and Iota visible Relative intensities 
same as at col. 54°54. 

'ov. 3,1949; lh 06.E - 	711-?, 3-? 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Alpha,Beta,and XdX_X visible; dark gray and of equal 
intansity. 

May 1,1958; 3h 00m 71:1; 21-3, S1-5; b-in.rofl. x110-180 

Aloha,Beta,and Iota visible. In order of intensity, 
Beta,Alpha,iota. Alpha and Iota both exend only to 
the inner --rest 	ravine,-hile Beta reaches almost 
to the crest;but at co1.57?37 in '49,Alpha had reached 
the crest also. 

July 13,1954; lh 43n UT; TO, 34-32; 3.5 inerefl. x60-100 

Beta,Gamna,and Theta visible;a71 p. le arc` 	pos.sibly 
a trifle darker than Beta or . nnma;uncertain. All rench 
the cres'; of theinner all. 

June a9,1958; 	04m LIT; 13, '3-5; 5-in.rell. x1 10-180 

Aloha nod Seta &lone v- sible. Both dark and conspicuous, 
and both trace able across the floor to points of o-ie„in 

'he ovok _floor ninbus sur_oundinE the central peak. 
Alpha reaches only to the inner -test -all ravine;but at 
col. 57937 i '40,had reached the crest of Lh- 
Beba extends to the crest. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



-TALL PADS -coat'd 

c'UL. 60? 23 

COL. 60?56  

u0L. 619'77 

COL. 62( 13 

Nov. 27,1955; 2h 48m UT; T3,36: 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Alpha,Beta,and Theta vsible. All three very faint 
and scarcely vi_sible,-rith Beta perhaps the darkest 
of the three. AEain,Alpha extends only to the inner 
-est -1a-11 ravine. 

July 27,1950; 3h 37m UT; .:t,37; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Alpha,Beta,and Iota visible;a11 of equal intensity 
and dark ,bra 	A oriliLant *mite spot observed 	 
2-11Dhaiat c point about nid-ay up the inner -est -all. 

Seot. ((,1955; 2h 58m UT; T5,35; 5-in. real. x110-130 

Alpna,Beta,Uamna,and"theta t isible. All -ery faint. 
In order of intens-'ty; Beta,Alpha,2heta,G-nma.All 
uhrde tr,cesble across flop,- to dar - 	Ou arot,nd 
central ::peak. All the bands -07e neat al to -r—tuen 

	

1 lter, 	darker in -rra ten 	!nd 

	

ns ec t31 	rumed in blue 	AL;ain, Aw ph- 
eL-i,ends only to 	vino on i 	 1 o '::.rs 
re. en the crest. 

AnL. 1,1955; 4h 14n UT; Td:, S6; 	 xlf30 

Aluha,Beta,GL,i-ma,and Eta vIsible. In order of 
intensity: Beta,Aldha (nearly equal),'-3ta,and Gamma; 
LTaina very faint. Tonight,Aldha extends to the c-st 
o: the inner -rase, 	(compare col. 61277). An 
important di ie:-ence too ---*ors noticed, in that both 
Beta and iota ad ec,red to 11±1R arise f-o2 t,ro mall, 
Intensely dark spots on the floor at the foot of the 
,a11;-heres et/ col. 61.77 all of the visible bands, 
including Beta and Gamna,cdossed the floor to points 
of origin -ithin the dark ni-ibus around the central 
:3aK. Tonight this dark niibus -as conplet;-ly absent, 
and none of the bands -ere obervdd to cross the floor. 

COL. 65915 
	

May 31,1958; 3h 40n UT; T3,37; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Eta,and Theta visible; all dark dray and 
of sensibly equal intens 	Alpha,Beta,and Eta 
extend only to the ravine 
Meta crosses it to reach 
Theta are traceable for a 
floor,but fade out before 
around the central peak. 

on the inner ,est -all;but 
the crest. Alpha,Beta,and 
short distance across the 
reaching the dark nimbus 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"ALL BANDS -cont'd 	 -4- 

Cob. 65°46 

0 -)L. 614)45 

Oct.10,1954; lh 25r UT; T4,35; 	 x60-100 

Beta,Cranna,Theta,and Iota visible. Iota darkest,Theta 
laintest. Alpha has not yet developed, though seen as 
erly PS col. 5)°02 in 1 56. "his is very Lenornal. 
A 70  bright soot as observed on the all at a point 
-here a sltilar (probably the same) soot -,as seen -Ltnin 
the confines of band Alpha at col. 60:56 in '50. 
All bands extend to the crest of the inner -est ,all. 

May 5,1955; 3h 30m UT; T3, 31-5; 5-in. reel. x150 

Alpha,.3eta,nd Theta .v sible. In order of intensity, 
,Deta,Alpha,Theta. All three bands are traceable Bcross 
floor to the central peak (but not so ai, col. 65.46); 
but dark nimbus round central peal' is missing (compare 
col. 62°13). 

CuL. 07208 	January 5,1955; Oh 00n dT; T5, S1-4; 5-in.refl. x150 

Alpha,Beta,Eta,and Theta v_sible. In order of intensity: 
Beta,Alpna,2heta, ,,-;ta -fith Alpha , nd beta o: almost e.tual 
Intensity. Alpha and Beta reach crest of -all; Theta, 
almost to crest; Eta to ravine (,bout r, id-ay). All bands 
neutral to-Tratten 	 green (but see 
col. 61.77 and col. bJ(272 ). ands not traceable across 
Iloor. 

GUL. 08(,?48 	Nov. 16,1956; 3h 25m ; T5, 38; 3.5 ino rpfl. x100 

Alpha,Beta,and Iheta 	 very faint and 
_,rayish;certainly mach lighter than at col. 67?68. 
It is also )robable that the bands are fainter than 
they -ere on Nov.15,preceedin6 (Th-ta not then 1/4_siblo). 

COL. 70249 	Nov. 9,1954; Oh 45m TT;T,7,35; 3.5 in.refl. x60-100 

Alehq,Beta,Gamma,Theta,and Iota visible;a11 very Jairt 
and herd to see, In order of intensity: Bete, Alpha, 
2fteta, Iota, find. C, al-na. All neutral to -Tratten red, 

lilters;but best defined in 
yello-. All bands re,ched crest of -a1:none seen en 
floor. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



-,A24D3 -conttd. 	-5- 

COL. 70;)73 	July 1-J,,1954; 4h 39n U2; T3, 34; 5-in. - e:l. x150 

Alpha,c,-arina,and Theta,vsLble;olus an anonlous, 
intensely dark short band on the inner S. 
no-=or previously seen( i.e. by tlis oo'ver). 
In order of intensity: anomalous band, Aloha, 
Meta,and 	 no abnormal, short br,nd on the 
inner S.-all looks alnost blackish. The crater itself 

sorethin„; of an Wonornal ori liance,the entire 
floor k)ein, at least 90  bright  and sno-,  -Thite;an 
extraorein,)rily large development o:C the E-T3S -as 
also ohs 'rved (see soctlo on 1]-,$), 

COL. 72°73 	June 30,1958; 5h :33n. UT. T4, S45; 6-in.ref1. x110-180 

Al'pna,2eta,Deltrz,Tota,anu eta. visible. A) ,earahce 
alto_;tner dilIerent froll that at col. 72273 in t54. 

seen haon .nvsible'oniuht; 
Bata )resent ton.i,ht, ,Ebsent t'aen; Delte, 
inv_ciblo 	 tonight; Thetl,visfbl- then,. 	Lit 

;),,nds nue] 	too,beinc: n sv aued 
'-g!°,ext iot- s = ,inter Ln, 	yisa. 	ot 	-s 
_ o about 'AXHI:ahX,A;FIALty,,.' ,,,a1 intenitf. 

All bands tonight crossed the iloor to the dark alAhus 
onound the central peak and xi_oft.ed the sane intone itv 
on the floor as on the -alls;but at col. 	in t54 
all bands -,ere seen only on the -alls. As s,-en  tons, ht, 
Alpha Ind iota extend only to the r_ Wine on the inner 
-est -a11,-chile 3 ta,Dslta,Lnd ,17,ta reach the crest. 

In acALtion to these spncric rri2-snces in the appearsnce 
of the --rail bands,the 	as ;sect of the crater isvery 
di ierent - 	nhen co w,ed to col. 7.77- in t54. onight, 
the iloor is ti pale -bitish ,ray estimated 4°,and c 2°  
darl,, nil bus surrounds the central peak;a snall,normal, 
c:,-'1BS -as observed. At the sane  colon, itude in t54,the 
floor -as a azzling 9°  bri - t -nite,the nimbus around 
the central oFk -as not o-,-esent,and a )11,,e development 
01 tne 7,-;.-T3S -as o'Ds, rved. 

COL, 73?25 	April 6,1955; 4h 40m ITT; T5-1, 34-5; 5.5 in.refl. x60-100 

Beta,Usna,Theta,,,,nd Iota visible; Upha,vIs 101e last 
ni,ht,h.?s since Ciaooc9red;see also col. 65.46 for 
fibnornal absence of this-band. All bands tonl„ht taint 

cissimilar to intensity pt col. 
74'.) 75 in 1 158. 	 oPnds except Ganna End linett.,  
,,e,tc',ed crest of -all;none traceable across 6°  
floor but fmtensely developed on floor et col. 72,'73 
in 153. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"'CALL BA-:MS-contld 	 -6- 

6'uL. r  Sept. 30,1955; 3h 40m UT; 13, '7, 	in. fl. x100 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Eta,and Theta visible; Eta has 
developed since last nic4ht. In order of intensity: 
Beta,Alpha,Theta,Gamma,Eta. "rite" -qratten filters 
ail bands tended to darken slightly in blue light - 
especially Beta -but neutral to green and red. 
Toni  OA all bands - e-ched the crest o the inner 
„e  -_. t` -all and -ere traceable for 	Mort distance 
on the floor. 

CUL. r74c240 hudust 2,1955; 4h 23n IT; T4,S5; 5-in.refl. x180 

Alpha,Bota,Gnma,Delta,and Eta visible. Theta, 
vlsible at co3. 7431,  invisible tonight. Delta, 
visible toniAit,invisible then. In oT'der of intenei 
as o: tonht: 7.7eta,Albha,Eta,Delta,and ria:mma. 

The t-To dark spots on the floor from -thich Beta ando  
Eta -ere observed. to a:irive last niht (see col. 62.1.3) 
--erne invisible tonight and both Alpha and esecially 
Eta -ere traceable on the floor. An aonormal aspect 
of the floor ,as also obPerved. -'loon 5° bright east 
of central peak;but on rest a narro, 3° dark zone 
7rEts observed -hich ran 'ron the point of juncture of 
Gamma z,-0. Delta in the S. to a point Y. and about mid-ey 
bet'-ern the central ITountPin and the foot of bh inner 
N. 	d-ere it rade contact 	b.,nd 'z;ta. 	dark. 
area is not to be confusad - ti-i the nimbus norl.iaily 
around the central peak. 

Filter :=e:Aati_onS -, era also ..bnornkl. Tonight,all of 
the bnds darkened. in red liht,eta becoming darker 
than Alpha;hut in green Eil-id blue lic;ht Alpha rand Beta 
looked equally intense, `The others did not 
•J:elative intensity in blue and green light. 

At col. 67V6G all bands z-rien visible -ere neutral to 
rod,reen,olue,Pnd yelio- libht;but Pt col. 7_071.9 in 
1 54 a_l funds eal ,, eed in'clue and green light and 
faded in red End yello-r. In Oct. 1 54, Beta and 	pp a.  

car_:_ehad in red li5ht -hich had no affect on the other 
bends present:blue 	green had no ,:fact on ,,ny 
them (col. 13,5?,46). 'Tne bands thereloJe a. car not only 
t.o vry in intensi..y but also in color;b1)t, s -ith t' eir 
Ln ensity variations,it is 	 to 1-a lateaboarent 
color irariations to Pny speciic colonitlide:1-ather both 
binds of variations a-)oear to occur randomly. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"ALL BANDS 

COL. 75°15 

-cont 1 d. 	-7- 

June ‘,1950; 4h 26m UT; T3, 36; 5-in.refl.,x11)-180 

Alpha,Beta,u-anna,-Ind kappa visible. All hands 2each 
crest o -all nd a bands are trPceble across .Moor 
to dark nimbus Prouno central per4k. In order of intensity: 
lIappa,3ta,Albha,ta. All bands neutral o rratton red, 
8reen,or blue . 1,,ers;but compare col. 74.40. 

30L. 77(259 	Oet.11,1954; lh 22m dT; 13,33-5; 	in.refl. x63-100 

Alpha,9eta,kTanna,Delta,Eta,and iota visible. Trayish, 
moderately dark and all about same intensity except 

-hicla -as faint. Theta,visible last ni„:1-1-:,has 
since d'.saD)) red. Alpha, invisible l=ost ni-nt,has 
developed (see col. 05:46) 

COL. 7720 	July 11,1957; 5h 40m UT; T.F., So; 5-in.1--eJl. x110-130 

Alpha,Beta,Delta, -2:psilon,J.;ta,and Theta visible. 
Ganna and Iota,---ell developed aT,; col. 77.59 in 1 54, 
inv4.pible;-_,]Dsilon an -) Lheta,invisible then,strongly 
developed tonight. In order of intensity as of tonight: 
Beta,Alpha,Theta-Eta 	 Delta-L]nsilon (equal). 
All bands reach crest of -alls,and all seve Delta 
strongly devlooed on iloor to o.-±!_* niabus around 
central beak:but Dalta lades out on floor be ;'ore 
reaching nimbus. 

UUL. 7942 	Oct. 11,1954; 4h 57m UT; 15, 37; 5.5-in.refl. x60-100 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Delta,INVA Eta,ane Iota vsibleand 
conformable to appearance at lh =Cm (see col. 77°59 
above),except that Alpha has definitely become much 
darker and no-,  is darkest of all. 

COL. 79°61 	July 30,1958; 6h 05n UT; T4, 35; b- -in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,1]ta,and iota visible. In order of intenity: 
Beta,Eta,Alpha,and Iota; Iota much fainter than Alpha. 
All of the bands scored abnormally broad toniL;ht;and 
all -ere traceable c cross the floor (on -,nich they ,ere 
as strongly developed as on the -rails) to the dark 
nimbus around the central peak. Beta and Eta reached 
the crest of the -all;but Alpha and Iota extended only 
to the ravine on the inner -est -all_ 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



-rALL 3.VDS-contid. 
xxs4xxscaax 

COL. 80°19 	Jenuary 8,1955; Oh 46m UT; Tb, S1-3; 5-in.refl. x150 

Alpha,Beta,Theta,iota,Eta,Besilon,and Si8na visible. 
In order td* intensity; Beta-,Tgma (equal),',ta,Theta, 
Alpha,141psilon,end Iota. Aloha Is certainly much fainter 
than last night -while Eta is much stronger. Epsilon and 
Iota have developed since last night (see col. 67268) 

The band,Sigma,is anomalous and is 'arely seen. It 
appears to lie on the south -all,crossing the 
diagonally frOm S.E. to N.-r. ?his b,nd -as l'irst ob-
served at col. 140:2, Aug. 18,1954 -nen it appeared 
jet black and looked like shadow;but merely dark gray 
tonight and no darker than Beta. The band -could appear 
to lie very near the crest of the -,all. 

COL. 81°13 	January 27,1956; lh 18m UT; T5, S4; 5-in.efl. x110-180 

Alpha,3et,Gamna,')91ta,Epsilon,Theta,and Iota risible. 
In order of intensity : Alpha, Delta-Gamma 
Eps_lon,3eta,and Iota. The unusual faintess of Beta is 
to be renal-Led,as ,hts band rath ,r consistently is darkest 
of all. It is also note-ortty that Alpha ,as not only 

of all tonight,but much Crker than its average. 
Tae anomalous banC,,S-4;r1L“70 )71.0-:1)ent s: eel. 
,-rs couple ely invisible. 

COL. 8424 March 24,1959; 2h 33m UT; T5, S;'.); 4.25 in.refl. x50-120 

Alpha,Beta,Gamna,'oheta visible. Alpha,3eta,aAd 
xtrcoely faint and lard to see;'')ut r_iamma ,as intensely 
dark. Aspect of Gamma ab,lormPl,tonight appearing to s,art 
at the crest of the S.-1. -,all,crossing  the floor diagonally 
to end at the crest of the S.F. -"all. This as ect,as a 
continuous band across the southern floor,is manifested 
occasionally and ,cinerally only at late morning and noon 
colongitudes, 131V37 being the earliest colongitude at 
,With I had previously observed this aspect. 

COL: 79'279  July 4,1955; 4h 04m UT; T31S5; b-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Gmnna,DelLa,Epeilon,and Theta visible. 
In order °I intensity-; Beta (very strong,b1r)ckish), 
E)silon,Alpha,Theta,Delta,and Gamma; :}qmna vary faint. 
Compare to col. 79242 and 79°61. All bands reached 
the crest of the -all;but at col. 79°61 Alpha reached 
only to the ravine on the inner ,est -all. All bands, 
except Gamma end Delta,ctoss the floor to 	dark 
nimbus surrounding the central petdt. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



-"ALL 	ADS -cont/d 	 -9- 

COL. 65°O4 	July 1,1952; 5h ,Ors UT; T3,33; 5-in.re'-fl. x110-180 

Alpha,30ta,GPmma,Delta,and Eta visible; all of e,aual 
intensity and vary dark (estime.ted 20). Eta is very 
much broader than usual (see also col. 79.61). Delta 
also exhibits an unusual aspect, being broader at the 
to) and taJerinf to a blunt )oin_t at its origin 
the Oar./ 	su-,  

COL. '.3583 

is ,ede-shaped. All bands cross the floor to the nimbus 
around the central peak. Alpha extends only to the inner 
—est -rall ravine; Gamma very nearly to the crest;the others 
reach the c'.2est. All neutral to -Iratten f, d,reen,and 
blue filters. 

July 29,1950; 5h 42m; T1,35; 3.5-in.refl. x100 

Alpha,Gamma,Delta,Eta,and Theta visible. Alpha 
unusually broadlnote also absence of Beta, generally 
the darkest .1nd most consistently visible of all t' e 
bands. bands dark ;1-,ay,but not nearly so intense as 
at col. 85:04 in 1 58. An intensely bright s)ot,estimated 
to e,2:1.al central pe'-.K.00s,-r-red on inner —est all and.  

boundaries of band Alpha (see also col. 63.5u) 

COL. 6(283 	Aug.3,1955; 4h 50m UT; T5,54; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,(i=s,Delta,:iltP,Lhota,and Iota visible; 
Theta and iota have developed since last night. In 
order of intensity: Beca,Gamma,Delta,Alpha-Iota-(ff4mx-0, 
Theta-Eta (last four e entia_ly of equal intensity). 
Since last night,Ganmia and D elta have darkened relative 
to Alpha —nich 	unchanged. A.11 bands aD ,ear to 
each the crest of the —ails. 

An abnormal as)ect of the floor —as observed. Floor 
estimated 8(25 bright east of central peak; but on ',rest 
a broad,very dark crescentic band (,.estimated 1°) occupies 
floor bet—een foot of inner —eat —all 	central peak. 
See a 	 0 lso col. "/4?4. 	 reDresent 	9bnormally 
en.larLed develop-• ent of the —astern half of the dark 
nio-bus usually surrounding the central beak. 

COL. -9(283 Oct. 12,1954; lh 32m UT; T5,55; 	in.refl. x00-100 

Alpha,3ata,Ga_ a,Delta,psilon,ta, Iota, d 
visible. A=: = nds s:Ive CHn.ma,Dolta,and 'leta,cross 
floor to dark nimbus around central meak. 

ounding the central peak; i.e. it 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



TALL 71.1DS. -contid. 	 -10- 

OL. 90c,?29  5h ,-20/1 VT; 	 2c110 

ii)na,3eta,a,r1e-  , 	a .sal 2ta 	 ) 	b  
as)ect vet7 ol 	erent f'o-1 u 	"r, ool. .9',?,c3 in 
1 54. In order -f iiluhs'ty as of ton? ht: 3et-
sappa (aLllal),A1 ha,:eua,9!ie5a,V)silon. All b,-Ands 
ciaren in blue light ,nd fade in red Out see col, 
7)40). 

Kappa presents an t.bnornal aspect,running from the 
crest of the 3,b. —all dia:onally across the floor 
and -o the 	—all to about the pos=t:_oh of the 
rqvine. If projected to the crest it —ould intersect 
Beta. 

it is posspole that the anomalous band, Sigma,observed 
at col. 80219 in 1 55,is really.  Kappa under this abnormal 
speot;but Sidna lay farther south and reached :1,-$. he 

—all at a point S. of Beta, do-r€rrer, at col. 140.2 n 
Sig:ma lay in 5.bout the same posiion as ;ppa tonight, 
and -could then have in 	Beta at the crest of 
the —all (though Beta ,as not then visible). If,therfore, 
Kappa 	Sigma are reIIIly the same band then this band 
--would appear to shift position. 

COL. 	..)?.46 	Oct. 51,1955; Oh 40m UT; T4, 51-3; 5-in.refl. xalo-180 

Alpha,3eta,Ganna,Deite,Zeta,ta,and Tbeta v'sible. 
In o - der or intensity: ii-alina-Delta (e,,Irl);'3eta, 
Alpha,Tneta,".2;ta, 	Zeta. Lplaria and Delta,stronEly 
develooed toni,ht,invi:ible at col. 00922. Kappa, 
an ,or abnormal r scect at col.;;022,2,not seen at all 

bares except G nra,DelLa,tind Zeta,cross 
the floor to control 	bark 	,bus. All reach the 
ore;it of t e —alls. 

CCL. 91?16 	Oct. 12,1954; 4h 09n UT.; T5,36; ',2.5-in.refl. x60-100 

Albhal Beta,Ganma,Delta,Elsilon,Eta,Iota,and Kappa 
visible. General aspect same 	at lh 32m (see col. 
89T63);but Tiheta hcs reched the dark nimbus surrounding 
the central peak. fro ably only an effect of better 
seeing. 

COL. 91(263 	Aug. 28,1950; 4h 25m UP; T5,S3; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Alpha,G'Inme,'")elta,l'Ita,ano Theta visible. All bands 
save -aerie ore Tmch broader than usual,-.soPi-Aally 
Alpha —hich —as s- ,n so at col. ',5983. Beta colGinue,-
1.-ass]nL. Again the bright snot on the il./ler ,est —all 
—aE seen —'thin the coliine 	Ana;but ruch duller 
than at c67:777(283- 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



--ALL BANDS contld. 	 -11- 

92:33 	July •'1,19b; 7h 05n 31'; T4,S6: b-in. 0'1. x11)-130 

Alnha l Sotand Eya clone vsible. ;ompare to col..11.16 
when no less than eight bands -ere visible. Bands are 
strongly developed and intensely dark toni ht;a11 bout 
same Intensity4 Al-  cross the floor to the dark nimbus 
around central peak. -- ,eta and Eta reach the crest of the 
-ald;but Alpha extends only to the inner -rest -all r °-fine.  

COL. 96977 	Tiay 4,195i; 6h 28m UT; 111 ,37; b-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,De- td,T]ta,Theta,and Iota visible. 
All bands intensely dark (e; ti!ated 20) and all of E1DOUT, 
eLjual intensity. Al_ hands except Alpha reach crest of 
-all (r11)h-A only to ravine on i , ,er -est rall);and all 
except L-arma and Delta cross the floor to he Carr':: nimbus 
around the central oeak. 

COL. 96983 Nov.11,1904; 4h 48m UT; T5,S4; 	5 in.refl. x60-100 

Alpha,Beta,(Tarlma,Delta,Zeta,Eta,and Theta visible. 
In order of intensity: &alma-Delta (equ. 1),Beta,Alpha, 
Eta,Theta,Zeta. Gamma and Delta intensely dark (esti-ated 
at lest 20  );others vary from 1-,dium to p ule gray (Zeta'. 
All bands re ch crest off„

-all. Aloh&,Beta,a --)e Theta cross 
floor to dark nimbus around central peak; Zeta ancl Eta 
/ade out on floor about mid-ray bet--teen foot of 	and 
central peak. Gamma 2,10 Delta cnaracterf-,tically fade 
oat on floor. Alto,_ ,ther diffei-ent from apoarance at 
col. 96°77 in '58. 

COL. 97057 	July 3,1958; 64 29m UT; T3, S2-5; 5-in.refl. x110-1(:)0 

Alpha,Beta,Delta,Eta,eno Theta visible. All bands are 
unusually broad (compare col. 91©6 ),and all are intensely 
Cark except 'heta -hfch is very faint and Tiole gray. It is 
remarkable,not-itl-,stncing itifrintness,t#at Theta too is 
0.,oader then usual. Genma,visibl3 last night,has since 
disapp,ared. Thete,not visible last night,has s , nce developed 
(see col. 85904). All bands save Alpha reach crest of -all; 
Alpha only to ravine on inner -est -all. 

COL. 97?59 July 16,1954; 5h 35m DT; '4, S6; 6-in.refl. x150 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Eta,and Theta visible. All feint and 
grayish except Alpha,-hich is intensely dark and much 
broader than usual. 11 bands reach the crest of -all, 
and all cross floor to - limbus ;arroundin6 central peak. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"I'ALL 3Ai,TDS -coot' d. 

JUL. 9801 	Mar. 5, ,1959; 5h 24m UT; T5,S7; 	4 in.refl. x50-120-240 
:Zeta, 

Alpha,Beta;Eta,Theta,and 1i pa visible. All inten-21-y 
dark (blAckish) except Kappa 	is vo-:77. hint rid 
pale u ray. The , ppeance is totlly different _rem 
that at cbl. 97°59 in '54. 

Apart from its faintness,happa exhibits the same aspect 
that it did at col. A0922 (-hick see),and tonight actually 
intersected Beta as it -rould have done at col. f,0922 had 
it been projected to the crest of the -all. 

Toniht,Beta,Zeta,Theta,and 1,appa reach the crest; but 
Alpha/ and Eta ex-lend only to the ravine. Alpha, Beta, 
and Theta cross the floor to the dark nimbus around the 
central peak;but Zeta and to fade out on the floor. 

COL. 98931 	Oct. 20,1956; Oh 45m UT; T4,34; 	 x110-130 

Alpha,3eta,G-amrla,Delta,ta,?heta -isible. In order 
of intensity : G:, na-Delta (e1,1), Eta,3eta,Theta, 
and Alpha; Alpha unusually f,int. All bands,inclu(ing 
Gamma ano Delta,c- oss the - loor to the dark nil bus 
around the central ,)etk;anct ell reach the crest o.  
the -ran. All bancts of nor3nal -lath to_aiE,ht. Ao,.:•ParL•nce 
very ej.liar nt it col. -3.91 in lo9. 

The case oL Gamma :nd Delta is peculiar. in the "nor al" 
L-speot of these bands,they are inclined to each other =n 
such a Tanner that Tlf p '0 ,e5ed across the :loor t'_-e,; 
-rould not meet the 1A-bus P.round th?, central )eak,and 
their point o" intersection --ri h each other ,ould 
south of t:ie central peak. Occasionally,ho-r 	ton7__pt, 
the inclinaion is such that they intersect at the ceetral 
peEa. AS --rith the Kappa-Si;  aa ..)11 -nonenon (see col.90.')2) 
thhre appears to be a. shift in position;but in the absence 
of precise Tilcro--7:trical neasu .enenb it is imoossible to 
say deinitely -•1.- ether this is an actual or an illasinnrry 
shift. All that can be said confidently,-ith respect to 
uhis s)ecific phenon'?non,is that there is an ,1)0 rent 
shift of oosition. 

,,OL. 99967 	Oct. 2,1955; 5h 42n UT; T5,37; <5.5 	 x100 

Alpha,3eta,Gamma,Delta,ta,and Theta vi-_01e:,'70 ,-ranae 
not coza or able ;o that a, col. %8.31 in '56. In order 
of intensity: Delta,Gamma,Beta,Alpha,ilrieta,Ista. All are 
relatively faint and hard to s'9. Garza 	 nave  
'normal'" postion (see col. 891) 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



CADS -conetd 	 -13- 

COL. 131(291 	HErch 17,1957; Oh 24m UT; i5, S4; o-in.refl. xl1D-180 

Alpha,3eta,cT 	 L,Zeta,?,t',and ',ineta visible. 
In order of intensity: Beta-Delta-Zeta (eL1 aal),A1211a, 
l'hata,..tL,and &Enna. 3eta,-)elta,.no Zeta -ere v-ry 
d.tric;Gr',TTra,e.TA-eTel-, 	ul_ A 	Lids rah crest cp.' 
all. ,ClehE,t3eta,T!.fta,and 	crosa bar to n: DUS 

arpund central eepk;but zeta fades out on 'loor. 
&ynna end Delta in Ino-mal t  pos'tion,fade out on 'floor. 

All bands neutral to -7ratten red,green,blue,and. 

COL. 	;Z  Oct. 13,1954; 2h 00m UT; T5,S5-5; 3.5 in.refl x60-100 
and 5-in.refl x150-300 

_Tote 
Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Delta,Eta,and XAKta visible. In order 
of intensity: Gamma-Delta (equal),Beta,Alpha,Iota,Eta. 
Gamma ‘and Delta very (ii'rk;a17 others 2aint,r ,yish,and 
hard to see even -ith -) in, 

-o, COL. 10o.d8 Oct. 13,1954; 5h lbm UT; T5,57; 3.5 in.-efl. x60-100 

Albna,Beta,Ganna,Delta,Zeta,ta,Iota visible. Si8:nificaant 
ch,nLes of aspect since 2h00 1122. At 5h 15n,i found --tao:tt 
very dif -lcult not' ithstandinE increase in altitude of 
:aoon and marked improvement in seein&:;. At 2h Oam,(Mnria 
and DeltP_ -ere by far the d,;-rkent;no, faint !Lnd 

Beta is nuch (1.:r:ier and ePsily seen. 

COL. 10326 April 5,1958; 7h 03m UT; T4, 31-3; 3.5 in.reS1. x100 

Alpha,3eta,Zeta,Eta,Iota,and heppa visible. All save 
Kappa were remarkably intense and alno st blackish. 
The band,Theta,conspicuous last night --s totally in-
vtsible tonight;but Iota,invisible lest night,-as very 
intense tonight. Zeta has increased in intensity since 
last night,-hile Ebsilon,observed then, ,as invisible 
tonight. nta,conspicuous tonight,-as also absent last 
niht. ic,aopa is fainter than it 	last night (see 
col. 'j0c.22). Filter reactions also differ. Tonight, a11 
"onds -*ere neutral to .-tratten red,yello-,blue,and u.'een; 
but at col. 90(222 all 13nds -,ere obse-Yed to darken in 
blue and fade in red. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"TALI 3ANDS -cone' d. 	 -14- 

COL. 103(296 	Nov. 1,1955; 3h 18n UT; T5,S ; 3.5 in.refl. x1)0 

Beta,Delta,Ganna,and Eta only bands visible;but 
seven -,ere visible last night -rith the sane in-
strurient UNOLaiorri at col. 92'259 (not listed). 
The appearance tonight also diia'ere/ both as to 
the number of bands and tYlpir -elative intensities 
-rhen compared to col. 103.08 in '54. 

CUL. 106.69 Oct. 10,1967; lh 58m UT; T5,36; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Zeta,Eta,Theta,Iota,and Kappa 
visible. In order of intensity: Beta,Alpha,Kappa,Garnma, 
Eta, Zeta, Iota, r nd Theta, :Cot:,  and Theta .c,.re very faint. 

Kappa -as seen tonight to intersect Beta at the 
crest of the -all (see col. 98:01 ),and to be inter- 
sected about 	 in its course by Gamma. This 
list stron ly suggests that Kappa (and possibly 
the Si is aspect is really an abnormal crolen_Atien 
of Delta. 

Beta is rer,  rlable,not only for being alrost black 
(estimated intensity 1°),but for its obvious pro- 
longation beyonE the -all and on to the outside 
surface -here it -as seen to be projected on the 
northern of the t-fin -.lite rays -hich connect 
Aristarchus to herodotus. 

All of the bands reach the =all crest,exceot Theta 
,hich extends only to the ravine on the inner -rest 
,!Tall; and all except Gamma and Kappa cross the floor 
to the dark nimbus around the central peak. 

COL. 107°9 	Nov. 12,1954; '-.11 42m UT; T3-4, 35-6: .5 in.refl.x60-100 

Alpha,Beta,Ganna,Delta,Zeta,and Theta visible. 
In order of intensity: Gamma,Delta,Beta,Alpha, 
'Theta, and Beta. Aspect very different 1-ror that 
at co1.106.o9. Toni6ht,Ganma and Delta exhibit 
norral" aspect and Kappa,ororinent at col. 106'269, 

-as not seen. Beta did not project beyond the -*Ell 
tonigh6. 

COL. 109°77 	July 51,1950; 4h 50m 	T5,34; 3.5in. refl. x100 

Alpha,Ganna,D_lta, Eta, and Iota visible. Gamma and 
Delta may be slightly darker tnan the others;but 
intensities seem about e,tual.A)te absence of Beta, 
usually the most consistent of all (see col. 91.63) 

Bright spot On inner -es; -all -ithin  confines oi 
Apha. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"TALL 3AliDS -contid 	 -15- 

COL. 110.07 	July 3,1958; 7h 06m Ji; T3, Sb; 5-in.refl. x110x-180 

Alpha,Beta,Delta,and -eta alone visible. All very dn-k 
(at least 2°) and all abner-2ally broad (se- col. 97.57) 
Beta,Delta,and Eta reach crest 0: -all;but Alpha only 
to ravine on inner -est -ail. "he aspect pf Delta a,:ain 
forcibly su,„ests a shift in position,as tonight this 
band crosses the floor to theodarK nlmhus sal-roundink, 
the central peak (sae col. 08.31). = ,fl 	bands 
cross floor to central 

COL. 110'255 	July 17,1954; 7h 05m Ulf; T5-1, S5; 5-in.refl. x150 

Alpha,Ganna,Delta,Epsilon,Zeta,Eta,Theta,and Iota 
visible;aspect very different fro{: that at col. 110©87. 
Note absence of Beta (see co1.109.77). Beta has disappeared 
since last night,- hil8 Delta,Epsilon,Zeta,I4U-ON halTe 
ap'peared (see col. 97.59). 

COL. 111c,:az 	Oct. 3,1955; 4h 55m UT; T3,55; 	in.refl. x100 

COL.1149,06 

Alpha,Beta,Gqrna,Delta,Eta,tnd Theta visible. 
In o -der of intensity; Delta,3eta,Ganna,1J,ta,Alcha, 
and Theta; Theta extroriely :taint. Very dil_erent 
from col. 110'255. ?oni,ht,all b nos neutral to --tra-zu:n 
red,yrello ,blue, and green. Alpha,thol,h ve--T 
-as trace ble ecross 2loor to 	 round 
central oe,lk;but 3-ta,,ta,arc, 121eta feed out on lloor 

reachin6 central pe,h. LRilua , 
'nor ,13  Jos- tion. 

Var.18,1957; 6h 43m UT; T4, S1-5; b-in.refl. x110 

Alpha,Lieta,Eta,Thet,and Kappa visible. in order of 
intensity; hu)ba,Deta,Eta,l'neta,'nd Aloha. 
Kappa is -,3rlor ed to the crest o the 	-all 
-nere it intelscts -ith Beta (see col. 103'.6). 
All bands rer-ch cr-Pt o_ all, and 	save Kappa 
cross iloor to dnk nimbus surrounding; central oeak. 

COL. 114,°79 	Oct. 14,1954; 2h 49m; TZ-4; S5; 3.5 in.refl, x60-100 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Delta,Zeta,Eta,and iota visible. 
In o-der of intensity: Beta,Delta,G=a,Zeta,Eta, 
Alpha,and Iota. Very different , sect fror. that at 
co1.114:06. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



*ALL F3. HDS -cont'd. 	 -16- 

CL. 	Oct. 14,1954; 5h 39m Uz; 25, S7; 3.5 in.re: . x60-100 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Delta,Zeta,Eta,and Iota -sible;but 
since 2h 49m there has been a del- inite darkening of 
Garmis and Delta. Beta continues to be the darkest band; 
but/Alpha,nuch fainter et 2h 49m, is noTM• almost as dark 
as Beta. The remaining bands s#o,  no P,preciable change 
in intensity (compare Jo1.114.79) 

COL. 116°28 	Aug,2,1958; 6E 15m UT; T3.5, S5; 4e in.refl. x249 

Alphal Beta,Eta,rnH Iota only bands vtsible.In offer 
of intensity; Beta,AlphalEta,ane iota. All bands dark 
and 'bnornrray broad (see col. 97°57),all cross floor 
to dark nimbus around centra peak. Beta and ,ilta reach 
the -all orc,st;but Aloha ends 't r vine on in ler -est 

Totally dissimilar to appearance at col. 116:24 
in 1 54. 

The aspect of Beta tonight may be significant. At col. 
106.69 in 1 57 (-rhich see,-0.14) this band -vas distinctly 
seen io extend beyond the ---est 	a A.ristarchus and 
to lie upon the northern of the t-"o -hite rays connecting 
Aristarchus to 4-rodotus. Toniht,tilout;h not projected 
onto the outer sirFoce,Bota ,as observed to lie just S. 
o: the northern -hite ray;and had it begi=n )rojectio its 
positjon -ogld nave 'clan 	urtfle south of its 	lion 
at col, luo.69 in '57. As -ith the Delta--Kappa-Si-ina 
)hononenon,the suggestion is strong that Beta has made 
a slight shift in posLtion. 

COL. 116°56 	July 2nd,1950; 7h 15m UT; T5,37; 3.5 in.r fl x100 

No bands  at all visible;an a-ppearance unique in this 
series of obsel'vations for uch a late pre-noon colongitudl 

-lhole crater dazzling -hite,,,ith a cirk airbus on 
side of central peak -but no bands: 

COL. 119°50 Oct. 11,1957; 3h 15m UT; T4, 51-4; 	 x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Eta,Theta,iota,and Kappa visible. In order 
of intensity; Beta,hf4opa,Eta,Alpha,iota,and theta. 
Beta,intensely dark (blackisq);again observed to p2o,;ect 
slightly) beyond the -all and again to project 8nto 

the northern of the 	-hite revs , s at co1.106.69, 
but -thihh at col. 113228 -.as found to lie immediately 
south of this cos'tion. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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COL. 122°7 Oct. 4,1955; ,n 1Cr UT; T4, 35; o-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,G-TIma,-Eta,Ileta,76ta,and Kappa visible. 
- order of intensity: Kappa,3eta,Alpha, 4ota-
(s,ual),4amma,and Sta. 

Tonight,all of the bands -ere found to extend be- oriel 
the- -,ost -all crest of Aristachus and onto the surrounding 
surface (Eta,on the N2 -rail inc-_u:ed);and again Beta 
ybpers to have nade - slight shift to the north, or 
tonight its erojec:,ion lay not suarely on the nethern 
hite ray but t its northern side (see col. 119.60) 

In this connection Kappa also presents evio-nce ff a 
snift to the north. At earlier colon nudes (s ee col. 
lub°69) this band has been obse-ved to intersect Beta 
at the crest al the -all;but tonight its point of int,r-
section -ith Beta lac-  outsiae the -all at the point -'hT' 
Bata --as projected on the -'nite ray a little north at its 
position rAt col. 119'b0. 

Kappa itself presents some interesting problems.It appears 
to be identical -ith the anomalous band,Signa,and moreover 
appears to be a pT,olongaton of Delta. In this aspect, 
ho-ever, it is rearely seen. 

In 35 recent observations of Aristarchus,-itn the east 
titan in sunlit,ht,inclu( inE, sunset vie-s,Kappa has been 
visible on on17 9 occas-ons;and of those 9,it has been 
observed to be prolonged to an inters, 	-ith Beta 
on 7 of tnem. Thi --st;-ard p;-olongation of Kappa terefore 
is probably the normal as :eat of his band,Dnd is seen 
rely only becaus- Kappa itself is rarely visble. 

The most interesting thing is that no relation ,1:) colongitude 
can be shp-,n. Of the 7 prolongations noted above, the aspect 
came at col. 1?2?7; 178?7; 166°18;154°13; 165?46; 140'22; 

80(.?1 The prolongations therefoe appear to be entirely 
random and liable to occur at any time past col. 800. 

On examination tonight -ith -'rotten filters,all of the 
bands -.ere found to darken in g een and blue light and 
to fade in red (compare cif, 90.22 and 103.26);but last 
nights the bands -ere neutral to these colors, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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SQL. 12596 	June 26,1956; 7h 42m UT; T4, S4-5; 5-in.ref . x110-180 

Aloha,Beta,.74silon,Zeta,Eta,Theta,and Kappa visible. 
All bands of equal intensity and all intensely dark, 
estimated at least 20. Bands tonight do not sedn to 
project beyond -ails (based on corpari 13ive lengths). 
All b ends except Kappa cross the floor to the dark 
nimbus around central peak, send all reach the -*all 
crest. Totally dissimilar GO a /)earance at co1,1220 7.

Another puzzling a) larent shirt in position of both 
Beta and Kappa. At col. 1247, Beta as observed to 
lie just -ithin the no '=thorn edge of the northern 
bright ray to ferodotus; tonight,though not projected, 
it4aAti -ould have lain just -ithout  the nortPl-rn edge 
of this ray. There -ould,therefore,ap,-)ear to have been 
a farther slight shift to the north;and since Kappa 
-ras oos-rved to intersect Beta at the crest of the -all, 
Kappa aooears to have shifted -ith it (see also col. 
12240 

The case of Kappa is even more rear - ble. -rhat-ver 
may be the case for observational error in regard to 
aopt.f-ent shifts in the position of Beta 	are 
slight ),the apparent shifts oZ Kappa have such fnplitude 
as to greatly -oaken this '-typothesis. 

At col. 122?7,Kappct skirted the central peak,alnost 
toughing the dark ninbus;but tonight it lay much farther 
south. -Lain,  at col. 5987 (not g7ven r-ire) in Janu-7,y, 
+5G, it aoDea-red to be even farther south and reached 
the -Pst -all crest at 	ooint south of the crest 
terminus o_ Beta. Thus either Kappa-or Beta ,pears to 
have shifted position relativ to the other;Lnd in vie-
of the distance of 1„-lopa from the central oeak,the 
mould appear to have been in Raopa. 

At col. 17,596 Kappa intersected Beta at the --eastern 
terminus of the latter;but the angle of inclination 
-as different and Kappa lay much farther north, :!-gain 
skirting if not actually touching  the nimbus around,  
the 	central peak o  This ,,s the relation at co1.1_-24 
also & -t col. 178.75 in 1 55;but et col. ')?19 in 1 55 
(-hick see) lc, ppa (in the Signa phase) again rerched 
the crest or the ..rest -all at a point south of the 
cr a 'v tel-tinus o-  Beta,nd aL.Tin 1 	frT-r 	el 
the 	central D,  ak. 

These remarkable appearances raise the que-tion: Is 
more than one band involved ? Is the identi2ication 
of 	-ith Sigma really est'Holihed ? Po._ the 
moment no clear ans-er is aparent. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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._;OL.15145 	July 26,1956; 5h 43m UT; T4-2, 5; 5.5 in.-efl. x100 

Alpha,3eta,danna,DeltE,Eta,and Theta visible. 
In order of intensity: Gamma-Delta (equal),Eta, 
Beta,alpha,and Theta m  The relative faintness of 
Beta is remarable,since this bend is usually the 
darkest. 

COL. 131°37 	Oct. 12,1957; 2h 40m (JT; T5, S1-3; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

alpha ,Beta,Ganne , Zet a ,Lta,Thata, Iota ,and Kappa visible. 
In n der of intensity: Kappa,Bota,Alpha,G 
iota, and Theta. Significent di,  ze--ences in f  general 
) -arance and relative intensities as compared to 

cll. 131:25. 

Toniht,alpha,Beta,&nd Kappa 	Pin crossed the crest 
oi the —est —a1l to a,  ear on the surface outPide;and 
rain Beta a-)aeers to have shifted position, this tine 
sot th,  rd. As SC -n toni.oht,3eta lay just —ithout the 
southern ecLe of the northern bright ray to der000tus 
TCon3are col. l'59,6);,:nd e_ain Kappa seems to have shiL' tec 
-rith it since it interser:ts -,ith Beta at this point. 

Kappa --ras also observed to cross the crest of the S.i:1]. 
-,a11, traceable on the glacis and for a short distnce 
into the dark nimbus surrounding Aristarchus. This is 
very unusual. 

Another remarkable fact is an Eeparent shift in the 
position of Gamma relative to Kappa, as the former --=as 
observed to he erojected to meet Kappa at the crest of 
the 43.1. 

The above a :earences —ere recorded in moments of good 
seeing,thouh the overall poor state of the sesin may 
cast doubt upon their validity. 

COL. 135?16 	Oct. 5,1955; 3h 4-tm UT; T5,S6; 5-in.re-Ti, x110-130 

E11pha, .t3eta,lfapi:^_a,.ifflat Et a, 1 2ne t a , and Ka opa vi s ib 1 . 
In order of intensity; Beta, 11,Da-1\a_Dpa (e iael),Garima, 
.,-Lt a, a nd The t a Alph , Beta, 	, and 1,-;Lp--)a all;pro je 
outpi, e the*es '!; —,,11 and Kt-  poa also oroeeted onto t,le 
Ll‘ cis o_ the east 	kokin, Carina is projected to 
the east 	to meet i:Kappa at the crest (pea col. 1:71°,7) 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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COL. 140(22 	Aug.18,1954; 4h 35m UT; T4, 35; 5-in.refl. x150 

A rerifJrkably vbno:'nal appearance. Theta, Iota, and 
liappa (as Sina) only bands vis-lble. 

Icappa a)2e-red jet bltck,like shado-r. AL its terminus 
on the 3.-r. —all,at about the point —here Beta -ould 
hoe terminated 1-td that band b-en 
black 7:itches of e,ual intensity --ere observed on either 
side of i,appa,the no: Thera member OT the pair being the 
largest. By 	y of c;ontrast,Tneta nd Iota -ire bight 
gray and very faint. 

Since the sun --,as some 3° -T.oi the meridian of Ar'scrchus, 
and in the southern sky, it is conceivable that the jet 
blackness of kappa may nave been compounded at le2st -pertly 
of t'haco—,and tl-a6 itha t-'o t=i,nular black 	_..,,s 
also 	efiects. 2his --ould imply tlic-t l ppa m-t'As 
the course of 'a cleft. 

But this is difficult to reconcile to the variations 
in intensity, infrequency of appei, rance,and ,osqible 
shifts of position. A1so,1;,ppa has bean s), n 	hei ore 
noon,as at col. 106?69,--,'aen illumination -,as from the 
S.E. yet —as uniformly dark l'or its entire 1-n,th,not-
-ithsttndinE, that its oriemtation is S.B. -VvOtrn by 
to the 	---all. Fereover,at late after,norm colonuitucipE, 

196°,acieft has not been scrim h-re. 

JUL. 144(204 

Other peculiarities --ere noticed tonight,, heth 	related 
to the aspect of kappa is unknoten,such as r broad band 
oi bri,ht blue-violet Xxxot on the 	—all and ext ,,  Iding 
to the eastern ,lacis;also 	t , arent h- ziness oljer the 
crater —hjch could not be oispall_ecl by any cian_e of 
po—er. 

Oct. 13,1957; ±t; 4h UT; T4, S5; b-in.ro11. x113-180 

Alpha,Beta,Garma,Eta,Theta,Iota,and kappa visible. 
In order of intensity: Beta-kappa (equnl),Aloha,Eta, 
Gamra,Iota,t, nd Theta. Eta,Theta,pnd Iota reached the 

ca-flst;but Alpha 	ed only to the n,-.rine on 
the inner —est —all. Beta —as projected outside the 
cr,er and oc‘i:upied a m,,dial position on the northern 
rieniber of the -kite ray nal-,  loading to 4 rotobus; 
though at other times it has be n aeon both no]t:_ ..nd 
south of this position (see co1.125;6 anc 131:37). 
Kappa intersected Beta at the crest of the --Ell,thou„h 
it has Iso bean se , n to intersect Beta at ;t :point outside 
the crater (see co1.11:37);--thich 	su,_ests t shift 
in position for this br dd. Gamma again seen projected to 
oan ante-  'oction —itb Gtnna at the crest ol the S.E. 
(see eel. 15.16) 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"'ALL BANDS -contld. 

COL. 148'293 	June '8,1956; nh 35m UT; T5,85; --in.ro11. x110-180 

A1oha,Beta,Gamma,Epeilon,T]ta,n6 i_appa visible. 
All extremely dark,app-arin sensibly blackish 
(-stimated mean intansity,15 ) with very slight 
ailfe'ences in relative intensity. In order of 
intensity: Kappa,3eta-Alpha (e,.,ual), and LDsilon-
17Lta (equal) . All of the bands appear to be projected 
outside their -es soctive 

Aain Beta-Kappa appear to have shifted -position, in 
that tonight Beta lay just outside the northern edge 
of he northern b-ight ray to -erodotus (see col. 
125.6),-hereas nt col. 144'204 it lay in P 

•1 ,osiLion on th s ray (see col. 144904). Tonight, 
Kappa intersected. Beta at its ter_minus outside the 
-est -pil. 

Gamma rain is pro4cted -,est-ard to t, n intersection 
-rith ;:appa outside the east -real. 

COL. 152°72 

An unusual filter reaction --ras obtained tonight. 
-rith -Iratten blue and green,rll the bands -ere 
neutral;but -rith -rratten red all hands save kappa 

died, chile  Kappa becr'ne intonselI black. 

Oct. 17,1954; 5h 39n UT; T5, 53-4; 3.5 in.refl. x60-100 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Delta,Eta,and Theta  visible. 
In order of intensity: Delta,Beta,Eta, Gamma-Theta 
(ec_qual),and Alpha. Alpha very faint. 

The fact that Delta ti-10, Gamma -,,,ere s-en tonight in 
their "noPnal" sect conclusively proves that the 
Kappa-Sima aspect is not sinply 	function of the 
colongitude. 

CCL. 154?13 	Sept. 7,1955; 4k 52n UT; T3 , S5; b-in.refl. x110-180 

Allona, 13eta,Gnna,Eta,Thetri,iota,and Kanpa visible. 
In order of int-Insity; Beta, 9 nna,Yappa,Aldha,,!.ta) , 
'211eta, Iota. e lta, 	dvelocea at co1.152.72 
in 1 94,-as invisible :oni,ht;Iota,J intly pre  sent 
tonight,fb 	 -rith -rratten blue sand reen 
filters all of the 'sands -e-1 intensiiiod and .Beta 
boc,ro jet black;but red light !Lid  no appreciable 
effect on their intensities,thcugh in red light the 
entire crater looked fuzzy and ill-oeIined. This is 
very di:lerent iron reactions st col. 118'.'93 (see 
above). Gamma, again projected 'eastcard to a juncure 

Keppa,A proximately mid-.ray of its length, a much 
lighter section -as observed -rhich as composed of 
multiple parallel ro-s of short dots or dashes. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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COL. 155:362 	July 28,1956; 5h 40m UT; T-,55; 5-in. r'ee'l. -L110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Ganna,XXXXXX Eta,Theta,Iota,Kappa,and 
Lambda visible. In order of intensity: Lambda, 
Kappa,Gamma,Beta,Alpha,Eta,iota,,..na Theta. 

Lambda,an anomalous brid,-as .::_rst seen by me at 
col. 161.43,June <29,1956 and toniht --,as darkest 
of all but -ras invisible at col. 154-213 and 152c.)77 

The orientation of Lambda is altouetIter di ferent 
from that of any other band, running; N.-S. and appears 
to lie close to the crest o_ the S.-t. -*all. It also 
projects outside the KIAKIX S.-I. -all. 

The development and disapperrance of Lambda 
appear to be equally ra)id,for at col. 174.03 in 
June of 1 56 it --rae already reduced to a faint End 
not ,nolly certain trace. 

The development of Lambda, the: elore,-ould appear to 
be co finedto very n'rro,  limits of color4itude;but 
colonLitude would not a,Jpear to be the doterYdnin 
factor in its develoo',ent. It -as oose-ved tonight 
at col. 155962, but in June did not become visible 
until 001.161°43; and in other observatiens,at col. 
160901,1661218, and 165.

o
46,1t had not developed at all. 

Gamma tonight ,as seen under its short, "normal” 
aspect. Gamma,Kappa,and Lambda had a common point 
of intersection. Kappa ver,,  strbngly developed,-as 
much broader than usual. 

RApID ?ADING OF -*ALL BANES 

At oeLinninE of observation,5h 25m UT (5h 40m is 
the mean time of observation),all of the bands -*ere 
intensely dark and easy to see.Alpha,Beta,Ganma,hapna, 
and Lambda appeared bleckish;Eta very nearly so,and 
Theta and Iota a very dark gray. 

By 5h 40m,Alpha,Eta,Theta,and Iota had fded Aaron  
By 5k 50m,Eta had completely regained its former intensit-J 
and Alpha partly so;but Theta and Iota remained invisible. 
Gamma,happa,and Lambda remained unaffected, 

Similar variations have been observed before,but never 
in so short a tine. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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CL. 157c228 Oct. 14,1957; 5h ,ibrn 'PT; 	So; 5-in.refl.x110x-180 

Aloha,Bata,GammalZeta,Eta,Theta,iota,and Kappa visible. 
In order of intensity: Beta,GanmalAlpha,hapba,ta,Zeta, 
Iota,and Thea. 

Zeta has hdd an unusual te sta - yin this lunation. 
v sible at col. 106.69,invisible at co14,119250; 

arum visible et co1.1, 37 end .J:,ain invisible 
co1.144°04;toni_ht a_ain visiblelt colc, 
In snort, Zetahas be n 	 visibility 
and invisibility in P. 48h cycle,i.u. )et-aen t-o sa)coa:--lve 
p,-riods of vibioilty 	invisioility. 

Garma nL,ain ?rojectad east-ard to an intersection ,itn 
Kappa 	the crest of the S.E. 	 posibly just 
outside the -all. 'Rata sqo-s a very rlarked e,.Ltens'on 
outs. '.e the -ost -all for about 1/3 the distanc.-3 to 
Nerodotus;and 	a.in tta outside the -all is projed 
2;ledially .pon the,,northern brijat ray to 7.1P- rodotus 

compare col. 18Y93) 

Kappa 	ain sho-s 	hpp-dront i;hift of pool. on 
intersectThE Beta at ehe croc of the S.-% 
-rnereas at col. 148.06 (,hich s!3 it- .oL,-It of 
Intoi2ctiAph la'T 	1, 	tri tt-] 

Alpha,Zeta,Eta,Theta,and Tota all reach the ci.,E=)st 
of the 	Alpha,13ota,Etallaeta,f,nd Iota cross 
the floo' to the ni-ibus surroundln the central 
peak;but Zeta f,;des out on the floor oL L, point 
:bout .ci•.d.--ray to the central peak. 

(A)L. 15i.43 	Juno 1 ,1-)56; 	10-1 	Tb, S1-3; 	 x180 

Alpha ,Beta,Ganna,Eusilon,ta,Theta,iota,p,appa,and 
Lanbda irlsible. In order of intensity: happa,Lanbda, 
(3-anna,and A , pha -Beta-E-Jsilon-21XSta-Tneta-Iota (the 
last six of e,jual intensity). All bands ver/ dark; 
all project beyond the -alls.danna in its anorna:1 4  apDe - lnoe;intersects Larbda a 	S. and -I. of 
its intersection -ith Kappa. 

All bands neutral to -Tratten blue end Lroen filters; 
but -ith -Tra -5ten rod, Aloha,Beta,psilon,7]ta,2heta, 
and Iota becomevery faint and hazy;-hile Gamna,Kappa, 
and La rlboa reaini/ intensely uark. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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COL. 105:334 Aug. 6,1958 -  6h 45m UT; T3,S5; 5-in.rofl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta9 Ganna (?),Delta,Eta,and Theta visible. 

In order of intensity: Beta,Alpha,Delta, Gamma, 
Eta,nnd ThetP;a11 bands very dark and praminant. 

1`w nobernnce oi Gamma is very nbnorltl,to the 
extent that it is dolbti ,11 if the true band existed. 
In its p1Pce -as observed a hu„e,--edue-shpp,,d narking 
-ith the point 	the -ecle dtrected 	to-rds the 
central peak. The N. side of this -edLe -rould correspond 
to the qp)roximate pos tion 8f the band. Lai=a. Shado ,  
effect (?); but see col. 10.2 l: or ';r! -1,u311rdLrk marks 
on the inner -est -,?11. 

All of the brJads,other than this f-bnormal Ganne,reach 
the dn.rk nimbus .,round the central peak. Eta projects 
beyond the -all. Beta al id Deltr reach the crest; Alpha 

eta,=:-J,,:nd only to the level w" the ravim. 

COL. 105?46 	Oct. 18,1954; 6h 47m di; 76,S1-5; 	in.refl. :;:b0-100 

Alpha,Beta,Gamma,Delta,Epsilon,Eta,Iota,nnd !ju. 
In order of intensity: 1111,3eta,Epsilon,Xliaik Delta, 
Gamma,Alpha,and Iota. I found Yu and Beta to darken 
in red light,-hick had no pe3-ceptibl effect upon the 
other bands. 

i iu is a bad 	r- . nife'ts only at lat) colonudes, 
and then not consintly. At first j_anco it is easy 
to contu-e -rith happa,L-nd has so been risthen by this 
oose_,ver;but detailed analysis shoe that it is not kappa 
but another bf- nd. 	lies noci,  fart'aer north than Kappa, 
and the strike ha s 	ruch cnaller angle. 

COL. 166(201 	Nov. 6,1955; 5h 50m UT; T4, S1-3; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Aloha,Ganna,Theta,iota,and Kappa visible. In order of 
intensity: 'J-Emna-Kppa (e ,lual),Aloha„:ota,and Theta. 
Note absence of 3eta,u-gally darkest and the nost con- 
isen.61y vi±ible of nll. G mma and -L_appa are int-nsely 

dark ( ,, f-pirL3ted at leas= L°),all the others ,re pale 
ray and faint. Gamma sen in "norT ,a1" position,inter- 

sectinL Kappa at a. point 	of the central pflak;though 
It is sonettnes projected across the floor to meet Pj-'2100 

the crest of the 	 is to be no,icod that 
this irblies a chPn, e in nnle for GP1,-ma. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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COL. 166°18 	Sept. 0,1955; 4h 32n. UT; T5, S1-4; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Betd,G:--mna,Eta,Theta,Iota,nd Kappa visible. 
In order of intensity; Beta,Alpha,appa,GamnalIota, 
Theta“)nd ,ta. Beta,stron„;ly develope tonight and 
at 1-ast 20 	 corpletely invisible at 
col", 106;01. Alpha,v ,ry faint 	 '6 ' 01. 

166n1,tuniht 	very d,rk. 

COL. 174?Ob 	June 30,1956; 611 55m UT; M5,S5; 5-in.rofl. x110-1E0 

Alpha,Beta,Ganna,Epsilon,Eta,Theta,iota,Lambda 
and 	In order of intensity; Beta,A-lpha,11u,Garina, 
Iota,Theta,Ata,XXINT]psilon,Lrribda (). Alpha,Beta, 
and u are Trery int,  nse,alnost blackish;the others 
dark to nod-ian gray. 	 jusq, 
previously (see co1.161?-.1.0),Ioni 11; is reduced to 
a veer Taint tracing ,_nd is not _jai to car, ,ln. 

Alpha,Beta,Mu,and probably Gamna,project beyond the 
-ails. 

COL. 178?75 	September 9,1955; 5h 16m UT; T4,S4-5; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Ge,nma,Eta,Tneta,iota,and Kappa visible. 
In order of - lt-ns tf; eta,Kappa,Alpha,Garma,Iota, 
Theta, and Eta. Beta intensely dark,Eoout 10; Alpha 
and isappa dr,i L,ray,bout 2°; G nna rlucb lihter; 
Eta,Taeta,,nd Iota very 	Gamma, in non ,-14  

intersects 	 point S. of tn.- 
celtral a k (sea col. 160.01) 

Kappa it terse 	Be-,: t at crest of 3.'1". -all;but Beta 
and Alpha both project briyond the ---,all. Beta unusually 
broad tonibht,and - rojeci, port-Lon lay just -it in he 
southrn 	of t'ne ncrthern b_ 	ray ray to 	rodotus 
Out see col. 148:93). 

T3-2, S5; 
COL. 1E3/?1, 	Oat. 161957; eh 00m UT;X4,1W 	 x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Gannt,Theta,iota,nd Kappa visible. 
In order of intensity. Alpha,3eta,Gamma,Kappa (all 
equal),folloryed by Eta,Iota,and Theta (all very nuch 
fainter). It _is very probable that the courses of 
Alpha,3eta,Gama,and Kappa are in shado-r 7-hich -ould 
indicate that these bands folio-,  depressions. 

Beta projects beyond the -all to a median position 
on the northern bri,ht ray to Herodotus (compare 
col. 178275).Gat7Tfa projects upon the dark surface 
oet-een the t--o bright rays. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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COL. 182943 Aug.18,1967; 6h 58m UT; T5,88; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Alpha,Beta,Etal and Iota only bands visible. Alpha 
and Beta intensely dark,both much broader than usual 
-with Beta extraordinarily broad. Eta and Iota very 
faint.Alpha and Beta reach the crest of the ,all but 
not beyond. Eta also reached the crest;but Iota extends 
only to the ravine. 

Thz extraordinary breadth and darkness of Aloha and 
Beta suggest that -hal; ,as seen FAXXXNAK -ere not the 
bands theliise17-es;but rather shado--filled trenches or 
ravinesI the boctons of ,hich appear to form the true 
bands uncle Y high sun.As sunset approaches,these 
o.3corn gnado--fillea;chus 	r' _se to the intensoly 
dark and much broader ,t1pects of Alpha and 'iota at late 
colongitudes. 

do-over,it must be noted that Ganmaa!fid Kappa,both 
apparently srlqdo--fi_ied at col. 1819/71-ere totally 
invisible tonight;but the earth's selgnographic let' tulle 
tonight -as only plus 0969,but plus 6923 at col. 181977 
(calculated to mean time of observation). This may mean 
that the visual angle must be exactly right for the 
shado- effect to be seen,-hich -,would also imply a rather 
shallo- depth for the hypothetical depressions occupying  
the courses of Gamma and Kappa. 	explanttion,ho---er, 
is dif :cult to accornodite to the 3Dforent rhifts of 
position in Toth Gamma and Kappa under higher sun. 

A remarkable feature observed tonight ,as a dark streak 
originating on the S.E.inner -all of Aristarchus,crossing 
the S. -rall,penetrating (?) the west -all,Lmd continuing 
tyesty-ard to end Et about the midpoint on the east -all of 
Herodotus. A cleft ? 

JOL. 183276 	Aug. 6,1950; 6h 21n UT; T5, SC); 3.5 in. refl. x100 

To bands at all vj9ible. 

COL. 191(;74 	Sept. 10,1955; 6h 49n UT; T4,85; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Beta only band visible. Projected outside -all;very 
faint and grayish. Note changes -=thin 24h (see col. 
178V75) 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



--rALL BANDS -aontld 	 -28- 

COL. 195?73 Aug. 	7,1950; 	5h 56m UT; T5, 	37; 	3.5 inorefl. x100 

Na bands at all visible. 

30L. 196°11 July —,-,l954; 7h 19m 	Jr2; T5,35; 	b-in.r3-a. x150 

No bands ft 

COL. 208°84 Aug. 8,1950; 7h 35m UT; T5,35; 	in. refl. x100 

No b-nds at all visible. 

COL. ,308'.95 July 25,1954; 8h 18m UT; T5, 34-1 

No bands at all -isible. 

COL. 221(203 A. 	9,1950; 	7h 31m UT; T2, 	37; 	3.5 	in.-fefl. x100. 

Bo-1 of crater filld 'with shado-,. No .brids obssed 
on outar surfce,east or ---,est. 

Ir 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



300 North Eut ,-,  Street, 
(1),U. ryland, 

Mo.rch 

Mr.james O.Grflnacre, 
Lunar Observing Section, 
Lo *ell Observatory, 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear iil.r.Greenacre: 

Hore-ith is the concluCing  section on 'vristarchus. 
Or' inally .1: had planned Sections on the South 	Aright Spot, 
the variable floor nimbus around the- central peak,and other features; 
but unforiunztely i find that 	tine -ill not permit. the present 
nu,(s,lik- thuse polore,are t. 1-..ned by colongltude and the east—est 
orientation is in the AN sense. 

2erhaps it is unnecessary to point out that the violet 
glare phenomenon is no disdovery of nine, Schmidt of Athens often 
found a strong  violet tinge in the da-k nimbus around th_e el- tor; 
Nelson par ,icularly obser7, od a violet 1-1.7,e on the mountainous plft'u 
N. of the crater;and :Tolos-orth and (oodacre 'rom time to time sa-r 
blue or violet 	in Aristprchus;scattered reports are occasionally 
rceivod iron notern obse,,i-ers.Tio-ever,so far as I an a-are,no systematic 
study has ever been made of the p17;Lerionntann (unless my o-rn 10-yef3r study 
can be thought to qualify),and the dLsuosition ins been to -rite jt 
off as secondary soectrun 	3-ef±actors,scQlacary eieoece spectrum 
--pith reflectors,or as being due to terrestrial atnosphe'ic effects 
and even hallucination. 

No one -ho has ever seen the phenomenon -could be inclined 
to such vie-s;but a real difficulty f.rises from the failure of many 
eyes to perceive it even -hen it is plainly visible to others. On 
iplance it see )s probable that only a close photogn-plii(' pa/trol of 
the cr' tor -rith blue sensitive p) Los (using red aeneitives t.s controls) 

eventually se file the ,,uostion. Spectroscopic ochr0 11- ray also 
be of utility. 

The phenomenon is herein described as a ILlare",bocu-,,  
that is its usual nanifestation7but it may a so occur os a. violet- 
tinged nf, ze 	occasionally seems to fill the crotr,and is es- 
pecially cnoractoristic of the mountain,or plateau,N.oT' Aristarchus. 
In the dark nimbus around the crater it takes on the aooeorance of 
an indigenous 

The hue is not 1,,rays the same, even for the same instrument 
an( oopioce;but may vary from a bright blue through blue-violet to tribolet 
61a6. 1 <tr.t not absolutely certain that the blue Clare and the violet 
glare are really the some )henonenon;but probably t ley are variants 
of the some phenomenon. The drab-blue tinge occasionally seen on the 
floor shortly a: ter. 11-1 isn% orobobly is not related to the violet glare. 

(over) 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



I  
,t ec../ 

The violet glare phenomenon sho-rs no more fixed a relation 
to colongitude than do the other Aristarchaen pnonomenaUreviously 
discussed;but like them occurs randomly over a. -aide range of 
colongitudes from early morning until late afternoon. 

the appearance stron,,ly suggests a fluorescence of the 
afiocLod surface, varying; randomly 411t1 unsystemotically'from a 
vivid blue,approxinatinL  to the color of a ,?.1derls arc,to a 
pale violet t=it that is barely onrceotible. Accordingly ;t is 
tempting to ascribe the'phenomenon to bu-sts oj ca:: 	rqeiation, 
or to radiation from solar outbursts,actinc, on onosohors in the 
material of the crater. Such conceets —ould explain the lock of 
fixed relation to colongitude and the random occurencc. 

- To-revr ther*,.. -would appear :to bn serious objections -Then the 
phenomenon is oxamined in dotail,to 

1) Despite the random •laturo of the ohonomohon,(--l-tain relations 
Pre 	rent —1-Ticn are 	oul' 	"")1c: 1n On such a hypothesis . 
for ox:-Inple,t'Loil_h the 	r 	o 	'ion[11-7 soon on the ,.holy 
circumference of the -all it tho,,,s a decided preference for the 
east, —all,and for the N. sncior 11 Hrt cular;and this 
preference is not ,e1,10c,d isa direct ,.he simple —ay to the 
direction of the sun's 2ays. 

2) If cosmic or solar radiation is the coast live factor, it is 
diffLculr„ to understand —hy Pr, one time "only a section of 
the 	x..11 nay be affe.ct-:d,:.)nd atr other 	t• e —ole 
Interior of the crater. 

3) The occasional localization around a particular i'-u)ure; 
e.g. th- 

4).The intensity of the phenomenon at as local point rind its 
complete boence 	adjacent points p:.Jviaus17 affected. 

5) The occasional display of abnormal behavior. I Imo..r of no 
- hyoothesis ,hich ,-*ill satisfactoril y explain the ro7. rhable events 
observed at col. 84(240 in 1 59. 

In conclusion I can only hope that no' errors of date and time 
nave crept into this transcription;but should any be found I eball be 
Llad to correct them. :innlly,I shall rl'•,,ys be c d to ans—o any 
anries that nay occur;and I shall hope that those selections from 

my records of Aristorchus from 1949 to 1959 may prove of some us. 

Sincerely, 

. 
, u • 	• L 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOLET CLARE 

(IA U or --Lbntation) 

COL. 47:90 	July 22,1950; 2h 52m UT; T4,36; 5.5 in.refl. x100 

Inner -est -all brilliant -hite ,ith a. blue glare 
at the base, running the length of the -all. Although 
the floor as in full shado,,the central peak could 
be seen faintly illuminated;probably by reflecion 
from the inner -est -all. 

COL. 47°50 	June 28,1958; 3h 56m UT; T4,34; 5-in:ref1. x110-180 

1.nner 
trace 
as t.1, 

-rest --all' very bright -hite (6°  to 8°);but no 
of blua(,glre any ,  ,.cre. Central peak not •I  'en 
:;o1. LZ7:)°° 

COL. 50°56 	June 2)4956; 3h 39m UT; T5, S3-5; b-in.refl. x110-180 

Distinct,bluish glare observed at base of inner "rest 
from N. to S. Central peak seen in floor sladdlITT, 

about 4°  bright, 

COL. 50;62 Oct. 16,1956; 2h 34m UT; T5,86; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Strong bluish glare observed at foot of inner 
'all for full length of ---all. Central peak not sen. 
Visibility o.f the central beak -ithin the floor sh,d07 
-ould ner ,Joe, topear not to be related to this 
phenomenon. Oho 	bands,Alpha,Bete,and Theta,-rere 
observed to;:oars through this blue zone -ithout loss 
of intensity. 

COL. 5271 	Sept. 6,1957; 3h lOra UT; T5, S1-5; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Central peak vi'ible in floor shado-7 and fully 51:1 bright; 
no trace of blue glare at foot of inner -est -all. 

COL. 52;93 	May 30,1958; 3h 36n LT; Tb,S6; 5-m.rel. x110-180 

Central peak not visible in floor shado-T,though height 
and consplcuous at col. 52;71 in '57. No trace of blue 
glare at base of inner "rest -all. 

COL. 53°18 	June 27,1950; 2h 30m UT; T3, S4; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Distinct,bluish glare at foot of inner --rest --2.11. 

central peak not visible in floor shado,,,. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIULLT it hi3 -contle. 

COL. 54'264 	July 2,1955; 2h 40n UT; 	6-in.eflo x110-180 

AO trkce of blue Glare. Central po..E 	- . sibla in 
floor l'ha0o-. 

COL. ,)5(227 	.Uov ®  15,1956; lh 17n UM; 75,37; 	 :100 

Inn r 	-all 	 8°  brig; sunlit; 	potion 
of :Moor 2,1,1,0,.ted 5° b-iht;both pure -hite. A band 
of !tint bluish r ci.nci ,as ob, --oved on the inner 
-ect -all 0,5 its foot extndinL ebout hlf-ay to the 
ravine near the cr-t,f,na runnin_ the full lenth 01 
the -: 11. Gentrl 	-191b1- in floor -3-1do-r:but 
very dull and faint. 

5-in.reil. x110 
CUL. 50.08 Au,, 30,1055; 3h 40m UT; T2-1, 35-1; .alaxlm 

A .'aint,bluisli Glare -as observed on the inner -est 
close to its foot;eycopt for the q.-r. sector,N. 

o the -all band,Iota, This entire sector of the -rail 
-as onlreloped in bluish radiance from loot to crest, 
oxtendinb no-th-,ard to merGe -,ith the norfling sh8do-. 

This salie bluish radiance ,,as 0'311--ed to co7-12 the 
entire sunlit po-tion of the Iloor;bub wt-, col. 55')7 
the floor 	 (rye above). Onntral peak faintly 
-,Tsible in :IL,100-,hot 	tluln 4° 

COL. b7V37 Nov. 	 lh 06m UT; T?, 3? 3.5in. ref l. x100 

At Oh 16m UTot bri4ht blue 61are ---as obrie .ved rt the 
foot of the 1.i-trier -est -all for its full lanth;but 
at this hour it 8 s almost laded from vie-r. 

col,. 58247 TT . 
-y 1,1958; 3h 00m UT; T1-8, La-5; w:-in.2efl. x110-1L0 

trace of blue radiance on 8°  briht inner ---pest -all; 
but the dull 4°  floor -•-CIS distinctly bluLsh. This seems 
to establish thht the bluish lare on the -.all is not a 
refleCtion •ron the floor (see co1.5°,27). 

CUL. 59?,02 July 13,1954; lh 45n UT; T2, 34-2; 8,5 in.refl. x60-100 

NO trace of blue Glare ;floor pale Gray. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOL " 	-contld. 	-5- 

COL. 16 '277  

COL. 60(223 

June -',)-1 1958; 4h 04n UT; T3, S3-5; 5-_n.ref1 x110-180 

No trace of blue glare on inner -est "all;but floor 
again sho-s 8 ele bluish cast and is ‘bout 4° bright; 
but at col. 59,02 floor -as obviously gray. Tonight's 
blue floor -ras observed to darken in rod li-ht. 

Nov. 27,1955; 2h 48m UT; T3, S6; 3.5 in.fefl, x100 

Conformable to appearance at col. b9(.)77. The  4°  floor 
is about the color of blue clay. 

COL. 60:55 	July :,7,1950; 3h 56n UT; T5,S7; 5.5 in.rofl. x100 

No trace of color .n.y-here. Floor 	very light gray. 

COL. 61:7g 
	

Sept. 29,1955; 2h 58m UT; T5,S5; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Inner -est -811 around through north,8°  bright 8nd 
pure -hits- . Floor 5°  bright but 	sho=re' 	blue- 
clay tint°  

COL. 62°13 	Aug. 1,1955; 4h 14m UT; T4, S4; b-in.refl. x180 

No trace of color ily-here in cr,:_ter;floor a p810 z±:r8y. 

COL, 65(215 	1-lay 21,1958; 3h 40m UT; T3, S7; -in.refl. x110-180 

A strong violet glare -ras observed around the central 
peak,hoxt but only on the eastern side. Floor aLain 
sho,s a pale bluish tint. No color any-horn on briht 
inner -rest -811. 

COL. 65:46 	Oct. 10,1954; ih 25m UT; T4,S5; 3.5 in.refl. x60-100 

No trace of color ;rny-hore in crterlfloor ‘,1 very pale 
gray, almost -hite. 

COL. 65:86 	June 28,1950; 3h 27m UT; T5,31; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Blue glare visible at foot oi inner --,ost 

COL. 67c.)68 	January 6,1955; Oh 00m U-12; Tb, S1-4; 5-in.-- 1. x150 

Violet glare on S. --all and around South 	Bright Spot. 
No color -iy-here eke in crater.* 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



111-_OLET GLAR 	c ont e  d 	 -it 

SOL. 68°48 	Uov. 16,1956; 3h ;23m UT; 75,38; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Entire floor bluish. 
gray; Est,North inj 
bright blue radiance 
blue through "friltten 
else in crater. 

-Test of c.Intral peak,bluish-
South 02 contral peak strong, 
observed. This area looked bright 
blue 	_ltor. :4() color any-here 

COL. 70°49 

COL. 70:52 

COL. 72:73 

COL. 72:7S 

COL. 73Y3 

doL. 7.31 

A some-hat similar asoct -ras observed at col. 66?45, 
May 5,1955,at 3h 1,50m UT (not listed hare) -hen th -oste7rn 
half of the floor -as bA_Zat -hite,but 	lc. vielt 
-as observed on the E. N.17,. 

Nov. 9,1954; Oh 45m UT; T3, S5; 3.5 in.refl. x60-100 

No trace of color any-1ere in crter. Floor gray;about 
4° bright. 

June 11,1957; 4h 48m UT; T4, S4; 5-ine refl. x110 

Entire floor distinctly blush-ray. No trace of color 
else-here in crater. 

July 14,1954; 4h 59m UT; T3, 34; 5-in refl. x150 

11]ntire floor brilliant -hite (se. section on k"BS 
and "'all Bands);no trace of color any-there. 

June 30,1958; 5h 33mUT; T4, S4-5; 5-in, refl. x110-180 

Floor a pale -hitish gray, about 4° bright;much darker 
thPn at col. 72:73 in 1 54. The floor has lost the blue 
tint visible at co1.59';77 (-Ilich see). No trace of color 
any-here in crnter. 

April 6,1955; 4h 40n UT; 
	

S4-L° n.5 in.refl x60-100 

No trace of color any-here in crater. Floor 6° bright. 

Sept. 70,1955; Sh 40m UT; T3, 37; 3.5 in.refl. ,(100 

Floor exhibits s,  d: stinct bluish tint. A faint, glue-violet 
glare -as visible on the in 	e ra st -all near the rim; on 
the rim; on the 	e11 cjJcis,and on the 	including the 
tail. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



ViOLT 	-coattd. 

COL. 77';59 	Oct. 11,1954;1h 2;3r, UT; T3, 3375; 3.5 in refl. x60-10Q 

At Oh 3Jn UT it is certain that neither Aristarchus 
nor the platmu N. of the 	-ho-,<d any trace of 
color;but by lh 45rn a pale thou h distinct violet ,1Pre 
had poefred -within the creter,locali7ed oe the floor, 
the eest -all,and te.e central 
pal,) 	 -rs observed to b developing over 
the suriz,ce of the -)lateau lei, of .ristarchus. By 4h 57m 
a ViO1 t tint lifd lso t ppe _L' 3d. in the d, rk Ili bus 
surrouh_Lng Ari t&.rchus. 

COL. 77`,:0 	July 11,1957; bh 40m UT; T3,36; 	 ',110-180 

No trace of the , olet „lere any,here in the creter, 
no- on the plat,e.0 N.of 	.ebus;nor did IL subsPHuantly 
develop (comp.  re col. 770b9). 

Cu. 7.c.)10 June 0,1950; 5h 30n UT; T5, S6; 3.b in.refl. x100 

 

Strong blue radiance outside the crater on E. and S.E. 

COL. 79061  July 33,1958; 6h 05m UT; T4, S5; 5-in. refl. x110-180 

Ao color visible tny-nere in ',rater,in dark nimbus around 
the crtter,nor on the pleteau N. of Ari9terchus. '11.th a 
-Tretten blue filter a strong; blue-violet glare -rPs ob-
served on the east ,a11,-hich ,as complet- ly imperceptible 
in integrated light. his nons,apparent17,that it --ras 
not sufficiently strong to be visible in -aite light as 
it ordin-lrily ts. 

COL. r7-jc,),79 	July 4,19b5; 4h 04n UT; W),55; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

No trace of the violet glare any-here -ithin or -ithout 
the creter. 

COL. 800'19 	January 0,1955; Oh 46m. IT; T5, S1-3; 5-in.refl. x150 

A strong violet glare -as observed all r.lor€ the east 
call from S. through N.,embracins the outline of the E"rBS; 
but -as not observed on the central peak. A violet tinge 
-,as also apparent in the cftrk nimbus around the creter; 
but the plateau N.of Aristarchus she-red rbsolutely no 
trace of it (compare col. 77:59). 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOLET GLARE -contid 	 -5- 

COL. 81013 
JA'. 
ewetta °,e,7,19b6; lh len UT; T.;.), 34; 	 x110-180 

Strong violet glere around the h-1-33,and along the 
crest of the —all north,ard rora the E-rBS to the 
N.-11;f , bsent S. of the E7tBS. 	 y absent 
Y'riam the —est —all. The glare —as observed to be 
strongest in the S.E. sector of the 

A violet tiv:Ie —as .1so aparent in the dark ni4ibus 
surrounding the crn7;er;but abs -nit from the plateau 

AristPrchus. 

COL. 64?40 	 ,A,1959; 2h 33m UT'; n), 33; 4i in.refl. xbO-i20 

One of the most re vrhable displays oi the violet 
;lave I have evei- obs(,rved: On preliminary examination 
kith bOx an intense fnd vivid blue-violnr, c,lare,ror • 
blue than violet,,as seen Around the d.7^TBS running N. 
to a second brillifnt spot on the N.E. ,,,all;both soots 
estimated to be equal to the central odt'lk and to erefore 

-)out 100  bright. From this second spot,the blue-violet 
„;lvre ran N, to the N.—all —here it became c, xtinct. 

S—itchinL; to 1)x 1 continued co study the ph inonrnon, 
—hen it became aeparent that it —as gra.duvlly losing 
int,insity and by h 35m it had become so faint that 
it —vs scarce17 visible. "hini<inc that this might b -J 
due 	to natural loss o intensity —ith hi gher 
00,tor,I returned to bOx;but no intensfication "ras 
apparent and tne color —asairiest 

Associated —:th this phenomenon —as v definitely 
localized haziness in the crater,the eastern part 
of ,hien from the central peek to the 1.]-TBS and N. 
,.rom the 1;'1 ,S to the N. rim —as distinctly misty and 
ill-del - nod. A thinner I-1 	rlay have b -, ,n prPrent in 
the --d-tern half,since the —1 , 1 bands Alpha,BeGa,and 
ihota,—ere extreoely faint and nerd to see. 211e southern 
)'art of the crPtor,ho—;v 	sharply de lined and the 

band Lama --rPs intensely dark. 

A second observation —as made at 4[1 55m 1 iT,u'-'ing the 
same telescope —'tea the sane nvo)i')Ces arld 
At 4h 5r.1, rich L,f)x,the vi olet 	,os found to be 
co(ipldtd17 absent in the cro ter. On chanc,ing to 120x 
a Jaint trace e4 bJ_ue-violet 	s ,en ground the S-IBS, 
-,nicn looked very brig.  ht 	d bluish to a blue-vioir,t 
filer out du'l and 	 in red light i)o-nrer 
—as ';'hen r.iised to '313x. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



V1OLRT GLAHE-contld 	 -6- 

At 'ill b5m,-itn ,40x,a bright blue-violet glare 
-as observed to be spreading south-ard from tb21 

hround th „ntire eastern rim of the crater 
to the northern all. The actual progression of 
this -nye of violet li.ght could be observed. 

This remarkable display lasted for less than 1 m. 
I had turned from the telescope to make a note DI' 
the phenonnnon,and on applying myself ngain to the 
eyepiece I -ras amazed to find that it had completely 
vanished! A:ain,no color -,as obseJ-red ,-ny-nere in 
the crter. 

I s-,itched back to 50x and at aJ,roxinatoly 4h 56m 
1 observed tho development of a brilliant blue glare 
in the N.J.E. sector or the crater. Thfs lnsted for 
n.proxinately 30s and then completnly disappef red. 
Obs'i2vation -as continued at ,,Ox for lm more;but 
no color -,as evident any-,here in the crater. 

2-o minutes later,still at hOx (4h 5911)0 strong, 
blue-violet band appeared on the northern edge of 
the S-"2.3. Po-er -ns 	 aals , d to 120. 
At oh 00m this blue-vio , et color -as 	obsRrved 
to be spreading north-ard .over the -nolo len,!th of 
the crnLyrIs e-55,,,n rim. I then -rent to '--40x, and 
at 5h Obm the color as still str-ong to this do-er. 

At bh 12n I changed to the 5-in re ±1. , t -110, in order 
to eliminate any pos-ible instrumental error;but the 
appearance -las the same to this instrul-ent (-hich has 
its o-n eepieces). A blue-violet tine -as also no-,  
evident over the -hole surface of the eastern floor 
area, and a pale violet radiance ,as observed in the 
-Tnstern floor area so that the -hole crater appi:-ed 
to be filled -ith violet light. This remarkable 
ap3ef ranee .as also evident to x180 and -oi ,ained so 
until Oh 15m,-hen obs-rvntion -Tas concluded. 

The remarkable fluctuations observed during this 
second observation apparently had been in progress 
durinL; the earlier observation at 2h 33m;but nt 
that time I had probably not observed long enough to 
notice more than 	single decline of the glare. 

AITARTUTV HAZE: IN gRAVER. 

Apparently coincidental -ith the diffusion of the 
violet tint in the crater,during this second obser-
vation,the entire crater pecane hezy PL1d ill defined; 
thouoh the wisest -rail bands -ere certainly darker than 
t 2h 33m. This is in nfrked contrast to the earlier 

observation,-Then the haze appeared to be confined to 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOLET GLARE -cont'd 	 -7- 

the eastern half of the crater,--rith a lighter 
haze in the -est.-3rn half ,-nd none in the south. 
ho-ever, at the second oeservation,the intensity 
of Cana as not affected. 

ALT-T]RATiON I 	l 	LOOR WIT BUS 

At 	33m the dark nimbus ;.round the centrkl peak 
,as observed to be complete;but at beginning of 
second observation,4h 35m,it -*as found to be com-
oletely absent on the eastern side of the peak. 

TEMPORARY BIGHT SPOT 

At 2h 63m 	brilliant spot -as observed on the N.1. , 
rim,s-e.r-eounded by e strong blue-violet glare and 
causing a dis'oPtion of the limb at that soot,tnruggh 
hallation,sillar to that 	the .:;-'TBS. At 4h 35n,this 
spot -as conblptely invisible nor -es it seen dgain 
through 5h 15m. The -,all, at the point 	it had bran, 

s continuous and -,i',hout 

The identity of bl;is spot is dellbtful;but possibly it 
may have been the little crtterlet,A,-bich E.J.eese 
she-,s near the rim in n):roxirtely the right position. 
If this identification is correct,it is certain that 
never before have 	seen it under such an aspect. 

COL. R5°04 	July 1,1958; 5# 50m UT; T3,53; 5-in. refl. x110-180 

No trace of violet glare any-here in or around crater. 

COL. 85;83 	July 29,1950; 5h 42n; Tl, S5; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Violet ;lire coupl ,tely.absent. 

CO . 86;83 	Aug. b,1955; 4h 50m UT; T5w S4; 5-in.refl. x11D-180 

No trace of violet glLre 	o- -ithout the crater. 

COL. ,9 c2,i3 	Oct. 12,1954; lh 32m; 75,55; 3.5 in.refl. x60-100 

Violet, „Jr:re obs rued on central deaki S. - ,11, 
E.,S.E.,Jind N.E. -Ills and on ult,cis. "T.-all ri; 
h.ore b-)en f . int17 tinged -ith violot,but uncertain. 
Violet tint also observed in nimbus around crater. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOLT ULARE -conttd. 

JOL. 

CdL. 0°46 

Apr. 4,1958; 5h 20m UT; T,:_,S1-4; 5-in.refl. x110 

No trace of violet glare 	t _in or -ithout crater. 

Oct. 51,1b5; Oh ,,Om UT; 	S1-5; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Very extensively devoloped,bright,blue-vioet glare 
beginning at the 'Err'.33 mac running north around the 
norne-rn rim and extendint; along the -estern rim alTost 
to the 	band Alpha. Note great giference in 
distribution as com ,ored to col. 89.93. 

	

COL. 91°16 	Odt. 12,1954; 4h 09m UT; Tb, 36; 3.5 1n.refl. x60-100 

'qrithin Arittrrhhas the violet tint continues to be 
stronnost on 	cast -all,very faint on the -est -all. 
Still visible on the plateau N.of the crater (see col. 
89:)03) 

	

CUL. 91c.)63 	Aug. 28,1950; 4h 25n UT; T5, S8; 3.5 in, refl. x100 

Intense blue-vol et glare observed around 1 "13S, and 
running d. around. T.0 1!]. 	 to the base of the -all 
band Eta. 

	

92°83 	July 1,1958; 7h Obm UT; T4, SC; 	 x110-100 

In -,hite light no trace of the violet glare -as evident; 
but to a -Tratten blue filter the E-TBS and the entire 
riri of the E. -all apoared brighter and bluish the 
color coming through strongly (see also col. 7961). 

COL. 92:59 Oct. 31,1955; 4h bOm UT; Tb, S5; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

A narked change has taken place since Oh 40m. At that 
time a strong blue-violet glace extended north-,ard irOrl 
the E-T35 around to the -est -all,en ..ing at about the 
position of the 	band Alpha. No-,  ends at the -rail 
band 1i:tn. and coripleto17 a)2(+)nt froTi,  -rest ,*all (see col. 
90°46). 

eg. 11-7 

COL. aaval, 	jan.28,1956; 2h 3r11 UT; T5,31-3; b7in.refl. x110x-180 

Violet glare 1)resent only on rim of E.N.E. --rall.Absent 
iron dark niubus ,around crater (see col. 81(215). 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOL:ST GLAE-conttd. 	 -9- 

May 4,1958; 6h 28m - .T; T3, 37; b-in.refl. x110-180 

A peculiar maniJ'estation. A strong violet glare ,as 
observed on the south side of the v*".L.33 extending in 
a gently curving arc to the central peak, rolling the 
southern edge of the ori, ht band connecting the - 'NS 
to the central pork. As this bright band lies on the 
iloor of the crater,it is clear that the a )pePrance of 
an. P,rc os violet 	bet,een central peak and ]i--'1JS 
J-csults from optical eon u-ion;the violet band -us on 
the J . loo. 

A violet tinge -ras observed in the dark nimbus around 
the crater, and the plateau N.of AT'istarchus 	bathed 
in a :ale violet :qidiance. 

GuL. 96(283 Nov. 11,1954; 4h 4B1-1. UT; Ta, 34; 	in.refl. x60-100 

Occasionally suspected on the E.-all;but uncertain. 
A pale violet tint --,as definitely present in the rrea 
irT.ediately N. of the crater,.bet_-,e 	the dark nimbus 
and the plateau. he plateau itself -os quite free of 
co . or (but see col. 9627'7 abovci)). 

COL. 379,57 	July 2,1958; 6h 	m UT; T3, S'-5; 5-in.rel. x110-130 

A strong violet z,,1) re --ms visible over the 1-!;" 	and 
along tie -hole rim of the 	and a sroh., violet 
tinge ,as obs ,,'vr,d in the dark nimbus ,, -ound the crater; 
but the plateau N.of the crater -ra.s ;rep of it. 

OUL. G7 5O 	July lo,1954; 5h 56rn. UT; 75,36; 5-in.refl. x150 

The -hole crater seemed to be filled --with a strong; 
violet Aare, and I found it much betuer defined in 
blue light than in any other color. 'There ,as Ilso 
a hint  o, violet in the dark nimbus surrounding the 
craterand long the S. edge o the 	 ori6ht 
ray co ,LectLng the crater to Herodotus. • ,e'. developed, 
pale iiiolet area -as lso eiscovred A. t.tar N.7. of 
Aris,archus,outside the nimbus. 2nio surf ace made a 
striking contrast to the olive tint of the sur ounding 
territory. A pale v'oet rddi,knre -a=1 1.so ob r ,  e d on 
the plateau f.o: tkristal-chus. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VTOEI1]T (-4-LAE -conetd. 

COL. 98°31 Oct. 	ci56; Oh 45m UT; T4, 84: 	 x110-180 

A grit ht blue-violet glare -ras observed on the E.N.1i]. 
,all and on Che'.side of the 1,-r6S. This ,L-oa oeca e 
,ri„ht blue to ?. -'1-atten blue filter;but duller and 
haze-looking to -1ratten red. A dark viole; tint --,.as 
also obsPrved in the niy;Ibus around the crater. Die 
surface K. and 	of the crater and the plateau 
—ere free of it (compare col. 97?59). 

COL. 90,77 	July 30,1950; 7h 10m UT; Pd, S8; 5.5 in. refl. x100 

No trace of violet glare apy-rhere. 

i0L. 100:72 De,c. 12,1954; 2h 44m 711 ; T5,S1-3; 54'in.refl. x150-180 

On beginning observation at 2h 20n,a strong violet glare 
-'ras conspicuous along the entire length of the E.-rall rir, 
from the -rail band Delta noth around to the —all band 
Theta on the N."1. rim. 

Just lbm later, at 2h 55m,i found that the violet glare 
ned disap)eared and had been replaced ray a bro—nish 
tone. This bro-rn color,hich -ras un/lisGalabTh,occul ied 
the -role lin)ar area previously/I.:LIM-tad cy the violet 
glare. The bro—nish radiance gradually faded; end at ih 
bbm the violeL glare suddenly reo)eared stronly,n„ain 
fading to invisibility by 5h ;but a return of the broTnish 
color did not oc-ur, 

I then rested my eyes in complete darkness for n fe-r 
minutes ;but on returning to the telescope still could 
see no trace of the violet glare Then,at 'h 08n,the 
violet glare again became visIble end conspicuous;but 
obse vation had to be d'scoltihued et this ti-le,so 1 
do not hot kno, ho— lord; its tLird rinnifestnr;ion ler;ted. 
Th:3 aonearance of the bro,n color p'akas this observation 
unique in my records of Aristarchus;but for another 
exa7-ple of an interrlittant display of the violet glare 
see col. fl,1?40. 

COL. 101°91 March 17,1957; 6h 24m UT; T5,34; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

A s-trong violet blare -,as observed along: tie en ire 
rim of the 	,all,fron N. GO S;also milammtv.x6m covering 
the rE"113S,but not the tail -rhich -e.ained 	dull —hite. 
The dartl_ nimbus around the crater —as also tinged —ith 
violet and m pale violet radiance ,as observed on the 
plteau IT. of the crater, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOL...' ! 	-eontlo 	 -11- 

Cu,. 10423  Oct. 15,1954; h 00m UT; T5, S3-5; - .5 in.rofl. x60-100 

StT'ong blue-violet glare along 'thole length of 
E. -all and partially involving i'11,33 on '1r. side. 

.could not get the crater into sharp focus -rith 
100x,and found it very hazy -here the violet glare 
*as briL,htest. A strong violbt tinge -r8S also ob- 
served in the dark nimbus around the crater, and on 
the plateau N. of the crater. 

COL. 103.41:6 	April 5,1958; 7h 03m UT; T4, 51-3; 3.5 in.refl.x100 

Ciompletely absent. 

_ 
00L. 103

o.88 

COL. 103(296 

Oct. 13,1954; eh ibm UT; Tb, 37; 3,5 in.refl. x60-100 

Ho trace of the vio_et Glare -ith 60x, -Though very 
cous_,icuous to same po-or some three hours earlier; 
doubtlUily pro:-ent on the plateau. '"ith 130x a barely.  
porcoetible vio, et tint -as oos,,rved in the crater. 
.1.t is to be noted that a faint color is usually lost 
to higher po-er;but in this cane c%nlai'LePent of area 
upoe a rs to 	vo cori)onsrted. 

Nev. 1,1955; 3h 18m UT; T5,35; 3.5 in.refl.x100 

A dale violet tint -as ob'erved on the S.4..-all 
and on the N.sido of the 	uch less intense, 
1 11.n at col. 9 (.'b9 inst night (-111ch see) and hLs 
lost its blue component. A violet t nn pe-ains in 
the nimbus -round the crJter,but 
rrom the 01° tea N. of the ere tar. 

UOL. 106°69 	Oct. 10,1957; lh 58m UT; Tb, 56; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Violet lare conpltely tbsont from crater and 
environs. 

(JCL. 107(29 	Nov. 12,1954; 2h 42n UT; T3-4, Sb-6;5.5 in.refl.x60-1D0 

Pronounced, strong; bluish-violet glare along entire 
rim of E.-ral1 and esoc)cially strong around ilM98. 
A pale violet tint -as observed e the nimbus round 
the crater, in the area N. of the crtar,and on the 
plau i. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOLET GLARE -conttd 	 -12- 

COL. '109°77 	July 31,1950; 4h 50m UT; T5,S4; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Strong violet glare on 	.,all h. f- om E-/ES to 
the -all band Eta. 

COL. 110(,;07 	July 3,1958; 7h 06m; T3, S5; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

The character and distribution of the violet glare 
haq chanced markedly since last night (see col. 97:57), 
--then it -as observed along the -hole length of the 7-3. 

'Tonight a b-iht blue-violet glare -as observed 
on the E. -a- 1 N. from the E-1135 to the ,a11  band 
A strong violet 	r-,  ains in the dark nimbus qround 
the cr ter, and f pale  v:ol-t tint 	a, e ,,ed on the 
plateau P. of the crater. 

COL. 110(,;55 	July 17,1954; 7h 015m lIT; T5-1, S5; 5-in.ref1. x150 

Strong violet glare -:_thin the crater;especialy 
prominent on the -hole length of the rim and on 
the central peak. A strong violet tint -as also 
observed in the surface inmediately N. of the crater; 
but Thsent from the dark nirobus around the crater 
(compare co1.110(.07 above). 

COL. 111:13 	Aug. 31,1958; 7h 27m UT; T5,S5; 4 in.refl. x120-240 

COL. 111043 

The -hole interior of the crater apoeslred to be bathed 
in a pale violet raditAnce;especially intense on the 
-hole -rail rim, and strongly developed in the area 
N. ol the crater and on the plateau;but absent from 
the dark nivbu- '_round the cr‘tr. Conformable to 
IpPorance at col. 110;;)5 in t54;but not to col. 110E:07 
in 1 58 -hen the glare 	confined to a section of 
the E. -all and did not ap,)Jar --•i thin the crater at ail. 

Oct. 3,1955; 4h 55m Ni;  T3, S5; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

Violet glare still present along ,}tole length of E. 
-all;over the E-r3S including the tail (hut see col. 
101:)91);also violet tint in dark nimbus around crater 
and a pale violet radiance over the rAtenu;but much less 
intense thn last night (not listed). 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOLET C-LAHD -contld 	 -13- 

COL. 114°06 March 10,1957; 	43m UT; T, S1-5; 5-in.refl. x110 

Strong vio-let glare observed t'or -Dole length  of E. 
-yell End on the E-'33. A violet t age-as EIso oDservqd 
in the f- erh linbus sur'oundinL the crater;and this ,ras 
sp shong that it ce,,le through E -7ratten ,re  en rilter. 
To a -Iratten blue ilGer the E-1.733 end the E. -*all looked 
bright blue,and -ith no haziness (but se ,  col. 103). 
A )ale violet radince:;aSTiso observed on the plateau. 

COL. 114'279 	Oct. 15,1954; 	49m UT; T3-4, S5; 3.5 in.refl. x60-100 

No trace of vio)et color any-nere. 

COL. 116Y,24 	Oct.14,1954; 5h 39m UT; T5,37; 3.5 in.refl. x60-100 

Violet glare corlplotely absent. 

COL. 116928 	Aug. 2,1958; 6h 1541 UT; T3.b, 35; 4:4 re' 1. x240 

A strong violet glare -ras observed on the %. 
N. from the ;1-'PS to the N.-Tall a little beyond the 
-all band Eta. A strong violet tint -us alsdobserved 
in the dark nimbus around the crater end on the plateau. 

COL. 116°56 	July 2,1950; 7h 15m UT; Tb, 37; 3.5 in.refl x100 

No trace of vioTet glare.. 

COL. 119°50 	Oct.11,1957; 3h 15n UT; T4, S1-4; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

A strong blue-violet Aare has developed since last 
night extending along the -hole length of the east 
-all a7-i carving 	of the E'' 73,S. A violet tint -as 
oleo obse-ved in the nimbus around the cr,,,ter;but 
.osent in the area LAII-)diPtoly A.of the crater end 
on the plateau. 

COL. 12 (270 	Oct. 4,1955; 3h 10n UT; Ti, SI); 5-in.rea. x110-180 

Joo110-ing the decline of the violet glare last night 
(see co1.111°43),a very strong,bri,ht,blue-violet 
glare ,,rPS visible tonight;bo'de,-inL the lirr3S,inclading 
the tail,and extending S. to the S.L. -fall. The dark 
nimbus around the crater r,,..iains strongly tinged 
violet;i„ut the surface N.of Aristapchus and the platea u 

no-r free of it. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



vi4L-LE7 ce- 4-gx 
-2;tht-t,ri•J--.5,1443 

L. 125',),6 	(Tuna :.f.6,1956; 7h 42m UT; T4, S4-5; 5-in.rofl. :J10-100 

An int-rnse and h-  ic,ht blue-violot bl'Are as obsrved 
on and sun.oun(linL the 1,'"r1.33,1n(;lii II% the tai;,butt 
no-here else alon_, the -rail (compare col. 1-2.7).  
St-  onb violet tint 0), :,,rod in cue dart nimbus 

oundin6 the crater;but beant on the sur ,ca N. 
of Aristarchus and on the plateau. 

COL. 130?84 	Jan.12,1965; 4h 55m HT; Tb, S1-4; b-in. refl. x150 

A bri6ht,blue-violet glare ,as observed around the 
E"TBS,and exendin6 N. from the E"TBS to the .)osition 
of the -,rill band Zeta;but absent from al other parts 
of the ciater. 

No trace o. violet as observed in the 2°  drrk nimbus 
surrounding the crater,but in the area i' modiately N. 
of the crater,-1)-re f- violet t"Lh,e is often avid 
H distinct olive bro-n-Joen color -.as evident. this 
area also formed the darkest part 01 the nimbus and 
lookeddarker to a -r-atten red than to a '"*rotten green 
filter. The 3.J. Anna of the nillbus,-;',onsiLly 
-as tlso dar,er in green light; good evidence that this  
fetture is not of unifor color throuuhout. r2he deep 
violet tinge, so often scan aiJecting the -hole nimbus, 
therPore is 	temporary and acce' ory blest pd  is not 
the Factual coor or the surface. 

The violet color -as Ilsoabsent from the plateau. 

COL. 131(225 	July 26,1956; 5h ,-3m UT; T4-.,,S5; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

0. 
COL. 131.37 

No trace of the violet blare any-here. 

Oct.1201967; 2h 40n UT; T5, 31-3; 5- 111.1 	x110-180 

An extraordinary display tonight. A bri8ht,blue-violet 
-blare -as obsrved on the E. -all,boLinninL S. of the 
wall band i;It:.ppa,runninb N. to the A-T1.33,-hich -"IS also 
1:1volved,,in,; -.aence N. around to the -st -all ':.rlr S. 
long the 	to the -all band Alpha (p,eo col. 90416 

for 	similar but lea exl_;ensive display). 

A strong violet tint -as observed in the dark nibus 
around the crater;but riot in the area 1..mediwGely N. 
of Aristarchus and ,o-t on the plateau. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOLET CrLARE-conttd 	 -15- 

o- ;OL. 	,,  Aug. 16,1954; 4h 	=; T4, S5; b-in. eft. x150 

d v vid blue-violet glare 
on tee crest 	th,  7J. —all .rad on the c_lcis nd 
on the ).-133;continuinb h En- t.round to the -T.-all, 
terminating at the —Pll band Theta. The intense 
blueness o, this rbdi ce 	such teat at first 
sight I attributed it to secondary spec,rum,realzing 
its true n,ture onl 	_f- ;c1- various eats had 	ted 
that posc4i)ility. 

Observation began at 4h 20m,at --hich tine the blue-
violet glare --ras intense;but by 4h Thr it 11-,e 
faded. At irst i supposed that this loss of intensity 
night nave been due to r-ve fatigue;but 	 1T after 
4h :)bra it became very strong again coincid)ntally 
an increasing hazines,; oi7or the crater. :his haziness 
could not be r 'solved by any change 	focus, and it is 
certain that the haze -as localized over Aristarc)us. 

A strong violet tint ,as vlso obseed in the 'lark irfbus 
surrounding, the crater and over the plateau. 

See also col. 84?40 and 100?72 for other obs,.ved 
fluctuations in the violet glare. 

CUL. 144(204 Oct. 13,1957; 4h bOrn UT; T4,5; b-in.refl. x110-100 

A very pale violet radiance --ras obso::'ved along the 
—hole _length of the east —all,beginning S. of the 

band,Icappa,z4nd eidIng at the —all band,F]ta. 
,.'he violet tinge has also disaodeared from the ni,Abus 
around thecry, tier (see c o10 1311: r 37). 

CUL. 146(:):J3 June 26,1956; 5h 35m UT; T5,35; 5-in. refl. x110-160 

An intense blue-violet glare --as visible around the 
3"763,including the tail;but no—sere else in the crater. 
A strong  v°_olet tinge eras observed in the dark nimbus 
surrounding the crater, and .1 pale violet tint ,as observdd 
on the plate. u. 1-lis last feature ap -,e, red solce—hat hazy 
and indistinct. 

COL. 15472 Oct. 17,1954; 5h 39n UT; T5, 53-4; :3.5-in.refl. x60-100 

A very pale violet tint —as observed on the E.,all of 
the crater,xteding from the S.—all to the ,\T.—all;also 
on the E.'-jcie of the central peak. The dark 	bus :.round 
the crater —as also obsErved to be tinged —ith violet, the 
colorx..1;odin.b 	to the pli,tet&u but not including the 
latter, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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COL. 154:13 	Sept. 7,1955; 411. 52m UT; T:..,85; 5-in.refl. x110-100 

Strong blue-violet glare very Qronounced on the N.E. 
—all,extending from a ;,Dint a little N. of the E-T2S 
to the ,all band fT,ta. Also strongly developed in an 
arc E. of the central peak. Dark violet color in the 
nimbus around the crater;p0e vioet radiance on the 
plateau _4.of the crater. 

COL. 155(262 	July 28,1956; 5h 40m UT; T4,35; blin.refl. x110-180 

An intensely vivid blue-violet glare -ras observed on 
the E.—all, N. from the ErIBS to the 	band,Eta;also 
on the E'rhS including the tail;on the central eak,and 
on theMAAAXAX course of the bright band —hich app2rs 
to connect the central peak to the IPTI3S. 

A conspicuous fluctuation in intensity ,as observed. 
"Then observation began at 5h 28m UT,the glare —as very 
strong;but by 5h 30m it had almost completely disappeared. 
Then follo,dd several,intermittant fadin,4s and recoveries; 
but by 5h 40m the glare had not only recovered its original 
intensity but had extended around the northern tothe —r2stern 
—all. 

No trace of violet in the dark nimbus around the cra!„or, 
nor on the plateau N.of Aristarchus, 

COL, 15.47 	July `?8,1956; 7h 20m UT; T5, S5; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

A second observation undertaken at this hour sho—ed no 
trace of the violet glare any—her! 

COL. 157?2a 	Oct. 14,1957; 5h 45m UT; T5, S6; 5-in.refl. x110-100 

Again a strong blue-violet glare ,as observed on the 
—hole length of the E.—a11 ,and on the ". side of the 
E-TBS (see col. 131.37),though last night only a bale 
violet tint 	seen (seo co1.144?04). No trace of violet 
in the dark nimbus around the crater,nor on the plateau. 

COL. 161(243 June 29,1956; 6h 10m UT; Tb, 81-5; 5-in.r6Ifl. x180 

The violet glare has greatly decreased in intensity since 
last night igen col. 148?93). Tonight only a faint blue-
violet ,int —as seen on the EY,r3S and its tai1,51F—thes violet 
tinge has disaruicared from the dark nimbus around the crater 
and from the plateou. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



VIOLET GLARE -conttd. 	 -17- 

COL. 16546 	Oet.18,1954; 6h 473-] UT; T.3, Sl- 
	

in.refl. x60-100 

A strong blue-violet glare -as visible on the E.N.E. 
xtra and S.E. rim; on the U. side of the .T1'/BS;and at 
the AasteL-n base of the central peak. the color ,as 
much stronger, and also bluer, than last night (see 
col. 154)72).A strong violet me continuos in the 
dark ,nimbus around the crater. 

COL. 166:18 	Sept. 8,1955; 4h 32m UT; T5, 51-4; 5-in.refl. x110-180 

Strong blue glare observed around the -,!estern base 
of the central peak,bet-3en the peak and the dark 
nimbus on its -estern side;thence outlining the briht 
floor band -hlch seems to connect the central peak to 
the .1.71EB;round the 7.713-ri35,including the tail, and N. 
along the east -all to the 	band,Eta. 

Strong violet tint in the dari.. nimbus around the crater, 
in the area ')et-,eon the N.-rail of the crater and the 
plateau, and on the pleteau itself. 

COL. 174?03 	June 30,1956; 6h. 55m UT; T535; 5-in.rfl. x110-180 

After a marked loss of intensity rioted last night 
(see col. 161.°43),a vivid blue-violet glare has 
again apbeared around the E"rES running N. to the 
mall band,Eta. No trace of violet in the dark nimbus 
around the crater, nor on the plateau. 

COL. 178?76 	Sept. 9,1955; bh 16m UT; 'PI, S4-5; 5-in.refl.x113-18) 

The strong blue glare (blue-violet tonight) has 
disap)eared on the 	side of the central peak, 
and from the borders of the bright floor band (see 
co1.1:.)6.18 above). Jlonight confiner' to the E-Tas, 
but not nc]nding the tail,and thane° N. around the 
rin to the 	becoming extinct at the -tall band, 
Iota. Violet tin `.e in the nimbus around t e 
N. of it,Pnd on tle el‘to,u sane as last night. 

dOL. 181c277 Oct. 16,1957; , 00m JT; T3-2, S5; 5-in. refl.x110-180 

No trace of the violet glare any,here;but 0_ section 
of the -east -all from the mall band,Alpha,N. around 
to the -Tall badd,ta exhibited fA faint blue-gray tint. 
all other parts of the inner -malls -,4re biLht -bite. 
This blue color did no.; resemble the blue-violet glare, 
but rather the blue clay color occsionally observed 
in the floor shortlyafter sunrise. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



V OLET GLARE-contld 	 -18- 

COL. 182°43 	Au. 18,1957; 6h 58m U2; T5,38; b-in.refl. x110-180 

The violet glare -as not observed any,here;Put the 
inner -alls -ere decidedly bluish;floor 	brilliant 

COL. 183976 	Aug.6,1050; 6h 21m UT; T5, SG; 3.5 in.refl. x100 

and sunlit portion of floor brilliant -Th to; 
no trace o color any-here. 

COL. 191? 74 

COL. 195(273 

COL. 196°11 

Sept. 10,1955; 6h 49m UT; `1'4,55; b-in.refl. x110-180 

No trace of color any-here. 

Aug. "7,1950; 5h 56T1 UT; T. 	37; 	5 in.refl. x100 

No trace of 301or An, 

July ::4,19 4; 7h 19m UT; T5,35; !)-1n. 	x150 

Pale viol‘t glare lliin the sunlit ;soz,tion of 
the crter;a11 alonc the rim of the east --all; 
on the gl,, cis;in the darilhiyIbus sur,-oundinL, the 
crater and ext3nding sone-hat beyond it; in the 
t-rea H.of the crater, and on the plateau. 

This is the latest colonitude at -hich I have 
obse.,ved the violet phenomenon so far. 

James C.Bartlett,Jr. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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An extract of a letter from Sir William Herschel to a Mr. Magellen 
describing observations of the moon in 1783. 

May 4, 3783. "I perceived in the dark part of the Moon a luminous 
spot 	  appearance of a red star 	 4th magnitude 
	 in the place of Hevelii Mons Porthyrites 1:Aristarchusq" 

He had an independent confirmation 	 In April 1787 he writes to 
Sir Joseph Banks "Last night I  
	

found that the volcano of 
which I saw the eruption last month was still considerably luminous." 
He then gives details, rather vague and I do not have the exact 
location 	hand. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



OBSERVATIONS OF THE SOLAR.  SYSTEM 
ested William, though his real occupation was wit f6tise 
remoter, fainter and mare enigmatic objects 	treigt4tve  
telescopes were better capable of revealing thai, 
instruments in existence at the time. He considel, 
though the Moon's atmosphere must at best be 
rare and unfit for the purpose of animal life', our sate 
nevertheless the home of some form of life whit k•  
doubt as well adapted to the lunar environment at vet oie. 
the terrestrial. In a paper of 1794 he concluded a der 	1011* 
cussion of the resemblances between the Earth and the 46,  
with the words 'I believe the analogies that have bort,  0,41w 
tioned fully sufficient to establish the high probablin 
moon's being inhabited like the earth'. 

His measures of the heights of a hundred or more 
tains on the Moon, made at Bath, were for the nio%t rats ..., • 
reduced and published. His observatinn  In 

spot , 	th, 	 M 	• 

V' •t, • 

al. 
extilik.t  DU( 'fit  AA: 	.• 

to be three miles or intn-t: 
descriptive paper from Herschel. He pronissorti u • 
munication on the subject, and it has been suggettt- 
Dreyer that his failure to send it may indicate that sit to 
meantime he had changed his mind about the `volcall,w, 
The view was then current in France that they were notir, 
more than particularly light-toned patches of the Moon's 
face made noticeable by earthshine; and a month or two att• 
his marriage he was visited at Slough by the eminent Fr( 
astronomer Lalonde, who had already written to him suggc 
ing this explanation, and these lunar observations must cc, 
tainly have been discussed. In any case, when Caroline ob-
served another bright speck on the dark of the Moon in 17(44 

15o 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



DATCHET 

pe. Lad and his wife, friends of the Herschels who happened 
lie present, both saw it without prompting from William. 

114sradie.1 believed that they had witnessed a volcano in erup-
sw and when that region of the Moon was again sunlit he 
examined it carefully to see if any traces of the supposed erup-
tion were still visible. On May 23th he recorded, 'I saw two 
small conical mountains, which I suppose to have been thrown 
up in the last eruption of the volcano. They are situated just 
by a third much larger which I have often seen before and 
remarked, tho' the two small ones were never before per-
ceived in that place nor expressed in a drawing I had made of 
the spot.'. We know now enough about the physical con-
clitions prevailing on the Moon to be sure that no trace of 
active vulcanism lingers on there. Similar observations of 
bright spots on the dark side of the terminator have been 
made from time to time (among others, by Herschel himself 
in 1787), and they are probably to be explained as light-toned 
patches of the lunar surface appearing deceptively bright un-
der earthshine, or as the summit of a mountain near the ter-
minator catching the sun while its lower slopes and the terrain 
around are still in darkness; those of short duration may even 
be the impacts of large meteorites—events to which the Moon, 
having no appreciable atmosphere, must be very much more 
fiequently subjected than the Earth. 

The planets were also kept under observation, though the 
liaservations were often not published till many years later, 
Aim a sufficient number had accumulated to warrant it. 
../tess Herschel's paper on Venus, read to the Royal Society in 

makes use of observations from the whole period of 
utahmot years since 1777. During the autumn of 1783 William 

*nerving Mars intensively, and these observations with 
tusk at various times during the previous six years 
Fht basis of an important paper which, when it was 

97 
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this always in the open air, because he says that the telescope 
only performs well when it is at the same temperature as the 
air. He protects himself against the weather by putting on 
more clothing. He has an excellent constitution and thinks 
about nothing else in the world but the celestial bodies.' 

Other fields of observation were not neglected. The vari-
able star Mira was still kept under observation, as were the 
planets and the Moon. On 4th May 1783 Herschel noticed a 
bright point of light, which had 'the appearance of a red star 
of about the 4th magnitude', on the dark side of the Moon. 
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DATCHET 
Dr. Lind and his wife, friends of the Herschels who happened 
to be present, both saw it without prompting from William. 
Herschel believed that they had witnessed a volcano in erup-
tion, and when that region of the Moon was again sunlit he 
examined it carefully to see if any traces of the supposed erup-
tion were still visible. On May 23th he recorded, 'I saw two 
small conical mountains, which I suppose to have been thrown 
up in the last eruption of the volcano. They are situated just 
by a third much larger which I have often seen before and 
remarked, tho' the two small ones were never before per-
ceived in that place nor expressed in a drawing I had made of 
the spot.' We know now enough about the physical con-
ditions prevailing on the Moon to be sure that no trace of 
active vulcanism lingers on there. Similar observations of 
bright spots on the dark side of the terminator have been 
made from time to time (among others, by Herschel himself 
in 1787), and they are probably to be explained as light-toned 
patches of the lunar surface appearing deceptively bright un-
der earthshine, or as the summit of a mountain near the ter-
minator catching the sun while its lower slopes and the terrain 
around are still in darkness; those of short duration may even 
be the impacts oflarge meteorites—events r 	rH moon, 
hat ing no arprec!alNk atiii4nrib-rr 	 more 
frr 	411  `TbIt'•.  t4 ti i!tj 	i t. anti 

ht 	wett 	rpc under observation, though the- 
observations were often not published till many years later, 
when a sufficient number had accumulated to warrant it. 
Thus Herschel's paper on Venus, read to the Royal Society in 
t-93. makes use of observations from the whole period of 
, 

	

	.cri years since 1777. During the autumn of 1783 William 
' ,,ervin Mars intensively, and these observations with 
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A LUNAR "ERUPTION" OP 1783 

By Barbara N. Widdlehurst 

Nay 4, 1964 

Observations of of lunar activity were made at Flagstaff, Arizona, on 

October 29, and November 27, 1963. The Flagstaff astronomers described a red-

dish glow in full sunlight in three spots in and around the crater Aristarchus 

and were careful to get independent testimony to support them in their some 

what surprising findings. The Flagstaff observaticus are described in Sky 

and Telescope of December 1963 and January 1964, where earlier Russian reports 

are also referred to. Kozyrev's Crimean spectra of lunar activity had received 

violent criticism in 1956, but by 1963 the critics were, for the most part, 

silent. 

In the light of these recent findings, an account of observations of 

lunar activity made nearly 200 years ago by the celebrated British astronomer, 

Sir William Herschel, nay be of interest nwa. Sir William saw a red glow in 

or near Aristarchus on Hay 4, 1783, and in 1787-8. He published one paper 

on his 1787 observations, reprinted in Sky and Telescope of May 1956 from his 

Collected Scientific Papers published by the Royal Society and Royal Astronomical 

Society of London in 1912. Concerning observations of Nay 4, 1783 be says "I 

shall take an early opportunity of communicating [au account] to the (Royal] 

Society". He never did and the reasons for his failure to do so have been the 

subject of much speculation. 

In the Collected Papers, a short biographical note by Dr. J. b R. Dreyer 

appeared, This contains extracts from correspondence by Herschel and others; 

and among them a letter written by Herschel to a Portuguese acquaintance, Bk. 

Magellan, who bad asked for particulars of the lunar "volcano" of 1783. This 

contains what may be observing notes wade in 1783, but, possibly because it 

did not appear with the scientific papers themselves, seems to have been over-

looked. Part of the Magellan leans-  follows, as quoted by Dreyer: 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



"Diey 4, /783. ! perceived in the dark part of the moon a luminous 

spot. It had the appearance of a red star of about the 4th magnitude. It 

was situated in the place of Uevelii lions Porphyrites, [Aristerchus] the 

instrument with which X saw it was a 10 feet Newtonian Reflector of 9 inch s 

aperture. Dr. Lind's lady who looked in the telescope immediately saw it, 

the,' no persom had mentioned it, and compared it to a star. Dr. Lind tried 

to see it in an achromatic of 3412 feet of iollond's but could not per-

ceive it, the' he easily saw it in my reflector. However, I could also the' 

with difficulty perceive it in the refractor. 

"Nay 13. 1783. 1 caw two small comical mountains. which I suppose 

to have been thrown up in the last eruption of the volcano. They are situated 

just by a third much Larger which I have often seen before and remarked, 

the' the two small ones were never before perceived in that place nez ez. 

pressed in a drawing I had made of the spot. 

"This is all I can give you at present. Believe me, Sir, I have not 

the least desire of keeping such *beer tion to myself, but have so many 

subjects (which I think of greater consequence in astronomy) in hand at 

present that I bad postponed giving an account of them to some other oppor-

tunity." 

In April 1787 when Herschel again saw similar phenomena he published an 

account of his observations. On Hay 20, 1787, he wrote to Sir Joseph Ranks, 

(President of the Royal Society): 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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"Last night I had an opportunity to view the moon in a favourable 

situation end found that the volcano of which 1 saw the eruption Last month 

was still considerably luminous. The crater seemed to glow with a degree 

of brightness, Which I should act have been able to account for, if I had 

not seen the eruption last month. It appeared to ma as if the crater was 

nearly doubled id its dimension since last month. It would not be difficult 

to account for this: for instance, the actual eruption might be much less 

than the real crater, and much of the ignited matter may remain lodged 

within its boundaries and thus produce a larger luminous circle: or part 

of the crater might fall in, and thus occasion an increase of its dimension, 

as these craters are generally much Larger at the base than at the upper 

part. However, I leave this to be discussed by those who are better acquainted 

with volcanic phenomena than I an." 

the same day Herschel, evidently considering the phenomenon suf-

ficiently unusnal, informed the Sing (George III) Who was a keen astronomer 

that the crater was still very luminous and that he would himself go to 

Windsor Castle that evening to bring out and prepare th King's 10-foot teles-

cope if it should please his Majesty to have it done. Herschel still saw 

the lunar "volcanoes" in 1188 and by this tine others including Lalaude and 

Schrgter had become interested. Schrgter in his "Selenotopographische 

Fragmente" (J. H. 8chr4er, Cttingen, 1791) collected all comments that he 

could find, including several contemporary accounts in Carman and Hatch 

newspapers. Later accounts mention ftlicon as a site of the activity found 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



by Herschel. best Herschel himself only gives a position; in 1787 he mentions 

activity 3° 57" from the north limb of the moon.*  Lelande is also said to 

sa es 
The inclinatin of the ecliptic, and of the moon's orbit plane to the 

ecliptic cause the actual location of the north point on the moon to vary 

with time. in addition, /lbration causes changes in the distances of the 

lunar features from the limb. Thus, to identify the actual feature noted by 

Herschel, it would be necessary to calculate the exact libration and orient*• 

tion of the lunar disk on April 19. 1787. it has been recorded as probably 

Helicon by Schrgter, quoting, from the Gothaischen Zeitung of April 19, 1788 

which described observations in Gotha of probably the same phenomenon on 

April 10 of that year. 

have seen the lunar activity but in Hay 1788 he wrote to Herschel that "Ogre 

were astronomers in Paris who ware tempted to think that the mountain of 

Aristarehus, which is naturally very bright. might well return the light from 
ee,  

the earth so as to produce the luminous appearance." One may compere the 

Quoted from Herschel's Life and Work by 3. L. E. Dreyer, loc. cit. 

skeptical attitude of the Paris astronomers with the equally skeptical contest. 

porary attitude of the French Academy who, opposing the German physicist, 

Chladat's theory that meteorites were extraterrestrial in origin, refused to 

credit any reports of meteorite falls. finally one shower of stones fell 

in 1803 at MAigte, France, and was reported by uucontesteble witnesses. The 

identity of the doubting Parisian astronomers, is not known though islands 

mentiona that IL Monet bad observed the "volcanoes". Lalande himself seems 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



to have taken a good deal of intarest in the bservations bat to have dopted 

a neutral attitude. 

There are several points of intezostin the account given by Hersehel, 

abovou of his 1783 observations. The activity was o the dark side of the 

moon*  but the color mentioned, red, may be compared with that recorded f©r the 

Flagstaff observations of 1963 4:14-sehelt4. 

-40°Tate 

 

in::dt06 Also, Herschel has fortunately re- 

 

corded the testimony of an independent tuts ass onnMay 4, /783. The attiVity 

is each case seems to have 'continued with varying intensity over a period 

of weeke. in weighing the value of these early records, we Should note the 

feet that Hersehel considered his findings oho 	enongh difference from the 

morns?. appearance to be worthy of record on only a few occasions, also that 

his nT tes are clear and factnal, It hos been 	sted that he did not 

report on his 1783 observations publically beennse he had realized by 1787 

that he had beenmistaten. However as we have seen he ens still Writing 

about the Later anseiin 17S8, Ay this tine he ,Was already engaged in his 

most inportant work, observations of doable stare and work on the structure 

of the galaxy. Et may therefore be that 	had either lost interest in the 

earlier data from 1783 or felt that, as he stated in his letter to Magellan, 

there were so many subjects of greater consegnence in astronomy that he 

postponed giving an account of them to some other opportunity nhich never 

Other observations of activity in the Ariotarehos region with records 

of either red or white glowing spots are scattered thicngh the literature. 

Since the recent observations of apparent lunar activity at Plagotaff <see 

Sky and Tel., Dec. 1963 and Jan. 1%4) end thoop of Dray in the Crimea 

(Ware, ,Frame 9, 1963, p. 979) hove been generally accepted as records of 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



genuine activity on the moon, it is probably time to reassess some of the 

older records, which for one reason or another, have so often been written 

off as fantasy. 

Nany contemporary and later references to Iorschel's work are critical; 

comments and records of sometimes garbled contemporary accounts mey have con- 

tribmted to this attitude, since there's() little is 	record from Herschel 

himself. Also, the elder erschel had some theories about the moon which 

new read very curiously. AW .as convinced that a ltnar atmosphere of sensible 

density existed and believed that the masn was inhabited. In addition, he 

users ured the heights of lunar mountains and obtained values which were lower 

by a factor of 3 than those accepted now, illirefiggi-theecereststikrtdat- 

egicr-Cirieht 	 Ptizbe4041/atg-weleetfiteltditiet25-14-4eaturid- 

fttWthallat014$21,2*,c&as 	 It Is not 

surprising that as a lunar observer he has sometimes been regarded as un 

reliable. If however we distinguish between his lunar theories and his 

careful records of his actual observations, we may find much of value in the 

Latter, particularly in comparing then with the well-attested and, in some 

ways, Tate similar modern observations of lunar activity. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Reprinted from Annals of The New York Academy of Sciences 
Volume 123, Article 2, Pages 811-816 

July 15, 1965 

THE 1963 ARISTARCHUS EVENTS 

James C. Greenacre 

U. S. Air Force Aeronautical Chart and Information Center 
Lunar Observation Section 

Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Ariz. 

The U. S. Air Force's Aeronautical Chart and Information Center, St. 
Louis, Mo., known to many as ACIC, has maintained a Lunar Observation 
Section at Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff, Ariz., since September 1961. 

This section is responsible for making telescopic observations of the 
visible lunar disk for the purpose of compiling detailed topographic maps 
of the moon. It is well established that the human eye can resolve aproxi-
mately twice as much detail through a telescope as a photographic emulsion ; 
therefore, visual observations are used as a supplement to photography. 
Small details and characteristics of relief are annotated or recorded on 
photographs and later transferred to our lunar charts. 

The observations discussed in this paper were made with the well-known 
Lowell 24-inch, f/16, Clark refractor. This doublet refractor is corrected 
between 5,000 and 6,200 A in the visual region of the spectrum. During 
moments of very good seeing we have resolved small rilles or craters on 
the order of 200 meters in width or diameter. 

Four ACIC observers are stationed at Lowell, each being responsible 
for one quadrant of the visible half of the lunar sphere. Each observer 
has specific charts assigned to him which are a part of an over-all schedule. 
The charts are being compiled at a scale of 1:1,000,000 or 16 miles to the 
inch and are designated as Lunar Astronautical Charts {LAC's) 1, 2, 
3, etc. 

In December 1962 I was assigned LAC 39 which contains the controver-
sial crater Aristarchus and a portion of the Schroter's Valley. If it were 
possible to have cloudless skies every night, there would have been approxi-
mately 123 hours of first quarter observing and 43 hours of second quarter 
observing for the Aristarchus area. However, inclement weather and other 
duties reduced the observing time to about 80 hours of first quarter and 
28 hours of last quarter. These observing hours are based on terminators 
that would be favorable for relief study. 

For the most part the first 10 months of observations were of a routine 
nature. There were times of exceptional seeing when I was able to resolve 
a great deal of detail that could not be found on photographs. In addition, 
many feet of 35-mm. and 70-mm. motion picture film were taken. We have 
used this technique to capture those moments when the seeing was best, 
and in that we have been reasonably successful. 

In July of 1963, Edward Barr became associated with our mapping efforts 
and shortly after was assigned as an observer. Since I had already started 
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observations on LAC 39, Mr. Barr was assigned LAC 38 which adjoins 
LAC 39 on the west. The major features cut by these two charts are Schro-
ter's Valley and the crater Herodotus. Since we had common interests 
along the adjoining line of the two charts, we divided our observing time 
and kept both chart areas under observation, weather permitting. 

Observations continued with the usual pattern until the night of 29 
October 1963. I am sure everyone knows by this time that this was the 
night our observations for fine detail came to a standstill because of the 
astounding colors that appeared. 

At 6:50 P.M. MST (1:50 U. T. on October 30) I first noted a reddish-
orange color form over the dome-like structure on the southwest side of 
the Cobra Head. At the same time, I saw the same color appear on a small 
hill on the east side of Schroter's Valley. For the next two minutes these 
colors increased in intensity and had what I previously called a sparkle, 
particularly in the spot at the Cobra Head. Ed Barr was called and saw 
the color at the Cobra Head. He said he saw a dark orange color. I re-
moved the Wratten 15 yellow filter and the colors appeared bright in hue. 
Without the filter we agreed that the color was reddish orange. 

At 6 :55 I observed an elongated streak, pinkish in hue, along the south-
west interior rim of Aristarchus. No evidence of color could be seen 
anywhere else, on the inside or outside slopes of this crater. Barr con-
firmed this elongated streak and we observed it with and without a filter. 
There was a brighter pink cast without the filter. 

By 7 :00 the spots at the Cobra Head and the one to the east across 
Schroter's Valley had changed to a light ruby red, but they retained suffi-
cient density to hide the surface underneath. Barr's opinion of the color 
at this time was that it was somewhat denser than I described and that 
it still contained some reddish orange. 

Within the next five minutes the color began to fade. Using a proof 
copy of LAC 39, we outlined the areas they covered. The color near the 
Cobra Head and across the valley continued to fade so that by 7 :10 they 
could no longer be seen; yet, the elongated streaks of pink on the rim of 
Aristarchus remained visible for another five minutes. 

Shortly after these sightings were reported in Sky and Telescope we be-
gan to receive a considerable amount of correspondence. Some of the most 
frequent requests were for more information about the sparkle noted in 
the ruby red spots. It is possible the word was ill-chosen; therefore, I will 
attempt to redescribe this apparent activity. 

The reddish-orange spot near the Cobra Head was the most vivid and 
easily observed, probably because of its size. When I first noticed this 
spot, there appeared to be small, bright, white spots that had a flowing 
motion. The direction of flow was from the top of the prominence downward 
toward the west or the terminator. It was impossible to tell whether these 
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small light spots had their origin on the top of the structure or slightly 
down the west slope. As the color changed to ruby red the bright spots 
appeared somewhat more conspicuous. 

The small red spot observed on the east side of Schroter's Valley also 
had these small white spots, and they, too, had a downward flow motion, 
but they appeared to flow downward from a central point in a radial pattern. 

For sometime after these observations, I felt I had previously seen a 
very similar motion, and not long ago I discovered it was a large electric 
sign across the front of a supermarket in Flagstaff. The background of the 
sign is red and the blinking lights are white. The blinking is arranged in 
such a manner as to give a flowing motion so that the lights give the 
illusion of disappearing from the sign. The rate of flow appears to me 
about the same as we observed at the Cobra Head, and is about 10 per 
second. 

No photographs were taken of these phenomena even though the 24-inch 
refractor is equipped with a 70-mm. camera. The camera had been left 
out of focus from the previous night, and we were reluctant to give up 
the visual work as several minutes are required to focus. We felt sure 
of one thing: that we had observed some kind of lunar activity. If the 
atmosphere had been responsible for these colors, we feel that there would 
have been other points, particularly bright points, that would have had 
these colors. But this was not the case, as no evidence of any color could 
be found on this upland area or the vast area surrounding it. 

On the evening of 27 November 1963, Barr started observations at 5:00 
P.M. Again the task was to observe the Aristarchus region. At 5:30 he 
observed a pinkish color streak beginning to appear on the southwest 
exterior rim of Aristarchus. Within a minute or two, he noticed the color 
growing in intensity to a brighter pink or light red. 

Using the experience gained from our 29 October incident, Barr imme-
diately started to scan bright areas north and south of Aristarchus. As in 
October, he was unable to detect any other colored spots or areas with or 
without a filter. Having satisfied himself that another phenomenon might 
be taking place, he immediately placed phone calls to other ACIC observers. 

The first to arrive was Fred Dungan, one of our scientific illustrators. 
Mr. Dungan has had a good many hours of telescopic observing and is 
highly qualified in color determination. He is also very familiar with the 
Aristarchus plateau and its many features. He had no difficulty in seeing 
the color and agreed with Barr that it was pinkish red. At 5:45 they 
noticed a spot of color near the southern extremity of the pinkish red 
streak which was becoming more intense with a reddish-orange cast. This 
spot, some two or three miles in diameter, is a high point on the south 
rim of Aristarchus. The rest of the color remained a pinkish-red streak 
and extended some 12 miles northwest just along the upper exterior rim. 
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Soon after those first observations, I arrived and observed the pinkish 
streak and brighter reddish-orange spot. Barr and Dungan felt the in-
tensity of the colors at this time was the same as they had observed a few 
minutes earlier. Immediately following these observations, I called John 
Hall, Director of Lowell Observatory. Hall's residence is only a short dis-
tance from the 24-inch dome, so he was able to be at the telescope in less 
than five minutes. 

Hall had no trouble in seeing and verifying the colors, although he 
does little lunar observing. As a matter of personal satisfaction and a 
further check on his observing, Dr. Hall pinpointed the area on a photo-
graph and on a copy of LAC 39. The rest of us agreed on the position. 

Immediately following his observation Hall called Peter Boyce at the 
Perkins 69-inch reflector southeast of Flagstaff. Boyce was given a quick 
resume of the observations taking place at Lowell and was asked by Hall 
to observe the Aristarchus area. Fortunately "seeing" conditions were 
good at the Perkins Observatory and confirmation of the color phenomenon 
was made by Boyce within the next half hour. 

The over-all length of the color streak was about 12 miles, while the one 
we observed in October was about 11 miles. The width was estimated to av- 
erage 1.5 miles which was the same estimate for the October observation. 

With the 70-mm. Hulcher camera we started taking black and white 
pictures on Panotomic X film. Two bursts at slow cine speeds of five frames 
per second were made intermixed with short time exposures of one-half 
and one second. Visual monitoring indicated that the color had not lost 
intensity while the first two bursts were being made. 

The second burst was completed at 6:09, at which time visual observa-
tions were continued. Hall and Fred Dungan were the first to share the 
eyepiece. Shortly after 6 :09 they detected a small reddish-orange spot on 
a hill on the east side of Schroter's Valley. Barr and I were unable to make 
positive identification of this small color spot; however, Dungan located 
the spot on LAC 39, and it proved to be very close to a small spot we had 
observed in October. 

It was evident by 6:15 that the color was subsiding in intensity. Another 
burst of cine and time photography was taken at 6 :23. Although we esti- 
mated the color intensity had dropped from 30 to 50 per cent, visual obser-
vations were continued until 6:39 when it became evident to all four 
observers that the color was rapidly fading. 

The reddish-orange spot at the southern limit had changed to pink, and 
the remaining streak was much fainter. We took another burst of photog- 
raphy after which visual inspection indicated there was little or no color 
remaining. We continued sharing the eyepiece until 6 :45 when all agreed 
there was no trace of color left. Additional cine and time photography was 
taken at this time and intermittently until 9:10. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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All of the film taken was developed on 28 November 1963. Time and 
temperatures were carefully controlled. Later prints were made using 
the same exposure and developing times for all frames printed. A careful 
study of the film and prints indicated that the phenomenon had not been 
recorded on film. Several sets of densitometer tracings were made, but 
they failed to produce conclusive evidence of what we had seen in the eye-
piece of the 24-inch refractor. 

On June 4 and 5, 1964, nearly identical lunar conditions will exist as 
existed on 29 October 1963. In particular the libration at this time will 
again be favorable to an observer for this portion of the disk. 

Recently we have become interested in Jack Green's theory concerning 
the effect of earth tides on the lunar crust. In part, Green's theory states : 
"An analysis of the observed disturbances on the moon tends to indicate 
that they occur during periods of maximum changes in the moon's orbit. 
Earth tides may cause the lunar crust to flex to a greater degree at these 
times, promoting volcanic activity. During apogee, within this general 
time period of maximum orbital change, fractures would be more closely 
spaced, and fluids would theoretically be forced closer to the surface."* 

We have noted with keen interest that perigee occurred on 2 November, 
and our observations were on 29 October. In November, perigee occurred 
on the 30th, and our observations were on the 27th. 

Should events again occur similar to those of October and November 
1963, we will be better prepared for visual observation. We now have in 
operation another telescope, a 20-inch, f/16, apochromatic triplet refractor. 
We have direct communication between our two telescopes and both are 
now capable of high resolution photography in color. 

It is our belief that the observations we made in October and November 
of 1963 indicate some kind of activity on the lunar surface. Many authori-
ties have communicated with us and expressed these sentiments. 

It is possible that events of this nature will be difficult to observe with 
small aperture telescopes, since we were unable to see them with our 12-
inch refractor. Amateurs, however, should not be discouraged in continu-
ing their observations, as some of their fine instruments may have the 
required capabilities. The limited number of large telescopes available 
to lunar observers means that only areas most suspected of activity can be 
kept under surveillance. Thus, it may be that phenomena such as we wit-
nessed in Flagstaff may go unnoticed should it occur in some area not 
under observation with large aperture telescopes. 

*GREEN, J. 1963. Some lunar resources. In Proc. Lunar and Planetary Ex-
ploration Colloq. North American Aviation Space and Information Systems Div. 
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Discussion of the Paper 
G. J. H. MCCALL (University of West Australia, Nedlands, Australia): 

A questioner suggested that the Aristarchus color changes have a distri-
bution compatible with fracture line volcanism (from a ring feeder and 
dispersed foci) associated with a caldera such as Kuse of the Olso graben. 
He questioned whether such late minor renewals of volcanism do occur in 
terrestrial caldera complexes. The Kenya calderas (of the central Rift 
Valley) do show just such an effect — much renewal of activity from frac-
ture line conduits long after the main phases of eruption preceding and 
associated with caldera formation. The discussion brought out the fact 
that the distribution suggests postcaldera volcanism on a minor scale, but 
that the idea of eruption of lava on any scale is unsatisfactory. Could not 
this be better likened to the glowing in a chimney when a fire is stirred up? 
Only gas is emitted in this case, and I suggest that the Aristarchus event 
reflects the emission of hot gas from a subjacent glowing mass, or else the 
hot gas itself has caused the rock in the conduit to glow red. Either could 
fit my own hypothesis presented in this monograph. 

P. MooRE (Sussex, England): Relative to Mr. Greenacre's reference to 
a small cleft near the red spot in the Cobra Head area, not seen by him 
before the October 29 phenomenon. I am confident that this cleft is not 
new. It is very delicate, but in 1953 I recorded it, using the 33-inch re-
fractor at Meudon Observatory, and I have also seen it since. 

I would like to ask Mr. Greenacre what he considers to be the minimum 
telescopic aperture which would have shown the red patches. (Mr. Green-
acre estimated 20 inches for a refractor, 16 inches for a reflector.) 

1 
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June 22, 1964 

Mr. Robert S. Patton 
National Geographic Society 
Sixteenth and M Streets 
Washington 6, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Patton: 

Last week you showed us a Kodachrome II 35mm transparency 
made by an amateur astronomer. He had photographed the moon and the 
transparency showed a red spot not far from the areas currently being 
investigated by professional photographers desiring to obtain a color 
photograph of the reported lunar volcanic activity. The transparency 
was analyzed in our Micro Service Laboratory and it is their belief 
that the red spot is due to a contaminant in or underneath the cyan 
dye layer. The defect was one that we have recognized previously 
in Kodachrome II Film. The defect was a problem that seemed to 
reach its peak around January 1961 and since that time only a very 
few contamination spots have been called to our attention. 

We were very sorry to have to report this cause for the 
red marking on the slide. We realize how exciting the prospect ,  
must have been of having recorded a phenomenon of such scientific 
interest at the present time. We would be glad to replace the 
photographer's film and we hope he will accept our apology. We 
too are sorry that his photograph did not supply the required 
confirmation of the visual sighting. Please let us know if we can 
be of any further assistance. 

Yours very truly, 

,...--,,,-V....," 

HCColton:JEF 
	

Manager, Professional Photographic 
Products Information Section 
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26 June 1964 
Gilbert T. Schmidlin9. 
600 'Jest 174th Street 

New York, 33, N.Y. 

Dr. Wm. Cannell. 
Chief of Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Cannell, 

I thank you for your interest in our sishtins of the red spot near 
Herodotus, as conveyed oy Mr. Henry Cooper. J have enclosed four qraw-
ines, one by each of us. You will note that two of us saw an additional 
spot, unconfirmed by each other, or by tae rest of us. The spot in the 
sunlight just before the shadow of Herodotus was independently observed 
and corroborated by all of us. The first to see it stated so, but did 
not say where, and made his drawing without our seeine it. L7e all did 
the same thins and compnie,1  drnwines later. Therefore, the four obser-
vations were only independent only as far as the poition of the spot 
is concerned, because each man announced that he had seen it. I was 
the last to look and I did not acknowledse nor see it until the third 
tire around. 	le save our puest, 'Sr. Cooper, the first opportunity to 
look. He had never looked throupn a telescope before. I handed my son 
David the Sky and Uelescope Lick Photosraphy of the area and he directed 
Cooper how to find it in the telescope first at low nower than at 256X 
with an orthosconic 1/4" eyepiece. The sequence of events PS reported 
in the "Eyepiece" (which will be sent you this week) is accurate, not 
the mashzine or newspaper reports which appear selective or imasinative. 

I think no purpose could be served by merely copyinp the "Fyeniece" 
report here, but r would like to fill in a few details. The "Eyeniece 
report explains ho,,,  'ir. Cooner of the New Yorker (issue of June 20) 
happened to be involved. A definite search was planned by myself and 
son after Mr. Rizzo called me a month earlier. Tie knows of my interest 
in fluorescence of the moon--the lecture had been planned for several 
months. Ar. Rizzo said the conditions would he the same as in the last 
Lowell observation on the morning of June 6, but I nnw believe Lowell 
said June 5, and I probably misunderstood Rizzo. I fic'ured that since 
it WAS seen by accident in n 24" mirror, it could be seen on purpose in 
a good 8", providins it was there of course. T. believe that in small 
telescopes the contrast ratio obtainable is more important than the size 
of mirror when subtle difference of color, or light and shade are being 
examined or compared with physical features And sharp shadows. I doubt 
if this could have been observed in an 8" of low F number, or poor surface. 

Accuracy: there was no time for accurate drawings of the area 
because time was shared by alp of us and T asked the others to draw no 
more than they had seen. My judpement at the time was that it was far 

• 
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more important to get corroboration of the sighting and accurate pin-
pointing of the spot with reference to the appearance of the area at the 
moment than to make accurate drawings of the surroundings. We did not 
know of course how long it would last. I realize there are several limbs 
almost connecting Aristarchus and Herodotus, but the shadow was hard up 
against Herodotus as shown in the drawings, and T could not see which limb 
was nearest due to the width and blackness of the shadow. Therefore, T 
feel it wrong to identify the spot as'an accurate man at the present time. 

T conclude therefore that the drawings are only accurate with respect 
to the location of the bearing shadow, but not with respect to any partic-
ular ridge or other limb except that the spot was right up against the 
edge of the crater Herodotus. 

Since the spot was in the stmlight at the edge of the shadow, it is 
possible the shadow was covering an area that was previously red, i.e. 
the spot may have been larger earlier or the day before. Tf luminescence 
is the cause, then the spot wns fluorescent (not phosphorescent) whici 
becomes lighter at elevated temperatures, and extinguished or became bluish 
at reduced temperatures in the shadow. 	Fluorescent surfaces do not 4.--,1low 
Lambert's law, and if the far side of the ridge was fluorescent the iflron-
sity would increase at the rrayin- angle when terpernture excitation ii 
just right. I believe the spot is due to fluorescence. If there cv r 
were any brightly fluorescent areas on the moon, similar to those fourd 
in widely separated areas on earth (as in Franklin, 	J. for example) 
they would be composed of almost iron free rock, almost pure compounds 
except for bearing metal impurities of the order of several thousandths 
of one per cent, and such materials would have had their active centers 
destroyed by light a long time ago. However, the intermittent observa.. 
tion of color over the past hundred years, is explainable by reversible 
chemical actions in fluorescent inorganic materials. The moon is, of 
course, the recipient of all the radiations, emitted by an atomic fire, 
both particles and waves, and the proportions of these must vary enormously 
with variations in sunspot activity. The emission is usually quenched by 
wave lengths longer than the emitted light. The changes in color are con-
sistent with fluorescent theory, individual hands are excited at different 
temperatures. 

The second half of my talk on fluorescence of the moon will be riven 
July 10th at the Planetarium. Fluorescent materials will be subjected 
to lunar temperatures with liquid nitrogen .mad heat lamp durin!,7 various 
forms of excitation, and it will be shown why fluorescence of the moon is 
elusive and difficult to measure. I noologize for so long n letter and 
hone you can read my writim7. 

Very truly yours, 

Gilbert T. Schmidlinp. 

P. S. Although there are many much better books and articles on 
fluorescence, I humbly refer you to my classification of fluorescent 
materials by type and excitation, found in "Protective and Decorative 
Coatings,",Joseph Mattrells, Editor, Vol. 3, John Wiley & Sons, 1943, 
PP 665-711. 
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Glen L. St.Clair 
Aristarchue and Herodotus with 
apparent red areas indicated. 
Nada Observatory 
8" Reflector f.8 
256X 
S—Good 
T-Fair(mist) 
UT 0833 
6/6/64 

After only a few minutes of studying this area I noticed a pale 
red(rust-orange) coloration an the werik*aide of the ridgebetween 
Aristarchue and Herodotus bordering the ridge and shadow cast by 
Crater rim. 
*south 

Glen I. St.Clair 
Sada Observatory 
8" Reflector f.8 
2561 	 kr„,) 
S-Good 	 Arca 
T-Good 	 IA 
UT 0905 
6/6/64 

Approximately 30 minutes after first observation I again viewed this 
area finding arealA as prominent as)before.After studying the area to 
some extent I find another colarationosimilar to area lA but considerably 
less premimentothich is indicated as Area 2A. This is not to say lk was 
an easy Object.as it was only noticed first through averted vision but 
became more notiseable as the moon rose higher in the sky 
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Lunar Color Phenemene 

r. Gilbert T. :;chmidling 
690 ';4est 174th Street 
New York 33, New York 

Dear Mr. Schmidling, 

Thahk you very ouch for your detailed report on the Observettees of 
your group the morning of June 6. I must apologize for not answering 
sooner, but we diet want to consider the observetions thoroughly and 
discuss them with all who might have been in a position to verify them. 
It is our opinion that you did certainly observe the same kind of color 
phenomena that was observed here at',Lowell in October and November 1963. 

Your theory of fluorescence is certainly quite plausible, and I 
thank you for the detailed description of the reasoning. As of now, 
we are quite hesitent to theorize on the phenomena. We feel that if 
it has a periodicity as your observation seems to indicate, the best 
approach will be to instrument our telescopes for better analysis of the 
activity the next time it occurs. 

I would like to suggest that you send your report on your observa-
tions to Sky and Telescope, who I sass sure would be more than glad to 
publish it, and thereby make it known to the people in the astronomical 
community. 

Thanks agein Der your letter and congratulations on your observation. 
I es returning your original drawings, which I am sure you would not 
want to lose. I did, however, make copies of them which I hope you 
wen't mind. 

Sincerely yours, 

WILLIAM D. CANNELL, Chief 
Lunar Observetion Seation 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Attcht Original drawings (4) 

iW 0 Cannell 	 23 July 1964 
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Lunar Color Phenomena 

Mr. Robert Gannon 
647 Hudson Street 
New York 14, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Gannon, 

I am afraid that we are not able to help you in predicting a 
reappearance of red spots. We were unable to see any color phenomena 
during the predicted period of 4 and 5 June, and therefore no further 
such predictions will be made. 

We are sorry we cannot do better than that, and we hope this won't 
destroy your contemplated story. 

Sincerely yours, 

WILLIAM D. CANNELL, Chief 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Columbia City, Indiana 46725 
October 2, 1964 

Mr. William Cannell 
The Aeronautical Chart and Information Center 
Lowell OLservatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Cannell: 

In correspondance with Mr. John S. Hall concerning work at 
the Lowell Observatory he informed that you may have a new position 
in photographic work opening up in a few months. I am interested 
in participating in the lunar mapping program in this or any other 
position that I may qualify for and would like to know more about 
the program. 

I have a D.S. degree in physics from Manchester ,College but 
my main interest is in astronomy. I served as lab assistant for 
a descriptive astronomy course and later took a course in theoretical 
astronomy. Prior to that I studied astronomy on my own and built 
an eight inch reflector. 

Yours sincerely, 

Wayne E. Clark 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



5 November 1964 Wm. D. Cannell 

Employment 

Mr. Wayne E. Clark 
R.P„2 
Columbia City, Indiana 
46725 

Dear Mr. Clark: 

It has been some time since your letter came to my attention, and I must 
apoloize for the long delay in answering. 

Openin2s for new positions here in our office have been quite uncertain. 
The photographer position was filled but has now been vacated. Also, we 
are now quite certain that two new positions will be opening in our 
lunar mapping program. 

The rhotographers job requires considerable experience and knowledge. 
The two new positions opening up will be that of observers who will do 
visual work on the moon with the two refracting telescopes here at 
Lowell Observatory. 

I woull like very much to :ive you all the details regarding the lunar 
mappin •• proc-xam for which your back-round looks quite suited;  however, 
I think it best that you re-affirm your interest in employment here, 
and give as many pertinent details as you can about your academic 
training and yourself. 

It will be perhaps two months, yet, before the observers jobs will be 
filled. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



R. R. 2 
Columbia City, Indiana 46725 
November 10, 1964 

William D. Cannell, Chief 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Cannell: 

I have received your long awaited letter. Yes, I am still much 
interested in employment there. 

As for the pertinent details about myself and my training I should 
start out by saying that I am a 1964 graduate of Manchester College 
with a B.S. degree in physics. The physics courses were as follows: 
general physics, electricity and magnetism, electronics, atomic and 
nuclear physics, heat, theoretical mechanics, and optics. The 
grades for 2/3 of the courses were C with the exception of the 
second term of theo. mech. The other 1/3 were B's. The physics 
course that I enjoyed most was optics. 

The math courses that I took were: Unified freshman math which 
covered set theory, graphing, trigonometry,and calculus;, calculus, 
solid analytical geometry, theory of equations, differential equations, 
and advanced calculus. 

As for astronomy I was, last fall, the lab assistant for a descriptive 
course. The lab consisted almost entirely of finding dates, times, 
and positions of the sun, moon, and stars on the celestial sphere. 
I learned much in conducting. the labs, probably more than the 
students did. 

The only astronomy course that I have taken was the one in theoretical 
astronomy last spring. I did quite well in that course, making 
an A without much difficulty even though three of the other four 
members of the class were in the top 10% of their classes. The 
Paper I did for the course was a study of the sun's influence on 
the apogee of the moon. 

y interest in astronomy began when I was in the fifth grade. Why 
I got interested in it I have never been able to.  answer. Much of 
my astronomical knowledge came from Sky and Telescope. A number 
of years ago I built an eight inch reflector. I haven't been able 
to use it much over the past four years because of college. 
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like too observe the moon except, that it is discouraging as seeing 
conditions are generally poor. I can see more detail on small sale 
photographs. I like to work with optical instruments and enjoy looking 
through telescopes. 

I am much interested in studying the terrain of the moon's surface. 
I once drew a cross—section of Copernicus and surrounding craters 
using the contours on section of the Air Force Atlas published in Sky 
and Telescppe. 

I also have an interest in electronics and have an amateur radio license. 

In the area of public speaking I have made several presentations 
before physics club, astronomy class, and am at present a Sunday 
School teacher. 

I have been planning to do a semester's work in astronomy at Indiana 
University, but even though you haven't given me any details of the 
work there I believe I could unhesitatingly-say- that I would_favor 
employment there. I will be expecting to get the details of the 
lunar mapping program soon. 

Yours sincerely, 

Wayne E. Clark 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



P,.n. 2 
Columbia City, Indiana 46725 
December 1, 1964 

William D. Cannon, Chief 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Cannell: 

In my letter to you in early Lovember I gave you information about 
my academic training and myself, but I didn't include some 
information that you probably would like to know. 

I am single and 22 years old, my birth date being March 19, 1942. 
My hei,7-111,-  is 5 ft. 9',-in. and weight 165 lbs. 	The telephone number 
is Laud 396-2770 area code 219. 

I would anpreciate hearing from as soon as possible for if you don't 
grant me the observer's - position 1 plan to attend Indiana University 
the second semester. The deadline for breaking the housing contract 
is January 1,so I would like to have a good idea what my status 
with you is by that date. 

Yours sincerely, 

• • 	/ 	 r 
71: 	(' 	L. ^ • 	; 

Wayne E. Clark 
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Wm. D. 	 8 December 1964 

Employment 

Wayne E. Clark 
R. R.2 
Columbia City, Indiana 
46725 

Dear Mr. Clark: 

We appreciate your interest in working on the ACIC lunar mapping 
program. I am sorry that I must inform you that the position requires 
more experience than you have. 

Best of luck in your academic work at Indiana University. 

Sincerely yours, 

WILLIAM D. CANNELL, Chief 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

V 
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3310 Montclair Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44109 
August 9, 1965 

Mr. James Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Center 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Greenacre: 

I herewith wish to express words of appreciation to you 
for sending me information regarding your talk before the 

New York Academy of Sciences sometime during May, 1964. 

I have tonight written a letter to the New York Academy 

of Sciences inquiring if a tape recording was made regarding 

your talk before their organization sometime during May, 1964. 

Yours sincerely, 

(--2:--h 
,Sthit-CCVD 
is Tdmr-”or 
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J. C. Greenacre 	 14 September 1965 

Argus Progress Report 

Dr. G.A. Guter 
Von Karmen Center 
Aerojet-General Corporation 
Dept. 3151, Bldg. 175 
Azusa, California 

Dear Dr. Cuter: 

I am very interested in the Argus Progress Report No. 7-18-65. 

Can you tell me if the prediction for possible lunar activity was based 
on the fact that this was a time of maximum orbital change? Also, do 
you know whether or not the observers who reported a star--like image 
in Aristarchus did so independently or if they were in direct communica-
tion through Astronet during their observing time? 

I am preparing a short talk to be given in Seattle in October and this 
information would be most helpful. 

Sincerely, 

JAMES C. GRLENACRE, Cartographer 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 
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Dynamics of Interstellar Clouds and 

Menai 

Formation ef Stars L. Spitzer 

2.  Diffuse Nebulae Hugh Johnson 

3.  Dark Nebulae Beverly £ynds 

4.  Flare Stars- and Their Connection with 
Dark and Bright Nebulae G. !faro 

5.  Interstellar Extinction Harold Johnson 

6.  Tnterstellar Grains 63. Mayo Greenberg 

7.  Interstellar Absorption Lines Guido Munch 

8.  Atomic Structure:  etc. S. Czyzak 

9.  Planetary Nebulae L. H. Mier, 
Lill er 

10.  Radio Emission and Absorption by the 
Interstellar Gas F. J. Kerr 

11.  Nonthermal Galactic Radio Sovrces R. Minkowski 

12.  Synchrotron Radiation R. Bless 

13.  Discrete X-Ray Sources IL Friedman 
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15.  Evidence for Gaactic Magnetic Fields Leverett Davis, 
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16.  Primordial stellar Evolution 11. Upton 
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J.C. Greenacre 	 24 November 1965 

Miss Barbara M. Middlehurst 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 

Dear Barbara, 

Sorry I am tardy in answering your letter of 15 November. 

Following are the U.T. times for observations mentioned in my paper. 

OBSERVOR 

William H. Fisher 
Genatt & Reid 
Lyle Johnson 
Emanuel, et al 
Emanuel, et al 
Emanuel, et al 
Whittier College Group 

PLACE  

Colfox, Calif. 01:40 
Goddard SFC, Md. 04:00 
Port Tobacco, Md. 05:18 
San Gabriel, Calif. 04:20 
San Gabriel, Calif. 04:25 
San Gabriel, Calif. 03:53 
Whittier, Calif. 08:52 

UT 

to 02:20 
to 05:00 
to 05:45 
to 04:50 
to 04;34 
to 05:29 
to 09:01 

DATE 

27 Nov. 1963 
25 Aug. 1964 
27 Aug. 1964 
2 Jul. 1965 
3 Jul. 1965 
4 Jul. 1965 

88 Jul. 1965 

No new sightings have come to my attention since those of last July. If 
I hear of anything, I will be happy to send you the information. 

Sincerely, 

JAMES C. GREENACRE 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY 

November 26, 1965 

Mr. J. C. Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

Thank you for the data in your letter of. November 24th. 

I am going to send both you and Bill Cannell a copy of the 
revised version of our paper. I expect this to be given in 
Colorado Springs at a meeting of the Working Group for Extraterres-
trial Resources which is a mixed group of NASA and other astronomi-
cal workers. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Barbara. M. Middiehurst 

BMM/bf 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY 

December 3, 1965 

Mr. J. C. Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

I thought you might be interested in the enclosed which has 
been copied from data sent by Mr. Patrick Moore. I had Doherty's 
date, but it is nice to get details of his observations and partic-
ularly the time. 

Many thanks for your letter. 

Developments are continuing in the analysis of the lunar 
events. Calculation of the mean apogee and perigee was not enough 
since a glance at the Almanac shows that perigee is strongly affected 
by periodic terms and the perigee dates are far from uniform. How-
ever, Dr. Duncombe, Director of the Nautical Almanac Office, is now 
going to provide us with data from the program which is used for 
the perigee and apogee dates in the Almanac to give us more accurate 
dates for all the early times. This is of great help and will make 
all the difference. 

I am still adding fairly steadily to the list of dates. 

Best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Barbara M. Middlehurst 

BMM/bf 

Enclosure 
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Director. 4 St Mark's Place 
The Mall. Armagh. 
1.T4,1reland. Arma7h 3232 ,  

Secretary 5 Rosedale Rd 
Stoneleigh, 
Surry. Ewell 4818  

L,UNA„t-i 	 Ylih;NOMEOM: REPORT FORM 

Personal Data 

Name- 
Bernard.T.Doherty 

Address 

 

45 Cliff. street, Tettlebank, Smallthorne, 
-0-T 

    

Lunar Observing Experience (cheak'one) under 1 yr 15 yrs over 5 yrs 1 

Observational Data 
29th & 30th 

U.T. Date Dec  	U.T. Time 22r00 to 03-00 
X110. X200. 

Telescepe; Aperture 	Type Reflector Magni:C'._w  X274.  Filters  None 
Atmospere: S (0-10) T CLimiting visual Magnitude  S- 	Wind Calm 

Lunar Data 
Colongitude 81°.6 E Approximate Altitude of Moon 	

570 

Confirmation of LTP Observation (Please Explain) 

At your site DurDle-rque oatch Elsewhere ;;ado several attemts  to  
seen in and around Aristarchus 	contact other observers and 

by self aaso confirmed  by P.B.Dohorty observatories With no  bUCCOSS* 
iL0 F.12e es ;1,1L9(',C0 	 0,11.0.1-bers 

LTP Data 	 Xi = -725 	 Eta = 4-390 
Selenographic Position (IAU) R.A. 	 Dec 
Name of formation and position within or around  Aristarchus7aostly within) 
Duration of Phenomenom 	Five hours 
Brightness Variations 	None 
Shape Variations 	 Slone 
Colour Variations 	Gradual fadlnp;  

Description (continue on back or on attached sheets if necessary. 
Colour was bric? Q and attached line drawing .gives exact location 

Above forms can be obtained from the secretary. 

In Ink 	 See over:- 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Continued:- Tried several eyepieces of varied powers, also observed 
other briht areas but colour was confined to Aristarchus. 
Drawing; was made at 00-20 Hrs.U.T. (30th Dec. 1.963. 

••••••...•••••-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,•••••••••,.............. 

AREA oF COL4UR = Pi/RP4 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY 

March 28, 1966 

Mr. J. C. Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

Thank you very much for taking care of my letter to Jack 
Green which had gone astray. 	This is the second or third such case 
recently, not only from here, that I know of. Since you did. not 
send me his new address, I suspect that our address was quite right 
and that there was an error somewhere at the other end. 

I was most grateful for Dr. Bartlett's new records on Plato, 
also with his remark that something new seems to be happening in 
Aristarchus. Something new is also happening in the pattern of the 
events since 1964 which I don't quite understand. There are really 
not very many of them yet so the statistics are not particularly 
significant, but certainly no pattern like that shown by the earlier 
ones has emerged. This could be due to the effect of the Moonblink 
and. Astronet programs or it might be really due to some development 
on the moon. We shall just have to wait and see. 

I am giving a paper in Washington at the A.G.U. meeting on 
April 21st. Would it be possible for youto send me Xerox copies of 
Dr. Bartlett's records if this would not be too long a job? I shall 
be away for two months after this and will probably miss you when 
you come next to Tucson. However, do come along to the office to 
make sure as I shall always be very glad to see anybody from A.C.I.C. 
Flagstaff. 

Sincerely yours, 

Barbara M. Middlehurst 

BNINVbf 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY 

June 13, 1966 

Mr. J. C. Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

The Lunar Division of the British Astronomical Association 
has now been well organized through Patrick Moore to watch for 
lunar events in a systematic way. I gave them a talk when I was 
in London and there was an enthusiastic response. When I arrived 
in Armagh on May 2nd, Patrick met me with the news that a well-
observed and extensive series of events in and around Gassendi 
had been observed by a number of people on April 30 and May 1, 
which was just at perigee. Peter Sartory very kindly gave me a 
pictoral record of this event with details on an ACIC chart. 

This gave me the idea that I might get in touch with you 
and inquire if it would be possible to get some maps sent to the 
B.A.A. for just this kind of use. I told Peter I would ask you 
if there was any possible way for me to get overruns or obtain 
them in any other way to be sent either to Peter or to Patrick for 
the use of the lunar observers. 

It is possible, though not very probable, that Patrick may 
visit here in the near future and if he does come, I will let you 
know. He sends his very best regards and talked a lot about you 
and your family. He said he had had a really nice time with you 
in Flagstaff when he had been here before. 

I hope to get up to Flagstaff or at least call you in the 
near future. You will be pleased to hear that I have a small grant 
from the N.S.F. to cover further work on lunar events and the 
possibility exists of increasing it next year. 

With best wishes to Bill and everyone, 

Sincerely yours, 

Barbara M. Middlehurst 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



LUNAR AND PLANETARY LALORATORY 

The University of Arizona 

Tucson, Arizona 85719 

March 29, 1967 

0 
Mr. James Greenacre 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

Thank you for returning the post card sent out with my letter of 
February 2, 1967 I am glad to know of your interest in the project and 
hope that when it is in a more organized state you or some of your col-
leagues at your institution will be able to take part. The prospects for 
an elegant communication system appear good. I will not say more at 
present, but as scon as more definite information is available, I will 
get in touch with you again. 

I have had a favorable response from astronomers at a number of 
institutions and if the majority of these institutions cooperate, we shall 
have a good global coverage and a good variety of instruments with which 
to obtain records. It appears essential for better records to be obtained 
if we are to improve our knowledge of what is going on during a lunar 
transient event. The phenomena are elusive and we shall all benefit if we 
can get some advance warning from another station. 

It now appears that better predictions can be made of times of. high 
probability for the occurrence of an event at different locations. Since 
unpredictable factors seem to be involved also, we shall never be entirely 
sure, but le can improve our chances of observation and cut down on 
dreary waling time also. 

Sincerely yours, 

Barbara FL,  Micidiehast 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



THU, UNTV2RSITY OF ARIZONA 

Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 

Tucson, Arizona 85719 

May 269  1967 

Mr. James Greenacre 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

I am compiling a list of observatories and groups likely 
to cooperate in observing the moon in the hope of recording 
lunar phenomena. It would be useful to have on record (1) •-ee 

(2) telescopes -eit 
ate now available or that are planned) and may be used in  .", JII 
a program, and (3) auxiliary instruments. Would you please 
send me •fhis information if you wish to make use of any commeni-
cation system we may be able to set up. 

Spectra are of prime importance and good spectra are 
greatly to be desired, but other kinds of observations can pro 
vide much information also. 

The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory has indicated 
interest in cooperating in this program of lunar observations 
and has agreed to allow us 'the use of their satellite tracking 
communication network at cost provided that the project is 
properly funded. It will be necessary to get permission also 
for the use of associated networks for maximum efficiency. 

Thirty observatories and groups, seventeen of these in 
the United States and the rest well distributed in longitude, 
have so far indicated interest in cooperating in the observa-
tions of lunarrhenomena. This number is far more than was 
expected but it is hoped that two or three more may still be 
added. If a communications bureau can be set up, we shall have 
an excellent opportunity to make full use of alerts from any 
one group As evidence is accumulating that activity may 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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continue over one or more days (though intermittently) and as 
the Smithsonian communications take a few minutes only between 
stations, we should be able to greatly increase our chances of 
successful observationsQ  I am now looking into the possibilities 
for sonic. financial support for such a bureau as p  although costs 
are likely to be quite small fl it will be necessary to have uuf-
ficient operating funds. 

It is hoped that at the International Astronomical  UnJ.on 
General Assembly in Prague we will be able to hold an informal 
meeting in order to discuss matters of common interet in connec-
tion with the observation of lunar phenomena. 

Sincerely yours 

44.1-vt.„„ 44i4teta.4.4..4 
Barbara M. Middlehurst 

ISMI/Vbf 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



December 30, 1965 

Nr. Jay L. Inge 
Apt. 4 
535 S. Nanhattau Pl. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Dear Hr. Inge: 

We have indirectly received word today from ACIC in St. Louis 
stating that we will be asked to hire an additional scientific 
illustrator for their work here at the Lowell Observatory. Accord-
ing to this ieformation the positiou can be filled on February 1, 
1966. 

Pending receipt of a formal notification of the increase in 
our contract mentioned above, we are pleased to offer you this posi-
tion as scientific illustrator at a starting salary of $7000. per 
year plus $200 for eoving Ok.OU008. 

This appointment would be for the remainder of the 1966 fiscal 
year. So one at Lowell has permanent tenure, however, there is good 
reason to believe that the ACIC facility will be here for several years 
and therefore appoiatoents should continue for much mare tIan the five 
months remaining in fiscal 1966. 

You would be expected to work 40 hours per weak and would be 
entitled to a two weak vacation per year with pay. We have no rules 
about sick leave, each case would be judged by its merits. No employ-
ee has, witiau tae last seven years lost any of his or her salary be-
cause of Illness. 

We shall look. forward to the possibility of seeing you hare 
around the first of February. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. hall 
Director 

JWitje 

ccs d.  D. Camel' 
R. L. Putnam 
h. L. (axles 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



535 So. Manhatten Pl. 

Los Angeles 5, Calif. 

January 10, 1966 

Dr. John S. Hall 

Lowell Observatory 

Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dr. Hall; 

Please excuse my delinquence in replying to your most 
welcome letter. I am sure you realize the somewhat frantic 

activities rreliminary to moving are mostly a result of in-

experience. There is now present here, a vast disorganization. 

I am, of course, quite excited about the prospect of 

working in this project. I am happy that my abilities are 

required. Excluding new or peculiar wrinkles in the present 

situation, I will be pleased to accept and begin work on 
Feb. 1, 1966. 

If you feel that any important matters are pressing, 

my wife and I will be in Flagstaff on Jan. 15 and 16, search-

ing for an apartment. Perhaps a note with Kent DeGroff could 
be given to me. 

Again, thank you for your acceptance. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ilia; L. Inge 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



January 13, 1966 

Mr. Jay L. Inge 
535  So. Manhatten Pl. 
Los Angeles 5, California 

Dear Mr. Inge: 

We  have received your letter of January  10  and I hope 
that you will drop in and see us when you are here, searching 
for an apartment. 

I  hope that by that time  I  will have received official 
word from St. Louis, requesting us to hire another illustrator. 
There is no doubt in my mind that we will soon receive this 
official confirmation. 

We will look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:bb 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



January 29, 1969 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

Mr. Jay Inge assumed his position as scientific illustrator at 
the Lowell Observatory on February 1, 1966. Since that time he has 
devoted his full attention to lunar mapping, a program which has been 
carried out under contract with the Lowell Observatory by the Aeronaut-
ical Chart and Information Center of the U. S. Air Force in St. Louis. 
The facility here has been the primary lunar mapping activity in the 
U. S. and its maps have been extensively used by NASA in its lunar 
projects. 

Mr. Inge has developed into a very competent illustrator. He has 
unusual ability with a fine line airbrush. 

During the past seven years we have employed at one time or another 
ten scientific illustrators. Among these, we would place Mr. Inge at 
the top. 

He has had the responsibility of training and supervising other 
illustrators, but at the same time has managed to carry his full share 
of the mapping performed by the group. Inge has been largely responsible 
for the development of new techniques which are presently used in lunar 
mapping both here and elsewhere. 

As an individual he has shown himself to be cooperative with others, 
willing to do additional work as required, and conscientious about his 
working hours. 

Aside from his skill as a scientific illustrator, Mr. Inge has from 
time to time made three-dimensional shaded drawings of scientific equip-
ment designed and used by astronomers at the Lowell Observatory. In every 
case, his work has been of the highest quality. 

The Air Force has decided to move its lunar mapping operations from 
Flagstaff to St. Louis. In doing so, it has assured Mr. Inge that he 
would be welcomed as an employee in St. Louis. His loss to the Observa-
tory will be regretted by all of those who have at one time or another 
been associated with him. 

Very truly yours, 

John S. Hall 
Director 

JSH:bh 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



January 15, 1970 

Mr. Jay Inge 
9302 Piney Branch Road 
Silver Spring, Maryland 

Dear Jay: 

Enclosed is the color stereo slide about which I spoke to you the other 
day on the telephone. 

Louise thought it might also be good to send to you the two cross sections 
she has drawn. You will, I'm sure, have no difficulty in identifying them 
on the slide. Copies of the three data sheets which came with the collec-
tion of slides are also enclosed. 

These pinnacles are to me very fascinating. They seem to be made up of 
precisely the same material in the soil around them. They raise the ques-
tions as to whether or not they grew from direct bombardment or by splash 
from the soil. It is evident that there has not been a strong shock wave 
in the area for an extremely long time. According to the latest figure, 
all soil seems to be about 4.6 billion years old. On the other hand, the 
rocks seem to be somewhat younger, perhaps 3.8 billion years. This discrep-
ancy has the geophysicists puzzled. 

I am hoping to persuade those running the show at Houston to ask the 
astronauts to take a few exposures in a horizontal direction in addition 
to those which have been taken only vertically. The aperture is small 
enough so that there is a considerable depth of focus. Consequently, I am 
very much interested in your evaluation of the dimensions of these pinnacles. 

Your assistance in this matter will be very much appreciated. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

JSH:bh 

Enclosures 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



9302 Piney Branch 	71-13 

Silver 7-pr ig, 	2 903 
February L. 1970 

Dr. John Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Ariz. V)'01 

Dar 'r. Hall: 

Please find enclosed tie material you sent to me. I must 
apologize for riot getting something to yo' sooner. 

It took three days to locate a stereo viewer ins this vast 
orEa)izati n of Rational leographic. afterwards it re,)utred 
some more headaches to get a usable format to wor',- 
I have sent the photos and copies fo: your own  use  Lf you 
wish. 

Then I was attacked by one of these horrid. pastern flu 
viruses we read about. 3eturnin to work  I was overloaded 
with extra work. 

In brief I have not given these pinaicles 	study 	deserve. 
]nclosed, however, are the following items. 

1. Two profiles of the pinnacles. I have attempted I;o 
no exag,era,ion other than a 2x e 'ney arc' sekrlav, 
but I believe they demonstrate my "feel of the surface. 

2. -Ln  arbitrary contour of the area. The greatest heights are 
shown at 1, the least at 7, The steps are pure - lesses. TaP 
undilatiois of the s'3-f -ce are so very s'Ibtle, it is difficult 

to relate one slope to ato-:ae-. 

Based on my observation, I think Louise showed too mIch 
exaggeration in ii-)r profile. Eabe it is inpr.oper. but after' 
look-LIE at the largest pinnacle zit doesnt t "feel proper at a 
height of more than approximatly 5/16 of 	Lach. tong study 
with the v(tel-er I feel, becomes deceptive. One may overread the 
irregularities.  L'.;  least this 	the cPqe of cy:nr-svho to ec. 
at this material. 

If you wish more rework on this, please send the slide back. I 
now have the equipment for more,„work. If you c'_ftsire a more 
finished product please feel fre to ask. Itm sorry I aaventt 
answered sooner. 

Very truly ycylrs, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



February 14, 1970 

Mr. Jay Inge 
9302 Piney Branch Road T-13 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20903 

Dear Jay: 

Thank you very much for your letter of February 4th and the enclosed 
sketches which you kindly made of the slide I sent to you. 

I am sorry to learn that you were attacked by flu virus and I am in 
an excellent position to sympathize because I succumbed in the same 
way soon after I read your letter. I am sure there was no direct 
connection. 

jr-IT er vertical profiles have convinced me that both Louise and I had 
greatly exaggerated the ratio of height to width of the pinnacles. 
COnsequently, I now think that these features are not something we 
should worry the astronauts about on future missions. Therefore, 
although stereo pictures taken horizontally may prove to be highly 
exciting, we have no evidence up to this time that such is the case. 

In attending a meeting of a NASA board a couple of weeks ago, we had 
an opportunity to talk to Pete Conrad regarding the difficulties of 
carrying out assigned missions upon the lunar surface. This confer-
ence convinced us that we should not suggest they do things which are 
not of very great scientific interest. 

Incidentally, we didn't seem to find the slide we sent you in the 
envelope. This is of no great importance, and you may keep the slide 
if you so wish. Also, if you wish to see the remaining 16, let me 
know and I will forward them to you. 

Thanks again for your valuable assistance. 

With best wishes to you and Mimi, 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 
JSH:bh 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



9302 Piney Branch Rd. '11--1.3 

Silver 7pring, l=d. 20903 

Rebruary 26, 1970 

Or. John. Hall 

Lowell Observatory 

-71a 	ria. r6001 

Dear 	. Hall; 

I was suite happy to recieve yo r letter and of cours=e 

less happy that the next '.pollo mission will de-emphasize 

the investigation, of Lunar pinl_ac1,-s. I'm 71ad I could be 

of service to yo- 

I was suprised to hear you di not find the slide in all 

that data. I have checked carefully and as f-r as I can 

determine, the slide was enclosed. ITay I speculate that 

it disappeared "mysteriously' i the mail. here the tape 

seals at all disturbed, on ,he back of the eveloPe? To 

date I have lost three recorded taee letters in the mail. 

Other than this I cannot account for its diszappearence. 

I have one small favor to request of 7ou. I have riven up 

waiting for .rizona to send me a state tax return and form, 

As the spectre to i'Lpril 15 looms nearer, I turn to you, 

the only one I really know. Would you at your convenience, 

please send me this information.:; I would be most c,Tateful. 

Again, my best wishes to yen and Hrs. Hall. 

Very truly yours, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



9302 Piney Branch Rd. YT-13 
Silver Spring, Md. 20903 
September 27, 1970 

Dr. John Hall 
Lowell Observatory 
Mars Hill 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 

Dear Dr. Hall: 

My letter to you is prompted by a recent conversation I had with 
Dr. Baum regarding the preparation of a map of your 1969 Mars 
surface data. I wish to oatline two proposals related to the pro-
duction of this chart. 

From the discussion with Doctor Baum, I believe th', work can indeed 
be accomplished in two weeks, providing that certain measures are 
made for the work. I would hope that all the data would be accessible 
and ready for use. 'while I would furnish the airbrush, I would need 
particulars such as compressed air, a valve and so forth. 

Pending your notice of when you would like me to begin, I will arrange 
to take a two week vacation at that time, and fly out to Flagstaff with 
my wife. Since Mimi would be going on to Los Angeles, I would need only 
a bed to sleep in at the lodge, proximity allowing for rapi;-' work. 

I believe a flat rate for the job, commensurate with my present sal-
ary, would be fair. That rate would be $500 for the job. I really 
believe this will work out properly, for I intend to apply late hours 
beyond the normal working day. It would be my hope to perhaps finish 
with a few days left to visit family and friends in Los Angeles. 

If my fee seems too high, I would want to discuss this further if you 
wish. 

The reasons I wish to use my vacation time for this work will lead 
me to my second proposal. I realize that you would like to have the 
map produced as soon as possible. However, it may rush my inten-
tions to leave the Washington area. As I mentioned to Dr. Baum, I 
have not had the time to locate a position out West as yet. I am 
of course, reluctant to jump into a high unemployment area. 

The last year and a quarter I have spent in this area has provided 
experience and personal insight about myself. I have found that 
while I enjoy artistic endeavor, I also greatly value the L,tell- 
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_Inge 

ectual stimulation of scientific research, particularly in Astronomy. 
I have found the hectic, frantic pace of the large city disconcerting 
to the challenge of creative application. 

Perhaps my time here has been valuable by Ta.-d-  of showing me that 
was happier with the values of the small town. Mimi and I miss the 
land of the West, for we know the 7a2t better now and find it wanting. 

The experience I have gained at National Geographic in graphics, pro-
duction, and as a magazine designer have broadend my background con-
siderably. For this I am glad. However, I s-e le-s chance to grow 
here than I had anticipated. 

Thus, I have contacted you instead of Dr. Baum, for my second proposal 
concerns re-establishing myself in a position at Lowell Observatory. 
I believe I can provide long and loyal service to the Observatory in 
a variety of ways that involve my admittedly haphazard background that 
has run the gamut of design, illustration, biology, astronomy, computer 
programming, etc. Obviously, my first work could be your map of Mars. 

Therefore, the true intent of my letter Dr. Hall, is to request your 
consideration of me as an employee of Lowell Observatory again. I am 
grateful for your deliberation of this matter, for you know me and 
you know my background. 

Sincerely, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



October 6, 1970 

Mr. Jay Inge 
9302 Piney Branch Road #T-13 
Silver Spring, Md. 20903 

Dear Jay; 

Thank you very much for your interesting letter of September 27th. 

Although we would like to see this map completed reasonably soon, I think 
a time most convenient to you and Mimi should be given strong consideration. 
We are very pleased to learn that you are willing to help us. 

The fee of $500 seems entirely reasonable and Louise Riley assures me that 
she has the necessary tank of air and a suitable valve. She also has an air 
brush but I gather you would prefer to use your own. We can also provide 
you with a bed during your stay. 

The larger question, raised in the second part of your letter, is also of 
great interest to us. You may be sure that we will give it very careful 
consideration. The two prime questions, of course, are concerned with 
finances and with the matter as to how you can best fit into our planetary 
program. Although your illustrative ability can certainly be of considerable 
help to many of us, this would perhaps require only a quarter of your time. 
Would you, for instance, soon be bored with film analysis or would you help 
us in our observational program? 

These are questions which we can discuss best when you are here and after 
you have had a chance to see, in some detail, what we are trying to accomplish. 

We look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely yours, 

John S. Hall 

me 
CC: W.A.Baum 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



7:)ecember 1, 1970 

rr. Jay Ii 
9302 Piney branch hd., No. 
Silver Spring, tAarylend 20902 

Dear Jay: 

It is: a 4>1easure to offer you a t,osition for one year in the 
Planetary ;..eseu.rch 7enter of the Lovellrthgr rvatory, :starting Parch 1, 
1971. 

Your initial salary would 1-e it the rate of 1,11,000 per year. 
Your duties will include articii.aticil in the obtai-nini!,, edittne;, and 
al-Inlysis O planetary 2botolraih!.1 14:1 r the Planetary Patr,:), Preprem 
and you would be responsible to Dr. TtUftl . From tire to time w would 
doubtless call u,:_aan you for other activities util!siwg your unusual 
artistic talents. 

You would be expected to work h0 hours ,er week on a schedule 
compatible with that of your colleacure. Ciwine to the fact that you 
were already a Lowell employee for !cried of tizac prior to working 
for the lational 	 Socl.ety, you would earn three weeks V tte 
tion por year fror ttx, 	 After seven tdor, years, the ervout 
of vacation incrcs to four weeks. 	have ne specific rules con- 
certinas sick leave, each case beiT,r, 	on its own taenits. 

abservatrry invites your partici.  ration iPc the retirerkent 
annuity ;Ann off-red by TIAA. Tinder this ,las voluntary &auctions 
of fivo percent from your salary will lie matched by tho •''bservss.tery. 
A certain decree of choice is offered by ':IAA in the portion of your 
eat:silty' account carried under their C,TE.F ;1.s.h. S should .41,o 	nt.ion 
that tne ObservatorY prove for each 	 and at its ost,, , expense' 
15,,D00- worth of ordinary-term life Li:aura:Ice. 

As Dr. 1,awn mentioned to you on th,,t,  telepl,,ene, the Observatory 
will be han 	to make a contribution toward your 113cv 	,:!xn-Inne. We 
shall he !,0.u.d. to make a contribution up to V100 of the total cost. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Mr, Jay Iniin 	 December 1, 1970 

Althoueh this appointment not 	covers a period of one year, 
we hope that your association with us will turm out to be mutually 
agreeable and that you will remain with ua for a lone time. We very 
much look. forward to having you with us. 

it  tae terms of this, offer are accepta 	,k, yacknowledge this 
letter by sioing and returninf' the enclosed Xerox cooy. 

Sincerely, 

John 	rail 
Director 

cc: W. C. J. Putnam 
A. ltuum 

B. 74. fliclaa 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



LOWELL OBSERVATORY 

FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA 86001 

December 1, 1970 

Mr. Jay Inge 
9302 Piney Branch Rd., No. T-13 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20902 

Dear Jay: 

It is a pleasure to offer you a position for one year in the 
Planetary Research Center of the Lowell Observatory, starting March 1, 
1971. 

Your initial salary would be at the rate of $11,000 per year. 
Your duties will include participation in the obtaining, editing, and 
analysis of planetary photographs under the Planetary Patrol Program, 
and you would be responsible to Dr. Baum. From time to time we would 
doubtless call upon you for other activities utilizing your unusual 
artistic talents. 

You would be expected to work 40 hours per week on a schedule 
compatible with that of your colleagues. Owing to the fact that you 
were already a Lowell employee for a period of time prior to working 
for the National Geographic Society, you would earn three weeks vaca-
tion per year from the beginning. After seven more years, the amount 
of vacation increases to four weeks. We have no specific rules con-
cerning sick leave, each case being judged on its own merits. 

The Observatory invites your participation in the retirement 
annuity plan offered by TIAA. Under this plan voluntary deductions 
of five percent from your salary will be matched by the Observatory. 
A certain degree of choice is offered by TIAA in the portion of your 
annuity account carried under their CREF plan. I should also mention 
that the Observatory provides for each employee, and at its own expense, 
$15,000 worth of ordinary-term life insurance. 

As Dr. Baum mentioned to you on the telephone, the Observatory 
will be happy to make a contribution toward your moving expense. We 
shall be glad to make a contribution up to $800 of the total cost. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Mr. Jay Inge 	 -?- 	 December 1, 1970 

Although this appointment nominally covers a period of one year, 
we hope that your association with us will turn out to be mutually 
agreeable and that you will remain with us for a long time. We very 
much look forward to having you with us. 

If the terms of this offer are acceptable, kindly acknowledge this 
letter by signing and returning the enclosed Xerox copy. 

Sincerely, 

JSH:js 

cc: M. C. J. Putnam 
W. A. Baum 
H. L. Giclas 

421  
John S. Hall 
Director 

71e-4-e-L- 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Mr. Edward M. Barr 

Alvin E. Gershen Associates 
148 West Hanover Street 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Gershia: 

Mr. Barr was employed by Lowell Observatory for one year as an 
observer in the Lunar Mapping Program. This involved visual and 
photographic observations with a large refracting telescope and 
organizing the observations iu tne form of line work so that they 
could be used by a scientific illustrator in rendering relief forms 
witn au airbrush. Mr. Barr left after one year because he lost 
interest in the work. 

At that time Mr. Barr seemed immature and needed close supervision. 
He was more interested in finding a wife, which he did while here in 
Flagstaff. He was still unsettled however and decided to continue his 
education at the "U of A" in Tucson, Arizona. 

That was the last we heard from Mr. Barr, but if he has satisfactorily 
completed a Masters Degree he should be a much more mature person. I 
should expect that his ability as a planner would be much greater than 
his ability as a selenographer. 

I hope this will help in your evaluation of Mr. Barr. 

Sincerely yours, 

WILLIAM D. CANNELL, Chief 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

cc Dr. J.S. Hall 

William D. Cannell 	 27 January 1966 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



THModiCORPORATION 
BENDIX SYSTEMS DIVISION • ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 

66-310-263 
31 January 1966 

Mr. James C. Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Jim: 

I received your letter of 21 January 1966 requesting samples of vacuum 
upwelled material, "Simolivac", "Bamolivac", "Granmolivac". I 
am sorry but I do not currently have samples of these materials which 
would lend themselves to polarimetry measurements. I hope to prepare 
some additional materials within the next month and will send a sample 
of each. 

I am sorry that I cannot be of any further help to you in this matter 
at this time. 

Yours truly, 

THE BENDIX CORPORATION 
BENDIX SYSTEMS DIVISION 

Walter 
- 

Walter I. Dobar, Manager 
Quality Assurance Department 

WID:gt 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



(Reprinted from Nature, Vol. 209, No. 5023, p. 602 only, 
February 5, 1966) 

Transient Lunar Events: Possible Causes 
IN-  a recent communication 1, E. J. Flamm and R. E. 

Lingenfelter discussed the nature of luminescence and of 
lunar bright spots. They found that of nineteen reported 
bright spots in the region of Aristarchus, most occurred 
during years when the sunspot numbers were low, and 
they stated : "Clearly the 19 events are negatively cor-
related with solar activity". The Moon possesses only a 
negligible magnetic field and the particle flux at the Moon 
is, as pointed out by Flamm and Lingenfelter, too small 
by orders of magnitude to excite fluorescence, no matter 
whether flares, the solar wind, or cosmic-ray flux is 
invoked. A 'negative' correlation with sunspot number, 
if interpreted as a negative (or inverse) correlation with 
solar activity generally, implies a connexion with mag-
netic phenomena just as surely as a positive or direct 
correlation and would be just as hard to explain. 

I analysed the same events with respect to monthly 
sunspot number, and also the distribution of sunspot 
numbers from 1749 to 1964 in the groups 0-30, etc., which 
were selected by Flamm and Lingenfelter for their survey. 
In addition, reports of a total of 103 events occurring in 
a number of areas of the Moon between 1749 and 1963 
were collected by Mrs. Jayley Burley and met and have 
also been grouped by sunspot number (see Table 1). The 
run of the three sets of statistics was quite similar, and 
my conclusion is that, contrary to Flamm and Lingen - 
felter's finding, no correlation of lunar events with sunspot 
numbers exists, and that the excess of lunar events during 
periods of low sunspot numbers is found because sunspot 
numbers are generally low. In the present survey, 
monthly means were used rather than yearly means. 

Monthly sunspot relative numbers were available3  for 
all months from January 1749 to June 1964. A few 
events for dates (even one naked-eye observation of 1587) 
earlier than this were included in Mrs. Burley's and my 
compilation, but could not be used here because monthly 
sunspot numbers were not available before 1749. Simi-
larly, five reports within the past year have been omitted 
because sunspot reports for this period have not yet 
reached our library. The period 1749-1964 includes 2,586 
months, and random fluctuations can be expected to be 
smoothed out. 

When the data in the last two columns of Table 1 are 
plotted on a histogram, the tops of the columns run very 
smoothly. The curves for the other two smaller sets of 
data' are not so smooth, as would be expected, but the 
trend is the same and the deviations from the same mean 
curve are consistent with the error law, so that no special 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Table 1. 	RECORDS OF LUNAR EVENTS ACCORDING TO MONTHLY SUNSPOT 
RELATIVE NUMBERS 

	

(Aristarchus 	(All available, 	All months 
Monthly mean 	E.J.F. and 	J.B. and 	Jan. 1749- 
Sunspot No. 	R.E.L.) 	B.111.111.) 	June 1964 

No. of 	 No: of 	 No. of 
events 	% 	events 	% 	months 	% 

0 	to 	30.0 13 
1  

59-1 37 35-9 1,064 41-1 
30+ to 	60.0 4 18.2 26 95.9 691 26-7 
60+ to 	90.0 1 4.5 20 19.4 423 16.4 
90+ to 120.0 1 4.5 8 7.8 220 8.5 

120+ to 150.0 3 13.6 3 2.9 109 4.2 
150+ to 180.0 0 0 5 4.8 52 2.0 
180+ to 210.0 0 0 2 1.9 21 <1 
210+ to 240.0 0 0 1 < 1 5 < 1 
240 + to 270.0 0 0 1 < 1 1. < 1 

Total 22 99.9 103 100.0 2,586 100.0 

selection effect or correlation seems to be present. The 
data for Aristarchus do not appear to be different in 
kind from those for other locations such as Alphonsus, 
Plato., Mare Crisium and other lunar features for which 
records of events recur repeatedly in the literature. There 
thus does not seem any reason for singling out the Aristar-
chus events and I have not done so here. 

The statistics of Table 1 would seem to represent' a 
random distribution of events superposed on an asym-
metric distribution of sunspot numbers, indicating that no 
correlation exists and that we need to look further for a 
cause. There are indications that internal lunar causes 
have been4  and still may be significant and that lunar 
events may be initiated by tidal cracking (near perigee-
the corresponding time on Earth is high tide) or at periods 
of maximal crustal relaxation (near apogee, which cor-
responds to low tide on the Earth) with consequent 
release of hot or cold gases5-7. 

BARBARA M. MIDDLEHURST 

Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, 
University of Arizona, 

Tucson, Arizona. 

Flamm, E. J., and Lingenfelter, R. E., Nature, 205, 1301 (1965). 
2  Paper presented at -U.S. National Academy of Sciences Meeting, Seattle, 

October, 1965. 
3  Waldmeier, M., The Sunspot-Activity in the Years 1610-1960 (Ziirich, 

Schulthess and Co., 1961), and Intern. Astro. Union Bull. Solar Activity. 
4  Fielder, G., Mon. Not. Roy. Astro. Soc., 129, 351 (1965). 
5  Green, J., Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci.,123 ;403 (1965). 
6  Middlehurst, B. M., and Burley, J. 1VI., Proc. U.S. Nat. Acad. Sci. (in the 

press). 
Middlehurst, B. M., and Burley, J. M., paper presented at Conf. "Extra-

Terrestrial Sources", Colorado Springs, Colorado, November 30, 1965. 

Printed in Great Britain by Fisher, Knight & Co.. Ltd., St. Albans, 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 

MAY 1 2 1956 
AIR MAIL 

Dr. William Cannell 
ACIC, Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 

Dear Dr. Cannell: 

Recently I was discussing lunar transient phenomena with Jack Green, 
a subject of great interest to us both and probably to you. He. left 
with me a list of features reported in the literature as exhibiting tempo-
rary anomalous behavior and predicted dates for observation. These dates 
are for days when the sunrise terminator has passed the feature 2 days 
before and is near the time of minimum perigee, when the moon's orbit 
is most nearly circular. This is the time of maximum tidal stress. 
He also has predictions for apogee, but those dates have already passed 
for 1966. You will note that these dates all come near the end of May 
and early June. 

I am enclosing them here in the hope that you and your people will 
observe some or as many as possible for a couple of days before and 
after as well as on the predicted dates. This is a good chance to test 
and check an hypothesis. 

When I last talked to you, you had called just as we had finished 
our first few traces of our photographs of the November 15, 1965 Moon 
Blink event. These traces were made with cover glass on the film. 
We had one through the flue filter, one through the red and one with 
no filter. The red one showed 3 anomalous contours near the central peak, 
which did not show up on the blue or no filter tracings. Of course, we 
were elated and it was just what we hoped for and expected. But when 
they repeated traces on these, only one anomaly repeated. It did not 
show up on any others. Then they realized that probably these were 
due to Newton rings (interference patterns). They removed the cover 
glass and measured again. The anomalies did not show up. They 
measured about 50 photos and nothing outstanding that could not be 
attributed to film flaws and scratches showed up. It was most 
disappointing. We, as you, were frustrated in recording the event on 
film. On the confirmation network we got two possible confirmations. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Mrs. Cameron 	 - 2 - 
to 
Dr. Cannell 

One professional member reported that details within Aristarchus were 
indistinct whereas all other areas around were sharp. Another one reported 
that in the 4 inch refractor finder he noted red coloration in Aristarchus, 
but did not see it in the 16 inch reflector. The latter observation 
may be due to chromatic aberration, but it could also be that at 400 X 
in the 16" reflector it was smeared out so that it was not noticeable. 
The Moon Blink observers did not detect color at 375 X in a 16" reflector. 
Three other confirmation network observers reported nothing unusual. 
None of these network observers is a lunar observer. We also got a radio 
telescope observation but it gave negative results too. That is the status 
of the November 15th observation. 

I look forward to receiving your LAC charts for I use them a lot. 
Good show. 

Sincerely, 

Winifred S. Cameron 
Laboratory for Theoretical 
Studies 

Enclosure 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



1966 

Perigee 

2 days after passage 
of morning terminator 

Feature 	 Observation Date  

Promontary Agarum 	 24 May 

Alpetragius 	 30 May 

Alphonsus 	 30 May 

Aristarchus 	 2 June 

Bartlett 

Copernicus 

	May 

Copernicus 

24 May 

Gassendi 	 2 June 

Godin 	 29 May 

Graham 	 25 May 

Herodotus and Schrbter's Valley 	 2 June 

Hyginus N 	 29 May 

Kant 	 28 May 

Kepler 	 1 June 

Linne 	 28 May 

Littrow 	 27 May 

Macrobius 	 26 May 

Messier 	 25 May 

Petavius 	 24 May 

Picard 	 25 May 

Pickering 	 26 May 

Plato 	 30 May 

Ross D 	 27 May 

Schickard 	 3 June 

Thales 	 25 May 

Thaetetus 	 29 May 

Timocharis 	 30 May 

Tycho 	 30 May 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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Lunar Transient Phenomena: 
Topographical Distribution 

Barbara M. Middlehurst 

Patrick A. Moore 

iteprinted from Science, January 27, 1967, Vol. 155, No. 3761, pages 449-451 
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Lunar Transient Phenomena: 

Topographical Distribution 

Abstract: The sites named in nearly 
400 reports of lunar transient phenom-
ena fall into three classes: (i) sites pe-
ripheral to the maria, (ii) ray craters, 
and (iii) ring plains with dark or par-
tially dark floors; none are known 
in the rugged highland area of the 
southeast (International Astronomical 
Union, 1964; classically southwest) 
quadrant. Permanent records are few; 
the sites where known are consistent 
with the visual records. 

A recent survey (1) of the litera-
ture collected about 400 reports of 
transient lunar phenomena occurring 
over a period longer than 400 years. 
Many of the older observations were 
made with small instruments, and at 
least some of the reports, especially 
the older ones, may reflect errors in 
observation. Careful checking of the 
details, and the consistency with 
which the locations of the sites divide 
into three classes, make it probable 
that the number of errors is not high; 
we do not believe that inclusion of a 
few possibly incorrect reports substan-
tially influences our findings. 

Many of the famous astronomical 
names of the 18th and 19th centuries 
appear in our catalogue (I), and virtu-
ally all the experienced lunar observers. 
Nineteen of J. H. Schroter's observa-
tions are listed. Piazzi is on record as 
having seen bright spots on seven oc-
casions. W. Herschel, Bode, Olbers, 
Argelander, J. Schmidt, Tempel, Barn-
ard, Flammarion, and many others 
have contributed reports. 

One of us (P.M.) has observed a 
color phenomenon; reddish glows in 
the crater Gassendi, 30 April-1 May 
1966; it was first seen just before 
2200 hours on 30 April by P. Sartory 
with a blink device using color filters, 
and was confirmed by T. Moseley. 
Further color events in Gassendi were 
seen by several observers between 
1930 hours 1 May and 0021 hours 
2 May and in September 1966. De-
tails (such as color, areal extent, and 
duration) were quite similar to those 
reported in 1963 for events in the 
Aristarchas region by observers in 
Flagstaff, Arizona. 

Color events abound throughout the 
catalogue; also included are reports of 
obscurations and bright spots on the 
dark side, as the reports depend in a 
subjective way on lighting conditions  

in the area observed and on the color 
response of the observers' eyes. Most 
events were brief; most were reported 
as lasting for a few minutes or (less 
commonly) hours; they average about 
20 minutes. Some events were inter-
mittent or fluctuated in brightness oc-
casionally over periods extending 

Feature 
	Events 

(No.) 
	Feature 

Aristarchus 
	

92 
Plato 
	

2.3 
Schroter's Valley 

(and 
Cobrahead) 
	

15 
Alphonsus 
	

13 
Tycho 
	

13 
Mare Crisium* 
	

11 
Eratosthenes 
	

6 
Kepler 
	

6 
Picard 
	

5 
Copernicus 
	4 

Gassendi 
	

4 
Grimaldi 
	

4 
Lichtenberg 
	

4 
Piton 
	 4 

Posidoni us 
	

4 
Pro clus 
	

4 
Alpetragius 
	

3 
Barker's 

Quadrangle 
	

3 
Herodotus 
	

3 
Mare Humortn* 3 
Pico 	 .3 
Pico B 
	

3 

* Unspecified, or large area. 

through several nights, although reports 
of quick fluctuations must be treated 
with a certain amount of reserve. 

"Active" formations — sites where 
transient phenomena have been reason-
ably well authenticated — are not dis-
tributed at random. There is an as-
sociation between active areas and the 

Events 	 Events 
(No.) 	 ( No.) 

• - 

Events 
(No.) 

1..
.a.  

1—
.1

  I
  J

  I
,..1

 I
•3

  t
..

).  

Table 1. Lunar sites in order of frequency of events. 

Feature Feature 

Pitatus 3 Anaximander 1 Lambert 
Promontorium Archimedes 1 Leibnitz Mts. 

Heraclides 3 Arzachel 1 Lexell 
Ptolemaeus 3 Besse] 1 Mare Nectaris* 
Riccioli 3 Byrgi us 1 Mare Nubium* 
Schickard 3 Carlini 1 Mare 	Serenitatis* 
Theophilus 3 Carpathians 1 Mare Vapor um* 
Atlas 2 Cavendish 1 Marius 
Calippus 2 Censorin us 1 Merseni us 
Cassini 2 Clavi us 1 Messier 
Helicon 2 Conon 1 Mont Blanc 
Hyginus N Dawes 1 Philolaus 

(Klein N) 2 Dionysins 1 Plini us 
Littrow 2 Endymion 1 Schroder 
Macrobius 2 E udox us 1 Sinus Iridurn 
Manilius 2 Fracastori us 1 South 
Messier ,1 Godin 1 Sulpici us 	Gallus 

(W. H. Pickering) 2 H ansteen 1 Struve 
Peirce 	A Hercules 1 Tarunti us 

( Graham ) Herschel. W. 1 Taurus Mts. 
Teneriffe 	Mts. 
Theaetems 

Humboldt, 	W, 
Kant 

1 
1 

Thales 
Triesneck cr 

Timocharis Kunowsky 1 Vitruvi us 
Agrippa Walter 
Alps 

Fig. 1. Stars indicate sites of recorded lunar transient phenomena 
top is south. [Lunar Laboratory photograph by Steve Larson] 

(Table 1). The 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



maria Imbrium, Serenitatis, Crisium, 
and Humorum (Fig. 1). Many sites 
of lunar events are located along the 
borders of these maria (in Imbrium, 
an inner ring also is outlined), and 
a few peripheral sites also occur near 
the edges of maria Nubium, Tranquili-
tatis, and Nectaris. 

Association of the events with the 
borders of maria suggests residual in-
ternal activity in dying volcanic fields; 
terrestrial volcanic arcs associated 
with folded geosynclinal mountain belts 
are analogous. Moreover, most of the 
well-known ray craters (including 
Tycho, Copernicus, Kepler, Thales, 
and Philolaus) have shown activity, 
and a third class of sites contains 
ring plains with wholly or partially 
dark floors (Plato, Grimaldi, Schick-
ard, Alphonsus, and Ptolemaeus). 

The distribution of black-halo cra-
ters, apparently the most recent forma-
tions on Moon because they overlie 
others in the vicinity, correlates 
strongly with the distribution of sites 
of events shown in Fig. 1 (2). The 
long line of craters associated with 
events extending from Clavius through 
the Walter chain, the Ptolemaeus 
chain, and down to Plato may be evi-
dence of a lineament that does not 
otherwise appear in photographs, and 
it seems likely that the effect is real; 
Moore (3) has pointed out that the 
main lines of great craters are aligned 
with Moon's central meridian as seen 
from Earth. Several of the sites are 
also members of pairs or groups, 
notably Atlas and Hercules, Godin 
and Agrippa, Peirce and Peirce A (4), 
and Messier and Messier A (4). 

An especially interesting feature is 
the complete absence of sites from 
the highland area of the southeast 
quadrant (southwest in the classical 
sense). This may be due to observa-
tional selection, which seems unlikely 
over such a long period; a real lack 
of observable activity in the region is 
more probable. Observers in the lunar 
section of the British Astronomical 
Association and in the Association of 
Lunar and Planetary Observers have 
now been asked to keep a careful 
watch in this area, and it will be in-
teresting to see whether any detections 
result. We need hardly stress that inde-
pendent observations greatly increase 
the reliability of a report. The main 
need at present is for careful, long-term 
observations by experienced lunar ob-
servers who are adequately equipped 
telescopically. 

Permanent records giving .as much  

detailed information as possible are 
clearly needed, but unfortunately they 
are not easily obtainable. Direct spectra 
have been obtained by Kozyrev (5), 
Spinrad (6), Dubois (7), and others, 
and spectrophotometric records have 
been obtained by Grainger and Ring 
(8). Kozyrev identified carbon bands 
and H2 + in emission, and unidenti-
fied emission features were recorded 
by Spinrad, and Grainger and Ring. 
Kozyrev has held to an explanation 
by outgassing or lunar volcanism, and 
his identification of carbon is of great 
interest in connection with the presence 
of dark areas in our second class of 
sites and in the black-halo craters. 
Spinrad, and Grainger and Ring tenta-
tively attributed their anomalies to 
luminescence, although both stated that 
all external sources of energy (such 
as solar particles and cosmic rays) are 
inadequate by orders of magnitude to 
produce the observed effects. Notably, 
however, Scarfe's, Spinrad's, and Grain-
ger and Ring's observations, and one 
of Kozyrev's, were made within 2 days 
of perigee, at a time when the recorded 
events have occurred most frequent-
ly; this period and a corresponding 
period around apogee seem to be the 
most favorable for recording spectra of 
events. Another Kozyrev observation 
was made near apogee; two more, at 
intermediate dates. The lunar sites in-
dicated by their records, where known, 
consistently fall into the same three 
classes (ray craters, ring plains, and 
craters on the borders of the regular 
maria) as do the historical events. 

Table 1 lists sites in order of fre-
quency of events. It is difficult to assess 
the recovery rate, either total or for 
any given site, since the rate must be 
very strongly affected by observational 
selection and by other factors. For ex-
ample, the size of the aperture used 
controlled the size of the field. Instru-
ments with large mirrors of good re-
flectivity demand high magnification 
for comfortable viewing, with conse-
quent reduction of the field of view. 
Thus it is not surprising that very few 
20th-century records deal with events 
on the dark side (about six, compared 
with more than 40 before 1900 for a 
comparable number of records); most 
lunar observers are interested primarily 
in the details on the illuminated side 
that are thrown into relief by shadows. 

Our catalogue (1) lists no events 
between 1800 and 1821, and only one 
earlier record outside Europe is known 
to us (New England, 1668); Europe 
was then unsettled by the Napoleonic  

wars. Numbers of events recorded have 
recently increased considerably; about 
24 have been listed during 1965 and 
1966. So far as we know, the Gassendi 
events of April and May 1966 were not 
seen anywhere in the United States al-
though they were well confirmed in 
Britain—more probably because Amer-
ican observers then happened to be 
looking elsewhere on Moon than be-
cause no activity occurred in Gassendi 
while Moon was visible in the United 
States. A round-the-clock watch, sub-
ject to weather conditions, is now 
possible as observers in Japan, Aus-
tralia, Europe, and America are in-
terested, and the frequency of re-
corded events probably will be even 
higher than the average of two per 
month during 1965 and 1966. 

Only one instance of an event oc-
curring in the uplands has been re-
ported (Hammes, 1878); so many de-
tails in the report proved to be false 
or dubious that we rejected it as a 
fabrication. Otherwise, the sites re-
corded visually, and those indicated by 
the few spectra and other permanent 
records, fall consistently into the three 
classes mentioned, and we believe that 
the results of this analysis are un-
doubtedly significant. We consider 
that the topographical distribution of 
sites that we have discussed supports 
the conclusion that most lunar transient 
events result from internal causes — 
possibly of volcanic nature. Other evi-
dence in favor of internal activity has 
been presented elsewhere (9). 

Our finding may be open to some 
criticism because we used many old 
records. On the other hand, nearly all 
of the early observers are known to 
have been scientists of integrity. Mod-
ern reports are coming in with greater 
frequency as a result of the Moon 
Blink and other programs, and it will be 
interesting to see whether the new data 
support the hypothesis of internal 
activity. 

BARBARA M. MIDDLEHURST 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, 
University of Arizona, Tucson 

PATRICK A. MOORE 
Armagh Planetarium, 
Northern Ireland 
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Mayen 1967 

Miss Barbara h. Middlehurst 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 
The University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 

Dear Barbara, 

I have been nominated to collectively answer your letter sent to 
several people here at Lowell Observatory concerning observing 
lunar transient events. It would seem unlikely that anyone here 
will assume a program for patrolling the moon, yet nearly all the 
astronomers are perfectly willing to observe a reported event. 
Of course they all have programs already, but those who are using 
photoelectric or spectroscopic equipment do not mind breaking into 
their observing to examine a lunar event if informed that one is 
taking place. 

The ACIC observers will not be doing routine lunar observing for 
long. They are still observing fur mapping purposes in the southern 
half of the disk, but this will be completed in July. After that 
I'm afraid ACIC will not support lunar patrol observing. 

Very likely NASA will continue to be interested in patrolling the 
moon for lunar events and may be willing to fund it more in the 
future. Tne moon blink program was funded by NASA and they even 
built and equipped a 24-inch reflector with image orthicon for 
dynee at Las Cruces, New Mexico strictly for lunar patrol. 
Recently we were asked by MSC in Houston to visually observe for 
lunar events on nights they had predicted something could happen. 
MSC's basis for making predictions is the high lunar tides occuring 
at or near perigee. They had expected something to happen on 
20, 21, and 23 February. We patrolled on those nights and saw 
nothing. We are obligated to answer such requests from NASA because 
they finance our present observing program, however, we don't think 
that kind of patrolling would mean much even if an event had been 
observed. It certainly wouldn't prove that events take place only 
at perigee when there is no patrol made during the remainder of the 
lunation. 
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Regardless of that, MSC is now vitally interested in lunar events 
and I suggest you contact Mr. James Sasser at MSC whose address is: 

Lunar Surface Technology Branch, ET33 
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center 
Houston, Texas 77058 

You might also contact Winifred S. Cameron at the Goddard Spaceflight 
Center who I think is the coordinator for the moon blink program. 

Sincerely, 

WILLIAM D. CANNELL, Chief 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Atch: (I) 

Acknowledgement Card 

cc: Dr. J. Hall 
Mr. H. Cicias 
Yr. J. nreenscre 
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27 September 1967 

Dr. Winifred Cameron 
NASA Collection Center 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

Dear Dr. Cameron: 

Thank you for the material on Lunar Transient Phenomena. I am pleased 
to know that continued effort is being made to observe lunar events. 

The advent of Orbiter photography has considerably lessened our need 
for telescopic observations. Consequently, my opportunity to observe 
for phenomena has also diminished. 

I am enclosing some photographs of Red Mountain, a volcano near Flagstaff. 
This dome like structure is made up of compacted cinders and dozens 
of thin flows of denser basaltic material. Some of these lenses are 
discernable in the photos. A small portion of the volcano apparently 
blew out, opening up an area for erosion to take over. Most of the 
photos are taken from the interior of the mountain and present a lunar 
like landscape. 

There may not be anything like this on the moon, but I think photos 
of this type are interesting for comparative purposes. 

Sincerely, 

JAMES C. GREENACRE, Acting Chief 	 Atch: (11) 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 	 8 x 10 photos 
Flagstaff, Arizona 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 

AIR MAIL 

Dr. James C. Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Dr. Greenacre: 

FILE 	OV4',"/.) 

OCT 1 2 1967 

Thank you very much for the beautiful photographs of Red Mountain 
near Flagstaff. I especially appreciate them for photographs of 
possible terrestrial volcanic analogs to lunar features are hard to 
come by. The one with the glove laid on it for comparison is very 
interesting. It looks much like the ground around the Surveyors 
under a low sun. I presume this is a cinder or ash fall landscape? 
It also looks like the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes ash flow sur-
face - somewhat. 

Some of the huge blocks and monolith-like structures on the 
lunar dome-like mountains, or, indeed, any mountainous area look much 
like those in some of your photographs. One in particular looks 
like the piton on Mt. Lassen even though scale and composition are 
entirely different. I suspect that the material found in the one 
crater in the Ranger VII,last Camera A,picture is of the nature of 
a piton. 

From your description of Red Mountain, it sounds as if it may 
resemble the prominent breached central peak in Copernicus, so beauti-
fully revealed by Orbiter II. The Copernicus central peak also resembles 
very closely, the tholoid of Santa Maria, Guatemala. 

I am sorry that you aren't doing much telescopic observing any-
more. I agree that the Orbiters have cut down the usefulness of earth-
based observations for mapping purposes. However, the transient 
phenomena are really amenable only to visual observations (or an 
automatic photographing or photoelectric scanning technique). I 
now have over 600 observations without yet seriously combing the 
literature! Although they are not very frequent, they are more 
frequent than over a year, or decade, etc., that one might think was 
the case. 

I just heard a talk by Jack Green, showing slides from his field 
trip to Galapogos islands and its calderas. They were beautiful and 
showed similar features to those in your photographs. May I keep 
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Cameron 	 -2- 
to 
Greenacre 

the photographs you sent me? 

Thanks again. 

Sincerely, 

(Mrs.) Winifred S. Cameron 
Laboratory for Theoretical Studies 
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18 October 1967 

Dr. Winifred S. Cameron 
Laboratory for Theoretical Studies 
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

Dear Dr. Cameron; 

The photographs I sent are for your retention and use or by others 
who may be interested. 

I wish I could have heard Jack Green's talk. 

Sincerely„ 

JAMES C. GREENACRE, Acting Chief 
Lunar Observatchiun Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

• 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS AERONAUTICAL CHART AND INFORMATION CENTER 

SECOND AND ARSENAL, ST LOUIS, MISSOURI 6 3118 

2 November 1967 

Mr. James C. Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Office (ACIC) 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 

Dear Jim 

We received the copies of the Loewy-Puiseux Lunar Atlas and I am 
very pleased with the reproduction. Please convey my sincere 
appreciation to Bob Maulfair, Terry McCann and others who helped 
with the production. 

I was in Washington last week and spent Saturday night with the 
Cannells. Bill is up to his ears in Math problems and is finding 
the going somewhat rough. He has little time for his family and 
spends weekends in catching up -- this being the reason that he 
hasn't taken the time to write many personal letters to his old 
friends. 

No news as yet from NASA on the status of lunar globes. 

Sincerely 

ROBERT W. CARDER 
NASA Project Manager 
Directorate of Operations 
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15 November 1967 

Mr. William D. Cannell 
1618 Trailridge Road 
Charlottsville, Virginia 

Dear Bill, 

Received your nice newsy letter - Terry and I both enjoyed it. 
I'll take the time to try and bring you up to date as to just what's 
going on here at Lowell. 

We are grinding out or that is, Terry's people are grinding out, 
4-1:25,000 scales on Site II-P-8. We are also completing a 1:500 and 
1:2000 over the Surveyor I area. These will be going out within the 
next 2 or 3 days which will leave us back on some contingency work 
for awhile. We are making a 1:5,000,000 over the front side to be 
compatible with the back. After the first of the year we will be 
probably getting 5-1:100 000 charts that AMS is unable to complete. 
They are quite far behind in their schedule and, as a matter of fact, 
as I understand up to 8 weeks behind on some jobs. The work in 
progress right now looks very good. I have spent some time in the 
evening and sometimes coming in early in the morning to look at it 
prior to the arrival of the artists. As you know, ACIC isn't too 
welcome in the illustration section. However, I've only been kicked 
out once since you left, so I feel this is not a bad record. 

Your academic schedule sounds interesting and also like a full 
time one. Terry and I both think you will do well and should at least 
come out with D's in all of your subjects. 

I am getting together some Orbiter photography for you. As a 
matter of fact I intended to ship it out this past Sunday but haven't 
finished sorting it - picking out what seems to be some of the most 
interesting. We do have a considerable amount of duplication so it 
would be no problem sending you some prints. I will be sending it out 
this week so you can probably look forward to receiving it sometime 
early next week. 

Pat is thinking about coming back around 15 January if she can 
find a housekeeper. At present she hasn't found one but hopes to 
before time goes by. She and Al will fly home for Christmas and when 
they get back she will, I'm sure, concentrate on the problem of 
getting someone to stay with the children. 
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Your house sounds interesting and comfortable and I'm sure that 
when you've fixed it up for Tim, he will also enjoy his sort of 'semi-
private' accommodations. My Tim finally decided to go into scouting 
and seems to be enjoying it. Just at present he's unable to buy a 
uniform because they do not have one his size. I assume one will come 
in one of these days thought He re-worked your lawn mower the last 
part of the Ammer and really got it to running very well. Jim stays 
busy with banned basketball and a girl. Hope he gets as busy with his 
studies pretty soon. Tim and I went hunting for 2 weekends but failed 
to get a deer. We did see a lot of deer with the field glasses but 
were just too far away to shoats. The kill here this fall has been 
very poor. The weather is beautiful but very dry. The animals are 
scattered and difficult to find. A few Elk have been taken but not 
many, perhaps the late hunt will be better. 

Things around your old neighborhood look about the same. 
Jackie Priser is making her voice heard on the school board and seems 
to be doing a very good job. Not much new building farther out on 
the end of Lockett. Most of the homes that were under construction 
at that time, or just before you left, have been completed. So there 
is not too much movement in that direction. 

The Navy is still trying for Full Moon photography but haven't 
had too much success lately due to poor seeing. One of our last 
shipment of plates to the plant ended as a disaster, in that the 
Post Office or somebody at ACIC completely mashed the container they 
were in, with all the plates destroyed. This is the first time that 
I know of that we ever lost a plate. Am trying to figure out some 
kind of container to ship plates in, but so far haven't really thought 
of anything which I believe would be safe. 

Say hello to your family for me and let us know how things are 
going. 

Bast of luck... 
, 

c. 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY 

13 March 1968 

Mr. James Greenacre 
ACIC/Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 

'r Mr. Greenacre: 

We are mailing to you today under separate cover a copy of the 
Consolidated Lunar Atlas with the compliments of the AF Cambric.ge 
arch Laboratories. This Atlas was produced under a contract between 

.e Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, and AFCRL, 
19(628)-4332. It combines Supplements 3 and 4 to the 1960 Photographic 

Lunar Atlas. (Supplement 1 is the Orthographic Atlas which combined 
selected cm,rts of the Photographic Lunar Atlas with the lunar coordinate 
grid deLivec. by Mr. Arthur, et al, in LPL Comm. No. 11, 1962; Supp.emenc 2 
is the .;:c.:-ified Lunar Atlas published in 1963.) 

The Consolidated Atlas consists of 227 photographic reproduct.ons, 
14 inches, accompanied by a 24-page pamphlet. There are two Parts 

co :he Atlas: I., Low oblique photographs taken with tae 61-inch NASA 
telescope in a research program supported by NASA, Catalina Observatory, 
Tucson; and II., Full moon photographs mostly taken with the 61-inch 
astrome,ric telescope, U. S. Naval Observatory, Flagstaff. The pamphle, 
contains oesides an index and description of the Atlas photograp., , 
extensive references, in the form of charts and tables, to the recent 
'.SA Orbiter photography. 

The photographic reproductions were made by Ray Manley Company, 
Tucson, under the day-to-day supervision of the LPL staff. We have en-
deavored to retain the full image content of the original photographs. 

We regret that because of the cost of the reproductions, it is not 
feasible to supply copies to individual scientists. In consultation with 
AFCRL, we are endeavoring to send a copy to each of the major research 
laboratories and observatories in the U. S. and abroad which will have 
frequent occasion to use this material. 

Very truly yours, 

/ k )1t-,),1 

Gerard P. Kuiper 
Director 

GPK:ie 
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Kot, -f4 
. 	THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 

TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY 

July 1, 1968 

James Greenacre 
A.C.I.C.  Lowel Observatory 
Flagstafg Arizona 

Dear Dr. Greenacre: 

Dr. William Hartmann and I are writing a paper concerning the 1963 
Aristarchus red glows. It is essential to our discussion of the obser-
vations to know the spectral sensativity of the film you used on 
Nov. 28, 1963 (V.T.). In A.C.I.C. Tech. Paper No. 12 it is liven as 	6 i 3 ee• 
Panatomic X. Was this the drugstore variety or 50130? The difference 
in red sensativity of these two emulsions is important in estimating 
the energy vs. wave length of the red source you observed. 

Also, if you can, will you give estimated intensities of the red 
glows in excess or deficit relative to the background solar illuminated 
surface for both dates. 

Any additional information you can give regarding this matter will 
be greatly appreciated. 

Best Regards, 
LI 

UwW  151:4'""L")  

DH:km 	 Daniel H. Harris 
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July 9, 1968 

Mr. Daniel h. Harris 
The University of Arizona 
Lunar & Planetary Laboratory 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 

Dear Mr. Harris; 

In regard to your inquiry as to the emulsion used in 
November 1963 it was 50136. 

The intensities of the red glows varied during the 
observing time but in general would be less bright than 
the background solar (brightest) illuminated surface. 

The paper which I am enclosing gives an account of the 
observations. I have also marked. an approximate percentage 
figure showing the deficit of brigitness compared to the 
background. 

I would like to stress that my figures relate to the bright-
est areas of the background. 

Let me know if there is anything else that might be useful. 

Sincerely, 

James C. Greenacre 

JCG:bh 

Enclosure 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABORATORY 

July 16, 1968 

James C. Greenacre 
AC1C, Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 

Dear Dr. Greenacre 

Thank you very much for your letter of July 9, 1968. 
The data you gave was useful in establishing our conclusions. 
Enclosed is an abstract of the paper I hope to deliver at 
the Victoria Meeting of the American Astronomical Society. 
Your comments will be welcome. Thank you again. 

Daniel H. Harris 

DHH:el 
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Lunar Volcanic Eruptions Near Aristarchus? 

by W. K. Hartmann and D. H. Harris 

ABSTRACT 

The red glowing spots observed near Aristarchus by Greenacre, 

'Barr, and their colleagues (as well as similar glows reported in 

the vicinity by Herschel) are shown to be closely consistent with 

the appearance of a moderate-sized eruption of molten material. 

Orbiter photographs of the area show that at least the main site 

of observed glows contains well-defined lava flows and apparently 

open rifts. However, none of the sites contains volcanic structures 

so anomalous or fresh-looking as' to be identified conclusively as 

products of the 1963 eruption. We infer only that there were 

volcanic eruptions in 1963, probably including "fire fountains". 

r. 
	 •• 	 " 

	
iV 
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Xatitinal (15tagapilit iflaazittr 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036 

EDITORIAL RESEARCH STAFF 

	 November 4, 1968 

Mr. James A. Greenacre 
The Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Mr. Greenacre: 

The National Geographic is preparing to publish an 
article on the moon by Assistant Editor Kenneth Weaver. 

We thought that you and your colleague, Mr. Barr, 
might like to see the section on the observation of "red 
spots" on the moon. We would welcome any comments you might 
have, as we want to be as accurate as possible. 

Since our printer's deadline is fast approaching, 
I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest conven-
ience. An envelope is enclosed for returning the excerpt 
to me by airmail. 

Thank you very much for helping us. 

Sincerely yours, 
r, 

222,5z.y'e.,  

(Miss) Margery Dunn 
Editorial Research Staff 

MD:dc 

Enclosure 
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.-C1" 	 Commission 16 1,4,  or  

NEWSLETTER NO. 1 

This is the first in a series of newsletters which will be sent 
to members of Commission 16 and a few others at intervals of 
about four Months. 

Since the preliminary letter of 16 July, I have received a notice 
from the General Secretary containing the following guidelines 
for Reports 1970 which were recently established by the Executive 
Committee. 

\\\:
1) The report of each commission (Reports 1970) used by the 
commission shall not exceed half the number of pages used by the 

\,,,,commission in the Draft Reports in 1967. 

2) Each report shall deal only with work inprogress and shall 
not deal with work published during the 1967-1970 period. Essen-
tial summaries must be very brief. 

3) No bibliographies shall accompany the reports. (Very few 
exceptions can be made.).  

Individual, reports must be in my hands by 1 November 1969. 

Bibliographies and Reports 

Dr. John S. Salisbury has informed me that the Bibliography of 
Lunar and Planetary Research Supplement 3 - 1967 has recently 
been sent to each member of Commission 16. You should have already 
received the bibliography for 1966. 

In response to my inquiry of 16 July, Dr. M. Bobrov has kindly pro-
vided re with a Russian source of titles and abstracts. It is as 
follows: 

,b.3 •  -T. 	Civv-40 /7. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



December 30, 1968 

Dr. Ralph B. Baldwin 
Oliver Machinery Company 
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502 

Dear Dr. Baldwin: 

I am returning your list of craters and measurements which I have 
made. Farside craters are identified by the numbers which are shown 
in the ACIC-LFC-1, 1:5,000,000 Lunar Farside Chart. 

Crater diameters are shown opposite your measurements and as you 
will note, agree or are in close agreement in most cases. 

Where I have indicated "Undetermined" it means that I could not 
determine the formation adequately for a measurement. There are 
a few cases where I could not identify a formation sufficiently well 
to measure. 

It is hoped that these measurements will prove of some value to you. 

Sincerely yours, 

James C. Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Office 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



1 

11 :1 

Diam. 2-Diam. Diam. of Ring 	 • 
Crater 	Name (Miles) Ring Latitude - Longitude Miles Notes 	,. 

Einstein 79 99 - 
J . Herschel /co 100 - 63N 40W 
W. Bond /co 100 - 65N 4E 

- /12 100 Yes 53S 160E 2?- 208 Which is the crater vq;<-;=- 
Lyot 71-  100 - 52S 88E 
Nansen 
3 	- 

/-e_>c,  
/02. 

100 
102 

- 
- 

80N 
85N 

100E 
160W 

3 /S/ 	- /02_ 102 - 15S 154W 
:272. 	- /0 ,/ 104 - 18S 108E 
..7.0.c" 	- /0 V 107 - 12S 167E 
30 2. 	- I' Oy. 107 - 11S 162E 

11. 	- /70-  108 - 5N 141E 
71 	- /.2/ 108 ? 57N 164W 
Via 	- /1 3 108 - MS 180E 
lifl 	- //0 109 - 65S 92W 
369 	- //e,  110 - 21S 171E 

Pet avius /0 5,  110 -• 26S 63E 
Janssen //e 110 Yes 44S 40E -.1" - 	200 
Gauss /13 110 - 36N 80E 

3 S" i' 	- /7.3 111 - 35S 134W 
.,ti r'. 	- /2V 113 - 56N 104E 

3?- 4/ 	- /es/ 114 - 39S 178E 
445 	4. //4R" 114 Yes .43N 101E 2 t/ 7- 	247 Not same as crater at 

41N-100B 
//V- /,: 114 - 33N 101E 
4/VV 	- / Vli 116 - 52S 154W 

Magi nus //e 116 Yes 49S 6W a c'Y - 	207 
2-i ,L 	- / 0 ‘'' 119 - 19N 150W 

Joliot Curie //,?' 122 - 26N 94E 
`1'7 	- /2V 124 - 43N 119W 

,1`,:? 	- 9 Y 125 - 47S 174E Partial crater 
Grimaldi /10 127 Yes 6S 70W :21'--Y 	203 
Tsiolkovski f',25-  128 t 9 22S 128E 
Boltzmann /-2. V 128 - 78S 100W 

zii7e7 	- /3,4 130 ? 73S 147W Possible offset outer rin 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Crater 	Name 
Diam. 

(Miles) 
2-Diam. 
Ring Latitude - Longitude 

Diam. of Ring 	Notes 
Miles 

- 240 ?;1.7/ieW 69S 131E 
TV-C 22- 0 	258 80S 120E 

2 9 6 	262 4S 157W 
Mare Smythii 270 274 Yes 3S 85E 540 	ciirde-/erect 
Mare Nectaris z 	279 Yes 14S 34E 562 
Mare CeSisium 2e( 286 Yes 17N 60E • 606 
Mare Humorum 2F%-  287 Yes 23S 39W 594 
Mare Orientale • 3snn 298 Yes 21S 95W 596 Ca6  
Central Mare 350 Yes 26S 12E (680)th7de 
Mare Serenitatis 2Ee,(367) Yes 26N 18E (640) 	• • 
Mare Imbrium 4421 Yes 36N 20W 750 	ed 	The inner crater is marked 

by occasional mountain 
peaks from the straight 
ridge through Pico, 
Piton, 	etc., 	while the 
outer ring is marked by 
the Alps, Appenines, 
Carpathians and 
Harbingers 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



-2- 

Di am. 
Crater 	Name 	( Mi I es ) 

2-Diam. 
Ring Latitude - 

Diam. 	of Ring 
Longitude 	Mies  	 N o 

Humboldt 	1e 	130 
'/he 	- 	/ -s-F 	131 

Schickard 	/34, 	134 
Otto Struve 	/oz. 	135 
Des landr es 	/3.;,- 	139 
Clavi us 	i,vZ 	144 
.Belkovich 	/s--e, 	145 

312 	- 	i 3 0 	145 
- 	 149 
- 	 150 

- 
- 

- 
Yes 
- 
- 
- 
- 

Yes 
, 

Yes 
Yes 
? 

Yes 
- 
- 

Yes 
- 

- 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
- 

Yes 
Yes 
- 
- 

Yes 
- 
- 

ix',,(2 	152 46N 

-45N 

28S 
53S 
44S 
23N 
33S 
58S 
60N 
36S 
22S 
63N 

3N 

21S 
36S 
52N 
26N 
41N 
16S 
33S 
12S 

22S 
58N 
47N 
67N 
68S 
34N 
58N 
36S 
53S 
- 

65S 
56S 
.50S 
56S 

81E 
116W 

57W 
80W 

6W 

	

15W 	 331 
92B 

168W 
7W e.47016-- 1.4J-r, %7.,.:: . "/ 	 Includes 	straight 	wall 

11 ..59147E t.,..Ide.kssat,73cco.' 
300  

153E 

	

122E 	 230  ci,./(44,-,-11.:1e,d 

	

152W 	 285 thicie-fe-i-07,;/c-c.! 
163E  

	

146E 	2 zrz-- 284 

	

100E 	eioi" 	,'¢'i e  

	

8W 	iiirk741.- i -- 	.rt7, S 	North 	of 	straight 	wal ) 

	

113E 	2;z-292  
104E 

31W 
149E 

82E Z-47df.' fe`""';̀-'''el  340 
,_ 81WE G,,icit..• /L7 i"./7ii ,7 1,  

122 	 394 Chiale/c-i-r,-, /k1c-41 

	

73W 	 320 (J464,,  fe. , -,-21,..',2;d 
98W 

	

149W 	
295 tivide -iC-7 1.----27;ne d 

	

164E 	 343 	Double crater? 

	

132E 	368 
- 	()dole ttei-/;7/.4eci 

11Z /Iv/ ;,/e//,',1i .6.-i• 

___Kirtti 	- 	/10(1- 	151 

	

.=. 	- 	i,.. 	153 
Il°,17 	- 	/5-1 	154 

	

"Xertz.... 	- 	/ „s--y 	154 
Mare Moscoviense 	155 

	

//0,,(- 	- 	 156 
161 

	

_TLC 	- 	/ 7 k 162 

	

217 	- 	i S-  e-", 	162 
Sinus Iridum 	its " 165 

- 	/ e - : 	168 
Mare Humboldt ianum 	169 

- 	 169 
- 	i 7 6 170 

Bailly 	 / 7d- 183 

	

,ie•no 	- 	/q/ 	191 
*1Zi.77- 	- 	 192 /CZ 
. ---.22.: 	- 	ict6 	196 
ZTri::, 	- 	, q  1,  197 

Ri pha en Mts. 	 200 ± 
- 	 205 

Pingr4; 	 /:-.,' 	208 
- 	 213 
- 	 224 

98W hi: 1-  ; ei e 4-1 I Ile A 
45W a c i- /4-i-ill/Ica 	 109-mile inner ring Which 

is crater' 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



7, Wells Road 
Glastonbury, Sort. 

U. K. 

1969 Jan. 12 

Dr. William D. Cannell 
Chief, Lunar Observing Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Ilagstaff, Ariz. 
U. SO A. 

Dear Dr. Cannell, 

This is a somewhat ancient affair, but Lovell's observation of a 
"fan-shaped haze" before luwr sunrise the large numbers of  La's recently reported, 
as well as the appearance ohelBaf°95N8t00aph of the Barth above the Moon's 
limb taken from Apollo 8, all suggest that my original idea of a daytime lunar atmo-
sphere of small depth, involving the liberation oft gases sorbed in the porous or 
particulate surface materials in the heat of the Sun, the upward progress of those 
rases being impeded by the latent heat of vaporization and desorption, expansive 
chilling and electrostatic bond, is valid. 

I saould, therefore, like to refer to our correspondence of ‘'arch and 
April 1964, and the observations of lunar occultations in  blue light you were then 
proposing to make, to check up ;;iy-barliCr results. I should be most interested to 
hear how you have fared. But please do not forget that the effects reported by me 
were present only lt the dark limb of a very young Toon, and not at other phases. 
A blue-violet (Dufay) filter was used°  If you have not made any such observations, 
after n,11, I would urge you to do so now, as I feel this is very important. 

The other point is rather urgent, if of' less weight. I am now writing 
another book on the roon, which my publisher's,  hope  to bring out before the landing. 

should like to include some particalars regarding thr height of lunar mountains, 
and more particularly: 

(1)  'briewall of 2ioslkovsky, 

(2) the mountains ats.  the SE edge of are Austra el  

(3)  The Rooks and the Cordilleras. 

I should be most gratefUl for any information in this connection. 

With all good wishes4  

your_! sincerely, 

(v. Axel Iirsoff) 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION 
CENTER FOR SHORT-LIVED PHENOMENA 

60 GARDEN STREET 	CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02138 

TELEPHONE 617-864-7910 

17 February 1969 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO LUNAR LIST  

As you know, the Center for Short-Lived Phenomena provided 

communications support for transient lunar phenomena between 

astronomical observatories and NASA during the Apollo 8 Mission. 

During this mission the Center sent and received 121 cables and 

telephone calls related to TLP. We also received about 31 letters 

from observers who observed during the mission. The purpose of 

this questionnaire is to find out the extent of participation by 

the TLP network and to ask whether you are prepared to observe 

for possible TLP during future Apollo manned lunar landing mis-

sions. 

Observers participating in the TLP observation program 

during future manned lunar landing missions will receive details 

of the missions and the observing programs two weeks prior to 

planned liftoff. 

The next manned lunar flight is scheduled for 17 May 1969; 

there are plans for an earth orbital flight with the lunar 

spacecraft on 28 February 1969. 

Please return the questionnaire as soon as possible. 

Thank you for your kind cooperation. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



QUESTIONNAIRE  

1. Did you observe the moon during the Apollo 8 Mission? 

Yes 	No 

2. If yes, how many nights did you observe between December 21 

and December 27? 	  

3. How many hours did you average each night? 

4. What was your total observing time? 

5. Are you willing to cooperate by observing for possible TLP 

during future manned lunar landing missions? Yes 	No 

6. Do you know of any groups not previously in touch with us who 

would wish to cooperate during future manned lunar landing 

missions? 

7. Do you know of any observer who should receive a copy of this 

questionnaire and has not had it? 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



LUNAR LIST 

BRAZIL 

Prof. R. R. de Freitas Mourao 
Observatorio Nacional 
Rua General Bruce 586 
Sao Cristevao, Rio de Janiero 
Brazil 

Jose Manuel Luiz da Silva 
Rua Comendador Araujo 
169 ap. 305 
3°  andar - Curitiba - Parana. 
Brazil 

Sigmund° Szabo 
Av. Julio Lemos 26 
Cambuquira - M.G. 
Brazil 

Wilson Baade 
Soceidade de Astronomos Amadores 
rua Riachuelo 375 
2°  andar - Curitiba - Parana 
Brazil 

Nelson Travnik 
Observatorio Flammarion 
Matias Barbosa 
Minas 
Brazil  

Frederico Luiz Funari 
Instituto Astronomico Geofisico 
Universidade de Sao Paulo 
Brazil 

Italo Joao Salen 
Rua Alfredo Chaves 
805 -Caxias do Sul - RGS. 
Brazil 

Raul Dario Kuplich 
Rua Gomes Jardim, 421 
Santana, Porto Alegre RGS. 
Brazil 

Jean Nicolini 
Caixa Postal 9011 
Sao Paulo 
Brazil 

Rubens de Azevedo 
c/o Jean Nicolini 
Caixa Postal 
9011 
Sao Paulo 
Brazil 

CANADA 

Mr. K. E. Chilton 
93 Currie Street 
Hamilton, Ontario 
Canada 

Mrs. Pierrette Jean 
2963 Ste. Catherine Road 
Montreal, Canada 

W. H. Wright, Director 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory 
Victoria, British Columbia 
Canada 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Mr. Richard Baum 
1, Dee Banks 
Boughton, Chester 
England 

Dr. Zdenek Kopal 
University of Manchester 
Department of Astronomy 
Manchester 13, England 

Dr. William H. McCrea 
University of Sussex 
Astronomy Centre 
Falmer, Sussex 
England 

Mr. W. E. Fox 
40 Windsor Road 
Newark, Notts. 
England 

CHILE 

Jacques Bellenand 
Providencia 2211 
Santiago, Chile 

Sociedad Astronomica de Valparaiso 
Caxilla 1914 
Valparaiso 
Chile 

Rafael Capdeville Celis, President 
Observatorio Astronomico 
de Paso Hondo 

Telefona No. 1119 
Quilpue 
Chile 

DENMARK 

Dr. C. E. Luplau Janssen 
	

Gosta Persoon 
Urania Observatory 
	

2 Spurvegaarden 
Dr. Olgas Vej 25 
	

2650 Hvidovre  
Copenhagen, Denmark 
	

Denmark 

EGYPT 

The Director 
Helwan Observatory 
Helwan, Egypt 

ENGLAND 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Dr. R. C. Maddison 
	

Mr. P. Ringsdore 
University of Keefe 
	

5 Rosedale Road 
Physics Department 
	

Stoneleigh, Surrey 
Staffordshire, England 
	

England 

J. Hedley Robinson 
	

Mr. Alan Whittaker 
"Helmington" 
	

Cragside, facing Crag Ave. 
Inverteign Drive 
	

Somerset, Bury 
Teignmouth, Devon. 	 Lancastershire 
England 
	

England 

Patrick A. Moore 
	

William Henshaw 
"Farthings" 
	

6, Shelton Close 
39 West Street 
	

Fairholme Est. 
Selsey, Sussex 
	

Mansfield, England 
England 

FRANCE 

Dr. J. H. Focas 
Section d'Astrophysique 
Observatoire de Meudon 
92, Meudon, France 

Mr. Phillippe Bury 
Delegue aux Observations 
Societe d'Astronomie Populaire 
9, Rue Ozenne 
31-Toulouse-01, France 

GREECE 

Prof. D. Kotsakis, Director 
National Observatory 
Astronomical Institute 
Athens, Greece 

INDIA 

Dr. M. K. Vainu Bappu, Director 
	

Dr. R. V. Karandikar, Director 
Astrophysical Observatory 
	

Nizamiah Observatory 
Kodaikanal 3, India 
	

Begumpet, Hyderabad-16 
Andhra Pradesh, India 

ISRAEL 

Dr. Raphael Steinitz 
Tel-Aviv University 
Institute of Planetary and Space Science 
Tel-Aviv, Israel 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



ITALY 

Dr. G. de Mottoni 
via Fratelli Roselli 15/23 
Genova, Italy 

JAPAN 

Dr. S. Miyamoto 
	

Dr. Y. Sato 
University of Kyoto 
	

Tokyo Astronomical Observatory 
Kwasan Observatory 
	

Mitaka-Shi, Tokyo 
Yamashina, Kyoto 
	

Japan 
Japan 

MEXICO 

Sr. Don Domingo Taboada 
Domicillio Conocido 
Puebla, Pue., Mexico 

NEW ZEALAND 

Mr. R. A. McIntosh 
Auckland Observatory 
4 Kingsway, Three Kings 
Auckland 4, New Zealand 

Mr. I. Thomsen 
Carter Observatory 
P. 0. Box 2909 
Wellington, C. 1. 
New Zealand 

Mr. Grant Christie 
Mount Albert Way 
Mount Albert, Auckland 3 
New Zealand 

NETHERLANDS 

J. W. D. Backer 
	

Mr. J. Herzberg 
Dikkakbergerweg 24 
	

Goetlijfstraat 84 
De Kooij 
	

Den Haag, Netherlands 
Bennekom, Netherlands 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Dr. J. van Diggelen 
Aetsveldselaan 12 
Weesp, Netherlands 

Mr. H. van den Berg 
Ferraristraat 4 
I Amsterdam 0 
Netherlands 

Mr. L. Box 
Raphaelstraat 22 
II Amsterdam N.Z. 
Netherlands 

Mr. D. Stulp 
Geuzenkade 54 
III Amsterdam W. 
Netherlands 

Mr. F. Boersma 
Pres. Kennedylaan 33 
Heerenveen, Netherlands 

Mr. R. Leeuwenberg 
L. van Egmondstraat 29 
Kampen, Netherlands 

Mr. T. Dijkhuizen 
Joh. W. Firsonstraat 7 
Maasdijk Z. H., Netherlands 

Mr. W. Bloemers 
H. Muliersweg 16 
Winterswijk, Netherlands 

R. Boschloo 
Hogenkampseweg 3 
Almen, Netherlands 

C. Veth 
Sterrenwacht "Sonnenborgh" 
Zonnenburg 2, Utrecht 
Netherlands 

Dr. A. I. M. Vanders 
Helbeek 82 
Venlo, Netherlands 

Mrs, Jeannette Vermecsch 
Satellite Optical Tracking Station 
Caspar 
Cost - Souburg, Netherlands 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

Mr. Terry Moseley 
The Planetarium 
Armagh, Ireland 

SPAIN 

Dr. Ramon Compte Porta 
Padre Bartolome Pou, 107-4. 01 0 

Palma de Mallorca 
(Islas Baleares), Spain 

Sr. Ignacio Darnaude Rojas-Marcos 
Av. Manuel Siurot, 3 
(Bloque San Leandro) 
Sevilla, Spain 

Sr. Manuel Noriege Vicente 
Fernando IV n°60-6°B 
Sevilla, Spain 

Sr. Jose Ma Oliver, Secretary 
Agrupacion Astronomica de Sabadell 
Edificio Biblioteca Caja de Ahorros 
Cl. Cardenal Goma, 1-1. 
Sabadell, Spain 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



SWITZERLAND 

Mr. Gerhard Leuenberger 
Basler Lehrlingsheim 
Karpfenweg 15 
4000 Basel, Switzerland 

Mr. Ed Neuenschwander 
Urs Graf-Strasse 9 
4000 Base, Switzerland 

Mr. Hansjurg Quitt 
Maispracherweg 8 
4000 Basel, Switzerland 

Mr. P. Adder 
Scheibenrain 29 
3014 Bern, Switzerland 

Mr. Georges Blanc 
7, La Haute-Route 
2500 Biel, Switzerland 

Prof. Luciana Dall'Ara 
6932 Breganzona 
Switzerland 

Mr. Markus Hegetschweiler 
Hernerholzgasse 35 
8810 Horgen, Switzerland 

Dr. P. Jackober 
Schweizerische Astronomische 

Gesellschaft 
CH-3400Burgdorf 
Hofgutweg 26, Switzerland 

Mr. H. Jutzi 
Schwarziwiese 
9326 Horn TH, Switzerland 

Mr. Rolf Stirnemann 
Gruneggstrasse 15 
6000 Luzern, Switzerland 

Mr. Leo Schmid 
Pfarrer 
5262 Oeschgen, Switzerland 

Mr. Bruno Rutter 
Schermenweg 131 
3072 Ostermundigen, Switzerland 

Mr. Gottfr Bientenhader 
Home l 
8636 Wald ZH, Switzerland 

Mr. Robert Germann 
Nahren 
8636 Wald ZH, Switzerland 

UNITED STATES 

Dr. Howard Pohn 
USGS Branch os Astrogeology 
601 East Cedar 
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001 
602-774-5261 

Dr. John Hale 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 
602-774-3358 

Personnel at 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85719 
602-884-1131 

Dr. Jack Green 
Douglas Advanced Research Laboratories 
5251 Bolsa Avenue 
Huntington Beach, California 92646 
8-213-543-0151 Give 714-893-6541 

Mr. Laren Dart 
1267 Park Avenue, Apt. 3 
San Jose, California 95126 
408-294-7446 

Dr. Charles Capen 
and Dr. James Young 

Table Mountain Observatory 
Wrightwood, California 92397 
714-249-3551 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Dr. J. Alien Hynek 
Dearborn Observatory 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Illinois 
8-312-353-5000 Give (312) 492-7651 

Dr. W. Cameron 
Laboratory for Theoretical Studies 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
202-982-4303 

Dr. William M. Irvine 
and Dr. T. Arny 

University of Massachusetts 
Astronomy Department 
Amherst, Massachusetts 
413-545-2194 

Dr. Sarah J. Hill 
Wellesley College 
Whitin Observatory 
Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181 
235-0320 

Dr. James Bartlett 
300 N. Eutaw Street 
Baltimore 1, Maryland 
(Unlisted number) 

Dr. Raymond J. Stein 
New Jersey State Museum Planetarium 
P. O. Box 1868 
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 
609-292-6333 

Smith College Observatory 
Northampton, Massachusetts 01060 
Attention: Miss Joanne Giacalone 

Wesley House 
413-584-2700 

Mr. Eugene W. Cross 
1541 Standley Drive 
Las Cruces, Nex Mexico 88001 
505-523-4139 

Dr. J. R. Dunlap 
Corralitos Observatory 
Drawer 1120 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88001 
505-524-8471 

Mr. Walter H. Haas 
Box 3AZ 
University Park, New Mexico 88001 
505-646-0111 

Prof. Clyde W. Tombaugh 
New Mexico State University 
Observatory 

Box X 
University Park, New Mexico 88070 
505-646-0111 

Dr. Armand H. Delsemme 
University of Toledo 
Department of Physics and Astronomy 
Toledo, Ohio 48606 
419-531-5711 

Dr. Wallace R. Beardsley 
Allegheny Observatory 
Riverview Park 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 48606 
412-321-2400 

Dr. T. Deeming 
University of Texas 
Department of Astronomy 
Physics Building 
Austin, Texas 78712 
512-471-1031 

Dr. John R. Dews 
Department of Physics 
Fresno State College 
Fresno, California 93726 
209-487-2309 

Dr. Laurence W. Frederick 
Leander McCormick Observatory 
P. 0. Box 3818 University Station 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903 
703-295-2788 

Dr. John M Saari 
and Dr. R. W. Shorthill 

Boeing Scientific Research Labs 
P. O. Box 3981 
Seattle, Washington 98124 
206-655-5252 
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Dr. Charles S. Frazier 
10085 San Juan Ave. 
Dallas, Texas 75228 

Larry Bornhurst 
Mt. Wilson Observatory 
813 Santa Barbara Street 
Pasadena, California 71106 

Professor Paul Engle 
Pan American College Observatory 
Edinburg, Texas 78539 

Astronet 
814 East Cameron Avenue 
West Covina, California 91790 

Mr. Bruce Campbell 
2020 Elmview 
Houston, Texas 77055 

W. Myers 
7424 Tipps 
Houston, Texas 77023 

Dr. D. Evans 
High Altitude Solar Observatory 
Climax, Colorado 

Dr. E. Forsythe 
1409 Brookwood Ct. 
Seabrook, Texas 77018 

Dan Harris 
Lunar and Planetary Lab 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 

Dr. Barbara M. Middlehurst 
Editorial Offices 
Encyclopedia Britannica 
425 North Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

Ken Thomson 
3320 Norfolk, Apt. A 
Houston, Texas 77006 

Christopher B. Lang 
2003 E. Washington Street 
South Bend, Indiana 46615 

Dr. John T. Jefferies 
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics 
University of Hawaii 
Honolulu, Hawaii 06822 

U.S.S.R. 

Dr. D. Ja. Martynov 
Director, Sternberg Institute 

Astronomical 
Moscow University 
Leninskije Gory 
Moscow V-234, U.S.S.R. 

Dr. A. N. Kozyrev 
Pulkovo Observatory 
Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 

Dr. A. N. Dadaev 
Pulkovo Observatory 
Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 

Dr. V. P. Dzapiashvili 
Abastumani Observatory 
Abastumani, Georgia, U.S.S.R. 

Dr. I. K, Koval 
The Main Astronomical Observatory 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences 
Kiev, U.S.S.R. 

Dr. Pospergelis 
Sternberg Institute Astronomical 
Moscow University 
Leninskije Gory 
Moscow V-234, U.S.S.R. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



WEST GERMANY 

Mr. Ulrich Eckert 
	

Mr. Michael Lindhorst 
Kolbstrasse 27 
	

Ahfeld 54 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

GREENBELT, MARYLAND 20771 

Y 

REPLY TO "ode  L" I. 
4 ATTN OF: 	 0  

Dr. D. W. Strangway 
NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center 
Code TN4 
Houston, Texas 77058 

Dear Dr. Strangway: 

OCT 2 2 1970 

Your letters were received today and I am relieved to find that people 
now understand my position. Your assessment of the outcome of the meeting 
was also my impression. However, sii3sequent phone conversations with 
some people indicated that there seemed to be sore misconceptions about 
1111 role and the LION project. MY letter was to correct any misconceptions 
that may have been held. 

Please note that I have made some corrections and amendments to the 
(inclosed) letters that will be sent to LION participants. The correlation 
of lunar seismic events has been with perigee not apogee. I think it 
would be more effective if the professional astronomers would alert 
Corralitoe to events they were observing rather than sending reports to 
them. If all reports are sent to me, I will forward copies to Dunlap, 
Hynek and any other interested parties. I would also like to stress that 
I want to receive both positive and negative reports, the latter being 
important also. 

In November I am starting my program of lunar spectra of the most 
promising sites for the recording of emissions (or absorptions). I will 
have access to our 36-inch reflector and spectograph every lunation for 
about a week surrounding full moon. It is my hope to sometime duplicate 
Kozyrev's observations. 

Thank you for consulting me and helping to make the transition to the 
scaled down effort go.smoothly. 

Sincerely, 

Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron 
Theoretical Studies Branch 

Enclosures 
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GROUND BASED OPERATIONS 

BY TIT E LUNAR INTERNATIONAL OBSERVERS NETWORK (LION) 
DURING APOLLO MISSIONS 

REPORT NO. 2 

Greetings for the second time from Houston. Through the cooperation 
of NASA Manned Spacecraft Center and with the assistance of the 
Smithsonian Center for. Short-Lived Phenomena, we were able, during 
December, to communicate with the Science Support Room at Manned 
Spacecraft Center. Reports of ground-based observations of possible 
lunar transient events were thus transmitted to MSC, We have had a 
good chance to test the communications. They worked. smoothly. We 
expect to repeat this operation during the flight period of Apollo 10. 

I am acting as consultant to Lockheed Electronics Company under con-
tract to NASA Manned Spacecraft Center. William Chapman, Louis 
Schneider and I will coordinate Operation LION (Lunar International 
Observers Network) during the flight periods for Apollo 10 and 11. 
I expect to be in Houston during the orbital period of Apollo 10. 
William Chapman, Louis Schneider and I will take shifts in the Science 
Support Room, and thus, one of us will be there at all times. We ask 
you to transmit all reports to us through Mr. Citron at the Smithsonian. 
The Center for Short-Lived Phenomena is organized to collect such 
reports and these will be forwarded immediately on a direct line to us. 
Please do not try to telephone data to us at Houston during the mission.  

The Lunar International Observers Network now has very few gaps in 
longitude. The advantages of a concentrated period of organized 
observation during the Apollo missions include the following: 

1. Good possibilities of continuous coverage; as the earth turns, 
a new group of observing stations can begin work as darkness 
falls before the moon sets at observing stations to the east. 
(Note that the charts of observing periods already sent to 
you from the Smithsonian are approximate guides only; latitude 
differences in moonset and sunset are not applied and each 
observer should check his own set of conditions for himself.) 

2. The large number of observers gives us a good chance of indepen-
dent confirmation. Please report your observations very care-
fully. Instructions to observers will be sent with this letter. 
Some of them will be already well known to most of you, but is 
included for the benefit of new observers. They are designed 
to enable us to minimize adverse criticism. Lunar transient 
events are still not fully understood, neither is their exist-
ence accepted by everyone, but they provide a good field for 
new research and the very best data are needed. 

3 	Quick communications enhance the possibility of obtaining 
photographs or other permanent records. Because visual ob-
servations, unless very well confirmed, are always subjective, 
we need permanent records. Spectra could provide information 
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about the mode of brightening in the case of the bright 
spots and color changes. We expect to receive your reports 
from the Smithsonian and to transmit them at our discretion 
to the Mission Control Center. 

L. The possibility of confirmation by the Apollo 10 crew of 
earth-based astronomical observations exists. In a similar 
way, any observations of lunar activity by the Apollo 10 
crew may be confirmed from the ground. 

5 	It seems to me that we need areas of mutual world wide 
interest in which people in many countries and of a wide 
range of ages can cooperate, and I am very happy to be 
associated with this program because, so far, it has pro-
vided an example of mutual aid and great harmony. 

Mr. Citron has reported the preliminary result of the Lunar. Question-
naire as follows: 

"Enclosed are the preliminary results of the Lunar Questionnaire. 
Of the 65 returned questionnaires, 47 (72%) observers in 20 
countries observed for TLP's for a total of 260.5 hours during 
the Apollo 8 mission. Observers averaged 2.3 observing hours 
per night and averaged 2.3 nights each. 

All observers except one,  indicated their willingness to observe 
for TLP during future lunar missions." 

A by-product of the communications has been that I have just received 
a letter via Mr. Citron from Don Raphael Capdeville Celis, President 
of the Astronomical Society of Valparaiso, who reports that during 22 
out of 400 occultations of stars by the moon, the starlight dimmed 
1, 2, or 3 seconds before immersion (an approximate translation is 
enclosed). A similar phenomenon was seen by British astronomers en-
gaged in an occultation program at Herstmonceux. I learned of this 
in London in November and it is quite independent of the Valparaiso 
report. The British astronomer told me that at least some of the stars 
that dimmed during the British observations were known not to be double 
stars; the phenomenon can not be due to lunar topography as the cut-off 
time only, and not the rate of cut-off, would be affected by the limb 
contour. It is interesting that a lunar halo was reported by the Apollo 
8 crew midway to the moon; but they did not report on this later in the 
mission. 

We would be glad to have observing-book details of any reports of 
similar occultation phenomena known to you. I have written to Herst-
monceux to try to get further details of the British observations. 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO OBSERVERS  

A. 	OPEPATTONS: APOLLO 10  

1. Fast communications will be handled for us by the Smithsonian 
by the method used during the Apollo 8 December 1968 mission. 
The Smithsonian telephone system will not work efficiently 
unless calls are 3imited to a small number of key observers 
for regional groups as before. We leave the local organiza-
tion to you but ask yOu to arrange a local center if possible; 
to receive calls from individuals and transmit them to the 
Smithsonian if you do not use cables or other methods. 

2. Mr. Citron has sent out the communications code. Observa-
tions and all correspondence regarding our network sent to 
the Center for Short-lived Phenomena will be automatically 
forwarded to us. 

3. Refunds for postal or other expense; The Smithsonian Center 
for Short-lived Phenomena should be able to refund telegram, 
cable or telephone costs if you submit a bill of your costs. 
We expect that NASA funds will be available to them for this. 
in case of difficulty, or of other costs not covered by the 
Smithsonian, write to us at Houston and we will try to find 
a way to refund reasonable cost incurred. 

4. When you send us an event record in writing, please send 
details of the telescope (aperture, filters, etc.). 

5. From now on, we shall give at least double weight to con-
firmed observations, The best possible confirma.tion is by 
comparison of absolutely independent reports from separate 
observing stations. 

6. It is better if at least 2 observers observe the event before 
the report is sent in. But a good confirmation of activity 
may come afterwards by comparing reports (eg. the Brazilian 
and Californian reports of December 1968). 

7 	Observers using refracting telescopes, or telescopes with 
any lens system, should check for chromatic aberration. 
One way to do this is to change the observing position of 
your eye; if the effect is in the telescope, there will be 
a corresponding change in the image. 

8. Please do not try to telephone data to us at Houston durinE 
any Apollo mission.  
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B 	OPERATIONS BETWEEN MISSIONS  

1. At present, The Center for Short-Lived. Phenomena is 
financially supported for our communications only for 
the periods of the Apollo missions. Events observed  
between missions should be best reported (by mail from 
outside the U.S.) to Houston. The operational center 
address is: 

c/o Miss B. Middlehurst 
Lockheed Electronics Company 
Lunar & Earth Sciences Dept. 	(A-l9) 
16811 El Camino Real 
Houston, Texas 	77058 

My home address is still in Chicago. Letters addressed 
to the Encyclopedia Britannica will also reach me but 
the Lunar Events Program is now centered at Lockheed 
Electronics, Houston, Texas. There should be no delay 
in dealing with mail sent here, even if I am in Chicago 
when it arrives, as William Chapman or Louis Schneider 
will then deal with it. 

2. Postcards already sent out from Tucson for your use can 
still be used if readdressed here. The 5-letter commun-
ications code can be used on these or in letters as well 
as in telegrams. You can send us more detail in letters 
if wished. In fact, we shall be happy to receive the data 
in any understandable form but for telegrams the code is 
clear and much cheaper than other ways. Any cable office 
in the world (often the same as a post office) should know 
this international code and could help you. 

C. 	FUTURE MISSIONS  

1. The May 18 Apollo 10 mission schedule (total duration 8 days 
3 hours; orbit of moon 68 hours) is described in Mr. Citron's 
Communications Procedures, dated April 1, 1969. 

2. Apollo 11 has a planned July 15 launch for lunar landing on 
July 20. If this landing is successful, a seismograph will 
operate on the moon, and there will be an opportunity to 
check our observations against possible lunar vibrations. 

3. Details of launches beyond Apollo 11 will be sent later. 
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••Copies of the Air Force Lunar Reference Mosaic are enclosed, or 
will be sent shortly. We also have more copies of The Sky and 
Tele,=.core Mao  which has named and numbered features for reference. 
T h-,te to 	 these soon at Chicago and they will then be avail- 
abie 'or distribution to new members of the network, and others on 
request if there are still copies available. 

Please watch the news media for possible last minute changes of 
schedule, eg postponement, as it would not be easy for us to be 
sure of reaching you in time. 

We send best wishes for good observing conditions and will hope to 
hear from you. 

(Miss) Barbara Middlehurst, Consultant 
Lockheed Electronics Company 
Lunar and Earth Sciences Department 
16811 El Camino Real 
Houston, Texas 77058 

This document prepared by 
Lockheed Electronics Co. for 
NASA under contract NASA-5191, 
Job Order 43-024 

Concurre,a)ce by: 

A/Chief,/Geophysics Branch TH4 
Lunar tp Earth Sciences Division 

-3- 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058 

REPLY TO 	rm.,. 
ATTN OF: 

January 14, 1971 

As you are aware the Manned Spacecraft Center has operated a program 
referred to as the Lunar International Observers' Network (LION) 
during each of the Apollo flights to the moon. This program has run 
very smoothly and well but it is becoming evident that this program 
is no longer required to protect th€ safety of the crew and it is 
not, therefore, a mission requirement. Accordingly, it is now planned 
that there will not be a continuing LION program that is specifically 
related to the lunar landing program. 

It is true, however, that there is a definite interest in the scienti-
fic results of such a program particularly in view of the recently 
reported evidence which relates lunar seismic events to times of 
perigee. We therefore urge you to continue your observations and to 
report these (both positive and negative) to Mrs. Winifred Cameron, 
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, who is inter-
ested in compiling and analyzing the results from such observation 
with definite scientific objectives in mind. 

Dr. Hynek of the Corralitos Observatory (505-524-8471), will have two 
people on duty at all good viewing times monitoring the moon for signs 
of transient events. It would be very helpful to have alerts of events 
made immediately to the Corralitos Observatory at any time whether 
during Apollo missions or not. Communication can be directly with 
Corralitos (505-843-0111 or 505-524-1564), J. R. Dunlap or with North-
western University (312-492-7651), Dr. Hynek or through the services 
of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (617-864-7911), Center 
for Short-Lived Phenomena, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 

Sincerely yours, 

Anthony J. Cali?' L) 
Director of Science and Applications 

Enclosure: 
Ltr. to Dr. Strangway from Mrs. Cameron 
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November 9, 1984 

Dr. John A. O'Keefe 
Code 681 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 

Dear John: 

It occurred to me after your telephone call on the 8th that 
I have a small spectrometer scrounged from Kitt Peak. This instru-
ment is described on pages 80-83 of the publication noted on the 
attached card. I do not have the dissector with data acquisition 
system. Lowell does have electrically controlled 35-mm camera 
systems that have been used for planetary photography. A combina-
tion like this might work with our 24-inch, F/16 reflector on Mars 

A Hill at, say, 30 .mm-1. 

If photographic recording would be too slow, there are alter-
natives as, for example, a CCD camera with intensifier and tape 
recorder. I suspect there may be many instrumental alternatives--
a photometer with narrow-band filters, for example. 

Has aiyone other than Kosyrev reported spectroscopic changes? 
I know there are many reports of changing red features, but the 
only spectroscopic detection I have heard of is that for Alphonsus 
by Kosyrev. 

Bestvishes, 

AAH/hsh 	 Arthur A. Hoag 

Enclosure 
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Heply to Attn of: 

National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 

Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
20771 

NASA 

681 

November 23, 1984 

Dr. Arthur A. Hoag 
Lowell Observatory 
Box 1269 
Flagstaff, AZ 86002 

Dear Art: 

Thank you for your kind letter of November 9. I have asked our 
library to borrow the TAU Colloquium book. 

In addition to the Kozyrev paper that you mentioned, Kozyrev 
reported H2  from Aristarchus. As you probably know, H2, unlike 
other molecules, has a line spectrum. That is the point of 
searching for the emission spectroscopically; it should be far 
easier than in integrated light 

Kozyrev used 150 A/mm and a wide slit. He does not tell us the 
exposure time, but it was short. 

I enclose a copy of Kozyrev's paper on hydrogen in Aristarchus. 
There is also a 1969 paper (Soviet Astronomy - AJ 14, 145-147) 
describing bands of CN seen in the spectrum of a red spot. I am 
not aware of any other spectra. 

I am trying to get a project set up here to study this and other 
ideas related to lunar volcanism. 

Sincerely yours, 

John A. O'Keefe 
Laboratory for Astronomy 
and Solar Physics 

Enclosure 
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NASA TECHNICAL TRANSLATION 	 GFSC -12 

SPECTRAL EVIDENCE OF OUTFLOW OF MOLECULAR HYDROGEN IN THE 

REGION OF ARISTARCHUS 

N. A. Kozyrev 

Translation of "Spektral'nyye priznaki vykhoda 
molekulyarnogo vodoroda v rayone kratera Aristarkha 
na Lune", Isvestiya Glavnoy Astronomicheskoi 
Observatorii, Pulkove, Vol. 24, Pt. 1, No. 177, 
1964, pp. 99-101. 

NATIONAL AERONATUICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546 	AUGUST 1970 
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SPECTRAL EVIDENCE OF OUTFLOW OF MOLECULAR HYDROGEN IN THE 

REGION OF ARISTARCHUS .1  

N.A. Kozyrev 

ABSTRACT. Spectral observations of the crater Aristarchus 
during November and December 1961 showed a comparatively stable 
outflow of gas near its center. The emission band 4634 + 1 A 
with a sharp red border and weak emission in the orange-red 
spectral region were detected. 

These data are evidence that there was an outflow of 
molecular hydrogen of the fumarole type of Earth volcanoes. 

In order to clarify the luminescence glow of the Moon in 1955, a photo-

metric comparison was made of the spectra of different objects on the lunar 

surface and the solar spectrum [1]. The spectrograms were obtained on a 50-inch 

reflector of the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, using a spectrograph having 

a linear dispersion of about 23 A atl mm near H . Particular attention was 

devoted to comparing the contours of the wide lines of the doublet Ca
+ 

H and K 

in the spectra of objects on the lunar surface and in the solar spectrum. There 

was a significant difference in the contours of these lines and the contours of 

the solar spectrum only in the spectrum of the Aristarchus crater. In the Aris-

tarchus spectrum, the lines were narrower than in the solar spectrum. It thus 

follows that there is a luminescence glow in the Aristarchus crater which closes 

the line contours. A photometric study showed that this glow exists in the 

narrow wave portion of the spectrum at A < 4000 A. In addition, there was a 

second, weaker region of luminescence between 4400 and 4100 I. 

Numbers in the margin designate pagination in original foreign text. 
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This luminescence of the Aristarchus crater was most clearly apparent after 

a full Moon. However, at the same phase but in different months, the luminescence 

brightness was far from the same. These fluctuations in brightness had no con-

nection with solar activity. Therefore, the question arises of whether they can 

not be explained by changes in the activity of the crater itself. Such an ex-

planation may be valid, if a significant portion of the observed emissions is 

caused, not by luminescence of solid rocks, but by luminescence of gas outflows 

from the Aristarchus crater. In order to study this problem, in November-

December, 1961, a new series of spectral observations of the Aristarchus crater 

was performed on a 50-inch reflector of the Crimean Observatory. 

In 1961, spectra of the Aristarchus crater were obtained on a different 

spectrograph with a small dispersion, on the order of 150 I at 1 mm near H . 

The spectra were recorded with a wide slit, thus making it possible to have the 

spectrum of the crater and the spectra of its surroundings at the same time. At 

this time, the photometric processing of the spectra obtained was concluded by 

comparing the spectrum of the objects studied with the spectrum of the surround-

ings, and not with the solar spectrum. On November 30, in the morning, the Moon 

was in the last quarter. Spectrograms of the Aristarchus crater and its surround-

ings were obtained during the nighttime in November on the following days: 

25-26, 27 - 28, 29 -30, and in December: 

1 - 2, 2 - 3. 

On these nights, a large number of spectrograms were made of details in the 

Aristarchus and Herodotus craters, the Schroeter Valley, individual craters, 

and other details of the Wood Spot . A group of emission bands, beginning 

abruptly and passing further toward the short-wave end of the spectrum, was even 

noticeable without photometric comparison on certain spectrograms obtained in 

the very center of the Aristarchus crater, between H
8 
 and H1. Figure 1 shows 

the results derived from photometric processing of spectrograms of this spectral 

region. The logarithms of the ratios between the brightness of the Aristarchus 

center spectrum and the brightness used for comparing the spectrum of one of the 

adjacent details of the lunar surface are plotted along the ordinate axis. 

Spectrograms for November 25 and 27 were each measured with respect to two dif-

ferent comparison spectra. As may be seen from Figure 1, the emission may be 

2 
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observed on two spectrograms 

obtained on December 3. The 

sharp emission boundary near 

the red end of the spectrum 

and its clearly marked struc-

ture definitely establish the 

21h3O rri U.T. 25 11 612. 

2111.70 m U.T. 25 17 61e. 

23430 1 I  LI.T. 271161e. 

Z3h..70 171 UT. 271( 612. 

3h 40m U.T. 3 Al 61e. 

3405111  ll.T. 	3 111 612. 

gaseous nature of this 

Important confirmation 

conclusion is the fact 

emission. 

of this 

that, in 

Eastern side of the crater edge. It thus 

photographs taken December 3, 

the emission bands observed 

above the bright central por- 

tion of the crater protrude 	/100 

somewhat into the spectrum of 

the shade thrown out by the 

follows that the emission source ex- 

WO 	4700 	460 	WO 	4400 

Figure 1. Emission observed in the blue por-
tion of the spectrum for the crater 
Aristarchus. One division on the vertical 
scale equals 0.10 of the common logarithm of 
brightness. 

tends to a certain height above the crater surface. 

The observations indicate that there is actually liberation of gases in the 

center of the Aristarchus crater, more precisely, in its central peak. The ac-

tivity of such processes cannot be constant. It is very possible that the ob-

servation of emissions close to the last quarter, i.e., when the Sun is above 

the crater, is not accidental, and that the outflow of gases is facilitated 

by heating by solar rays of the corresponding crater regions. It is now inter-

esting to clarify the chemical nature of the gases producing the observed 

emission. 

Figure 1 shows that the sharp emission boundary from the red end of the 

spectrum has a wavelength between 4630 and 4638 I. On the average A = 4634 A 

for this boundary. The tables of molecular spectra do not indicate the exis-

tence of a band with a red edge of this wavelength. Bands of the molecules A1J 

or Zr0 are more suitable. However, the behavior of other bands of these mole-

cules completely refute such a possible identification. There is still one 

other interesting possibility related to the form of the,Eas-t-ern hydrogen 

5,440,%4 

131.0? PI 4 1-10 ro 	3 

re,A) a 4,. &U. le-s,Leitte) twit.' Pt t  e-4 7. 
t,etv  Li er 	ec 1-0A,,-ca-tark, 
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Figure 2. 	Comparison of emission observed in the Aristarchus 
crater (solid line) with the emission spectrum of molecular hy-
drogen obtained with the same dispersion (dashed line, drawn in 
an arbitrary scale). One division on the vertical scale equals 
0.05 of the common brightness logarithm. 

spectrum, i.e., the spectrum of the H2  molecules for small dispersions. The 

brightest lines of this complex spectrum are concentrated in two wavelength 

regions — the reddish-orange and the blue. The blue region of H2  emission 

begins with a particularly bright line having a wavelength at 4634 A. This is 

the main line of the singulet system 3d'E 2p'E of hydrogen vapor. Because of 

this line, for small dispersions the blue spectral region of H
2 
will appear as 

a wide band with a sharp red edge. For purposes of better comparison in the 

laboratory, we recorded and measured the H
2 
spectrum obtained by a spectro-

graph, of almost precisely the same dispersion as that used to obtain the spec-

trum of the Aristarchus crater. The dashed lines in Figure 2 show the results 

of measuring this laboratory spectrum of H2. The solid line shows the supple-

mentary emissions of the Aristarchus crater measured over the entire spectrum. 

In the blue spectral region, this curve is obtained by averaging the data in 

Figure 1. The dashed and solid lines closely coincide. With respect to the 

reddish-orange spectral region, where there is intense emission of H2 
molecules 

(primarily the triplet lines of ortho-hydrogen), photometric measurements re-

veal a weak glow of the Aristarchus crater. 
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It is important to note that both these emissions are bounded by approxi- 	/101  

mately the same wavelength region. The lack of agreement between the pattern 

of the solid line and that of the dashed line must primarily pertain to the 

small dispersion and the overexposure of photographs in this spectral region. It 

is our opinion that the material in Figure 2 leads to the reliable conclusion 

that the gas outflowing from the Aristarchus crater is molecular hydrogen. 

Usually, the atomic hydrogen spectrum exists along with the secondary 

hydrogen spectrum under laboratory conditions. In the spectrum of the 

Aristarchus crater, special measurements did not reveal any differences between 

the Balmer lines and the Balmer line of the spectrum for its surroundings. 

Thus, it may be assumed that no significant amount of atomic hydrogen is pro-

duced in the excitation of molecular hydrogen outflowing from the center of the 

Aristarchus crater. This represents a very important characteristic of hydrogen 

glow processes on the Moon. It must be noted that it is extremely difficult to 

find a correct explanation for this glow mechanism, due to the large excitation 

energies of H
2 
molecules. The observed outflow of molecular hydrogen cannot be 

the result of photodissociation of water vapor, since only the formation of H 

and OH is intrinsic to this process. H
2 

can be produced by the photodissocia-

tion of other molecules. It must therefore be concluded that molecular hydrogen 

is produced directly in the interior of the Moon. It can then accumulate there. 

This conclusion regarding existence of molecular hydrogen in the interior of the 

Moon agrees with the existence of local accumulations of hydrogen in the Earth's 

crust. The important role of molecular hydrogen outflow in the volcanic pro-

cesses on the Earth is well known. 

The observations described here show that comparatively stable gas outflows 

of the fumarole type of our terrestial volcanoes exist on the Moon, in addition 

to spontaneous volcanic processes observed on November 3, 1958 and October 23, 

1959 in the Alfons crater. The fumarole field was located to the east of the 

central peak in the Aristarchus crater, and was on the order of 1-2" in size, 

i.e. 2-4 km. Close to this field (on the eastern edge of the Aristarchus 

crater and at the apex of the Schroeter Valley) Greenacre and Barr at the 

Lowell Observatory on 30 October 1963 observed two regions which were reddish- 

5 
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orange in color and lasted for 20 minutes [2]. During these observations, the 

Aristarchus crater was close to the terminator for 2.5 days before the full 

Moon.* The brief appearance of the bright color is definitely caused by the 

outflow of gases whose glow was particularly apparent on the background of the 

lunar surface close to the terminator. The almost simultaneous appearance of 

gases in two regions separated by 35 km (5 minutes earlier in the Schroeter 

Valley) could have been the result of a single deep process.* Thus, these new 

observations of Greenacre and Barr confirm the great volcanic activity of the 

Aristarchus crater region.* 

In conclusion, it must be pointed out that the enigma of the Aristarchus 

crater has been far from solved by these observations. The question still 

remains as to what contribution the gas component makes to the total luminescence 

of the Aristarchus crater. In general, was this luminescence of a solid surface, 

or was the luminescence discovered in 1955, which closed the contours of the H 

and K lines, entirely the luminescence of certain gases outflowing from the 

crater interior which are still unknown? 

Translator's Note: Next line deleted as indicated in original text. 
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Short dark arrows indicate the three colored areas described in this article. 
The base map is a portion of ACIC Lunar Chart LAC 39, in draft form. It 
shows the moon's surface unforeshortened, as if viewed directly from above. 
North is toward the top, east (in the sense used by the author) to the right. 
The large terraced crater is Aristarchus, 27 miles across, one of the brightest 
places on the moon. To its left is an equally large but shallower crater, 
,Perodotus, from which Schrtiter's Valley extends upward, veering leftward 
ioff the map. The Cobra Head is a widening in this valley. The. plain at the 
right is the margin of Oceanus Procellarum; just outside the map edge lies the 

ruined crater Prinz. U. S. Air Force drawing by Patricia Bridges. 

equipped with a 70-mm. camera, this was 

t rot of focus, having been left that way 
the  night before. Since several minutes 

a rc usually required to focus for a sharp 
image even when the seeing is 5 or 6, I 
was extremely reluctant to cease visual 
work in order to focus on the unsteady 
image. Never having observed such phe-

nomena before, I was disappointed to see 

them fade away before they could be re-

corded photographically. 
All the lunar observers here at Lowell 

Observatory are now convinced that from 
time to time short-lived colored spots 
do occur. To record any such events in 
the future, we will keep negative color 
film handy so that the camera can be put 
into operation quickly. 

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE 

As director of Lowell Observatory, I 
wish to supply some additional informa-
tion related to the Greenacre-Barr °User-
\ ation. 

More than three years ago, the Aero-
nautical Chart and Information Center 
(ACIC)' in St. Louis began mapping the 
lunar surface with the 24-inch Lowell re-
fractor. The group at Flagstaff, under the 
direction of William Cannel!, is part of 
ACIC's Lunar and Planetary Branch, 
headed by Howard Hohnes. Overall re-
sponsibility for lunar and planetary work 
being done under ACIC auspices lies with 
Robert Carder. 

The original members of the Flagstaff 
group are Mr. Cannel!, James Greenacre, 
and Patricia Bridges. Recently this group 
was enlarged to eight members, including 
Edward Barr, who joined in July, 1963. 

In this work, the visible half of the 
'noon is divided into 72 sections, of which 
the one containing Aristarchus is being 
'napped at the telescope by Greenacre 
and Barr. The former began his detailed 
study of the region in January, 1963, and 
therefore was very familiar with it on 
October 29th, when he first observed 
areas of unusual color. 

Most of the observing during the 25 
exciting minutes was done by Greenacre. 
Barr, however, did readily confirm the 
presence of the brightest of the three col-
ored areas, although troubled by lunar 
glare. Because of this, and because of his 
greater familiarity with the region, Green-
acre thought it wise that lie alone should 
explore the neighborhood. Immediately 
following the observations, lie made a 
tape recording of what he had clone and 
seen. 

In evaluating the reliability of any 
visual observation, the attitude and quali-
fications of the observer are most im-
portant. Greenacre is a very cautious 
observer. He had long been skeptical of 
reported changes on the lunar surface, 
and consequently found it difficult at 
first to believe what he was seeing. As 
to his observing reliability, Cannell has 
stated that he could not recall that Green-
acre had ever plotted a lunar feature not  

later confirmed by sonic other observer. 
No changes in observational technique 

or instrumentation have been introduced 
during the entire period this lunar sec-
tion has been under study. Greenacre 
estimates that he has spent at least 30 
hours studying the Aristarchus neighbor-
hood under conditions where he would 
have noticed the recently observed 
changes. Since he was unable to recog-
nize these colored areas in the 6-inch 
finder, it seems that similar phenomena 
may be beyond the reach of most ama- 
teur telescopes. 

JOHN S. HALL 
Lowell Observatory 

ED. NOTE: Soviet astronomer N. A. 
Kozyrev published his observations of an 
outbreak in the crater Alphonsus 
AND TELESCOPE, February_1959,jhag 	. 
More recently, he reported evidence for 
gas flow from the interior of Aristarchus 
(Nature, one 8, 1963, lzt  =c 97 

In 1953 he had noticed a peculiarity 
in the spectrum of Aristarchus. Its violet 
Fratinhofer lines appeared narrower than 
the corresponding solar lines. He attrib-
uted this to a luminescent glow. 

In 1961, he took low-dispersion spec-
trograms of the Aristarchus region with 
the 50-inch reflector of the Crimean As-
trophysical Observatory. Emission lines 
occurred in the central part of this cra-
ter on spectrograms taken November 26th 
and 28th, and in two on December 3rd 
that year. 

The strongest line, at 4634 	1 ang- 
stroms, is at the long-wavelength end of 
an emission band. After photometric mea-
surements, Dr. Kozyrev identified this and 
the other emission features as due to mo-
lecular hydrogen gas. The Soviet astrono-
mer believes that the molecular hydrogen 
cannot have come from disassociation of 
water vapor, but must have escaped from 
the moon's interior. 

December, 1963, SKY AND TELESCOPE 317 
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ailliam J.heyer,Jr. 
III 'Shady Ureek Road 
Rochester 14623,hew York 

kr.Greenacre, 
I read the article in science & luechanics about your have sighted 

a strange phenomena in the Inbar terrain in Uctober 29,1963.1 also understand 
it was confirmed by your friend Ax.harr,and also confirmed in 2erkins observ-
atory the same time.have you sighted any other phenomena on the moon or else-
where in our solar system?If so,I would greatly appreciate IihY information 
you have on this,or any planetary phenomena. 
P.s.Tao years ago,some of our neighbors saw a red thin line across the moon. 
It was not inoving.It was merely a ked line across the surface of the moon.' 
will inquire on it more and let you in on some details..ilease write back. 

Yours truly, 

(/' 
- : 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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FRO 1: Pat Dumas Hillsboro, Texas 	April 10, 1964 

Dear Sirs: 

I am interested in Outer Space Exploration. I wou.ld like 

to know the date red spots of gases are suppose to be 

seen on the moon. My friend, James Shaw, and I are very 

interested in such things. We read an artical about 

them. Thank you. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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--Vernet lee Bains 

December 16, 1965 

Monsieur: 

I come just now from reading an article entitled "Some Glows on the 
Moon" in "Sciences & Life" of April 1964. This has been very interesting 
to me as I have observed by eye a similar  phenomenon on 16 October 1958 from 
my house situated at Vernet-les-Bains in the eastern Pyrenees at the foot 
of the Cauigon (?). Anyway, since your astronomers have seen these glows, 
if this would interest you, I will describe them to you. 

A bright red ball, round like a ping-pong ball, appeared, 
situated thus on the moon: 

Then this ball displayed itself like it had made of itself a spot of liquid 
the color diminished - There were some intense and harsh glows like magnesium 
lightening, with bright and diminished phases, 3 or 4 times alternately, 
almost disappearing and reappearing vigorously; tk At last, no more. This 
lasted 10 or 15 minutes, between a quarter to eight and eight otclock in the 
evening. I was with my 15-year old daughter in one room having two windows 
on the same side. I had changed windows and had two times strolled over 
to see if that ball from another angle seemed always on the moon or in the 
sky. It seemed always on the moon. The following days I read nothing in 
the press concerning this and had been astonished, sure of not having been 
blind. 	- - - Excuse my dullness but I express very well my thought; 
at the time I had written what I had seen on my calendar in order not to 
forget it and I have always kept it for my memory has not always permitted 
me to remember. 

Perhaps that which I write you is not of importance to you, then 
excuse me. Receive my salutations and the best - 

Madame A. Mayenson 
Villa "Le Bosquet" 
at Vernet-les-Bains 
Pyrenes Orientales 66 

France 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



iv1t. hood_ 
Santa Ana, GaiiI.j2105 
J/labb 

srs. Greenacre u, Larr 
pLowell Observatory 
.ela6staff, Arizona 

.oear Sirs; 

it was mentioned in the GriIfitn Observer, 	ljuo, that 
you naa the opportunity of observin6  a rea glow near tne 
crater Aristarchus. iiie article aid not mention if y ou naa tne 
chance to obtain photos of tnis phenomena. If so, I woula 
Greatly alipreulate hearih trout you as to tine quantity avali,,ofe, 
price, etc. 

I am all amLqteur astronomer ana am very interested in lunar 
anomalies. i nave naa the pleasure of communieatina  with 
airs. Gameron 01.  AtJA concerninc, her at 	to coordinate 
aata on luhar transient pnenomcna at trie Laboratory Ior 
ineoretical Studies. 

Any nelp jou thi,_,11.1, tie ault: to ,j.Ve iuE on tfliS matter 
would be t5.reatly appreciated. 

1 hanri you... 

—214 
 , 

if. t.. Gastator 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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SACRED HEART RECTORY 
321 SOUTH BROADWAY 

 

LAWRENCE, MASSACHUSETTS 01843 	Oct. 20, 1964 

Dr. James Greenacre 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Dear Doctor Greenacre: 

I have here a copy of the article you wrote for Sky & Telescope, issue 

Dec. 1963, in which you describe the 3 spots you sighted on and near Aris-

tarchus,and also the article in the following issue of the same magazine in 

which the author describes the appearance of the streaks a month later. I 

enjoyed both very much. Congratulations! 

Many scientists and perhaps others had the pleasure to hear you lec-

ture on those two sightings. 

Please, send me a copy of those lectures on the above mentioned two 

Ightings. If you have written other articles on that precise topic,i.e. 

those particular sightings, I would very much appreciate a copy of them 

too. 

Thanking you in advance, 

I am yours very gratefully, 

cj- 
( 

Rev. Guy J.Cyr,S.M. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



HAROLD R. RAFTON 

9 ALDEN ROAD 

ANDOVER, MASSACHUSETTS 

November 18, 1964. 

Director, 
Astronomical Observatory, 
Flagstaff, 
Arizona. 

Dear Sir: 

I enclose a letter, signed by Rev. Guy J. Cyr, S.M., Sacred 
Heart Rectory, Lawrence, Mass., which was clipped from the Novem-
ber 17, 1964, issue of the "Lawrence (Mass.) Eagle-Tribune". 

In that letter it is stated that "Dozens of astronomers have 
recorded thousands of dispatches from the Moon". I was not previous-
ly aware of this. Can you comment on this, either confirming or de-
nying it? 

The letter further states that "Last fall Dr. James C. Green-
acre and at least four other astronomers at Flagstaff, Ariz., clear-
ly observed on the moon 31 hugh space-ships". Again, I was not pre-
viously aware of this. Can you comment on this, either confirming or 
denying it? 

If you confirm it, will you be kind enough to advise me where 
the results of that observation were published; and, if possible , 
furnish me with a reprint of the article (or articles) in which the 
disclosure was made. 

Thanking you in advance for the courtesy of a reply, particular-
ly as, to my knowledge, there has been little or no previous public-
ity relative thereto in the popular press, I am 

Very sincerely yours, 

, ref_  
iarod If. l afton. 

Stamped envelope enclosed for reply. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



FROM: ANDOVER,MASSACHUSETTS 	 No-u. I • 

Dear Sir: 

I enclose a letter 	..01i oped from the November 

17, 1964, issue of the 'Lawrence (Mass.) Eagle Tribune'. 

In that letter it is stated that ....dozens of astron-

omers have recorded thousnads of dispatches from the 

Moon....' I was not previously aware of this. Can 

you comment on this, either confirming or denying it? 

The letter further states that ....last fall Dr. 

James C. Gre enacre nd at least four other astronomers 

at Flagstaff, -1z., clearly observed on the moon 31 

huge space-ships 	' Again, I was not previously 

aware of this. Can you comment on this, either con-

firming or denying it? 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



LAWRENdiGLE-TRIBUNE—LAWRENCE, MASS.—TUES., NOV. 17, 1964 

Ships On The Moon 
Sir: 

it will take many years perhaps to confirm 
and decipher the messages allegedly received-
from hypothetical civilizations in other galaxies. 
But, fortunately we don't have to wait that long 
for messages from extra-terrestrial intelligences. 
Dozens of astronomers have recorded thousands 
of 
the 

from the Moon. The longest  
The mo-s-t-powerful among-the--V-6-Try recent ones 
was received just a-VW  -ago, 

LaSt-lall Dr. James C. Greenacre and  at  
lea-St four--o-ther astronomers at 	Aitiz., 
Clearly-  observed on the moon 311-Euge space-
sbros. After much consiRtatidrg with the co-Wil; 
11-67SS-'6-s-  and especially the Air Force, he finally 
published,  just a few  details at a 
breath-tak.ing• experience. 

These 31 craft were gigantic, ranging in size 
from about 1,000 feet across to three miles. Yet, 
from the observers' words and sketches it is 
obvious that at least some of these ships were 
moving while they were being watched. They 
were symmetrical and of various colours, which 
at times were brilliant. These circular, cylin-, 
drical, diamond-shaped and U-shaped 'spots' 
were grouped into five different ge=ometric for-
mations: an oval, two circles and two double-
test-tube patterns, one of which lasted one hour 
and fifteen minutes. 

And that's not all! Between these 'spots' there 
were 'tiny dots.' The expression, of course, is 
very misleading, for, these so-called 'dots' had 
to be at least 500 feet across since they were 
discernible. They were white and they "ran 
along" the larger ones which at times were ruby. 
Dr. Greenacre said the display reminded him of 
one of our own man-made devices: a set of elec-
tric lights going on and off according to an in-
telligently controlled rhythm, Yes, in spite of his 
well known, former, adamant skepticism as re-
gards reports of changes on the lunar surface, 
lie had enough honesty and courage to acknowl-
edge that this spectacular show on the moon re-
minded him of a neon sigh made up of red and 
white lights "chasing each other" across it. 

A. few scientists had guessed that, these 
'colors' were just clouds. But last May Dr. 
Greenacre emphatically stated that these phe-
nomena were not clouds of any kind. He told 
them, implicitly it's true, but yet very clearly 
what they were; he said that when he first saw 
them, he thought that the Russians were already 
on the moon. 

Rey. Guy J. Cyr, S. M. 
Sacred Heart Rectory 
Lawrence, Mass. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



20 November, 1964 

Mr. Harold R. Rafton, 
9 Alden Road, 
Andover, 
Massachusetts 

Dear Mr. Raftons 

We are in receipt of your letter of November 18, 1964, and 
the enclosed clipping. James Greenacre, who works for the A.C.I.C. 
Lunar Mapping group on the observatory grounds, observed a red 
spot in the region of Aristarchus, and I am enclosing a copy of 
the Reprint describing these events. As for spaceships,to our 
knowledge none have 80  far been observed on the surface of the 
moon. 

Sincerely yours, 

Joyce B. Clark, Secretary 

JBC 

%cis. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



J.C. Greenacre 	 5 March 1965 

Lunar Color Phenomena 

B.C. Petersen, Major RDAF 
Baunevolden 27, Maalov, Sj; 
Denmark 

Dear Major: 

On behalf of your organization I wish to make it clear that I have 
never seen anything that would be suspect, per se, or by the dozen 
spacecraft. 

I am enclosing an account of our observations of Lunar Color Phenomena 
as published by Sky and Telescope. 

Yours truly, 

JAMES C. GREENACRE, Selenographer 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Enc. 1 - Article "A Recent Observation of Lunar Color Phenomena 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



J.C. Greenacre 	 5 March 1965 

Color Phenomena 

Rev. Yost H. Miller 
RFD 2 Box 179 
Millersburg, Ohio 44654 

Dear Rev. Yost: 

I am very sure you have been misinformed as to our observations at 
Lowell Observatory. Enclosed you will find a copy of our report on 
the color phenomena of October 1963. 

If you will write Sky Publishing Corp., Harvard College Observatory, 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138, I am sure they will furnish you with a biblio-
graphy on Quasi Stellars. There is no standard text on this subject. 

Yours truly, 

JAMES C. GREENACRE, Selenographer 
Lunar Observation Section 
Lowell Observatory 
Flagstaff, Arizona 

Enc. 1 - Article "A Recent Observation of Lunar Color Phenomena 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



Paul Matelis 
2009 Evansdale Drive 
Hyattsville, Maryland 

20783 

June 30, 1965 

Dear Mr. Cannell, 

If you will recall, I wrote to you on July 5 of last year, 
and I was very happy with the quick and prompt attention which my 
letter received, well now I have some other questions, and I hope 
you will be able to help me in these also. 

The first is about a rather wild story that is being cir-
culated around about an incident that occured an or about the 
29th of October in 1963, a Dr. Greenacre was supposeai to have 
seen through the Lowell telescope, "31 gigantic spaceships on or 
near the lunar surface.* I should like to know just exactly what 
Dr. Greenacre saw. Of Bourse it was not a spaceship, but I am 
wondering just what it is. 

As to the mysterious changes on the moon, do they really 
happen, or are they just the result of looking at the moon to 
much, and getting moon struck? There is another item, and this 
is the story of the moon bridge, could you give the story to me, 
all of these things are rather unusual to say the least, and I 
do hope you can exptlitn them for 3rf you can not then there is 
indeed some fishy going on up there. Is there anything new in 
regards to the mysterious red lights that were appeasing on the 
moon last year? 

I have heard so many conflicting reports on the surface of 
the moon, I do not know just exactly what the scientist agree on, 
I have read where some say the surface is hard, the surface is 
made of diamonds, and some that the surface is soft, I tend to 
believe that it is move or less the same as earth, by that I mean 
soma hard spots and some soft spots. How do you think it will 
turn out? 

Must congratulate you and the entire scientific staff 
working on the Ranger series, you have been doing a great job, 
and I hope it will continue with the Mariner series. 

Patd 07aAtecA) 

Paul Matelis 

Sineerly yours, 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



FROM: 	LAiiRaTCE EAGLE TRIBUNE of Lawrence, Mass. 

November 1'7, 1964 

LETTER FROM: Rev. Wy J. Cyr, S. la. 

Sir: 

It will take many years perhaps to confirm end decipher the 

messages allegedly received from hypothetical civilizations 

in other galaxies. But, fortunately, we don't have to wait 

long for messages from extra-terrestrial intelligences. 

Dozens of astronomers have recorded thousands of dispatches 

from the Moon. The longest and the most powerful among the 

very recent ones was received just a year ago. 

Last fall Dr. James C. Greenacre and at least four other 

astronomers at flagstaff, Arizona clearly observed on the 

Moon 31 huge spaceships. After much consultation with the 

co-witnesses and. especially the Air Force, he finally 

publi shed, just a few details at a time, his breath-taking 

experience. 

These 31 craft were gigantic, mnging in size from about 

1,000 feet across to three miles. Yet, from the observers' 

words and sketches it is obvious th,',t at least some of these 

ships were moving while they were being watched. They were 

symmetrical and of various colours, which at times were 

brilliant. These circular, cylindricA., diamond shaped and 

U-shaped 'spots' were grouped into five different geometric 

formations: an oval, two circles and two double-test-tube 

patterns, of Air which lasted one hour and fifteen minutes.. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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	about a rather wild story that is being cir- 

culated around about an incident that occured on or 

about the 29th of October in 1963. A Dr. Greenacre was 

supposed to have seen through the Lowell telescope, 

31 gigantic spaceships on or near the lunar surface. 

I should like to know just exactly what Dr. Greenactre 

saw. Of course it was not a spaceship, but I am 

wondering just =whet it is. 

As to the mysterious changes on the moon, do they 

really happen, or are they just the result of looking 

at the moon too much, and getting moon struck? There 

is another item, and this is the story of the moon 

bridge, could you give the story to me. All of these 

things are rather unusual  to say the least, and I do 

hope you can explain then for if you can not then there 

is indeed some fishy going on up there. Is there anything 

new in regards to the mysterious red lights that were 

appearing on the moon last year? 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



James C. Greenacre 	 6 July 1965 

Reply to your letter dated 30 June 1965 

Mr. Paul Matelis 
2009 Evansdale Drive 
Hyattsville, Maryland 20783 

Dear Mr. Matelis: 

Your letter of 30 June, directed to Mr. Cannell, has been given to me 
for study and an answer. 

The wild story concerning the 31 space ships was created by a Rev. Cyr 
from Lawrence, Massachusetts. From correspondence I have had with 
others, it seems probable that Rev. Cyr is an addict of his own 
imagination. 

The following is quoted from a paper I gave in May 1964 to the New 
York Academy of Sciences. 

"Shortly after these sightings were reported in Sky and 
Telescope we began to receive a considerable amount of 
correspondence. Some of the most frequent requests 
were for more information about the sparkle noted in 
the ruby red spots. It is possible the word was ill-
chosen; therefore, I will attempt to redescribe this 
apparent activity. 

The reddish-orgnge spot near the Cobra Head was the 
most vivid and easily observed, probably because of its 
size. When I forst noticed this spot, there appeared 
to be small, bright, white spots that had a flowing 
motion. The direction of flow was from the top of the 
prominence downward toward the west or the terminator. 
It was impossible to tell whether these small light 
spots had their origin on the top of the structure or 
slightly down the west slope. As the color changed to 
ruby red the bright spots appeared somewhat more con-
spicuous. 

The small red spot observed on the east side of 
Schroter's Valley also had these small white spots, and 
they, too, had a downward flow motion, but they 
appeared to flow downward from a central point in a 
radial pattern. 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



For sometime after these observations, I felt I had 
previously seen a very similar motion, and not long ago 
I discovered it was a large electric sign across the 
front of a supermarket in Flagstaff. The background of 
the sign is red and the blinking lights are white. The 
blinking is arranged in such a manner as to give a 
flowing motion so that the lights give the illusion of 
disappearing from the sign. The rate of flow appears to 
me about the same as we observed at the Cobra Head, and 
is about ten per second." 

From these remarks Rev. Cyr came up with the 31 spaceships. 

Visual observations in the past 200 years lead us to believe that from 
time to time small changes or evidence of crustal activity take place 
on the moon. Their exact nature is unknown. Some scientists believe 
there is evidence of gas emissions while others believe there may be 
materials which luminesce as the rising sun increases the temperature. 

No  new reports on lunar activity have come to our attention during the 
first half of 1965. Our test hope for solving lunar surface problems 
rests on a successful Apollo mission. 

- - e  ,dit  in 
ee ee.eAff,m, 

Sincerely, 

Liabne  sightings ewe 'everted la  WO  mo 
to LeesieLe a considerable ismo;,nt of 

JAMES C. GREENACRE 	i 	of this most  frteueet reeemete 
tee *bout the syerkle noted in Lunar Observation Section 

Lowell Observatory possible the word  was  ill- 
Flagstaff, Arizona 	• . 	attempt to rndescribe  this 

4- 

rue ressiO4-orgnge spot  near  the Cobra Head was the 
moat 41vi4 end easily observed, probably because of its 
wise. What': I forst noticed thim spot, there appeared 
to be small, bright, white spots that had a flowing 
motion. The direction  of  flow was from the top of the 
prominence downward towerd the west or the terminator. 
It was impossible to tell whether these small light 
spots had their origin on the top of  the  structure or 
slightly down the vest slope.  As the  color changed to 
ruby red the bright spots appeared somewhat more con- 
spicuous. 

The small red spot observed on the east side of 
Schroter's Valley also had these small white spots, and 
they, too, had a downward flow motion, but they 
appeared to flow downward from a central point in a 
radial pattern. 
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FROk: Ignacio Darnaude Rojas-Marcos 

Sevilla, Spain 

Dec emb er 19 , 1967 

Dr . James C . Gre ena ere , Flag st aff , Ariz . , USA 

Dea r Dr. Gre ena ere , 

I enclose a phot ocopy of a report of the French magazine 

'LeCourier Int erplanetai re" , over a sighting of 31 

giganti c objects seen in the surface of the Moon. 

,Valid you be kind enough, over this very interesting news, 

please , I like to know: 

1) In what region or crater of the Mo on appear the 31 

object s? 

2) Date of this observation? 

Thank you very much, TDr. Greenacre , for this interesting  

informati on. 

Yours very Truly, Sir 

Ignacio Dar naud e 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.



IGNACIO DARNAUDE ROJAS—MARCOS 
AV. MANUEL SIUROT, 3 (Bloque San leandrol 

S EVI LLA 

December 19, 1.967 

Dr.James C.Greenacre, Flagsxtaff, Arizona, USA 

Dear Dr.Greenacre, 

I enclose a photocopy of a report of the French magazine "Le Courrier 

Interplanetaire"lover a sighting of 31 gigantic NK objets seen in the 

surface of the Moon* 

Would #ou be kind enough,over this very interesting newiplease,I like 

to know: 

1): In what region  or crater of the Moon appear the 31 objets?. 

2): Date of this observation?. 

Thank you very much,Dr.Ureenacre,for this interesting information. 

Yours very Truly,Sir 

  

 

titt 	 Wade 

All material courtesy Lowell Observatory Archives. Any public use of this material requires written permission from Lowell Observatory.
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